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Prefac 

Long neglected as a relic of bygone days, animal traction has in recent years gradually 
reemerged as a topic in development policy and technical discussions, 

Since the early sixties, the German Technical Assistance scheme has supported not 
only the use of draft animals but also the testing, manufacturing and promotion of 
suitable implements and equipment. 

As one of the spiritual fathers of this field, B.H. Doormann (Dipl. lng.) played an 
essential part in initiating the production of this manual. However, Mr. Doormann, 
who died in August 1980, was not able to witness the publication and rebirth of the 
ideas he so passionately advocated. 

Nevertheless, he did live to observe the increasing momentum of his ideas and the 
wiliingness of a new generation to provide more than just vocal support for the use 
of draft animals - this generation was prepared to become actively involved in its 
promotion wherever feasible. 

As a representative of this group, Peter Munzinger invested a great deal of patience. 
determination, critical expertise and enthusiasm into compiling and editing this 
manual. We would like to express our special thanks to him and all his co-euthors. 

There are few tasks more fascinating and rewarding than to contribute to developing 
and safeguarding an appropriate energy supply to farmers in the Third World. 

The GTZ series has rarely featured a publication which tackles a long-standing 
problem in such an up-to-date fashion as this joint venture of the Max-Eyth-Gesell- 
schaft and the GTZ: 
The German edition was first published in February 1981, in time for the 75th anniver- 
sary of the Max-Eyth-Gesellschaft fur Agrartechnik Ed V. (MEG) and 145 years after the 
birth of Max Eyth, the founder of the German Agricultural Society and also the first 
German promoter of mechanised farming in Africa from 1862 to 1866. 

Max Eyth could not anticipate future developments. However, analyzing the past 
should give us more insight and foresight and oblige us to plan for a future which is not 
geared to the ruthless exploitation of resources but fosters their sustained equilibrium. 

February 1982 Klaus J. Lampe 
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Preliminary remarks 

The use of animal traction power-which is to a very large extent a renewable energy 
source-will in the future continue to be of enormous importance for many agricuitural 
holdings in Africa and its significance will probably increase still further. This 
hypothesis is supported in particular by the permanent worldwide shortage of fossil 
energies, for the resultant increase in the cost of conventional types of energy is al- 
ready having disastrous consequences for some African countries. 

The severe popu!ation pressure means that there is a need for measures to intensify 
agricultural production and the spread of the use of draught animals, in combination 
with suitable implements, must be regarded as an entirely suitable form of rnoderniza- 
tion. In many cases it is this which facilitates the only economically practical form of 
agricultural mechanization. 

The major objective of this book is therefore to provide information on questions con- 
cerning the use of draught animals under African conditions. It is aimed at the 
specialists and development planrlers working for national and international develop- 
ment cooperation organizations and dealing with the useof draught animals ir: Africaor 
other part:; of the world. The handbook is also intended for decision-makers within 
national authorities. 

The book consists of three parts, the major elements of which are closely related to one 
another”‘: 

1. Part A gives a brief survey on the development of animal traction to date in the vari- 
ous African countries. Among other things, a list is given of the most important na- 
tional and international organizations which have already become involved in the 
spread and support of the use of draught animals. The references to further litera- 
ture, reports and project information give the reader, i.e. in particular the planner of 
new development projects involving promotion of the use of draught animals, the 
basic information necessary for intensive preparation. 

‘I The handbook contains a number of gaps, particularly in the area of empirical research, since 
it was not based on indepe.ndent surveys by the authors. The entire work is instead founded 
on the analysis of various sources of literature, project reports and individual studies, which 
not only constitute a random selection but which also in some cases contain inadequate and 
insufficiently detailed information on the topics under discussion here. Nor can the authors 
claim to have included all reports on the topic “Use of draught animals in Africa” produced 
both nationally and internationally. 
The authors request that these limitations be borne in mind when the handbook is used 

9 



The discussion of the conditions limiting and factors influencing the use of draught 
animals will serve to increase awareness of the special problems, while the 
checklist (Section 4.4) is intended for detailed datacollection and preparation of the 
plans for corresponding development projects or project measures. 

2. Pat-t B deals with detailed questions and individual aspects of the use of draught 
animals, i.e. it contains the real basic information. In addition to discussing livestock 
husbandry and animal health (specially related to the use of draught cattle), 
together with a description and discussion of the various types of harness and 
implements, it contains the most important comments on the topic viewed from the 
point of crop-growing ecology, economics, technical aspects and socioethnological 
factors. 

The aim of this part of the handbook is to provide comprehensive specialized knowl- 
euge for the actual project planning process. 

3. Part C uses four case studies to docur .: it suitable promotional approaches for the 
use of draught animals in Africa. It is ,&own how the development of the use of 
draught animals can be supported in a variety of different ways on the basis of given 
preconditions. Problems of implementation are included to a large extent in the 
discussion and descriptions. 

P. Munzinger 
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1. Introduction 

Problems in the mechanization of agricultural production in devel,op- 
ing African nations have been the cause of major controversy for 

many years. Differing opinions on agricultural mechanization s~tra?;- 
egies have to date had a not inconsiderable i::fluence on the develop- 
ment plans of the countries in ,question. and this not always to their 
advantage. In some cases - and there are numerous exaniples of this- 
the choice of a too highly advanced and therefore complicated form 
of mechanization led to misdirected developments or to unecoiiomi~cal 
development projects whj~ch above all failed to take actual needs 
into account. 

11-i developing African nations development planners are confronted 
with the fact that widely varying levels of mechanization are to 
be found there in the agricultural production process. To simplify 
matters three levels as described below can be d'stinguished and 
this classification is used throughout almost the entire handbook I!. 

a) The manual labour level, which in actual fact involves no "mech- 
anization" at all, is characterized by the use of simple tools 
and implements in manual labour only. Even today this is still 
the inost frequently encountered form of iand cultivation in Africa, 
particularly in the case of smallholdings. 

b) The draught animal stage is __- the beginning of "intermediate" or 
"appropriate" agricultural mechanization, whereby it should be 
borne in mind that in some areas (e.g. North Africa a~nd Ethiopia) 
the use of draught animals has been traditional for centuries. 

c) xractorization is a modern, l?ighly ndvanced form of ragricul tur:31 
mechanization and involves a widii vari.et:f of t:li!si~gns and i;ypes 
of tractors and implements. 

In accordance with the aim of the handbook th!s part will firstl~y 
provide a cer'tain amount of basic information on ,the use of draught 
animals in Africa. Following a more ge:neral assessment of animal 

1) Based on CARRILLION, R./LE MOIGN!Z, M. (19751, who suggest this simple way of 
distinguishing different levels of mechanization. The breakdown could of cowse 
be made in still greater detail. 

15 



traction in comparison with other forms of agricultural mechanization 

(Section Z), Section 3 gives detailed information, in the form of 

country-by-country tables, on the use of draught animals as regards 1) 

- the historical development and the main types of animals used; 

- the regional spread and relative importance; 

- important national and international organizations which have pro- 
vided or are still providing appropriate support; 

- local production opportunities for animal-drawn implements and 
spare parts (including export possibilities); 

- further literature, reports and research studies. 

In conjuction with the subsequent brief discussion of framework con- 
ditions and influencing factors (the discussion is continued in more 
detail in Part B) this thereby creates an initial basis which can 
already be of assitance when a decision is to be taken for or against 
the use of draught animals. 
The "checklist" is intended for detailed data collection and prepara- 
tion of the plans for corresponding development projects or project 
measures: however, the basic prerequisites detailed in Part B are 
essential before meaningful use can be made of this list. 

2. Importance of draught animals 

The following statements can be made concerning the present position 
of animal traction within the framework of the development of agri- 
cultural mechanization: 

a) In most industrialized nations consideration of the relative ad- 
vantages of motorized traction power in comparison with animal 
traction power has led to gradual replacement of draught animals. 
Emphasis today in the USA, in most European countries and on many 
farms in Asian countries is on the use of tractors (including 
small tractors). The continued advance of motorization in agri- 

:', 
1) Despite a shortageof information in some cases (e.g. North Africa), which can 

be attributed to a lack of corresponding project reports and general docweents, 
these tables are intended to give planners, appraisers and project personnel 
the opportunity to establish suitable contacts and obtain more detailed infor- 
mation. 

16 



culture is in'this case being curbed only by the recent energy 
crisis and reconsideration of the growth ideology. 

by In areas which are less developed in economic terms, such as many 
African countries, a number of attempts to motorize local agricul- 
ture have failed. For this reason, and for those already mentioned 
in the preliminary remarks, the use of animal traction power is 

or-will become a greater possibility here as an alternative forin 
of agricultural mechanization - only, of course, as far as the 
framework conditions permit. 

The selection and promotion of suitable "situation-related" or "ap- 
propriate" agricultural technologies: 1) with a vi*w to sulviing the 

agricultural production problems in developing c@untries is now being 
increasingly demanded in view of the fact :hat experience with devel- 
opment policy over the past two decades has shown that there have 
been repeated failures in this area. For the greater part of African 
agriculture, at least for that part of it based on arable farming, 
the provision and use of sufficient traction power (=energy sources) 
is still a crucial problem determining the sector's general develop- 
ment efforts on the part of national and international sources of 
development aid. 

A number of major problems limit the use of "modern" agricultural 
mechanization procedures and thus provide a certain amount of scope 
for the keeping of draught animals and its promotion in this area. 
Particular mention must be made of the following Problems: 

- The acute shortage of capital, both on the individual farms and 
at the level of the national economy 

- The mostly fairly small holdings and their in soime cases still 
marginal market production 

1) Definitions: The terms increasingly used in the discussion of 
development policy in recent years, such as "low-cost technology", "intermediate 
technology" or "appropriate technology", are also applied to the use of animal 
traction. in most cases they are intended by analogv to express the same meani% 
although it may be the cost aspect, the development level or the appropriate- 
ness to local framework conditions which is in the foreground depending on 
the starting point of the person doing the assessing. 
All these terms are relatively controversial, since unconsidered use of +hem 
can lead to confusion and misinterpretation. 

17 



Y The comparatively low standard of training of the farmers i 

- The continued lack of an infrastructure in most areas (e.g. main- 
tenance and repair workshops). 

Xoreover, the technology involve'3 in trac.tor use, combined with mod- 
ern soil tillage, is not cnly too expensive for the majority of small- 
holders, but has in the meantime also become too costly in the long 
term for tne economic strength of some developing countries in Africa. 
The latter applies in particular to the countries which, for want 
of domestic energy resources, are hit by the increasing cost of mod- 
ern technologies and cannot compensate for this cost increase by 
means of appropriate measures at natiol ,l-economy level (e,g~ in- 

creased production in other sectors of the economy). 

Technologies such as the use of draught animals are frequently re- 
garded as an intermediate stage on the way to "more ambitious" agri- 
cultural mechanization. It is precisely the use of the term "in~ter- 
mediate technology" which reinforces the view that a form of techno- 
logy located somewhere between the "traditional" and "modern" levels 
is appropriate for many developing countries. Why, however, should 
the development generally lead from tte manual labour level to the 
use of draught oxen and from there to the use of tractors? 
The criterion for a decision for or against a specific form of agri- 
cultural mechanization cannot be the development phase to which it 
belongs, for in many cases the hand hoe is still the most suitable 
tool, whereas in other cases the use of draught animals deserves 
particular promction and can be regarded for technical and economic 
reasons as the only suitable form of mechanization practicable in 
the long term. In still other cases a direct transition from manual 
labour to tractors may be economical and therefore advisable. 
It is therefore impossible to give a generally valid answer to the 
question of whether the introduction of animal traction in certain 
countries and regions of Africa is to be regarded only as an inter- 
mediate stage. Far moredecisive elements are the regional and situ- 
ation-related framework conditions and influencing factors in each 
case. These may be subject - and this must be given particular con- 
sideration when a decision is being taken for or against a specific 
mechanization alternative - to substantial changes through the use 
of the technology finally selected. A comprehensive si.tuation analy- 
sis, combined with a correspondingly based assessment of long-term 
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effects, must therefore be carried out before any form of agri::ui- 
tural mechanization is supported. 

The fact that animal traction undoubtedly fits in~to the concept of 
"appropriate technology" is illustrated, for examole, by the nature 
of the effects it produces (cf. e.g. Part B/IV). Negative effect? 
of increased tractor-based mechanization are sufficiently well known 

and have been amply discussed, even ~though they are not aJw:.ys ai!.- 
mj.tted. 

By way of an example it should ne simply pointed cut here that in- 
tense use of ~tractors may not just release members of the agricul- 
1: 1.1 r 21 lah@ur force who c,-r,, tiler1 ~fi.nd no alternativr emplo,yment. 
It can also lead to an increase Jon the nnm'her of large farms, usually 
on account of cer~tain competi tive advanI:~l,~es, n process which is 
frequently to the det;rj,ment iof ",nny sriiall. and medium-sized farms 
wllich are undoubtedly viable. The differrnces in nvailablc income 
resu?:~iing from this develnpi,,ent have severii negative effec%s in the 
long term, particularly .‘.n the social sphere. 

Whereas many western industrialized nations and their national and 
international development organizations have in the meantime sup- 
ported and further developed the concept of appropriate technologies 
- and ~thereby also the use of animal traction power - socialist ins 
dustrial,zed nations are still for tne most part ccrtinuing t-J rejec~i 
such promotion measures (cf. e.g. MICHALSKI, 1974). The socialist 
belief is that priority sbouid be given to agricultural developmen~L, 
in Africa as well, through the establishment of state farm.5 with 
modern technology, state-run machinery-hiring stations and agricul- 
tural cooperatives. The support of smallholdings, which would un- 
doubtedly result from the promotion of the use of draught animals, 
is regarded as an obstacle to overall economic and political develop- 
ment. In the African countries which are aiming to achieve a social- 
istic ecoilomic system or' maintain relatively close ties with social- 
ist and communist industrialized nations this view F,as in the mean- 
time led to a sharp reduction in the use of draught animals and the 
respective attempts at promo~tion in this field. 

19 
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3. Development and situation 

3.1 North Africa 1) 

The use of draught animals for agricultural and non-agricultural 
work has been traditional for centuries over much of North Africa. 
Domestic animals (in particular also water buffalo) have been used 

in this way for more than 3000 years, especially in w in the 
flood areas along tne Nile. 

In other North African countries cows, oxen, horses. donceys, mules 
and camels (mainly used as pack-animals) are still important sources 
of energy for soils tillage, transportation, operation of irrigation 

systems, threshing work etc. 

As far as the historical development of the use of draught animals 
is concerned, North Africa thus differs quite substantially from 
the rest of the continent, where the use of draught animals has com- 
paratively little tradition and did not start - it at all - until 
colonial days, although Ethiopia is an exception to this rule. 

In Algeria and Libya (in part also in Morocco) ~the use of animals 
traction has been severely reduced as a result of intensive tractor- 
based mechanization on large private and state-run farms. It was 
not only the large quantities of available energy resources (particu- 
larly petroleum) and the related foreign exchange earnings which in- 
i-tiated this development: it was also founded largely on political 
decisions. In line with the aims of agricultural policy this trend 
will probably continue in these countries, although it is highly 
unlikely that draught animals can be replaced altogether, for animal- 
drawn implements are still used to a certain extent even on large 
farms; this can frequently be attributed to the lack of trained per- 
sonnel and the shortage of spare parts and repair workshops for the 
existing tractors and implements. 

Tunesia and w have not yet witnessed this degree of development 
in the direction of large-scale mechanization, although a variety 
of approaches have been tried in this area. 

1) It Was impossible to produce a country-by-country table for North Africa on 
account of the generally poor information basis, i.e. inadequate data on nwnber 
of draught animals and implements, local production facilities for machines 
and implements and a general lack of literature and reports on this topic. 
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_:: ,,, ‘~, Animal traction is less important in West Africa than in the northern 
,.s,, ', 'part of the cbntinent. Although .the use of draught animals has to ,:,: 

a certain extent become traditional in some areas over the past three 
",: decades and is continuing to spread, the initial si~tuation is never- 

:':~" ,':;;;, ;,,,i;hele'ss ,; ,to,tal'ly different,, fr,om that ,,,'in North 'Africa,, since arable 
":~,:farriiing, and',lives,tcck ,husbandry have ,by ,tradtion ,been ,kept largely ',' ;;;;,: I ,," 

separate 'inWest Africa and 'this is for the most part still the case " ":,,,," 
G;$$ ,~ ,';:"~',~,,:::~,,::,'tqd,ay. ,,' " ,:: 
:r '.,::,, :' ,Li,vestock-owning nomads cove'r ,,the ! 

>,,:i,, ',gionsgrazing their largehe 
iC,,',,' ~, 

extensive steppe or Savannah re- 
?rds of cattle and camels and mainly derive 

iixir iivillg ~LUH liiase ~LCL.& alrd i?lated barteriig. The tribes cn 
gaged in arable farming, on the other hand, have until recently for 
the most part remained unfamiliar with the keeping of heavy livestock, 
which was also restricted by th? spread of the ,tsetse-fly (vector 
for, trypanosomiasis, see Part B/i) in the more humid regions. Most 

I;,;', 
ij::," ",' of theesmall farmers ttierefore tilled their fields in the ,traditional 

er ,in shifting cultivation using hand hoes and relatively simple 
: ,( implements. ",, 
,:,'( 

,: : 

This initial situation also remains relatively unchanged today, al- 1: 
though control measures have helped to restrict the habita.t of the 
tselse-fly. Seen in .terms of the use of draught animals in agricul- ~ 
ture, changes have only been initiated in a few countries, a move 
which is today being documented there, for example, by increasing 
demand for draught animals and drawn implements (see Table A/l). 

y ,,,,,, ,, :,,This,turn of ,,events ,was,:for the most part ,brought about by various ,,, ,"~ ;,::' 
: ;:; ':_, ': :,: promotional measures ,implemerited,by,a number of organizations. As far 'i 
,'?,,back' as thefifties and sixties var,ious colonial administration corn- ,: 

,,,,,, ', panies were devoting the, 
" t~raetion (mainly dr 

ir attention to the introduction of animal ' 
.aught oxen), which was simultaneously combined 

with the spread,and promotiqn of specific crops for export or market- 
,,,, ,,, ', ing(cotton, groundnuts, rice etc.). For the target group - farmers 

,:,with small and medium-sized holdings - ,this frequently involved the 
allocation of substantial credits for the procurement of animals 

,,, ,,,,, ,,,', 

and implements. 

,, 
':, _ ::, 'In some cases these 'me.asL lres were accompanied by further development 

imal-drawn implements and the selection, ,: 
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", " t,raction (mainly draugb It oxen), which was simultaneously combined 

1, with,the spread and I promotion of specific crops for export or market- 
ii,,i 
y: ,_ ,in.g : (cotton, groundnuts, rice ,etc.). For the target group - farmers 

:#;f~ ', ; ,,:~ wit :h, small and medium-sized holdings - this frequently involved the 
~ all .ocation of substantial credits for the procurement of animals 

,,, and implements. 

were accompanied by further development 
limal-drawn ,implements and the selection, 



keeping and feeding of draught animals under the specific conditions 
of the region in question. 1) 

With its usually fairly light soils to be found over extensive flat 
areas, its large cattle population and its fairly low incidence of 
the tsetse-fly (in comparison with Central and East Africa), West 
Africa offers relatively good prerequisites for the spread of animal 
traction. This fact was realized at an early stage by some countries 
(e.g.. Senegal, Mali, Upper Volta, Chad) and was accordingly included 
in the overall aims of their agricultural policy. Table A/l shows 
that the use of draught animals has been particularly successful 
in the countries accounting for major proportions of the semi-arid 
Savannah belt of the Sahara. 

-2 Fi,;. A/2: Harnessed dbnkeys being used to plough 
a millet field in Senegal, West Africa. 
(Photo: GTZ Archives) 

1) cf. docwmsntation produced by the French research institutions B.D.P.A., 
C.E.E.M.A.T., I.R.A.T. etc. (adresses in Section 3.6). Important re- 
ports are included in the bibliography in this handbook. 
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As far as future use of draught animals in West Africa is concerned, 
tile essential task will be .to stabilize this form of agricultural 
mechanization through 

- credits and subsidies for smallholders 

- improvement of veterinary services and general extension services 

- intensification of fodder growing and fodder harvesting 

- provision of an adequate number of implements and the necessary 
spare parts etc. 

These measures are particularly necessary because many Wesl African 
countries can employ complex technologies in their agriculture to 
only a limited extent or not at all on account of condiLions con- 
cerning the individual farms, the economy and the natural environment 
(in particular a shortage of appropriate resources). 

3.3 East Africa 

In contrast to West Africa, the use of draught animals was given 
far less promotion in the past in East Africa and is therefore not 
so widespread in this area. One exception, however, is Ethiopia, 
where simple hook ploughs ("maresha") have been used for centuries 
(Fig. A/3). 

Although oxen, mules, horses and camels were used for a variety of 
purposes (e.g. railway construction, pulling trucks on plantations 
etc.) during colonial days in other 'East African countries under 
the various colonial administrations, the use of draught animals 
as a whole failed to become popular on the local sn~alll~oldings. 

The major reasons for this are as follows: 

1. The relatively high incidence of serious infectious diseases (e.g. 
East Coast fever, anaplasmosis, trypanosomiasis etc.) led to a 
high mortality rate among heavy livestock. The less seriously 
infected areas are generally not suitable. 

2. The extensive separation of arable farming and animal husbandry 
(the latter mostly only among nomadic t;.ibes) in local agriculture 
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acted as a ;o;?jor obstacle. There were often also armed conflicts 
between various ethnic groups. 

3. The concentration of agricul,tural market production on plantations, 
i.e. large farms which either employed a substant. i.al. amolunt of 
usually local hired i~abour or used other forms of agricultural 
mechanization at a relatively early stage, was a process which 
had been initiated during colonial days and not only prever.'ied 
local smallholders from forming the necessary capital but also 
kept them largely at subsistence level. 

4. In spite of a reiatively low population density in much of East 
Africa adequate labour for the necessary subsistence production 
of food was usually available and there was therefore no urgent 
need to make the work easier through use of draught animal~s. 

Although the sj.tuation has now changed subs~tantially, animal t:raclior 
is still lit.tl~e used on ~the whole, except in a few regions. it is 
true that promotional measures aimed at spreadin& the use of dralu;#rl: 
animals were initiated by national or international deveLopmtnL co- 
operation organizations once the countrj~es had gained independence, 
but these have to da,& enjoyed only limj~ted success on the whole. 
tiowever , it was possible to convince some East African nations of 
the need for further support measures and this is today being partly 
reflected ir. the targets of these countries' agricultural policy 
3~s regards mechanization. 

Fig. A/3: Ethopia: ploughing with local zebu 
using the "maresha"; harness is a 
simple withers yoke. (Photo: Reh) 
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TABLE A,'): SITMIIDIu AND KMLWKNT AS RLCMX Till UX OF IIRAUGHT ANlinNS IN iAS1 h;?lrA 'j 

I 

KENYA 
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EFFECT. f'0RE RECENT 
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DRAUGHT OXEN HAM 
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MISEREOR. FED. SIWA WITH 
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STATE SUPPORT. 

7&LD&KSHOP": 

PARTICULARLY INWSTRY PRLI'QTED 
DURING 60s IN SorC PLACES 

VARIOUS PANUFAC- 
MINISTRY OF OlriR- TURERS (SEC 3.7) 

GTZ: INTENSIVE 
STATE PRWr)TION 

FAO. GTZ: START LOCAL PRODUCTION 

OETAILED 
IrmfwcN 

HUFFNAGEL,H.P, (13501) 
KNUlSS0N.K.E. (1969) 
KLINE.C.K.EI.AL. (1969 
B[IRGEl.M. (1976) 
WIGGINGS. L.L. E1.N. 

AbIHELM.R.ET.N. (197 
HEYER. J. (1975) 
KLINE,C.K.ET.Al (1969 
SCHMID1.H. (1979) 
J0HNSlON.B.F. :!379) 

G1CELE.W. (1967) 
HAUT OE S1GY.G. (1958) 
LE m)lGNE.M. (1979) 
SCHERRER.J. (1966) 

CARSON. S,P.(1979) 

JOHNST0N.B.F. (1979) 
KL1NE.C.K. (1'359) 
S1NGH.J. (1977) 
FF!~mNN. 0. (1969) 
G;\uG. H. (1978) 
LINK, H.1KNB.D. (1980 

DI&% S.,l./~g~4,U.F 

0KAI.M. (1977) 

FERNSEBNER (1979) 



If it is possible to further limit the spread of the tsetse-fly, 

animal traction (particularly draught oxen) can become considerably 
more important in future in East Africa, for most East African na- 
tions also lack sufficient natural resources of their own, available 
on a long-term basis, to be able to introduce other forms of agri- 
cultural mechanization on a large scale. Moreover, the fact that 
the agriculture is for the most part based on smallholdings also 
speaks in favour of the use of draught animals on account of cost 
advantages for the individual holdings (see also Part B/IV). 

3.4 Central Africa 

In most Central African countries the development of the use of 
draught animals is once again total;.y different from that ir, West, 
East or Nor-th Africa. This is principally a result of: 

- different climatic conditions, 

- the dense natural vegetation found over wide areas (tropical rain 
forest), 

- the unfavourable living conditions for cattle, horses and donkeys, 

- the traditional social structures. 

Although heavy livestock are kept here too by nomadic tribes, this 
is only the case in the northern grasslands (and in the tree-covered 
savannahs). Most of the arable farmers in the rnin forest zone (see 
map in Part B/III) still use the shifting cultivation system, which 
from the technical point of view is at the manual-labour level. 

Here again, the first changes took place during colonial days. At- 
tempts were made in some areas to mechanize the plantation-based 
agriculture of the European settlers - this form of cultivation al- 
ready having been introduced in part by them - using animal-drawn 
implements. The majority of these measures failed and did not spread 
to the local rural population,which largely retained its tradi- 
tional system. 

It was not until after independence that various former colonial 
administration companies succeeded in inducing the local aFable. 
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farmers in some regions to make I' .i use of draught animals. il~t: 

particular aim of this was to ail: :~' ~these farmers for maricet pro- 

duction i.n order thereby to guz!'~ ,~~. and promote the continued pro- 
duction of export crops (mostly '~ ia and gIxoundnuts) afier indepen- 
dence. The first attempts in this direction achieved somewhat varying 
degrees of success and in many cases it was a long time before any 
positive effects became evident. Some of these promotional approaches 
were later taken up by international development organizations and 
continued in a modified form. 

Seen as a whole, it was possible to spread the use of draught animals 
only to a very sma,ll ,~t:ent on account of the comparatively unfavo~~~r- 
able framework conti: 'is (see also Section 4). ~vioreovei~, other Ecrms 
of mechanization ::" ?d to receive promotion during the eariy six- 
ties [cf. e.g. 1;:" '3 : . al . -, 19671, particularly on large farms awl 
those rwn by th,'; AL?. Here too, only modest success was acilieved. 
but the beginni:~:, the development of animal traction nevertheless 
received a semi" ::back. 

Fj.g. A/5: A sufficient number of field tracks must he created 
and maintained for effective use of draught animals 
for transport work both on and off the farins. 
(Photo: GTZ Archives, north-west Cameroon) 
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Fig. A/6: Production of simple drawn ploughs from Scrap Parts 
near Bamako, Mali. All the plough parts are forged 
by meant of communal work usirq,relatively simple 
aids. (Photo: Munzinger) 



3.5 Southern Africa 1) 

Although the use of animal traction was already highly widespread 

among white settlers over much of Sou,thern Africa during the loW! 

colonial period, it now plays only a secondary role in the same re- 
gions, IWStly only on farms owned by the African population. This 
is the case, for example, in Zimbabwe or in the Republic of South 
Africa, where the average holding covers around 900 hectares and 
the large farms are in general fully mechanized with tractors and 
related implements (BRUWER/CROSBY, 1977). 

In some southern African countries, however, animal traction has 
never been of major importance (e.g. Lesotho, Namibia) and has only 
recently been promoted there on an experimental basis, here again 
aimed specially at the African smallholders. Reports and detailed 
aCCOUntS of experiences are unfortunately not yet available. 

Wherever draught animals (mainly oxen) are already being used inten- 
sively (e.g. in Botswana and Zimbabwe) efforts are being made, among 
other things, to use animal traction in a more efficient and varied 
manner by improving the implements (e.g. introduction of multi-pur- 
pose implements). 

National and international organizations have not yet implemented 
direct promotional measures in Southern Africa to the same extent, 
for example, as in West Africa. This situation may change relatively 
quickly, particularly if the price development of trac.tors and the 
required implements, machines and operating supplies is increasing 
as strongly as at present. 

Local production facilities for animal-drawn implements, machines 
and transport car,ts are relatively well developed, particularly in 
Zimbabwe and in the Republic of South Africa; ploughs, harrows and 
other drawn implements, for example, have for decades be%n exported 
to neighbouring countries. 

T)Thek of detailed information means that only very general statements can 
be made on drau&t animal use for this part of Africa and this is reflected 
in Table A/4. Given appropriate ideas and a better information flow once this 
handbook has been published this shortcoming could be remedied in a subsequent 
revised edition. 
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In some parts Of Southern Africa the generally more favourable natil- 
r-al conditions ~for keeping draught animals, i.e. the low incidence 
of serious infectious diseases, the better climatic conditions and 
the available breeds of cattle well suited to draught work, form 
a good basis for spreading the use of draught. animals. 

TABLE A/4: SITUATION AND DEVELOPMENT AS REGARDS USE OF DRAUGHT ANIMALS IN SOUI!iRN-&R!Cn 

-,-- 
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ANGU 

BoTSb!ANA 
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3.6 Natfonal and international organizations wj.th experience in pro- -~---- 
moting the use of draught animals 

The list below &ives in alphabetical order the addresses of the niost 
important organizations and institutions which have genuinely useable 
experience reports and further inforxstion on the subject tir which 
themselves support or plan projects concerning draught animal use 
or implement production in Africa. All these bodies are repeatedly 
mentioned in thi country-by-country tables in Sec~hion 3.2 - 3.5. 

B.D.P.A. = Burem pour le Ddveloppement de la Produc~tion Agricole, 
202, rue de la Croix Nivert, 7?738-Paris, France. 

G.~.J&.&A.I'.= Cerrxre d'Etudes et dlix~er~,iiilerlr;ationn du Machinisw fwl,ircvic Truuical. 

C.F.D.T. 

C.I.D.T. 

C.iJ.R.A. 

FAC 
FAO 

FED 

GTZ 

IBW 

ILCA 

N.I.A.E. 

SODEPRA 

UNDP 

UNIDO 

B.P. 92160, Antony, Fr&ce. 
= Ccmpanie Fran$aise pour le D&eloppemen,t des Fibres Textiles, 

13, rve Monceau, '75008-Paris, France. 
= Compenie Ivoirienne pour le Dgveloppement des Fibre Textiles, 

Abidjan, ivory Coast. 
= Centre National de Recherche Agronomique, 

BambCf , Senegal. 
= Fends d'Aide e.t de Cooperation, 20, rue Monsieur, Par%, France. 
= Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 

Via delle Terme di Caracalla, OolOO-Rome, Italy. 

= Fends Europ&n de D&eloppement, 
200, rz1e de la Loi, Brussels, Belgium. 

= Deutsche Gesellschaft fir Technische Zusamnenarbeit (German Agency 
for Technical Cooperation), 
Postfach 5180, 6236 Eschbom 1, Federal Republic of Cerneny. 

= International Bankfor Beconstnxtion and Development ("World Bank"), 
1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433, USA. 

= International Livestock Centre for Africa, 
P.O.B. 5689, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. 

= National institute of Agricultural Engineering, 
Wrest Park, Silsoe, Bedford, MK45 4HS, United Kingdom. 

= Soci& pour le D&eloppement de la Production Agricole, 
Abidjan, Ivory Coast. 

= United Nations Development PrograTme, 
1, United Nations Plaza, New York, 10017, USA. 

= United Nations Industrial Development Organization, 
Felderhaus, Bathausplatz 2, 1010 Vienna, Austria. 

= United States Agency for international Development, 
Washington D.C., 20523, USA. 
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3.7 Manufacturers of animal-drawn implements in Africa 1) 

The majority of the manufacturers of animal-drawn implements and 
carts listed here have been or are still being promoted by 

the various development cooperation rrganizations. These small 
companies are on the whole far too few in number to ensure that the 
increasing requirements can be met on a permanent basis. 

However, the manufacturers in many cases have immense problems in 
procuring raw materials and producing goods of an adequate quality. 
There are therefore still numerous opportunities for development 
and promotion, for in some African countries these small enterprises 
can undoubtedly initiate a certain process of industrialization. 

1. West Africa 

BENIN 

GHANA 

IVORY COAST 

MALI 

NIGER 

SENEGAL 

UPPER VOLTA 

: a) COBEMAG, Parkoua 
b) MECANELEC, Cotonou 

: a) AGRICO Agricultural Engineering Ltd., Accra 
b) Northern Engineering Company, Tamale 

: a) AFIDJAN INDUSTRIES, Abidjan 
b) IVOIRE-OUTILS, Abidjan 

: SMECMA (= Societe Malienne d'Etudes et de Construc- 
tions des Materiels :igricoles), Bamako 

: SONIFAM/SEFAMAG (= Societe Niggrienne de Fabrication 
des Materiels Agricoles), Niamey 

: SISCOMA (= Societe Industrielle Senegalaise de 
Constructions Mecaniques et des Materiels Agricoles), 
B.P. 3214, Dakar 

: ARCOMA (= Agence Rurale de Construction de 
Materiels Agricoles), Ouagadougou and Bobo-Dialasso 

2. East Africa 
ETHIOPIA : a) Ethiopian Metal Tool Co. Ltd., Addis Ababa 

b) CADU Working Industries, Asella 
KENYA : a) NDUME Ltd., Gilgil, P.O.Box 62 

b) "Ploughs and Allied Instrumonts",Kisumu,P.O.B. 467 
c) "Agricultural Implements"/Nakuru Industrial 

Estates, Nakuru 
d) IDEAL CASEMENTS Ltd., P.O.B. 45319, Nairobi 

MADAGASCAR : SIDEMA (= Societe Industrielle pour le D&eloppement 
du Machinisme Agricole), B.P. 14, Taxanarive 

MALAWI : a) AGRIMAL Ltd., P.O.B. 143, Blantyre 
b) Brown and Chapperton Group, P.O.B. 1528, Blantyre 
c) Petroleum Services (Malawi) Ltd., 

Ginnery Corner, P.O.B. 1900, Blantyre 

1) This section does not claim to be exhaustive. 
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TANZANIA : a) UBUNGO-Farm Implements, P.O.B. 20126, 
Dar .es Salaam 

b) TAMTU (= Tanzania Machinery Testing Unit), 
P.O.B. 14, Arusha 

3. Central Africa 

CAMEROON : TROPIC, B.P. 706, Douala 

4. Southern Africa 

ZIMBABWE : a) Albert Amato & Sons, P.O.B. 2277, Salisbury 
b) Arian & Co. F.D. (Pvt) Ltd., P.0.B.1802, Salisbury 
c) Bulawayo Steel Products, P.O.B. 1603, Bulawayo 
d) Mealie Brand Products, P.O.B. 1059, Bulawayo 
e) Pennel (Pvt) Ltd., R., P.O.B. 3375, Bulawayo 
f) Purcell Engineering (Pvt) Ltd., 

P.O.B. Waterfalls, Salisbury 
g) Rhoplow Ltd., P.O.B. 1059, Bulawayo 

5. Addresses of manufacturers 
of wheeled tool carriers 

Ets. Mouzon, Construction de Machines Agricoles, 
B.P. 26, 60250 Mouy (Oise), France 
SISCOMA, B.P. 3214, Dakar, Senegal 
National Institute of Agricultural Engineering 
Overseas Division, Wrest Park, Silsoe, 
Bedford MK45 4tiS, United Kingdom 
Mekins Agro-Industrial Enterprises, 
S-16, EEI Estate Phase i1, Balanagar, 
Hyderabad - 500 037, India 
Vicon Ltd., 35/5 Langford Road, 
Bangalore - 560 025, India 
Medak Agricultural Centre (Equipment) 
Cathedral Compound, Medak, 
Andhra Pradesh - 502 110, India 

The use of draught animals as a form of agricultural mechanization 

is already comparatively widespread in places where local craftsmen 
already manufacture drawn implements and carts using available ma- 
terials (Figs. A/6 and A/7), for small production facilities of this 
type are only worthwhile in the long term if there is a sufficiently 
heavy demand by the rural population. 

in a few African countries animal drawn tool carriers are of import- 
ante. In future, there is a good chance for their further promotion 

Some addresses ofwell-known manufacturers are given 

1) Based on ICRISAT Informatio~Bulletin No. 8. Additional infomiation can be 
obtained at the International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics 
P.O.B. 502 324, Andhra Pradesh, India. 





3. Conditions restricting the use? of draught animals __.---_ --__-.,~-.~- ~.-.-~--.-.-_--__- 
and the factors influenci~ng ,I.hcm --- --__- 

BeEore a, specicic type of agricultural m?chanisatiorl can be intro- 
duced as an innovation intr, !;he agricuiturai pruducLion praccss ill 
is essential to be familiar with the most impori.ant inl.l.uencirq fac- 
tors and framework conditions wh.ck~ chid ,~ause the project to fail. 
In the case of mechaniz&ion based on animal traction t:he conditions 
restricting or even prevenring the intwduction or spread of the 
use of draught animals will be presented rig d bri~ef:ly di~::::~:s.sr:rP in 
thi:; section.') 'T':2i, 1 *- A/i, summarizes them and shows Lnr: varying 
but complex interr 'i~<~i .;h:ips. 

The statements made here apply r::,inl~y to African conditions, sir?ce 
only the factors relevant to this continent have been included. The 
information is essentially bascu on experience gained in the co~lrse 
of various development projects aimed at promoting animal traction. 

It must be pointed out that not ali the "limiting factors" given 
restrict the use of draught animals in general. Some of them, mostly 
those resulting from rlatural conditions, often, for example, prohibit 
the use of draught animals altogether. However, there are nuinerous 
examples of places where draught animals are used sucessfully despite 
relatively unfavourable framework coriditions of the type described 
below. The aspects listed, therefore, must not be regarded as comple- 
tely limiting factors, since either suitable promotional measures 
can be used to change the local framework conditions accordingly 
or the project measures to be planned can - as far as possible - 
be largely geared to the unchangeable factors. 
The fact that local conditions vary greatly from region to region 
means that corresponding variations must usually be included when 
a project is actually being planned and a detailed and comprehensive 
situation analysis is therefore essential before promotional measures 
are started. The "checklist" given in Section 4.4 can act as a valu- 
able guide in this area. 

i) cannot be claimed that all potential influencing factors are listed here, 
since other factors may well be of greater importance under specific conditj.ons. 
The various aspects are discussed in more detail in the individual sections 
of Part B. 
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onsresulting'from natural influencing factors 
7: ,,,: ,, ,, 

"' ': The natural conditions in a specific region are substantially more 
'important than other framework conditions, since in most cases they 

,c "'-are at the same time general indicators of whether agricultural pro- ,,,, ,,, 
i:K ,,,,, ',,, ': ', ",,:~,,' ',', ,,~,, 

duction is possible at all in the region in question. The factors 
in: Africa ,,which arise ,as the result 
,efore be set out first here and re- 

ing factors. 

,, 
ge of ,land 
&aught 'animals has no long-term development potential 

if,there'is a severe shortage of agricultural land and in particu- 
" lar of, arable land. The question of extending agricultural areas 

,~,, as is usually done under African conditions using animal traction 
thereby plays a lesser role for the time being ,than the shortage 

:,,,of,,,,fodder or the possible competition between man and draught 

:';;, : ,' ,:,,:animal (given 'a high Population density). :, 

:f;$:~,:~ :, ,,:,If there isa relative shortage of land there are possibilities i;i,, ,, c;'; ,,~ ,, :;-, ~for~ limited keeping of draught animals through the utilization 
_, ,~ of fallow areas and of wayside vegetation, harvest residues (straw, 

shells, etc.) or industrial waste (e.g. oil cake). 

,,.,,~J ,,,, 2. Shortage of suitable animals 
If there are no suitab,le animals for draught work this form of 
aericultural mechanization of course cannot be introduced and 

,,1 

:, ,,, ,,, ,, -,,, :the,:po,asibility::of importing,,,draught animals from other more re- ~, ) ,~~ 
;,: !,,,.,,,, :/ : ,, ',, :: ', 

:~,;,,rnbte,~,'regions ,: must' generally be considered only' very, 'cautiously. ,,,I ": 

,"In stich,~circumstanck,s the causes c )f,the shortage (e.g. infectious ,,:,,:<, ,,, ,~,, ,~;,, :::;', ,:diseases), must 'f,irStly be 'analyzed and elimirated, which usually 
~,, ,',,' 

,involves immense problem sor is in many cases totally impossible. 

,',, /::Spkcial" Ibreed ing ,programmes, for draught animals take a long time 

:,:,~,, ,, :', ,:' ,:and' may ,involve setbacks. 

,,,, ,,:, 
3.,Serious infectious diseases 

;: The exis t&e of serious'infectious diseases (e.g. trypanosomiasis, ,,,, 
,I ':~,,g,a,st, ,Coas,t ,,fever) is, ,a major obstacle - particularly as regards 

vj,,:,, ,' ,,,, 
:,' the ,beavy,: livestock making suitable draught animals - preventing 

,,',,,j 
:,": ,the spread 'of,,animal' traction ,in areas where arable farming is 

F : ,, 
: ,,,,: ,,,,, 
,:i: n.3 



fy~; : When a project,is:beinl 
'b 

::,', f :,,,,, 

z planned in this field, corresponding cost- 
enefit considerations mus,t therefore be taken into account be- ,._,,, 
orehand, The comparatively complex problems involved in providing 

,::: a good veterinary service. together with the poscible introduction 
I,j, and/or rearing of disease-resistant breeds, should be analyzed 

ossible. ,: ,,: in as much detail as p' 
:;,t;,: 
.,, ,~ 
:,~, __::,~ : 4.,:Shortage of 'drinking wi 

', ,A'Shortage of drinking 
: in all' arid 

a, seri 

ater 
; water available throughout the year occurs ,:', 

and,many semi-arid regions of Africa and is therefore 
ous ,limiting factor. Insofar as arable farming is possible 

t all in oases or as a result of short rainy seasons, it must 

;ik""',",': ,gen'~~aiiy,pqssible' and 'profitabie on account of the climatic con- _~ 
!,j,, :I,' ,,,,diti.ons. 
,,: 
:,, ', Appropriate con,trol measures on the part of a veterinary service Z,,,,,~, 

to be set up or promoted (see Part B/I), in conjunction with spe- 
,,,:, ,cific~ally,,,di,rec.te,~,,extenSipn ,serviceS for, the ,animal downers, may 

" ,g;:,_ ;, ,'~, ,:,be "'successful, ,'in ,,that the~ekcening of' he&q livestock, and thus 
;,, ,~ 

,,,the use,of,,draught animals,~ becomes possible. Such'schemes, how- 
pi,, ~; ever,, ,i.,:::,',',, ,, ,' ', ,, entaiLheavy expenditure, which 'can jeopardize all measures ,. 

'~' :~,'in the area' of animal:tractionfrom the' economic point of view. 

,_ a 

:, ,,, 
:::, ,,, 

be determined on a case-to-case basis whether it is nevertheless 
,'practical in economic terms to spread the use of draught animals 

by sinking wells, possibly in conjunction with irrigated fodder- 
growing 

!;;:, :, ,,, ,,,~,,, : ,5 ;;,:Uhsuitable &oils' 
,.,~,,,~,,~ ,'," :~ 'The, existence of particularly heavy, shallow, stoney or root- 
:,,,: ,, filled' soils can severely restrict the, use of draught animals, 

zince eithe 
,:1, ,, 

r then animals cannot provide the necessary traction 
of,the soil,is not possible in general. ',,::+ power or tilling 

,', ,A,number of measures can he;,p to reduce this problem, such as: 
a,,.,; :, :' 

;~ - t,illing of,the soil at the optimum time, 
,,,', ,,, - use of several teams,,particul.arly on heavy soils (the economic 
,;,, 
c',: aspects of keeping several teams must be borne in mind), 
,,:' ,,,,, 

-:use ,of:,tractors for clearance and i nitial tilling after clear- 
1, loosening, of the subsoil <,:,:, ,, ,' ,, ,,,anc,e' (,poss,ibly, ;'in 'conjunc,t$o'n, with ,,,,,, 

,, ,, ",~,'+n, p,arti,cul,ar$y,, sh?~:'~?w,,,spil,S,),;,,: : ,,,':,,,, ,' ,,' ,, ', ,', ,,,~ $;f;;,',~'Y 2' ~" ,, 
'_ ', selective ,removal 'of pebbles, stones, roots etc. 



Regions ,where there is a serious risk of erosion as a result of 
topography, insufficient vegetation, poor soil quality, 

,heavy and sudden precipitation or strong winds are less suitable 
for the use of draught animals. Existing erclsion tendencies may 

,,:' z 66 i~c:~eas'kd:,,stii,,l"~ f,&zheF by i&pP,ropfiat& us? of ploughs, trea- 
xzght animals, overgrazing et,c. 

)ssible for the most part in the flat valleys. 

If the use of draught anim,+s is nevertheless to be promoted in 

such regions on account of other factors, the following measures 

also Part B/III): 
'would be possible ways of improving the framework conditions (cf. 

the contour lines (contour ploughing) 
of erosion-prevention strips, 

appropriateplantingof their edges, 

or promotion of the cultivation of ridge-grown 

- improvement of the soil through the use of (farmyard) manure, 

- control of surplus water in conjunction with road construction. 

xonomic conditic,.ls. Project planning has often 
ficient account c;f socio-ethnological questions, 

., tins the failure of many development endeavours. 
50 applies, in particular to the promotion of agricultural 

as, f&nil,iar as possible with the conditions 
ely related to one another and 
.ng factors. 

in more detail in Part B/V. 



the, target group to adopt innovations forms 

the basis for successful change in the case of any innovation 
forming par-t of a development process. If there is no such will- 

use of draught animals as an innovation this 

may',mean, sor example, that 

-, traditional behaviour or specific taboos (e.g. women are not 
allowed to touch ploughs); 

- tried and experienced forms of division of labour and employment 
'~ 'structure; ~ 

;trictive and/ortraditional forms of organization; 

:r objectives,, e.g. not connected with agriculture 

togetherwith various other influencing factors prevent adoption ;:~>:,', 
of the innovation. This can happen even if the use of draught 

;;~~ 
:': animals as an innovation is offered only to a specific target 
::,, 
::~ group as part of a specific development programme. ',,,' ,, 

I::, 'Before corresponding development projects are started, therefore, 

1le:settlement 'structure, e.g. widely scattered settle- 
) corresponding links, possibly resulting from 

tion density, 

vailability of arable land, 

,. shifting cultivati,on over wide 



,>~,i,G.,, ::,:, ?;,~,y ,, ,?andlimited,, operationof extension a@ veterinary services,,usually ~, ', 
'; ': 'i se'g+e $o,'f,r,einf&&: ,&is: ~ne&ti~$; eff& t. : ',',, :;y;;, !I, i': ,,, :"~ 

':,'?,",~', !"' ,',~' In :,sdme,",, p'laces : attempts have therefore been made , parallel to 
~,~~,~~~,;;:-:a'-, ,,, :;;::,:,: ,,,: ,,L ,,, : ','~",,'the:, 'promdtidn ':'of ~,'~nimal~,~tr8ction,~ 'to implement resettlement cam- '1, " "' "'A 
;;;y,,: _'~, ', p,a,xgt-+s or ~0' ,mpve the: farmers trained as draught-animal owners 

as 'part' of a c,orresponding,,project to other regions or village 
cdtimunitiea,,(e.g. ,,in north-we: st Cameroon, see case study I in 
Part C). Reports on, such,action are seldom positive and the ex- i( ',,~ ,perience gained ,,:,~ ,, ,,, has not yet been sufficiently evaluated. 

3. Lack of,training and extension services 

No development process can be successfully started without a mini- 
raining or? extension services. The word "training" ,,: mum-amount 'o,f t 

;~I,,:'; : 
;,, ,' :, is : to,, be ,,taken ly,:' " ~, ,, 'j.7,~ ; 
,,: ," reading' ar 
_,, ,: 

in its broadest sense, i.e. ranging from basic 
Id ,writing skills to simple but permanent agricultural ::,I 

extension services. : 
:; As ,far as long-term adoption of draught animals is concerned, ,, ;,,: ,, ~, ', 
:;I~~ ',' it has~become appare,nt in many cases in the course of promotional 

measures that smallholders receiving relatively intense training 

,, 
and continuous advice on the keeping and use of draught animals 
have not only adopted this innovation earlier but also continue 
to use it in the long term. 2) Farmers without any training at all 

,; frequen,tly re 'lose, to, participate in corr,esponding programmes or, : 
g:;'~,,:;~,,:;, ,:' ,," "?having ~' in,tially', adopted ,"the innovation,,, return 'to their tradi- 
:,~,,,,',. ;, ,, ,tional'l,and use 'systems at the first sight of setback or failure '~,: 

~,(e.g. ,10&s of a draught animal 'through sickness or 'death, breaking ,, t 

,',: ,of implements supplie !d). 

~:; ,~, ,,The inadequate',level 
!;'$', : ,'~ 
i:; ,', ,',' ':' " ,'service:s fo'r' 'the target 
<;; :," ", 

of training and lack of permanent extension 
:group must therefore also be included 

', :,among the'factors hindering the spread of animal traction. 

C,of,the handbook. 

tract&on ,,(e.g. in certain parts of Zambia and 

A generally poor infrastructure, a lack of marketing opportunities 



resulting from economic and institutional 

',',:izfluencing factors 

In addition to the limiting factors already mentioned various econo- 

ltion from the ,relevant interrelation- 
order ,primarily to increase awareness of the complex rela- 
only the most important aspects which must be considered 

'during the planning process will be listed and briefly discussed 
: ,:,here. A more detailed examination is always necessary in actual prac- 

ial limiting factors" referred to below are also 
o ~changing influences, e.g. if political changes occur in 
ry in 'question, usually bringing with them a new economic 
on and different development policy objectives. 

1. Lack of willingness to promote techniques 
The insufficient or non-existent willingness of political (and 

,', 
economic) decision-makers to make increased use of "intermediate" 
or "appropriate" technologies - which, on the basis of our defini- 

ctof this factor is often reinforced by: 
?e of local political decision-makers for 

.tural mechanization and 
;hose ,responsible to coordinate various 

icultural mechanization which are frequently de- 
least'heavily influenced by external forces and 

interests (e.g. attempts by agricultural engineering companies 
rkst).:,',', ,' 

tageraf draught animals for both individual 



a whole. A positive influence could be 
-1.----I-- ..-- -, ___ _..__. r-. , ,- y correspondingly motivated govern- 

,ment tadvisors ,who could formulate mechanization strategies geared 
specifically to the agriculture in the country in question. 

~':, ,,,,,,:,Z :~,;Unsui,tabl,e,-holding, structure ,, 

‘ms. either run privately or on a 

,is a' less favourable precondition for the promotion or introduc- 
tion of animal traction. Under African conditions the use of 
draught ,animals is at present mainly economically practical for 
snail and medium-sized holdings (up to around 25 hectares). How- 
ever, local conditions may limit this statement accordingly. 

Draught animals can certainly also be used on large farms, as 

:::,, is indicated, for instance, by positive results in Tanzania and 
Brazil. Under present conditions, however, tractor technology 

,:,,,: is usually still more profitable for well-organized large holdings. 
,,,,,: 
::;; Thismay accordingly have negative repercussions for smallholdings 

as far as the rejection of animal traction is concerned if small- 
holdings using animal-drawn implements are forced to operate in 
the same ,region as efficient large farms using tractors. 

Experience gained to date has shown that such project measures 
,can'be, skessful only if the,economic improvements for the small- 

'::i,,"' ,"'holders resuiting~ from ,the,'use of draught animals are substanti- 
,,,ally more ~attratitive than those which could ~possibly be achieved 

through,cooperative tractor usage above single-farm level. 

,,, 1, ) 
::,: 3. Poor infrastructure 
,~~ 
,: : : 

',,:, When' defini 

Z,'~ ,,,: ,~, region 'as i 
~, ,,, of animal t 

ng the poor infrastructure of a country or project 
i'condition restricting the introduction or promotion 
raction, it ,mu,st be borne in mind that, as experience 

'\ 'has shown, tractor-based agricultural mechanization places far 
,,: 

heavier dem ands on the 'existing (or still to be created) infra- 



However,, the 'demands imposed by the two forms of me- 
chanization differ greatly in part, i.e. they are charcterized 

,well-,trained,personnel and a gua- 
ught ,animals can only be success- 

,a,long+t,e,rm ,basis if 

'- there, is anefficientveterinary service;, 

: -, there is an agricultural extension service dealing with the 
,, : 

appropriate topics; 

- credit and/or subsidy programmes for the target group among 
farmers are in existence and are implemented; 

(additional) produce obtained through the use of draught 
lals can, be marketed profitably andatthe righttime (prefer- 

:~:' 
:,~: ably without transport and storage problems); 
:, 

- the supply of agricultural production inputs (e.g. seed, mineral 
fertilizer and - especially for the draught-animal owners - 
the necessary implements and spare parts) is guaranteed to some 

f ,animal traction is involved. As long 
individual farm,s cannot be' appropriately supported, sup- 

'plied,and assisted and as long as they have no adequate marketing 
'opportunities, ,animal traction, too, as a form of "appropriate" 
agricultural mechanization can be i'ntroduced only very slowly, 

: if at all. 

'Even if the majority of farmers in a region have a positive atti- 
,,:tude, towards the use ,,of draught animals - mostly in areas where 

traction has already been used for some time to a certain 



~the lack of a sufficient quantity of implements 

is often the fact that most countries have no local production 
possibilities (cf. also TablesA/l - A 4) and cannot finance im- 

,tion of the import of appropriate implements or the 
',raw ,materials necessary for local production (if the country 

lacks resources of its own); 

- Provision of credits and/or subsidies for implement procurement 
nyfpers . 

'cost ratios 
( particular restrictions on the economic devel- 

opment ,of most African holdings, particularly the smallholdings 
with a relatively high,proportion of subsistence farming, is con- 
stituted by unfavourable ratios between the price of the produce 
and the cost of ,the production inputs required. This is particu- 

,larly true as regards the introduction or spread of innovations 

,',' 
requiring substantial capital. 

ljse of animal traction calls for relatively heavy investment on 
i,, ,, :the,,part ,of,,the individual: farmer, ,(or 'his family)',in order, to, ::i 

; 'providedraught 'animals'and implements: I'n most cases' this invest- 
,'mept. 'is- in ,the "long term 

,,: 
-' ,profitable only if a sufficiently 

,. ~~, 
high prices level can be guaranteed for the produce and if the 
productio,nlnputs also 

,;, tally, appropriate pri 

::,,,,,, programmes are ,o: 
" guarantees. 

,required can be made available at economi- " 
ices. Agricultural ,credits and/or subsidy 

ften ,the only, effective ways of providing these 

When a development project,of this type is being planned, there- 

[e-mentioned conditions or overcoming almost ,' I 



,/',:,ail~ Emiting fat. tars. The& activities must then often be regarded 
-,,,,,' as supplementing the:actual project measure "Introduction (or pro- 

motion) of the use of draught animals". Additional funds must be 
:'i;GL? Xearmar,ked ,:~:accordingly ',,:and,: the ,nec,essary : local 'personnel strained for 
~~~--:,~~-::;--::,~mplement,atio,n "!cf,' t+ '&$+I&&. ,, 

,;;;$ 

;3,z;;5 ,,, ,: :" ,,, ,,:,,,':, :, 
$j:;<:,:~ ,:~ ,,,, :; ,:;, ,, ,~;~:: ,,:i, ,,'Z" ', ,,,,, 

:;,: ,," ,The checklist given he !re is intended essentially for use in an "ex- 
', ante" 1 situation analysis ,during the planning of development projects 

;'> 
involving,the introduction or promotion of the use of draught animals. 

,,~, It thus provides a series of guidelines briefly listing all the major 
criteria which must be e, tamined or borne in mind under African condi- 

i-I,:,, ,,' ,', t irons 'in -c or l.iu .nction with,the,use,of draught animals. 
,;,,~ 
z,i;,,,', 
,,:, ,~ The list is -- divide1 d up in accordance with Part B of the handbook, :, ~ since in some cases ref, erence must be made to sections within Part 

,' B'in order to aid understandi ng and clarify various points. The sub- :r~: ,, ject m jl ,,, atter 0' f the individual sections of t checklist was largely 
: ,;,~ compiled by the relevant authors of Part B?? 
; ,,., 

In view of the fact that data collection is of fundamental importance 
': ,,,,, in the analysis and particularly in the planning of development pro- 

,:, ,' ,,',,' jects the following basic principles should be borne in mind: 

,:',“4.,4 "Checklist" 'for planning animal-traction projects 
::: 

: : 
,,,l. The aims of ,the investigation have a~decisive influence on the ,,z 

z:,, ; :~ ,'i' info,rmation ,level required for decision-making during planning. ~,,~',I; 
In many cases a qualitative answer ,is sufficient, whereas in ': : ,,, others detailed,data are necessary. 

:I: 'I,:,:,;, " 3,.' The available re s& trees (funds;,,non-cash resources and personnel 
,',,,, ,,, ,Jresources):should i: f possible be known before planning starts. 

,',3. The, levels of ,development of 'the country or region must be taken ':j 
,into account. 

4.,The type of project or programme determines the complexity of 
~' : the' investigation. l:If the,re is a',low de$ ;ree,of complexity simpli- 

,,, :,,,: ,,j' ,','~fi,ed,,investigation: methods, mav be' ,chosen. I ,,, 
;;:./ d,+':': ,:i, ,', ,,, i':,',:, '~, ,:, : ', ,:,,: ,~', :, :, ,~' :' : ,' ,~,,,, 
t,:!;,',' ' ';,{; :, ',l'),,,men ,us& ,& &&k&t it is &,t essential to take the individual items in ,'~I 

:, theorder given here, In,individual cases it may be more practical to combine ,-': ,~, ,',':' sections ,in a,manner other than thatshownhere. ~' 
:, 
';,,, ,, ', 



/ ,.,.. ;,_,j,,,-~ .,_ ili,;:;~iiii .,,., ;:~~‘;,~~~~~,~~;‘,~;:,~~:;,p,~~;i~,~,,,~~,,;~~,;,~,; ,,,,,, ;:, ~;,:_,,~ ~~_ ,,,,,, .: ~~,, ,,,,,, ,,,,,,, ~,, ,,, .,,, ,, 
,,,,, :,,, ,, ‘,, ,, ;,, :c::‘,,:,,, ‘,,“,:; ,,,,,’ “~~ ‘:,:; 

,,~ 
,,,, 

;,;-,< ,,,: ~, ,,I ,, ‘:: ,~.’ ‘, ,:,:-,~~-;,:::,i,::‘,:,,~-:,,,, ,,, 1;: ,,,,, ‘: : 
,:,~ ,, 

‘, 
,‘,’ ,,,, 

,' "5;'l't~mustbe determined before project'pianning starts what informa- 
in':, ,,'~ tion will be, required in the course of time and to what extent ,.,, 

information :will become available during project implementation 
(and whethe r it can be further used) ,I,, 

,,,,~, ~'~7?,7.: It, &ou'ld; be" 'e'stabl,ished' what ~degree of latitude ,the data can 
j:;, 

'have to, ensure that the, planning result still falls within a rea- Y:,' _ ,, 
;~;, ', sonable divergence range. ,,,, :, : ~, 

8. The orincioles of comparability, classifiability and completeness 

e observed. 
~, 

:': of data must also b 

;: ~', f;;j<~:: '~ ,:~,, ,~:,': These, fundamental car isiderationS are intended to lead to optimum 

assessment of the expen diture required for data collection. ,, 

~ " The,most important fo rms ,of 'data collection arebymeans of question- 

naires and obsf :rvation;the, former may be either written or e. 
; ,,: 

jome of the aspects mentioned in the "checklist" can be investigated 

only through observation. 
,; 
,::,, ,,:,,~ 
;::,, 
:, 



:toPs share 
L ~ecqnomy (e;g. 

i (e.g. trading 
levelopmnt of 
Ports) 
:balanceof 
alance of 

: (roads and 
: etc.) 

l&we: 

Neoessaryconsiderationsforikther 
pbming (an&text references) 

Influence on agricultural meachnimtion! 
Attitude of political decisionmakers to 
appropriate mechanization? 

Nmber and use of imported agricultural 
machines! Dependence relationships as 
regards spat-e-parb:supply! 

Influence on potential kbour force 
imrural are-! 

See Section B/IV 

tic+are figures obtained over as many 
yea$? as possible and include,non- 
occurentie risks iti planning. 
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- Special climatic features 
~~&aQrsJ,vegetation (possibly 

: ,: ~R+?JI d~;by'mgion) : 
,,: '_ ,Emsion'tendencies 

2 B):,,SPECIFIC BASIC,DATA M DSE 
~" ~OF~DFiADWl~ANIM4LS 

1. i'lotal livestock population 
(in countrylpmject region): 

1.1 Cattle (rnnnber, hem stmc- 
ture, hem development) 

Availability of draught 
(Section B/I/l) 

cattle 

l.Z,Horses, donkeys, ties 
:(numbers~annusl herd' 
development) 

1.3 small'mninants~snd other 
danestic aniseits kept for 
econmic purposes 

Availability of other draught animals 
(Section B/I/E) 

Competition for fodder 

2. Situation of animal traction 
1at~star-t of planning): . 

2.1 Draught cattle Preference among target groups for 
2.2 Horses, donkeys, srules specific drsught animals? 

I 2.3 Conditions for training 
draught animals. 

lOrganization.and planning of draught- 
animal trainmna bv the omiect 

., (Section B/I/2:1)- _ ,- 

,,' ,' ,':,'3.", Potential 'and 'availability 
,of draught animals: 

'1s there a need,for project measures to 
increase reproduction? 

" 3.1 Potential 

,~ Available types/breeds 
and'their suitability, 
,(liveweights) 

-~Estimate,d nwNtirs ~PP 
h&AI+....s !- .----,I--- 

""'U, *yp=, ax-d structure 

and development 

'I Effort required for the draught work 
to be,done. 

-~CUTsnt use of yoq male 
nele animals (re- 

Potential rivalry due to measures pm- 
mating industrial o:r peasant fattenins and fer 

pmduction,.fattening, I operations. . 
axv#x worw . 

" "3.2 Availability :" :, 
,, ,,,, 

'- Managementsystems ,Pmduction ofdraught animalsby the 
fams themselves? 

",,, ,, 



,tuati& ,' 
-, 

pl&(snd text references) 

I',:' " .~ -Willingness &traditional Measures to increase willingness to sell 
!st’mk ,pmers to sell and develop marketing structure? --I 

in Section B/IV/2) 

':,',' 

- __-..._- 
It and vete- 1 Observe veterinary legislation! I 

Fodder supply and types of 
*'for draught animals: 
bilitv of:fodder (amount 

ty, current 
F,necessary cost of pm- 

viding fodder) 
'Fodder nutritive values 
- Availabilitvof nutritive 

(See. Section B/III/S) 

Measurestoimpmvepasture capacity. 
Possibility of increasing amount; pose 
ibility of better utilization; possibi 
of selective fodder shrub cultivation. 

(See Section B/I/3) 

i- 
.lity 

‘lY '~~'1 (See~Section B/I/3.1) 
ria- Consideration of the water reauirements 

t animal rnanagenieE (See Section 

w&ion on 
lividwl 
msbasedon 
:al'price/ 
lt,,ratios., : ~' " 

B/I/4) 





Necessary considerations for flrrther 
phmning (end text references) 
Possible and practical to exert 
influence? 

Support already available or necessary? 

Possible and advisable to provide know- 
how? (Other types of implements); 
(see Section B/11/3) 

Csn cultivation be mechanized using 
draught animals or are alternatives 
required? 

Change in cultivation techniques 
necessary if draught animals intro- 
duced? 

(See Section B/III/2 and 3) 

Utilization of timber! 
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Necessary cmsiderations for ibther 
olarpling hi text referames) 

,,,, 

,:,:,,,:-~~:;,T-.,:~ ‘.:~:..?A;; ,, ,,,::‘:, :,; ,:‘,‘,,:‘,,‘~ ,“,F ,~, “’ ‘~‘: ” ,’ ,: ‘i :’ ” “,” ,’ ,’ ” ‘, in ~, ,’ 

,, 

,, ‘,‘,, 
,,, 

1 

L, Checklist (continued) 

'~ :,I 
Basic infonnatim for recording 1 
the situation I 

3. Soils and soil tillage: ,, ;, ,, ,,, ,,, ,,: ,,, ,,, 
:- Quality of existingsoils 1 

,,,' : ,,::" ~:nutrientcontent; texture, 
,' stmcture,~ suitability for 

mechanical ,tillage etc.) 
-, Traction power,mquimd" 

for tillage 
- Possibilitv and necessitv 

irrigat:on (snd possible 
JYaditional water rights! 

of : 
function of draught ani.&s) 

bleed for cultivation-related measures 
to impmve soil? 
(See Section B/111/4) 

(See Section B/11/2) 

4. ~Topography and cmsion 
- Suitability of topograp~ (See Section B/111/5) 

for-arable faming (or 
mechanical tillage) 

'i Nature and,extent of 
,~exidqing emsion damage 

,, " - Measures initiated to 
meintain and improve soil 

- Gradients; valleys and 
erosion haasmls -c Arilvxsxs AND 1 

JXVALIJATICN 

1. Individual farms (to 
supplement I-III) 

l.l,Types of existing farms 
~, 7 F&ly f&is I 

" -,Himd-labourfszms 
- State-run fams 1 

- Cooperativesand farms I 

,with joint management 

1.2 Type of production by farms 
- Exclusively arable I 

farmins / 

- Exclusively livestock 
husbandry (na&.e, 
ranches, etc.) 

- Mixed fame 
,- Fams,with irrigated ! 

,' areas 

Fundamental data on individual farms 
am the basis for comparative pmfit- 
ability calculations (see Section B/IV/2 

Rights of ownership of dreUght anirals 
and implements! 

Possibility of using machines and imple- 
nents on a multi-farm basis 

Possibility for use of draught enimals 
St all? 

Integration of arable faming and live- 
stock husbandry practical and possible 
in the long tern?? 



1.3 Capacity of farnls 
': ,,,', 

~+,l+eb$uP f&e,, (family,lsbour, :,'; ,:~ ,,,,, ~, ,, ~_ ,, ,,,, 
,!', himd:lsbour; seasonal 

," ,,, labOur) 
,-,Land reserves (f&!ow, 

~,: pas~~and,,,irrigable, " 
axeas) foruse of draught 
SllimalS 

- Intensification potential 
(perhsps by means of non-' 
agricultural possibilities) 

- Other capacities 

1.4 Yield level of farms 
(estimates may be necessary) 
- Yield fmn subsistence cmps 
y Yield fron market cmps 
- Yield fmxn other agricul- 

turalpmduce 
- Non-agricultural yields 

and additional farm income 

(estimates may be necessary) 
- Yield fmn subsistence cmps 
y Yield fron market cmps 
- Yield fmxn other agricul- 

turalpmduce 
- Non-agricultural yields 

and additional farm income 

1.5 General farm nanegement data General farm nanegement data 
-,Working periods (available 

working days per period) 
- Produce prices (subsistence 

and market produce) 

Necessary cmsiderations for fUrthsr 
plsnning (and text references) 

,Labcur r&e+ed by mechad&&? ',, 

Possible to expand agricultural area! 

Determination of ccepetitiveness of 
various production methods using draught 
ZXWIELS! 

(See Section B/IV and the basic data for 
the fanz econanics calculation given 
them) 

t effect of tl-e,use of draught enimals mus 
alwayG be considered in conjunction with 
:otherpoGsible forms of Ggrlcultural 
meohanization (see Section B/IV/3) 
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The analysis of the overall econanlc 





checklist (continued) 
iasic information for recording 
hs situation 

- Education, health services, 
-cation centms 

‘, :~,,:,~j: 7e.g. :n$kets) 
-‘L&use systems and land 
~ownership distribution (is 

” treditional xx4ston ownership 
or private land :ownershkp 
predaninant?~ Tansitional and 
intermediate forms?) 

1.2 Keeping of draught animals 
- Attitude to keeping and use 

of heavy livestock (tradi- 
tionally practised or u&now 

- Am elements of livestock 
keeping the subject of taboo 

,- Am elements of livestock 
keeping identity features 
of a neighbouring ethnic 
group not identical with the 
target gmup? (Approximate 
clarification) 

1.3 Social stratification 
Definition of high, average 
and low status gmups on the 
basis of the following 
features: 
- Distribution of livestock 

cwnershiu, particularly 
cattle - - 

- Labour force per household 
,,, ,,(hired labour taken eon?,) 

-Areacul .tivated per househo 
,- Access to non-agricultural 

soumes of inccme 
- Division of labour within 

family (determination of 
,’ mJes of men and waren in 

production) 
1.4 Assessment of production de- 

xisions on Ynallholdings: 
Subsistence-oriented (reduced 

lecessary considerations for t%rther 
Gaming (and text references) 

Section B/V/2.4) 

IO not include just the actual target 
:mup in the analysis! e 

n) 
Section B/V/2.1-2.6) 

3 

Section B/V/2.5) 
x-m;) or met- oriented7 



B~si~,~~aqwcts ,of the use 
of draught animals 





availability of draught cattle 69 I 

1.2.6 Selection on the basis of tractive effort/breeding 
of new kypes of draught cattle 

1.3 SW 
1.3.1 Oxen 

,Bulls 
:Cows 

2.1.2 Village extension centre, mobile training I 

,Ql ,, :,:,I 



,, 3.2 Nutrient content of selected feedstuffs 
3.3 Practical asoects of feedina 

::;::,, ,,~ :': " 3'.'3.4 ~#Foddercon'se'rvation 
r,:_~ ,' 3.3:5 : ,Fodder ,ratipn's (examples) 

,:,' 3.3.6: ,,Mineral,supply,, 
,X:.3.;? " Feeding 'and ,watering " 

,,,,,,~, :,::: 
'~~~', " '~4,:' ,":, Draught cattle',husbandr)! 

," ',,~4.1' Housing : 

,,,4.2 Dune. ,_ collection area 
,4.3 Tending and,herding ,, 

5. Hygiene and veterinary aspects Of 
rtcs,,c~ht cattle hushandrv ----o-.- ---_-- ..----_-- 3,: :, 

;!h:~, 5'. 1 'v&t&&..--..~ rdn.ri'n~n 
L~l!lar~y 0-1 “LLF 

,' ,,:5.,2 : Hygit i ene and care of draughtcattle 
i;;c ,, 

E ,General diseases and'specific veterinary me ,,::, 

-.- 
pi, ,,,;;,,3 :;3.,1,,, Current ,,situation, as regards feeding of draught ,:,z i,, ,, 
:n:,:,, 

,~' ~'3,3:;',3,.2, ',,,Graz.$~g~ : i : ', 
,~ : ":,, ~3.3:. 3 ~' F&r&r storage' ' ':' ' 

tasures 
:attle 

Irk 

Injuries and diseases specific to draught c 
~,: 5.4.1' Mortality 

'Ailments resulting directly from draught WC 
General ailments resulting from increased 
susceptibility 

5.4.4 Prophylaxis and treatment of trypanosomiasi .S 

,:*,~ ,~ ,',, 5.4.,5 Administrative prerequisites and costs for ,,, ,, prophylaxis and treatment oftrypanosomiasi S 

6. Period of use 

ttle 

rvCatiock markets 

:tension'service within the 
ng system 
-- -* cull-cattle 

,f ,draught animals 

lrtance 
criteria 

?ight,s 
i and working capacities 

spects 
nules 
&disadv,antages,of ,draught cattle, 
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and availability of draught cattle 

rful shoulders which do not slope too much 
'nf e hump makes it easier to fit the withers or Shoul- 

is to be used: 

leither,too,short nor too long (if the horns are 
;he animals may ~get in each other's way) 

in,priciple all African breeds, with the exception of the dwarf breeds 

(lagoon cattle; Dwarf Shorthorn), are suitable for draught work. 
aversee live weights of leS5 

; almost all African breeds of cattle, with ',,_ 
tions, are suitable for agricultural draught work, the choice : 

lsed on 0the.r considerations, the most important 
: beine the extent of the availability of youne cattle 

; influenced,,by:the follo@.ng ,factOrs: : ,',: 

on farms 



.,:,, 
,, 

,i ,, 

,$:::( ;,,': 'The draught ; 
'OX-1 :: [ which must be performed is determined on the basis 

of conditionsrelati .ng to arable ,farming,and economics. The available 
',tractivl 

,:',',' ',~ " 
e effort of the cattle is a function of various influencing 

factors (see ,,Fig. B/I/l). The most important criterion is the body 

weight of the animals. The values for the average sustained tractive 
effort calculated by CEEMAT (1968) are roughly as follows: 

:,', 
,~< 
,'~~,, 1 /lO of the body weight on uncleared land with soil containing 

roots and stones 

tence~ o,~~noma,olcnerds of cattle 
iness of cattle owners to sell their young animals 3) Reid: 

,Young, cattl,e (e.g., farm-based or ,in- ,~,::: 

,,,~ ~, 4) Regular cattle markets 
,&:,, ~,S,),,,,Passible, al t,ernat,ive uses, ,fo,r 
;::?,:: ,,,, :,:,:', 

:ij:;,: ': 
,:,,, 

:~'~u:st'riar-sc8lk, fattening, ,commercial 'milk production) 
rn:,~ ,: ,,, ,:: 
g;~;i~;J',,;,;: ,',,, ,,,',, : :,: "' ,, 
;~~~::1,1,:5i,: ,Theelocal' ,br&,ed,,,or cattle ,population available most readily and on 
>;-" ~: :, ,'~i,, " :a ~'long-termbasis enjoysthe ,greate,st, advantage when the selec'tion 
$:: ,:,;', is",' m&; ,; Non-loc,al breeds and those which may have to be imported 

:,"~make, it ~more expensive to keep draugl ht cattle as a result of high 
,;::, ,' ~'transpo rt costs and the higher mortality rate resulting from lengthy 
,,~, t ransoortation and the animals' susceptibility to sickness. ~:I, 

', 
1.2.3 Requires i t ractive effort -;y 

,' l/7 of bodv weinht on cleared land containing no shrub roots. 
:,_, ~'~,,>, ,,: b,,':::,~ ,, 
- ',I:; : ,;,, I,, '; 
-:~:-~:-::,Maxi'rnu,~ '~effo'rts over short periods may be ,four times as great as 
:~:: 'zthi? average 'sustained tractive effort. 

:-'::'::;'~live,,weights: of a'number of African breeds of ,cattle; if the required 
,,;, ,~, trac'tive ,,effort is' taken as"aaselection 'criterion 'and applied to 

,,, 

Table B/I/l gives the average I 

',!X::: ';:the v,a,rious ','breeds,, ,it becomes 
S ,~ 

:,clear'that heavier breeds dare more 
uitable:for,draught,work requiring a large sustained effort. I 



+i$e$g$- -3zTInm 
--- - f dition of 

harness 
- Type of team 
-Treatment of 

me V strong influence ----some influence 

.nfluences is based &-I empirical data which was provided verbally 

ENVIRONMENT 





,~, 
T,able ,B/I/4 ,(continued) 

,Bn?ed Type Mainareas Average Average suita- Actual 
weight trsctive bility use 

(kg) effort for work 
f,m 1 f 

: :,, 



) ,,' ,, 
I 

I Yes, 
intensive I 

4 
8ia 500 330 50-71 33-47 Good Yes I I 

Qndim sanga Angola 550 380 55-79 38-54 unknovI7l 
fnhmi 1 
\..CI-.-, 

Nkone 
i- 

. 1 Sanga 1 Zimbabwe 1700 / 450 170-i* 

.,,' Mashon 
;,; : ~,: mli 

! ,,, 
" ,Tswana 

I * ! / I I I 
Afrikander Sang?, South Africa, 700 450 70-100 45-64 Very 

neighbourin@, 
^-. -+..i ^^ 

Pvangunl) 

L " Senga 'Zimbabwe 4coxKl 40-57 30-50 Good Yes 
Zimbabwe, 500 380 SO-71 38-54 UhlOWll 

‘btsw?na 

Sanga Botswana 500 j 390 50-71 39-56 Occssional 

good Original1 l---l bred for 
draught urr\rrb 
“““l n 

Ekmmam Sanga x South Africa 800 550 80-114 55-79 Good No 
I taurine 

', ,', ,I Nguni Sanga South Africa, 500 380 50-71 38-54 Good Yes ~us.rcmrl~l 

I I I 

I , , I I 
I#Ia&gescer 400 320 40-57 32-46 Good Yes, 

intensive 

70-100 45-64 Very 
good 

.~ 
Yes, but 
few 
animals 
available 



1.2.4 Selection in areas infested with tsetse-flies 

Trypanotolerance refers to the ability of some breeds of cattle - 
acquired by way of pre-immunization - to live and produce in areas 

with tsetse-flies. This tolerance is not the same thing as resis- 
,,,, ,tance, since it may break,down under the effect of extremely unfavour- 
,;: ,,,, onset of other :: ,:,, able environmental factors, such as malnutrition, 

:, ',, diseases, overwork or exhaustion as a result of draught workor having ,, ,, 
:,:,' to walk long distances. If the tolerance collapses, animals of try- 
,:,, 

panotolerant breeds can develop trypanosomiasis in the same way as 
non-tolerant breeds, frequently also with fatal consequences. 

Trypanotolerant breeds of cattle are to be found in the humid and 
semi-humid regions of Western and Central Africa infested with tse- 
tse-flies; in contrast to the zebus they have no hump. 

Findings to date indicate that the tolerance is first created on ,;i, ~, 
the basis of an initial infection and subsequent immunization during 
the calf stage and necessitates repeated reinfection if it is to 
remain intact. Animals of trypanotolerant breeds which were born 
and raised in tsetse-free areas exhibit no tolerance when they first 
fall victim of the disease but, if they survive, they develop a tol- 
erance against further infections, which is nrot the case for non- 
tolerant breeds. So-called non-tolerant breeds Imay, however, survive 
mild infection without major losses if the feeding conditions are 
good and the animals are protected against other diseases (e.g. dur- 
ing fattening). 

i,~ It is interesting to note that all trypanotolerant breeds are smaller 
than those which are semi-tolerant or non-tolerant. However, no 

,,, studies are yet available on the correlation between body size/weight 
and the degree of tolerance within a homogeneous breed. 

,, 
The term "semi-tolerant" is applied to crosses between trypanoto- 
lerant breeds and the non-tolerant zebus or exotic breeds of cattle. 
The degree of tolerance clearly decreases as the proportion of zebu 
genes increases and this point must be borne in mind during cross- 
breeding experiments. 
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African breeds of cattle 

Non-erypanotolerant 
breeds 

1 Southern African 
I I 

'(Nigeria) 
yuLL6y '(Ghana) ', 

performance breeds 

min) Bambara (Mali) 

5 (Uppe,r Volta) 
na Shorthorn/West 
ican Shorthorn 

Muturu (Nigeria) 

,: It ~:has already been pointed out that non-tolerant breeds can live 
slight tsetse-fly infestation if they are kept under 

conditions. Breeds,comine into more freauent contact with 

le or no contact with tsetse-flies (e.g. Bororo, Boran). It should, 
however, be pointed out that favourable conditions of this type are 
rare and cannot generally be eXDc?Cted in practice, particularly as 
far as working animals ark concerned. 

I 



Experience in practical agriculture indicates that there are differ- 
ences in endurance between humpless cattle and zebus, but there is 

"_i:l::,::~~:,,::,:,no,~.~scientific ~,oroo;f: for ,this asser,tioni I,t is ; impossible ,, to measure ':~? ,, ,,,, ,,,:,,,~, ,,,,,, ",,,', : :,,, 
~~~~,::':':l-:::~-:end,~ran~ce,~,and;:,thu,s -'dompare!,,,,it~I',,since,:"'this;'factor, ;& h&avily d;,pendent g:,;; :: : ,: ,,; I:::: :,', ',:; t:,;,<v ,: ,,:,:' :on:,, the :follotii,ng ,e,lements ::,,', :, 
<>',,',,', ~?,',,: ,,,,,, 'i ,~ ',, ;;;,,>:f ,,:; ,' 1 ':, ~l,);':Cbnsti,tu~tion,,and"condition of, th,e animals ', ',,~,', 
.::, 
;',,+' ':,,-',:,2,)' ,Guidance and, treatment, of', the animals 'by the person driving the 
:;" " team 

,,, 
,;,:, “,, 3) Nature of the draught work (e.g. evenness) ,,,, ;, :, 
:':, 4) Speed 

Endurance therefore appears to be governed by the environment rather 

,,z,,, ',Lthan by,,the,breed. ,,,,,: ,,, i,,,,~ 

" In' the same way; temperament also seems to be determined more by 

,, : the environment (personal contact when young) than by the breed and 
lals from smallholdings or,small herds are therefore more suitable 

:for harnessing than animals from ranches. 
Temperament thus plays a secondary role in breed selection but must 

,, 

z,,: ~! be considered when selecting an individual animal. The less the 

i," farmers know about cattle and the less they are accustomed to them, 
the greater the importance of temperament. "Fear of cattle" can be- 

outh,,of 'the Sanara - with the exception of 

,.-. - -..- ~ ---.. kept for 40 - 50 years at 
are not to be found at all; use of draught 

ill relatively uncommon (e.g. in comparison 

with India). ,Neither natural e'volution nor selection and crossbreed- 

effort ,(e.g. endurance, willingness, 



‘:,, 
~,’ 

,, 

'extent 'a nd possible ,heritabilities are not yet known. Under African 
,' 

conditions, therefore, it does not appear practical to take "breeding 

ssuming ,,trypanotolerance or the 
?s in the areas concerned. 

: 
suitable beef ,‘I’ 

the, resulting 
suitable for draught work 

j; i;:: :':' necessary', prophylact,ic ,measurr 
,~.,~ ,', 
,,,' ,,, : ", 
;,;;;,~T, 
:,::, - 

1.3.1 Oxen 

Oxen' are mo.e suitable than bulls for draught work on account of ,‘,, ,’ I- ‘,, 
sent. Preference is given to oxen castrated 

irs), since their weight and muscles are better 
evsloped,~than those of animals castrated too early. Where oxen (or 

,/bulls are, to' be used,,however, it must be borne in mind that alter- 
', native use of these animals for fattening is increasing to an ever 

greater extent. 

1.3.2 Bulls , 

Although they would be more suitable for heavy draught work on account 

e in the SODEVA extension area 
.le 'in 1976/77 the figure had increased 

;e ,of female animals in Senegal is nothing new; around 
,,~, 20%,of'the draught horses and donkeys are females. 

,:' 
i:,; ':':',, ,,,: :, ,,, ,,,): 
i':::, ,,'::+~The. 'followlng;,,disadvantages 'of, ,usikg cows for &aught work have been ~, ,,,:' 
:t::-, :l-':,-g'iven:,:to ,::da& i ", '; ",, 

,, 
f:';':,',,,,: I ~',, ," ,,,,, _:',,~ ,,,, ',i ,,,,,,, ',' ,,",,, ,:, ,,, ,, ,,, 

,,?'I')' Insufficient weightand thus &ufficient tractive' effort 
,, 

,, ,, 
,,," ,",; !,, ,' 
$::,:,:':;: :I,'>) Source: SODBVA'snd author's 'own investigations. 



with oxen 

Ith before 
,ny season,, 

lot occur du 
lisadvantage 

Ily;exist. However, there is suffi- 
~,t ,require a ,large~ tractive effort. 

effort is required (e.g. for ploughing) it may 
3 harness several pairs of animals, so that even this 
retically be performed by cows, provided 'that it does 

.ring the calving period. 
5) can be overcome by planned breeding but necessitates 



also takes into account the production of calves and milk and may 
therefore even be more economical than the smaller fodder require- 
ments of draught oxen which provide only meat and draught work. 

: ,,,,~,::,Th,e,,'situat'idn'-of'~ dairy' cows in" Africa differs 'so 
: : that,;,of, dairy, 'cows. in Europe tha.t values determ ,, 

::only' b,e ,aDpl.ied,,to,Africa ,with extreme caution. 
:' the&Africancows is considera! 

2"and:,5 'litres per day. 
,," 'were to,' be used 'for ,the-- .~..-~~~~~~ 
': and nutrient suonlv were eaual. milk DrOdUCtiOn 

bly lower, with an average of between 
If an intensive livestock-keeping system 

!ss animals in which nutrient reauirementr 
would undoubtedly 

---a-_ -* 

be ereater tha ,~-- ..~~ n that achieved with the ‘traditional method of exten- 
sive livestock keeping. With an additional supply of nutrients for 
the animals' working requirements there is no reason to assume that 
there may be a milk loss, given the relatively low yields. Investiga: 
tions in Senegal revealed that the weight development of Djakore 
calves whose mothers were used for draught work and received a work- 
ing ration was significantly better than that of calves whose mothers 

:~ ,did not ,work. 

,As 'far as both milk production and reproduction are concerned it 
be assumed that, pro;,ided there is sufficient fodder, an increase 

-.. output in comparison witi traditional methods of keeping dairy 
cows is more likely. 

2) With high prices for young male cattle (fattening schemes) addi- 
,~, ,tional income,:,from the sale ,of ,animals otherwise required ,for 

: ',draught work ,or '- provided ,tha,t they ,hav, ~,sufficient fodder avail- 
,:'abl:e - fattening of young,c,attle by the individual farmers. 

~: 3),'Cows are 'easier to train and can move faster than oxen. 

,,'4) :Cows 'can be,used, for :draug.... ,. - - . . - - - - 
reducing'~the ,need to, train, animals so fr 
comparison with Z-5 v 
still 

rht wnrk over il ler&hy period, thereby 
__ --.. _____.. -_- -- ~~ equently (7-9 years in 

___.. ..-... - - * 'ears, ,particularly if the draught oxen are 
to~achieve a good:meat value). 

_, --I.-.jteeing 'of a supply of new draught animals for the farm. 

When the possibility of using draught cows is being assessed,it is 

Use' of cows for draught work has a number of advantages which must 
not be underestimated: 

'1) No competition with cattle fattening and therefore better and 
more continuous availability of draught cattle in the long term 
in many areas. 

their profitability in comparison with oxen which is tne major point. 
,',r,:: Itgoes:w,ithout, Saying,~:that milk,and reproduction capacity must be 

;',,:inciudeddin 'this ,calculation, to the Same extent as the working and 

,+ meat ~values.,~ The ',prereqUisite ,,for_ keeping, draught c,ows 7 even if 
';~:profitability issguaranteed - is the availability of sufficient fod- 
'~ c&r, including during the dry Season, in order to meet the COWS' 



..- ..-- r_..O -- ----,.Lt cattle ‘has spread and discarded draught 
,_~~~. .le “have become increasingly important as meat producers, the age 
of,, the’ animals at the start of training has dropped from 4-5 years 

,to’,around 2-3 years. More important than age, however, is weight: 
,,,, 

‘,an initial weight at the start of training of at least 200 kg for 

,,,,, humple,ss, breeds and 255 1 kg for zebus is regarded as optimum. ,,, 
-a--- '~ cows _-..- are’ to ,,be used, it is ,advisable to start -training 

WI .y ‘as the :heifer stage. 

2 jtration 

J _ animals should be castrated around 4 weeks before the start 
-- -raining so that they are no longer suffering from the resultant 
stress when ,the new stress caused by the training starts. If necess- 

,,’ ,, ary, ,castration may also take place after the first working period 
but not while the animals are actually re’:;uired for work. 

still a calf is undoubtedly the safest :’ ,:I 

? unsuitable for draught cattle. 

s recommended for draueht cattle on account 



in countries where the use of draught cattle has long been tradi- 
a, matter of 
'in handling 

otexist, in areas where the use 
rely, new or is to be introduced 

;e it isessential to find transitional 
,hich in the long run, however, must enable the 

~ farmers to train their own draught cattle, 

" ,The forms of training described below must therefore be regarded 
simply as a transitional stage on the way to training by the farmers. 
The animals can be trained in three different locations: 

:~::% 1) At centralized or regional level (training station) 
'7) At,,village level ,(extension centre, demonstration farmers or mo- 

:,,bile'training units) 
; 3) On the farmer's holding (through instructors, mobile training 

unit, assistance from neighbours) 

1 
,,The three methods differ in terms of cost and in many cases - albeit 
not inevitably - in terms of efficiency. 

2.1.1 Training station 

In numerous programmes aimed at promoting use of draught animals 
,,,,,,,the traini,ng statior, is ,of,major importance, particularly in places 

': :,:,,where, there, is no'tradition of"animal husbandry and the farmers have ', 
',,, littie or, no experience~of handling cattle (see also casestudy C/I). 

Advantages of a training station: 

n of training and extension work; easy 
instructors. 

:,,,I l),, Administr,ative concentration 
to :m,onitor ,the work'of,the'j 

2) Centralized ,proc 
', simplifies' purchase for' th 

cattl 

lurement'of cattle by the station facilitates and 
e farmers, whop have little access to 

;e,markets or dealers and have no tradition of owning cattle. 
Ability and administrative simplification of necessary veteri- 

nary measures (e.g. inoculation). oarticularlv imoortant if the 
'3)'PdSSi 

,veterinary service-lacksmobility 'anh,personnel; _ 
';,:,~ i 4) ,'Opportuni,ty to,, advise and ,ir 

,,: :an,imal-training work - 
lstruct the farmers - beyond the actual 

as regards: ,,, 
~~:::,~~,,::;,,~,,,,,,'- ~, anlmal::-,'~usbandry,,: ;, ,', ,~, ~, ,, 

,~ ;,,animal, f&ding ,, 
,: necessary'veterinary ,measures 

,,, 



- necessity and practicality of crop rotation etc. 

Disadvantages: 
,':,: 

i :"~I ,~';,"l:) 'High: cost,:'particularly asa,result of having to provide accommoda- 
tion for'farmers and lanimals. 

: 2),Possible increase in cost of draught cattle if bought and sold 
', through',the s,ta$ion. 

3) ,Farmers 'absent from their holdings for at least 4 weeks (particu- 
,larly important if animal training and i;lstruction take place 

.ng the rainy season). 
,' '4) .dren, who in actual fact are mostly responsible for driving 

looking after .the draught cattle, are usually excluded from 
the instruction for reasons of cost. 

5) Need for the station to be used to its full capacity throughout 
the year, resulting in training at unsuitable times (see also 
2.2). 

: A training station can only be efficient if the accompanying exten- 
'sion and training services for the farmers are actually provided. 

:,' If use is not made of this opportunity the station cannot be expected 
to make a meaningful contribution towards developing the use of 
draught cattle and the resultant necessary changes in the structure 
of the holdings. 

It must be borne in mind that the station may no longer be required 
after a few years, i.e. when the farmers become able to train their 
own cattle, while an attached training centre will still be needed 
within the scope of extension work. 

': ~ ,,:,2.1.2 Village extension centre, mobile training units and 
demonstr,ation~farmers 

Advantages: 

'Less 'expensive than 'a training station since there 
'ovide accommodation. 

is no need 

-, _-_-..er ,interest on the part of the farmers since 
have ,to leave their holdings.~ 

they do not 

3) Opportunities for extending the training to include 
adolescents who are later responsible for driving ar 
also for looking after the draught cattle. 

children and 
Id frequently 

: 4),If training ia carried,,,out ,by a demonstration farmer he usually 
': actsas a'good example,', being an accepted and highly regarded 

', ,member~of, the,village population. 
: ,5/) ~Apart',:from the,cost,s of the instructorthe farmers incur no other 

,' expense's' (e~g;"transpdrt/accommodation in the case of training 
stations). 

83 



" " ,;i: 
1') Transport costs for extension workers and instructors. 
2) Risk of inadeouate training as a result of insufficient checks 

::,, :,, !&,:,,Risk ,of ,, inadequate initial veterinary services, particularly if 
,;t,i:,,;,:~: i,,,:,:::', :::, _,there:', disk :a shortage, of, veterinary,, personnel or if these lack mo- 
;;:i;;,~: ~, :,q ':,',bil'i$y;,"' "~ ,~" ", 

$:::,':'~ ,I;: 2~;,1,. 3Trai'njngon; the, farme,rs ' own hol,dings by,an instructor or 
:: : 

by means of help 'from,neighbours " 
,,:,, ,~ ','Advantages: 
,,,, 

',l) Farmers ;, children and draught ,animals are instructed and trained 
in familiar surroundings. 

for on-the-spot adaptation of accompanying extension 
services to the conditions on the farms (e.g. availability of 

I 
: Disadvantages: : Disadvantages: 

z:~ z:~ 1,) ~~ 1) Large number of extension workers and instructors required, there- 
' fore :high'personnel'costs. ' fore ,high personnel'costs. ,,~,, ,,, :;;I,,,,, ,2) High degree ,of instructor mobility necessary, resulting in high 

'transport,cost. transport,cost. 
3) Risk of inadequate monitoring of instructors. 

: ,, 4) Instructors not used to their full capacity if only a few farmers 
are to be trained in a particular village. 

Z.', 
,:,,,, Training by a neighbour who already keeps draught animals is likely 
,,',, to have a substantial broad-based effect. However, there is a risk 

I;;,, that the accompanying training and provision of advice may be ne- I 
‘. ~~:;~,:"':;'gl,ec,ted, unless they can ,be supplied by an existing ,extension service 

,,, ,, 

'~,: ;: 2.'2 Time and procedure ,for training 
,:,,, 

,2,.2.1 Time ,of,training 

,",,,T,raining, :can the< 
: ,that 'the young animals 

::',, regular UI 
: 

Cha 

oretically take place throughout the year, provided 
subsequently have the opportunity to make 

se of what they have learned. If they are not given the 



,,,,, ~,, 
,C',~ :2.;2,12 ,Duration of training 
,,~,,, 

',Experience has shown that training takes on average 2 to 4 weeks. 
The period varies according to: 

:,: ,I), the, ,farmers',,famili?rity,with,cattle,, ,, ; ': :,~ :,: ,T~,:: ,,~,,, ', 
:gc:;,:;: ,:~, ,,~ :,, T)~$ty :y~+pe+&t ,; iif the' ,~a~i;+l,s~; 

:, ,: '3,)': the"ab'i~i,ty"of the 'ex,tension workersand instructors, 
~4))the degree,:~to which the'optimum number of working hours per day ,,~j 
,',,, :,i's observed; ,' 

#:_,,,, ,' " ;:, ,' 5) the learnin g capacity and learning intensity of the farmers. ,~ 

,m,: : 2.2.3,Training programme 
,, 
~,,,,Z ,The,various elements of training are covered in the following order: 

'1) Getting the animals used to the reins, which can pass either 
thro 

" 2) Gett 

!.,,I 3) Walk 
)Z,,,~, 4) Obevingver :;;,,'A 
,:;:, 
,il 
_,,'I, ,,,; j ::, 

ugh the nose, ring,or round the ears. 
ing%,the animals used,to the yoke. 
:ing,forwards while wearing the reins and yoke. 

,bal commands and guidance by means of the reins. 
5)~Pulling,a 'iight object ,(e.g. tree trunk). 
6) Pulling various agricultural implements. 

,::1 : 
7) Getting the animals used to walking in a straight line. 

,,,, When ,draught animals are being introduced the instruction of the 
,,: ,~ ,,,, ,, "farmers is just as important as training of the animals. This should 
,, ,, therefore also form a oart'of the training work and shoul'd cover 

mport,ance and use of the various agricultural implements "' 
ect times for using thevarious'implements. 

attle for specific implements and jobs (distinc- ,:: 

",, 
importance of crop' rotation',~:soil,, "' 



,:~, r, When draught animals are introduced, training of the animals and of 
the farmers must take place simultaneously, a point which must be 

:;< ::j,:+: ,:', (",,~, ,;",borne'::;in:' mind,, when,, selecting the,: ,location and ~:time for training,., :a ,,,, i ,,,,,, ~,>', ,,,,, ,,:,,, ;~ ,~,, ,, ~, 
;,!,l;!;~, ,: '+ : ': S?::,,:; ";'*,ll: : $,opi,&$ &+,&&d ,~,'in, :t$&inihg ,: must; be', the, subject,' of subsequent 

,, 
,' extensionwork, onthe'farms 'for' at,'least,,one,,and preferably 'two years, 

I;;,,;,;: ', :durr-ng ,,w,h:i~ch", time they will,,,be: dealt with in more de'tail , progress 
;?:,,:',,': moni,tored and 'the, farmers,, given ,follow-up supervision. 

,, ;: 
I','; 

:'I:, 

pi 1:' : 2 ; 2. 4 Amount ',~ of training per day 
,, 

:, Z-3, hours, with a maximum of 4 hours once training has reached the 
advanced stage. The midday heat should be avoided. 

Zomposition of the team, 

'ferentmethods o: 

!ous trainin 

f forming a t,eam are used in training: 

,g of two or more young animals of the same ',:;~ 
,ght and condition so that they form a team together. 

ining of a,young animal alongside an older, experienced one. 
who will subsequently form the new team must 

then be,brought together during the last phase of training. 

~Whichever method is used, attention must be paid to ensuring that 
the animals are alwavs on the same side of the team during training. 

;;;,;,,,:,, ,,, 
:!::,::;, ~~;:,:~If:,::there: 'is : a,: slight-,differenca"'in,,'~stren@;t'~ ', between' the:, animals in ,;~ ,, ~: : ',C, ,, :' ,,, 
,::,,,~:(:_a',,,team'; it: is advisable 'to, :harness,' the stronger, animal such that it 
,:,~,, ~, walks on:~thk~'ioose, ~~already ploughed soil ~(usually onthe right-hand 
~~~~:-,~j_,;:side:)',: during ploughing ~ 
,'~ ': 
"::::C: ":A;'~,weil;trained team w$,ll ~reouire, bnly one person to control it when 
~~,,:::~~,::,,~:,;,it ,'is :working ;; ', ,', ,,, ', 
:$;,,,,',, :E':, ,' 



3.1 Nutrient and drinking-water requirements 

A, number .of,different systems, are used,,in, the African countries to 
-:-;:li~:I::~-':-evaluate' nutrient requireme,nts, and the nutrient content of the vari- 

: btiti ',i type's, of fodder,. The: French-speaking countries use ,the fodder 
1: ),,:: :, jkii't. (Un,it& ,, fourragere; UF); 'while the English-speaking countries 

':' ,prefkrthe concept of Tot%?' Digestible Nutrients (TDN). In France, 
-,,',,:;I,,,,,,,:': Great B,ritain 'and the USAj ,however ,, :, new feed-valueunits have re- 

,' cently been ,introduced,or are being planned; these have not yet been 
', adopted~,in t,he,African countries butcould lead to a changed evnlua- 

tion in the'future.' 
Tnese,new,units are set out in the following two tables for informa- 
tion purposes; all nutrient requirements and nutrient contents spe- 
cified in this handbook are given in the old units, UF and TDN since 
these are still being used in Africa. 

The Starch Unit (Starkeeinheit, StE), which is used in the Federal 
Republic of Germany, has not been adopted anywehre in Africa. 

,,', ,'The conversion of StE (Starch Units) into old UF (Fodder Units) and 
",vice versa, presents no problems, since both feed value units are 
,: based on the same evaluation of digestible nutrients including the 

bi,ological value. The conversion ,of StE/UF into TDN and vice versa ,,, 
is, on the contrary, problematic since the evaluation of digestible 
nutrients is done on a different basis. The respective correlations 
depend not only on the,digestible crude protein content of the feed- 
stuffs but also on the value factor which is in turn influenced by 
the digestible crude fibre content. 

The factors given below therefore permit only rough conversion into 
and out of TDN. 

protein content (157 g per kg StE, 
IN). 

.ons and T, sbles for Reciprocal Conversions 
ts, FAC, Rome. 



'~:~:::,"i,'~,Tadie' B/I/4,: Calculatibn of the various feed units for ruminants 

Feedunit Jcvaluaticfl Multiplication factor for Calculation 1 

54.91 i3j ” , 
new calculation: 

ation: divide by 750 
(1.43) 

TDN - Total Unit of 1.03 2.25 1.00 1.00 Addition 
^ Ql 

‘:‘” I I ,‘I I I 
Metabol- g/kg 4.32 7.73 3.59 3.59 3.63 Addition 3.63 Addition 

zable Energy 
(kc+d 

- - 
,~',,, ,NE Net - g/kc 1.71 7.52 2.01 2.01 2.01 Addition 2.01 Addition 
:, : E%xY 

@Cal/kg) 

oilseeds and.their derivates. feedstuffs of anii origin 



3.1.1 E&rgy,and'protein requirements 

Table S/I/5: Stands& energy and protein nX#JiI%mentS fOP draught Cattle 

Digestible 
pmtein (Jd 

120 (I) 
150 
180 
210 
240 
270 
300 
330 
360 

I 
I I 

Pquirement for the relevant weight) 
: ,, ‘.::“mwr;n 

";,(inZ@ition to maintknance I 
Infx&se: 100 g/day 0.3 (3) 

,I! ji',: ,2wg/day, *n 0.6 
;;_:,~ ,, ,,," " "M -,A-.. I 

0.26 (4) 
0.52 
n 07 I JUJ g,uay I.” .’ “.O, 

6i?x?23 

.month -t 0.mn k2 LW 0) o.l/lco kg Lw (4; 
3.Pre 

!,,,, 
t<; 7th .~~~~ ;~~ 
:,:, 

I 
in addition to in additi& to 1. 

,,, 
,,,, 
I ,,,, 

8th month 0.2/100 kg LW O.l7/1co kg LW 

9th month 0.3/1cCl kg LW 0.26/lCCI & LW 

tintensnce requirement 
" 2 

fork' 2 x'maintenance requirement 

17 (3) 
35 
52 

lW/uFJF; 115 kg TDr 
(1;4) total requi- 
ment 
lW/uF; 115 kg TDl 
lOO/'JF; 115 kg TDI 

,':60 (1) 

,1.4 (3) 

6O/lCQ kg LW (1) 

irement: 



” I I I I I I I I 



,,, ,,, 
,:, 

3.1.2 Mineral requirement 

Table B/I/7: Calcium and phosphorus requirement_s of draught cattle 
,:, ,:,,,, 

Calcium Phosphorus NaCl 
,,, ,,Maintenance 5 g/100 kg LW 3 g/100 kg LW 5 g/100 kg LW 
,, ,,,, : Growths" 15 g/kg growth 6 g/kg growth 2 g/kg growth 

Pregnancy 
(last 3 months) 6 g/100 kg LW 5.5 g/100 kg LW 

Lactation 2.5-3 g/kg milk 2.0-2.5 glkgmilk 2 g/kg milk 

Source: Ministers de la Cooperation, 1974. 

3.1.3 Dry matter 

2.5 - 3 kg dry matter/100 kg of live weight for cattle of tropical 

,:: : origin. 

,> ,~, Actual dry-matter consumption depends on the following: 

- Condition of fodder 
(e.g. chopped fodder is more easily consumed) 

- Palatability 
- Protein content 

(the higher the crude protein content, the greater the dry matter 
consumption) 

In French-speaking areas the ratio of dry matter to Fodder Unit (UF) 
is still given and should be between 1.5 and 2. 

3.1.4 ,Water requirement 

Daily requirement during rainy season: 

lo-23 litres (16,litres on average) for zebus 
,7-19 litres (13 litres on average) for African taurines 

Daily requirement during dry season: 

12-29 litres (21 litres on average) for zebus 

,';',:,,'l~: " ~' 12-25 litres'(20,litreson average) for African taurines ,,',, ,' ,' 
,,; 

lttle doing, medium-heavy to, heavy work requi,re, around,10 
'day,more, as do dairy cows. 

;ter : water ration of 1 : 4 can serve as a guideline. 



Table B/I/g gives reference values for the energy and digestible 
crude-protein contents of the most important feedstuffs used in Africa. 
In view of the fact that dry matter, energy and protein content can 
change very quickly during the vegetationoeriod, the figures given ,, 

~~:-~,',,,:,,c'an',Se'rve:, only,,as approximate values;, which can aid in initial plan- 
:L,, ',,,', nlng : bf :'fodder ,ratiois , ::,, ~"' particularly with regard to adequate avail- 
i-;'; ;'~,:?&+ii'ty & &&stuffs ; Some countries have already carried out their 
G:;:$'::~'~-,own ~,inve'stigations of the nutrient contents, of numerous feedstuffs 
:,~ i,,,',' to:, be found in the country concerned, or have studied simply a few 

:,,:' !~'i 'fodder crops cultivated on a trial basis. For every project promoting 
the use of draught animals the nutrient contents given in the table 

% ,,must be supplemented or revised using the figures available in the 
:,~ 

', country in question. 



,, :, Table B/I/E: Nutrient contents of selected feedstuffs 
(based on a compilation by the Docwnentation Office 
at the University of Hohenheim in Stuttgart) 

per kg DM er kg of feedstuff 

Chloris gayana, f&h 20,o 
9, I! t=Y 86,0 
Cynodon dactylon, fresh 20,o 
0, !I hav 86.0 

Melinis minutiflora, fiz %:o 
Psnicummexirmun. fresh I I 20.0 

':I hay,stsrt,flowerg.86~0 
I' hay, middle 

flowering 86,0 
,I I* hay, after 

sprouting 86,O 
4, " silsge 20,o 
Per&se- clandestinum,hey 86,0 
Pennisetum purpureum, fresh 20,O 
0 ,I hay 86,0 
II II silsge 20,O 
Setaria sphacelata, fresh 20,o 
Trypsacunlaxum, fresh 20.0 

,',', " ,Barley, green fodder, fresh 20,O 8,1 0,83 74.8 1.6 0.19 15.0 
,, 

I 

ill,, .“-J SW n ‘.,,” 19 straw 4, grains I I 
4.9 0.53 60.9 4;2 0;52 52.4 

86,O 

LO:8 2: 

0.40 

0:87 1'00 

46.8 l,o 0,40 40.2 
88,O 

81.9 75.1 
795 1,CO 72.1 
9.5 0.87 66.1 

4:6 2; 

0,58 57.4 1;7 0;13 11.5 

0,50 0,56 58.4 54.8 
499 0,49 50.2 
0,9 0,13 11.0 

,'DP UF TDN DP UF TDN 

295 
%7 
1,'2 
6.7 
3;4 
699 
894 
2,2 
590 
299 
797 
3,6 
999 
374 
3,2 
597 
491 

0,63 60.3 
0,34, 45.6 
0,47 47.3 
0.59 58.1 
0,34 45.1 
0,72 66.1 
0,70 67.8 
0,41 51.3 
0,63 60.1 
0,51 59.1 
0,54 54.4 
0,34 46.2 
0960 57.6 
0,37 47.1 
0,52 52.7 
0,54 53.7 
0,35 46.3 

075 0,14 12.1 
07’5 0,34 39.3 
0,2 0,ll 9.5 
1.3 
2;9 

0.13 
0;33 

11.6 
38.8 

194 0,16 13.2 
197 0,16 13.6 
199 0,41 44.1 
1.0 
2;5 

0.14 12.0 
0;50 50.8 

1,5 0,12 10.9 
391 0,34 39.7 
2,o 0,14 11.5 
299 0.36 40.5 
076 0,12 10.5 
191 0,12 10.7 
395 0,34 39.8 

~4 0,38 48.2 

7,4 
2,o 
694 
694 
694 
397 
992 
393 

0,43 53.5 
0,51 49.3 
0,41 50.7 
0,57 57.6 
074 52.4 
0,58 55.7 
0,67 63.8 
0,64 61.0 

86,O : 590 0,47 ,54.@ 

,, 
2,. J.eg&es 

_I,< 
,,,, Medicsgo sativa, fresh 2010 : 17,7 0,81 71.9 

Dolichos lablab, hay 85,O 9,0 0,4a 55.9 
1,, Puereria phaseoloides, fresh 20,O : 13.9 0,62 60.6 
:::::: ~,' Stylosanthes gracilis, fresh 20.0 : 11,9 0,65 60.9 

Vignia sinensis, hay c36,O ‘, : 11,2 0,60 61.9 
4*, ,I seeds 88.0 1 21 ,o 1,03 84.0 

,,, 
1,,, 

3i~Cereals and cereal residues 

hay 

1;8 0;15 12.8 
097 0,14 12.2 
4,3 0.46 46.9 

3,5 0,lEl 14.4 
7,8 0,47 48.1 
2,s 0,14 12.1 
2,4 0,15 12.2 
937 0,59 53.3 

18,5 1,03 73.9 

/continued 

^^ 
':,', Yd 

2,1 0,37 41.4 

6,4 0,42 46.0 
0.4 0.12 9.9 
5;5 0;40 43.6 
193 0,13 11.5 
595 0,43 45.0 
0.7 0.13 11.1 



'Wheat, straw 
grains II 

I 
,I bran 88;o ,I seimlina bran I 88,0 

cmpsand tubers 

:,!+a ', 0,75 67.8 

,5,8 0,70 64.8 
4,1 0,58 56.6 

,' 698 1,11, 89.1 
5,7 ,0,71 66.2 
591 0,72 65.8 
199 0,31 44.2 
671 0,91 80.4 

'0.3 0.41 50.4 
1;2 0;35 46.5 
895 0,70 66.'7 

990 0,91 79.9 

10,o 1,ll 92.2 
891 0,95 79.5 
195 0,47 55.2 
495 0,59 57.8 
o,g 0,45 54.2 
1,2 0,47 54.0 
4,6 'C,% 57.9 
5,5 1,cQ 80.2 
994 0,92 84.8 
095 0.35 42.7 

10,2 1,lO 89.5 
12.1 0,64 66.8 
13,6 0,78 75.7 

iiF kg of feedstuff 

DP UF TDN - 

098 0,12 9.c 

1.2 0.16 13.c 
0;t; 0;09 7.9 
,690 1,ll 78.4 
191 0,16 13.2 
1,3 0,21 16.7 
1,6 0,31 38.0 
5,4 0,9? 70.8 
092 0,41 44.3 
1.0 0.34 40.0 
7;5 0;70 58.7 

890 0,92 70.3 

83 1,ll 81.2 
7,l 0.95 69.9 
1,3 0,46 47.5 
079 0,13 11.6 
0,8 0.44 46.6 
1.1 0.46 46.4 
0;9 0;13 11.6 
479 0,88 70.6 
893 0,92 74.7 
094 0,34 36.7 
839 0,97 78.8 

10,6 0,,56 58.8 
1290 0,69 66.6 

2,6 0,X? 8.9 
?,l 0,26 X8.4 
2,7 0,,14 10.9 
094 0,28 19.8 

599 0,58 52.8 
5,6 20.1 0,20 

47.0 0.93 77.3 
31;2 0;56 56.6 
42,7 0,86 73.7 
43,9 0,96 79.4 
42,l 1,05 85.9 
31,9 0,63 63.0 
24,4 O,$l 60.1 
40.2 0.85 71.8 
39;5 0;95 80.6 

14,0 0,83 67.8 
12,8 0,91 72.0 
,13,,8 0,95 ,76.2 

/continued 



Feedstuffs CM DP UF TDN 
5. Oil plants, . . . . contnd. I 

,,, ,: ',, Cotton,, seeds '80,O ,17,1 1,09 89.0 ,I,,", ,"'extracted meal;, 
depodded " i' 90,o :34,1 0,78 65.4 

" ,, ~ex'cracted meal 
not,depodded ',, 9p,o 17,l 0,55 55.5 

I! seed cake 1 
depodded, 4-8%,fat 90,o 36,7 0,90 74.1 I!, seed cake 
depodded, 8-Y&fat 90.0 39,3 1,03 84.0 

18 seed cake, 
notdepodded, 4-8%fat 90,O 19,4 0,64 63.5 ,I seed cake, 
not depodded, 8-E'%fat 90,O 23,9 0,70 61.4 

Kapok, cake :4-8% fat 90,o 23,9 0,70 61.4 
Kapok, cake E-12'% fat 90,o 33,4 0,80 70.3 

per kg of feedstuff 

DP UF TLN 

15,l 0,98 78.3 

30,7 0,72 58.9 

15,4 0,50 50.0 

33,l 0,82 66.7 

35,4 0,93 75.6 

17,4 0,85 57.2 

21,5 0,63 55.2 
21,5 0,63 55.2 
30,l 0,72 63.2 

I 

',,:', 6.,~Sugarcane and processing resities 
: Sugarcene,tips,fresh 20,o 3,3 0,57 55.4 

,a, 0 molasses 78,0 0,O 0,64 69.1 
1, 0 bagasse,dried 88,O 0,o 0,39 45.8 

7.Brewingresidues 
Brewer's grains,fresh 25,0 18,9 0,76 
II dried 88.U 18,2 0,67 

8.Fruitandpmcessing residues 
Pineapple, canning we.ste,fresh 25,0 2,0 0,85 70.2 
0 ,I dried 88,0 0,4 0,87 71.5 
(1 leaves, fresh 15,0 3.8 0,81 71.8 
Bananas, leaves, fresh 15,O 6,l 0,66 60.3 

skins,, fresh 20,O 2,O 0.72 60.5 
8,O 92.7 4,6 1,15 

20,O 8,8 1,03 85.2 
25,0 4,5 0,94 88.2 
25,0 4,l 0,90 84.6 
88,O 3,5 0,82 76.8 

099 0,ll 9.0 
094 0,16 12.1 
0,4 0,lO 7.4 
078 0,24 ,17.0 
191 0,27 22.0 
1.0 0,26 21.1 
391 0,72 67.6 

L 

n.imel origin 1 
90,o 69.7 0,85 71.1 62,7 0,77 64.0 

fr E%fat 1, 90,o 48,9 0,88 70.4 44,0 0,79 63.3 protein, eve 

0,7 0,13 
0.0 0,57 
0.0 0.34 

11.1 
53.9 
40.3 

477 0,22 17.5 
16,0 0,59 56.2 

095 0,21 17.5 
0,4 0,77 62.9 
0.6 0.14 10.8 

Explanations: 

DM =,Dry matter in % 
" ',:DP:, 'Y= DigestibIe~protein in % 1 
', UP '= Unite fourreg&e (fodder,unit) 

TDN:,= Total Digestible Nutrients 



aspects of feeding 

situation as regards feeding of draught cattle 

I:;,> Although there are substantial variations in feedine. uractices in - 

ows : 

'~~l),In"most cases,'the'basis"for ,feeding is the natural pasture, both 

g:;;., :, ::: 
; ,in,,the,rainy se?sdn an$i&the:dl:y'season, when - as in the case 

:c,,, ,,'I ~~of:~traditional~~cattle 'keeping '- the pasture forms the sole basic 
: fodder for the,majority of holdings with draught cattle. 

,,'::' :: " 2) Only iti afew cases are draught cattle better fed than cattle kept 
,un,der ,the traditional system. The animals do not usually receive 
sufficient quantities of minerals and arable-farming residues, 
at least during their main working period. 

3) During the main working period the cattle are frequently kept ,,, in the farmer's living area or are tethered or housed in the imme- 
:~,~ diate vicinity., During the dry season, however, they are either 

left 'to theirown devices as far as feeding is concerned or inte- 
grated into the traditional herd so that they can be fed with 
the latter during transhumance. 

; :: '4) Drau,ght cattle kept in this manner have lost a considerable amount 
,_ ,, ,' of weight and are in poor condition when they return to the farmer 

at the end of the dry season; when the rainy season starts, the 
farmer often calls upon the thin and frequently sick cattle to 
perform extremely heavy work. 

:: ,' ,, 5) There is almost no systematic collection and storage of fodder. 
Residues 'from arable crops are left in the fields, resulting in 

,, nutritive value losses of up to 50%. The residues are then gathered 
up as required or the cattle allowed to graze the stubble pasture. 

,,,,, :, ;6) In many, cases the ,residues are,divided up, among all the ,animals 
~" kept "<near ~ ,,,, ~, ,,, :' ', ,, : the,,f&rmer's >li.ving ,area,, i.e. there ,is competition ' :~: 
: ,betweeti, draught cattle, ,sheep and goats, and in some :cases also 

dairy cows, horses and donkeys. _: ,:, 
~,,,7) ,Feedstuffs (,e:g., 

x?ce bran. m 
cqtton' sz ?ed, groundnut cake, sunflower cake, 

,eal etc.) are seldom,purchased. 

considt: 
1,) Traditional attitudes on the part of the animal owners; it is 

!red that'cattle should look for their own food and the 
farmers are not easilv prepared to use their own labour to collect 

j., 

?egards,,nutrient requirements and the value 

,and conserve feeds,tuf& 

,:~: '( 2) ,,L,ack ',of knowledge ai ,I 
,of'various,,feedstuffs. " ', 

.I'; 
,,' 3), Lack 'of: kn&wle,dge ,:~as re,garc 

:::', ',, ,, ':,and ,the',quantity, actually'given to the animals. 

,, ,: 

is the ,avail,able quantities of fodder 



timation of the need for appropriate feeding during both 
planning and implementation of projects aimed at promoting the I 

-: ,:" " If,, draught animals are ,to work : efficiently they cannot be expected 
to make their 1 rvay to pasture several kilometres distant once their ',, 

:, ',: i:, : wo rking, day is over. If pastureland is to be an inexpensive basis ,, 
for the ,keeping of draught animals, the following conditions must ,, 

use of draught animals. 
~;~~,;;';,:::,:~::,::,:: 4,;: ",: ,',:: ,<: ,, ,, ,,,, 
;:\:;: ,:,,:~,,;, Jo,:', ,>,,,,' 6), ::Shortage, ,jof,; ,-ani,mal,~ ,'breede,rs~veteri,n,ary~ surgeons ,'and extension ', " "j . 

: :' ,be fulfill ed: 

,:~ ,,,, ','l) Proximi 
;.i ,,, : 

2),Availab ,,; ,~, ,',' ,, 
'::,( i ,' :: 
,;: i,, 3)Opportu 

grazed 
:.,,',~ 

ty to the village 

ility of high-grade fodder plants 

nity to divide area grazed by draught animals from that 
by other herds and by sheep and goats if the fodder basis 

for various types of animal is not sufficient 
,:, ;: 4) Possibility of rotation and setting-aside of specific areas for 

.the dry season 

The natural pastures to be found in most areas come nowhere near 
meeting these reauirements. The situation is characterized by: 

-) 'or industrial crop. The fallow land 
loc'ated to, draught cattlealone, nor is it 

observe pasture rest periods ,or use the area for fod- I 



-- F--m-~ lwever,'to improve the pasture basis by establishing 

tifi,cial fallow areas, since a reduction of the fallow period fre- 

quently results in a decrease in soil fertility. The selection of 

however, that systematic 
1 >of <nutrients, and application of 

as is essential in order 

Inadequate use is frequently made of the arable residues produced 
In most cases they are left lying in the fields, 

of the sun, and thus lose a substantial proportion 
the case of groundnut hay, for example, the 

ted ,by 20% and the protein content by 27% if 
lying in the fields instead of being collected and 

.n appropriate manner immediately after harvesting. AS 
teding of the animals this means that an average 

of~'l500 kg of groundnut hay per hectare could supply one 

I;!;, ,,, :: the hay is left 



,,'bullotik br similar with 4UF (3.48 TDN) per day for a period of 206 
",days: assuming that the hay was properly stored, in comparison with 

only 166 days if the hay were left lying in the fields. 

It becomes apparent frcm this that the storage of fodder - particu- 
i:: :;:~::i:,,,:,,, :: i&iy :,,; bf :;high&grad;,, ,,ar;bA ? ,'jesid& such _as groundnut ,hay, niBbe 1,;; ,,,, 
~,,, " hay' ,and: ~,doliqhos :,hay;~'- :car, qake, a major xontribution ,towards full ,"' ::, 

: ', ',',,utilizatio,n of,the,,avaiJat,le feedstuff potential fordraught animals, 
,,,~; _),,, :,: ;:,;;; ,;: ', :~;,,since,,:these residuesare in scarce rather .han abundant supply. 
,,,,, :';:, ,,~, 

Fodder 'storage fulfils,the following purposes: 

1) Mainta liningofthenutritive v:alue of the feedstuffs by protecting 
them against leaching by rain and sun. 

2) Avoidance of "trampling l~~ss?s" which result if the animals "graze 
down" the hay or straw thc:msslves on the stubbie pasture. 

:~., :I,.: ,,,'3) Setting-aside of feedstufFs for the dry season when little fodder 
is,,availabl .e and for tho main working period when the draught 

,:: ', cattle,are fed in the comylound. 
,,,, ',' 
,,, :,,, 4) Rapid,, labour-saving avQlzhility of feedstuffs at times when 

there is a ,great deal o- T,,ork to be performed, particularly if 
there,is no pasture near the village available. 

:,,:,,, ', The following conditions for suitable fodder storage must be observed: 

,',l) Collection of fodder as soon as possible after harvesting. ", 
2) Availability of means of transport, on a communal, private or 

,,,,,',I_, ,,',,vicinity.~ ,', " :,' 
,, :j::_,:', ', ', ,' ',' 

',4),,Feedstuffs 'with'ahigh,energy and' protein content,must 'be stored, ', ,' 
"> ':' :~ under, cqver 'in order to minimize, nutrient losses., ,,,, 
,,,, ,,~, 

<5"Feedstuffs';with, a low energy 
,~ stored unde'r cover.' ,,,,,, 

,,f,, ,: ':,,6;) Protection ,of,:storage facilities (both in the compound and out- 
" ,':'side) against roaming livestock (particularly small ruminants). 

,:; 

and protein content need not be I 

:,, 

commercial basis. 

:,,,3),Availability of storage facilities in the compound OCR in the near ,, ~ 
:,,,' 

: :::,','.7) : Quantity, to 
,,~ 

::,, ,, ,kg/,m3 if stored loose. ,:,, 
:be, kept in storage (groundnut or bean hay): 40 - 50 I 

ng-aside of,pastureland for '1 
,~ the form ,of; silageand ,hay,,, ,~: 

e signif$cance in ,Africa; only in con- 







6) The use of cereals usually involves high utilization costs. 1) They 
should therefore be used as little as possible,or only in cases 

'cannot be'countered in any'other 

;ein contentcanonly be used to over- 

branmeans that there are more p 
energy,feedstuffs available. 

Ile il 
)t have to be purchased. 

' ,in the Sudan/Sahel region, where 

'are availat 
and do nc 

n suffici .ent auan- 

nieb& hay 
Irotein-cent 

and 
:ainil 

various 
ng feedst 

types of 
;uffs than 

,8) iiation planning is not a job which has to be done just once. If 
grazing or green fodder is used to provide the basis of the ration 

'the rapid changes in the nutrient content and digestibility of 
the nutrients necessitate frequent recalculation. 

,~9)',If a draught-animal project finds that there are no country or 
: region-specific feed surveys at its disposal, investigations of 

the ,available feedstuffs should be planned, since general values 
may, exhibit substantial differences from region-specific values 
(influence of climate or soils). Feed surveys must cover in parti- 
cularthe numerous vegetation stages of green crops as well as 
the stages involved in the storage of waste products, hay and 
silage. 

10)The rations should contain as few different components as possible 
fin order not to confuse the farmers. 

11)It is advisable to specify quantities in comprehensible units, 
since most farmers do not have any weighing equipment. 

,:,,',, 1g)The limitations on dry-,matter comsumption,have to be taken into 
account; 'z 

:,l):See part B/IV/Section 2 for explanation. 
,~, ,,, 



: 
',0x 1,300 cow/m 

2 litres of milk 
GYtI/~ 

2 litrss of milk 
;ulediun-hecnr h0r-k Mediun-t?savy work 

:6.40 UF 6.55,'JF 
5160 T@v 5.65:TDN, 

‘,’ 320 ,g,DP ', so0 g DP~ ,' ', 
10-12 kg ml : 7.5-10 kg m 

10 kg groundnuthay 8 &@-oundnuthay 
1 kg millet bran' ~' 2 kg millet bran 
,l kg millet straw 1 kg millet straw 

"or, or 
,.,, 
~:;,'~,' ,, 5,kg sorghum straw '3 kg niebehay 
,,~~,, ', '3 ke sorehum bran 3 ke sorghum straw 

or 3r 

7 kg sorghm straw 
3 kg sorghwn bran 
2 kg sorghum 

5kgsorghmlstm 
3 ks niebe hay 
2 G sorghm 
1 kg sorghum bran 

or or or 
;C'> i : ,, : ~,,,, ,, ,, ,A,, : + kg rice'straw, ,3 kg rice straw 
;,.,~ ,,2 ,kg,manioc 2 kg,nieti hay 

1 kg niebe hay 2 'kg rice meal 
lkg,rice meal '2 kg maniac 

::> ', 
f,' ore or or 
1: 

5r 

6 kgrice straw 
3 kg rice meal 
2 kg rice bran 
1 kg maniac chips 

5 kg millet strew 
3 kg rice meal 
3 kg rice bran 
1 kg millet 

:,,, 4,kg sorghl2 n straw 4 k.iz maize straw 
2 kg maniac leaves 3 ki maize bran 

::, 2 kg maize bran lkgmanioc I 

30 kg Andmpogon 
gaysnus 

3r 
20 kg Andropogon 

gayanus 
3 kg millet bran 

1 kg maize lkgpalmkemel 
', 0.5kg maniac cake 

or 
25 ke Andrrooeon 15 ke Andmuoeon 

or 
20 kg Andmpogon 

gayanus 
3 kg rice bran, 
1 kg rice straw 

~. boy ~.~~~ ~I~~-~, 
:gayapA ,~,’ : : T:gayanLsY ~: 

'i..::,,~ : ,, ',2 ,kgmillet 

,,,, ,: " 
,,,,~ or, ', ,or ,z,';-,' ,,, ,,, ~2: ,,,, 'T', ,':15 kg Andropogon' 15'kg ,hdropogon 

,gayanus ,' gayanus 
', 10 k&'Stylose&ches ii,,,/ ': ,',',, ',' ,' 'grac~lis :,, ,, lO,kg Stylosanthes ,,, gracilis " 

~,' ,,:2,,k~,'millet:',strsorv, ', ', 
i", 

;',: 
,', 1,) See PartB/I/Ssction 3.1 for explanatic III of abbreviations. ,v,, 



The most reliable wav of nuaranteeinn the animals' mineral suuolv 

.itiks are; already being manufactured commercial+y in many 
:ountries. They should be ,fixed in the cattle shed or in 

:a covered place, such that every animal has access to them. 

zicularly important if the animals are given 
tart of,the day. If the animals work 
they must at all events be watered at 







!$>‘~,, ,,I,~,:‘,:,.r-,~~-:, ::,:,,:,;I,;, ,,,,,,,, i I,,, ,,,, ,, ,,,~, :’ ,’ ,,~ ,,, ,, ,, ,, ,,, ,: ,,,~,, ,: :, 

,‘,‘>‘,, ,~ ,;‘,:,:, i, 

‘:, 

!;',-':":: ; Storage,',of:,dung requires not just a storage area but also transport 

,:' ','fac,ilities and can therefore only be introduced easily in areas where 

carts are already available or sufficient credits for the purchase 
of carts are provided. 

Bi;,,:,; ,,,: ,;;, ,,;:::, >,,~~'~, MY, ,~ ,, 
:t:,','~~:, A ::dung.,,colle:~,t'iOn~:,ares ~musttbe 's~imple, to con~struct and involve little 'Z 

,I~~~~,'~':,:,::,;:: ;:ex'~enditure,,~,;,,e,. & : ::,:, : 
:, :',l), firm,:flat area'or,,pit, 

,,, ,,": 
i’k C”,,‘::‘:” ,?‘),’ ,p?fing-&+& -qr~““co’Gering ‘~w’i’th”‘~p’iast’ic sheeting or palm leaves 

',' :tO’ provide,orotection~~against,~rain, sun and drying-out. 
,,~ : ,~The, amount,of dung produced varie,s according to: 

:.-A ',, 1:. the amount, of fod,der (dry matter) 
,:: !! - the ,digestibili.ty of the fodder 

:,::, '-'the amount of lit.ter ,~ 
- the average length of time for which the animals are kept in the 

: ,caatle sheds (per day and per year). 
-:: ', ,, " : 

~1n Europe daily production of fresh manure, ,~, : assuming that the animals 
',"::are,keptin the cattle shed ,al,l day, is calculated as follows: 

,' Daily,production = (0.5 fodder dry matter x litter dry matter) x 4 :,": 
,:,:'Dec,omposing 'manure' amounts to around 50% of the figure for fresh ,,,, ::,,,, dung. Inmost cases, however, less dung production should be antici- 

;~, !' ',,,,pated'since ,litter is seldom used. 
': : Space requirement/we'ight: lm3 cattle-shed dung = 700-800 kg. 
:,,,i, ,, ~,,,,, ,,~, 

,: ,,, ,_, 
:, ,,, ,~, " : ,', 107 
::,z :;,, ,,~,,, ,: ,,:,'~~ ,:,; ,p;,; :~,~<::; ,",,,', ,,,, :,',< ,:_~, ,,, ,,,l;' 

,, ,,~'I:, ,,, '~~,',:; ,,,, :,; ,,,~' ,, ,, ':, 



. - ~ - - _ ,- - . . -f tending the cattle arises if they are to be allowed 
, craze. During the working Deriod an eye must be kept on them in 

dling, by the farmer and his family 
- vL11....-l- "- -..--- - -.lat the animals do not become wild and that 

..>ey 'are'subjected to regular checks, as regards feeding and possible 

,' sickness. 

'z:~:,~' 'There are a number of ,ways of tending the animals during the day: 

I, !ersof the family (children or adolescents) 

.red ,labour (herdsmen). 

nd veterinary aspects of draught cattle husbandry 
:,,,, 
:::~,' 
,,,,,,~ Sickness of draught animal may lead to temporary or even permanent 

an, important production input and may severely affect the 
if the 10s~ of an ani- 

u?y,consideration ,during either the planning 
f such Dro~iects. and this has been a factor con- I 

1 ‘crops, (cotton, groundnut-processing and ',' 



exportorganizations), which in general do not have staff who are 
familiar with animal husbandry. Another reason for the failure of 

these projects, however, is the lack or poor efficiency of local 

~,';;-i,~:':,:~~:veterj,nary.:: services,. 'It : should not be forgotten that the use of 
:,,~:,,!,,,s,,' ,',:, :::,: ,' ,~: 
$:: ,:~, '~,;I,: draught :anima,l,s :?isin', many cases being promoted in areas where there 
~,'~,::'_:-i~',w?s,,:previouSly little, or no,' traditional cattle keeping. 

i;;':',, ,,, :: 
,'5.,1 ,Veterinary'service 

II ;: ,' 
The,structure of draught cattle husbandry differs fundamentally from 
traditional cattle-husbandry ,where the animals are concentrated in 

i,, 
:i,: herds of varying size which are occasionally brought together to 

form larger units (at watering places during the dry seasonj. The 
traditional veterinary service is geared to mass prophylaxis rather 

Eli r_, ,_ ,,,, ,' than individual ,treatment,., Inregions where draught cattle are kept, ,,' pi 
,,, the &imals 'are distr,ibuted 'more or less evenly over a wide area 

:I:~, ',' and in many' cases a farmer will own only one pair. In view of the 
economic importance of the draught cattle for the smallholdings, 
the veterinary service must, in addition to prophylactic measures, 
provide individual treatment for the animals if they fall sick. The 
change of structure as regards cattle husbandry therefore also ne- 

: cessitates a change in the structure of the veterinary service if 
,, 
,, the latter wishes to meet its new responsibilities. 

places the following demands on the 

;: ‘: ,‘, ‘,’ 
,:, 

,,,,, ,,,lj,,Higher ,personnel densi 
,;, ,, 

ty than for tradtiona~l cattle keeping, 

ty permitting personnel to reach the ,:2j Adequate degree 'of mobili' ,,,, 
I, villages quickly 

3jjKnowledge (on part of the veterinary personnel) of the treatment 
', or diseases ,' " 

,‘: : 
,4j Good, rapid communication between farmers and veterinary personnel 

Laments, instruments, equipment etc. other 
nylaxis 

5) Availability of medic 
than that required for 'propi 

i,!:,: 
::i,,, ,,, ',, ,5) Training ','and extension se, 
,,~ ,, ,cattle "dealing with the,necessaj ,,' ,', ', ~,"' of,,'the ,,diseases 

,,, 

Xices ,for the owners' of the draught 
?y hygiene measures and diagnosis 

service is' therefore'~ more cost~intensive 
!ht cattle are kept on an extensive basis. However, 

109, 



,vi,ew,'of,'the 'factthat even,now,almost no African country provides 
I,, itsveterinary'administration with,a budget sufficient to cope with 
:,~ ,/ 
: ,: ,"%the existing structure, the planning of draught-cattle projects mUSt 

,include investigation of the extent to which new sources of budget 
': fin,ancing, can be utilized. In many countries veterinary services ',,~ 

are still provided free of charge or at a minimal cost. Farmers 
if;:,'-:,, -:!l~~:earning,:;,,a ,~,~;~'sib,le:iand, measureable 'income through the use of draught 
~~,,~~~',:i,:-:::,,:~~imal,s;::shb,uld :,pay : a, && of 'the ,ve,terinary costs. 
,;: ;',: ,, ,:: ~:~',~, ; ,,, 

However, calling 

~~~~~:,,;,,:::,,up,~n' t'ne ,,farmers 'to contribute' in, this way 
Ai :', : ': ,:,, 
s::',:',: ;,; der,ive,;,:':d,i r&t '~: benefit g<: ,; ~, ~:,, fr,om 'the ,su'm whit 
':.:i,"",':,::::immediately ,,_ 
i;$;,, ~:~ available medicaments. 'A, r, 

:, 'for this 

isonly just,ified if they 
ch they pay in the form of 
evolving fund is necessary 

purpose: in some African countries, however, legislation 
the establishment of such a fund since all incoming cash 

be surrendered. This situation must be clarified and borne in 
,', 'orevents 

during planning. 

: 5.2 Hygiene and care of draught cattle 

i,, ',,,~ Expenditure 'for treatment of sick draught cattle can be reduced if 
,;q :, 
,',,~~ ,,', the ,farmers provide the prerequisites for keeping the animals healthy 
$C>,,, 

;,:~ and are taught ,how to treat injuries and cases of minor illness them- ,,, 
: : selves. ,,, ,, 

i':,, " _ 
z.5 i: c,,: concentrate 
/,:, f?',, 

The extension and training services for the farmers should initially 
I on the most ,important areas only: 

1) Washing-down of the sweating points with clean, fresh water, par- 
titularly in those places where the harness rests on the body 
(to be done regularly upon completion of work). 

~:-:;i"':';3),~Cleaning ,'of' those points, on the 'harness which 'come into COntaCt ,!,, ,,, ,, 
::_ off:: ,', with'the animal's body. If sacking or other types of fabric pad-' 

ding':are used:, brushing-out of driel L sweat and adhering ,hairs; 
,' ~washing7down using,soao, if there is 'a heavy encrustation of sweat. 
:, ,The padding must be, completely dry,before the harness is used 

: ":' ,: ,;,,:/again'.,,,, ,' ', ,, 

i,~'~' 1:;" ,4) 'Cleaning 'of, ,feedinn tr 'ough and watering bucket before every feed- 
,, ing time. 

:~~ ,~ 5) Keeping the anima 1s' resting area clean. 

~‘~,‘~--‘:,;‘,“,,~It $?,I, p+icularl+ 1, important ,to keep 'an eye on the animals for a 
,, 

;;;:,~,;:,: ;of ',,fatlgue : 
,, 

'Z&~~,"f';:~ ',P)"'Checking .,the &ap$, Jr-', the hoares for, foreign' bodies and ,removal 
', : ,o'f same ,(lifting of the feet is ,a:matter of habit and the animals 
,;, mustbe,t'aught to,'do,this during training). 



or even panting 

ardiac rhythem 
4) Slowing-down of pace 

,,,!,,;:,:,:: T;Iqr?ught’,‘d,ittle 5.L: just: as, ,s,usc+ti ble as, other cattle &o any disease 
‘~ ‘: occurine:’ in a~ uroiect rf ,~ ,,,,,“, ?gion. The most important diseases and suit- 

,‘,: : ‘: ab,l e’ prophylactic measures,:are,, given in Table B/I/10. in addition, 
Tables ;B/I/ll ‘to B/I/13 list prophylactic measures for the two major 

an ,impl,ement 

,,,> types of disease, trypanosomiasis and tick-borne diseases. 

5.4 Injuries and diseases specific to draught cattle 

~’ ,~ ,:+fhe stress involved in draught work, sometimes coupled with inade- 
quate ,,feeding for the performance required and insufficient resting 

,‘,’ ‘,, ,,periods, means that draught cattle are more susceptible to the gene- 
,rai.l.y ~occuring diseases and require special protection. 
A distinction can be made between two types of ailments: 
1) Those resulting directly from the draught work 
2: Those resulting from th& animals’ increased susceptibility. 

5.4.1 Mortality 

in traditional cattle keeping the mean mortality rates vary between 

~,, 15 ,;a,$ ,35%, le,a$ri& ,&side acute ,or:~p&r&cute epidemics; 
,,, “’ In the c&e of cattl,e’over, th&‘age,,&f’ three, the figures ark between 

~~ 4 ahd 10%. It ‘is, theoretically possible to reduce mortality among 
I_:,:,:, ~draught ‘cattle tb’ around’ 2% peti year, (TACHER; LACHAUX ancl NICOLAS, 

,, 
19691, since the, keeping of ,( ilaught cattle, in contrast ,to the tra- 

,,, : ditional system; offers in principle ,,excellent preconditions for opti- 
‘,, ‘, 1, ,mizi,ng keeping conditions.’ ‘I n practice, however , such figures are 
:‘:“,:: achieved only”seldom; on ,the ,contrary, t~he mortality rates are higher 

than for trad litional cattle keeping, since in many cases the tradi- 
tional extensive methods ‘are also used for draught cattle. 

:,,High:, morttility ,ratss ‘must ,be ,expected ,above ,a11 ,during the first ,’ ,,, :,’ ,~ ,,,,, ,,, ,fe$ ‘,‘ye,ars ,following, introduction, of ‘draught animals, particularly 
,~:,,,,,:‘t in’ ,,areaa:,,whetie there, ti&s @rey:iously l$,ttl& or no cattle-keeping and 

,, ‘:: ,,,‘w&E,,, :Qzcl+ ;,,$he ,+r,mers and;,extens$on wor,kers lack any e,xperience 
‘:,~~~:Y~~~~‘ih, :handl~itig, ,,d&ttIe.’ “,Th$ mortality ,W,te’, ‘can rise ~to as ‘much as’ 60%’ 
‘,,‘,,‘: z,but: ‘will ,>then :drop to’,betw&en 10 ‘and 20%, once draught cattle have 



>,: ,, 
;:, become:, established. Under favourable circumstances and providing 

~, thatthere i,s an efficient extension and veterinary service, the fig- 
',- yre'can be as low as 5 to 8%. 

5.4.2 Ailments resulting directly from draught work ,, 

Wounds 

:,~, ,~' Treatment: (1):Disinfection: 70% alcohol 
Boracic acid (2%) 
Potassium permanganate (1%) 

; Mercurochrome 
(2) Follow~up Sulphonamide powder 

,,~ treatment: Antibiotic powder 

Very deep wounds must be stitched,if necessary. 

Cattle with deep, bleeding wounds in places where the harness rests 
:,,, on the body should not be required to wear the harness for a few 

days. New padding must be fitted to the harness at the points chafing 
against the animal's body. 

Sprains ; 
,.~-, '~ ,,Treatment: (1) Spray with cold water or immerse in water 
,,,: 

(2) Compresses: i\lustard powder 
Therebentine solution ",, 

,,:~ Vinegar 
(3) Allow the animal to rest until the swelling 

has gone down and it can walk normally. 
_,, 
1,, Tendinitis 

Treatment_: As for sprains 

Inflamed hooves 

,, J ~,, ,~ Treatment: (1) Removal of the foreign body 
(2) Disinfection and follow-up treatment as for 

,~, wounds. The hoof affected must not be allowed 
to come into contact with manure. 

I I~, ::! $:,F 5.4.3 General ailments resulting from increased susceptibility 

This category includes in particular diseases for which the natural :~,: ,, 
;,, premunition or tolerance can quickly disappear under stress, e.g.: 

" trypanosomiasis and piroplasmosis. 
Abrasions and other wounds increase susceptibility to streptothricho- 
i?&, as does the increasing movement of zebus from the semi-arid 

,:,~, regions to the more humid Sudan and Guinea zones. 
Tired and overworked animals may be additionally weakened if infested 

~' ,,by, endoparasites,and draught cattle should therefore be regularly 
", 
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,dewormed and lungworm and liverfluke treatment carried out, if necess- 

,aw . If cows are kept for draught work or for breeding draught oxen, 

,'brucellosis control is of importance for economic reasons. 

5.4.4 Prophylaxis and treatment of trypanosomiasis 
,,,,:,,, 

::,~, ~:+No&trypanotolerantbreeds can be kept in areas, infested with tsetse- : 
y : " ,, flies provided thatappropriate prophylaxis and treatment are avail- 

_,, ,able.'~ 
>:: 
I,,,,,: :,' ,Keeping' such breeds in testse-infested areas for a short time (e.g. ;.,,,,:, " ,.,,l 'for fattening, short-term use of draught cattle, transhumance) pre- 
,,, sents no technical problems. If the animals are to remain in such 
,~ :areas for longer periods (e.g. for breeding, long-term use of draught 

cattle), however, the problem of resistance to trypanosomes arises 
and to date there has been no drug available on the market to which 
the trypanosomes do not build up resistance when it is used over 

,.,, a ,lengthy period. This problem can be avoided to a limited extent ,,~, 
through, alternative use of various drugs, at least in the medium 
term'(keeping of draught cattle for 4-5 years). There is as yet no ,',', ,~: 

::: 'information on successful long-term breeding and rearing of non-try- 
panotolerant breeds in tsetse-infested areas with the aid of prophy- 

~, lactic measures. 

: : : 
Prophylactic measures will protect the animal for 3-6 months, de- 
pending on the drug used and the intensity of the infection. 
There is a difference of opinion among veterinarians as to the need 
for prophylactic measures and the advantages of treatment on its 

i;:, ',, own., Some consider that,regul,ar prophylaxis is uneconomical and un- 
,c::,,, ',necessary, in areas where the tsetse-fly is found in smaller numbers : 
I,, ,,,, ,, or only atspecific times, since it' is sufficient to treat the sick ,,,, 

',animals. 'Prophylaxis is on the, other hand considered essential in 
areas heavily infested with tsetse-flies. It must be expressly pointed 
out, ,however, that 'draught cattle which contract the disease will 

,:',, 
,,,,,,' " subsequently exhibit a temporary reduction in performance - and may 

'even be unable to work at all - so that prophylaxis is imperative, 
at least during the main working period (rainy season), even if the 
area is only slightly infested. 

Controversy surrounds,the use of drugs to increase the trypanotoler- ,~,,, 
ance,of ,tolerant and semi-tolerant breeds and in particular of ani- 
malssubjected to stress. 
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,prerequisites',and costs for prophylaxis and 

treatment of trypanosomiasis 

,Prophylactic measures against and treatment of trypanosomiasis in- 

,::' volve certain prerequisites, the existence, creating or non-existence 
:: 
:,,;-::, :, ,,,of,,wh$+are, dec,isive,,f+actors,,when selecting ,a breed of, cattle: 

ii,:: ,, 'I~' ::I; 1); Ay,,aila,b$li,k$ ,or & regular veterinary service cove,ring ~11 farms. 

~i,"-,",,2,)'~Regular, availability bf medicaments on a' long-term, basis. i,::,:, i:,,,:>;,, ,, 
,ij;~:,; ;:y 3,),, i&g&$ a+ai,labi~i ity' on 'a~ 1 
:I:,: 
L',~ required for'Durchasine medi 
; ,,,:, 
_:,,~ ,, 4) If, 11, and ,:,, ,, trairiitig) ,on .the patit 

,ong-term basis of financial resources 
flu ~~~.,~-camentsr' 

3)' are limited:, ,readiness (coupled with appropriate 
of the farmers to perform the prophylactic 

measures regularly themselves and to pay for the medicaments if 
,necessary. 

I 5) Economic advisability of the measures, which involve substantial 
costs. 

's must be created or alreadybe in existence if 

,zebtis'are to be used as draught cattle in tsetse-infested areas 
or 

:C :,' ,Th&se prer,+quisite :;j:: 

( ,,I) ,~,,,: 
:'~ ;,,, 

~' ,,~Z) ;,,, ,,,,, or 

,,, ~3) the,; 
,,:, ,~ is to be prevented. 

zebus or exotic breeds,are to be crossed with semi-tolerant breeds 

stress-,related loss of tolerance on the part of adapted breeds 



:::,:,‘::: -However,, reducing, the ,period bf use with a view to selling the ani- ,,, 
lS1' ,,~, :mal,s ,at a good price for their meat value is apparently becoming 
,,, 

': mb&commdn in other West African countries as well (e.g. Malij. 
This can be attributed to the sharp rise in beef prices; this has, 

,,: however, also led to a rise in the cost of young animals so that 

1 regard draught cattle as potential 
Lion of their useful life to as little 

~two years,has a number of negative effects which must also 

~: :,,be'calculated. 

:I, Consideration of ,the potential effects makes it clear that neither {!, ':, ', :a,, ,, extreme represents the optimum situation, With a view to the quality 
:~," of the arable work,draught cattle should be used at least until the 

~,,young ~animals which will replace, them have reached their final live 
fzj;f ~;: ~':~: we~ight~ ~and',c,an',sa,tisfactorily handle the heavy work to be done on 

il;;,: ,,,, ~~: ', ~,,~the, farm. It cannot be expected that this will be the case until 
~, the,third year'of their working life and if they are kept under un- 

favourable conditions,it may be necessary to wait until the fourth 

i,:~; ,~ ~~ year . 
i- pi ':,~ ~::,:, s;~, ;, 
f,i,>~~~ ; ,:,, The following criteria must be borne in mind when assessing the opti- 

' ~4jLdng~term:~availability of young cattle on lot ,,, 
,>y:;,,, ~: ,~: ;;, ,,'kets '(including reproduction and mortality in 
j:_~i ,,,,, ,:' herds), ,, ,, ~, 

::', : ,, 
5jjA;;fl:a 

,.~, 

'arm and,the tractive effort required 
:a1 and regional mar- 
existing traditional 

::: mum period of use: 
,, 

lj Price of young cattle 
,,, 2) Prices for slaughter cattle in various weight and age categories 
;,~;~ f, ,' ',"'F!j: ,Work ;to ,'be"performe'd ,on the ,,f r,:,~, 

.bility of capital resources and credit (extent, term, inter- 

f alternative sources of demand for young cattle (in- ,,;:', ,' 3) ,gxisterice 0: 
<;,,,;I : '," dus,trial/small-scale fattening, export). ;;f,,,',,:~~, ; '; ', ,, 





Iefficient and itis difficult for 

it with a structure 
the farmers/particularly if the dealer still :, 

r of credit and can thus place pressure on the 

alue) 'of the animals. 

nareas where, there is little traditional 
teeping and draught cattle have been introduced only recent- 

ly,. The lack of'incentive to sell also helps to explain why farmqrs 
,' use their draught cattle for so many years. The establishment or 

further, development of a marketing structure is of major importance 
wherever the keeping of draught cattle is geared to profitability, 

significant as beef production becomes an 

In ~many parts of Africa the farmers do not have easy, rapid access 
to ,livestock markets, since such markets are either non-existent 

or controlled by dealers and middle-men. The cattle are usually 
bought, directly from the farmers in the villages and then offered 
at the markets to butchers or other dealers. It is clear that the 

narket structure of this type is already 



most :parts of Africa where draught cattle are kept, pricing on 
~" "the basis of actual ,weight is unknown. The middlemen's prices are 

$,: I,tradit:i,~n,al-,l,y,: ,establ,iihed :,ir-,,t,he :.,light: of anticipated resale poten- 
F,S'*: ,,,, in, ., 
!%z::;;:,., ',t,ia$&d >ithosd:&of,, the' butchers onthe 'basis 1 of the estimated 'weight, 

';;d; 
,; ,_ 
h.,: ~~~‘:::““takih’g,iint,~“,“account,:, $he,:‘api,mii I & ,&onditiofi ,md ‘the anticipated slaugh- ,, ” 
$;c:fy : 
$;i;;: : ~'~ 'ter val,u,e,( The, introduction:,of,,c,~,tt,le,,, weighi,ng platforms and ,payment $,?;I~, ; ,~, :; ::, ,,,:,:,',' ":, ,~ ,, 
:I-~~~:~-,:,~according,:~,tb~ ,'actuil:~,weight ,'has; 'so : far, ,proved unsuccessful, either 

::,,,a~,, a ,'result of ,the~ high invest :ment costs or the ,resentment of the ,,, 
'.: ,middlemen'$ nrho consider that this robs &hem of their profit from their 

:.,,', _:,, ,~'Y::", ,dealings with the ,,farmers. 
,~, :::, ~,,~, t;~ 

': In, place off 'quality-based payment, which requires dead marketing 
and which is still little used, a price scale based on weight or 

,' ages can ,have a favourable effect on the market value of draught 
f:&-, ,,:,,,c,attl'e ;, In some~ parts of West Afric; i:,;, ,;,,..~ ~~ ,-cattle are'fbundi :?',' ', "~ ,--~I- .-~. 1,. -..--~~i-" .'. 
;.~c ui; />;, :;.: 
;':i 

a, for example, 4-6 year old 
;oofetch higher prices thanyounger or older animals 

(per x,lrogramme oClive weight). 

~7.1.3 Function of the extension service within the marketing system 

~~, 

marketing situation must be such that it can be readily under- 
stood by,the ,farmers. This understanding also involves being familiar ,<,,,', ,, ,:,~~ ,, with the situation on other large markets at regional and national 

~~~:level, something which, given the current system, is impossible for 
:,~:, :, the farmers. 
:,', ;,: ,. $:;~ :j : ,: 1: ,In' ,~view ,of,,the :fact that suit:able' measures aimed at promoting the ,, ~);:; 
$;I~:::,~" use of draught cattle :must always entails the provision of an effi- '_, 
y,, ;" 

,,ci~ec,t, extension, servic~e, it is this service which appears to be the 
': ,:bes,t {channel for,~'cla~rif~ving the' market situation ,for the farmers. 

K .'~ :It is,, thereforeeadvisabl .e :that the extension service should incor- ,,,, ,, 
,,porate a Marketin g Sec,tion whlch,should have, among others, the fol- 

,g ': : glowing tasks': 
(,I~,' 

,~,, ~,l),, Impartir ~, Ig ,of knowledge ,on the situation concerning the market 
'foryoung anime 11s (purohase/sale for training purposes) 

,' 2) 1 Imparting knowledge on the situation concerning the market for 
,slaughter cattle 

i:$:',', ,: ,:,,,,, I $):, :', A+fzs $ni It!+' fi&l+,p 
"I 

:c In ,the optimum 'time for purchase/sale 

$;,;,; ;i,&) : : j m&i,i r ig &;,knowledge, ,onprices' Andy, opportunities for ,purchasing '~ ,': ;z: :: : ,, ,, ',: 1 ~,proqtIct~ #"inputs 'e.g. feedstuffs and mineral licks 

ii;,, ~,~ ,' : ,' 



.on ,o,f this section 'is not to organize marketing but simply 
,to advise the'farmers on the,basis of continuous monitoring of market I 

is probably the case at any rate in special promotion projects 
where the animals are correctly fed and proper health control carried 
out. In general, however, this is seldom the case on farms, since 

i,::, : :,~:,most draught cattle are not fed adequately and the necessary disease 
,, ,~, control:measu,resare not carried out. 

,~i,, ‘, 

It i: 
the a 

5, well-known that weight gain and food conversion decrease as ,':! 
nimals become older,'particularly when they are already fully ~,' 

grown. 'This isoften used as' a reason to regard finishing of fully ': 
develo,ped animals as uneconomical. On the other hand, however, the -' 
substantia: 

',~~" 
I; 

1 weight fluctuations (rainy-dry-rainy season) occurring 
amongst cattle kept under the traditional system show that even old 

,animals can exhibit large daily increases in weight (compensatory 
growth). 

,, ,, ~',',,,, 
:::. !;I ;,, " :':Uurin,g,VariOuS 'fattening trials using 7-g-year old draught 'oxen,,it, 

,, :' was,'possible ~to :achieve good daily' increases :~n weight, 'e.g.KX'g 
,,; 

~z~:,::',:,,~ ', :, and more 'in Ivlatourkou~, Upper Volta ,(ROCHEZ, 
:_ 

L977) and ,450 g in 
Chadd(kR:,HASIF;,, 1976). ,These two' examples show that 'old cattle are ,',,,,, 

,:~,, ,' ;,certainly:able to,,make fattening worththile,by exhibiting satisfac- ,: 
tory daily,'weight increases. ,It must ,be, investigated on a case-,to- ':':, 

,, 'case,basls ,whether ,theseeincreases can be achieved in a profitable 
:, :. ,':,,,,man,ner, ,since' ,the,,ecol 

:’ ,’ a majbr rol :',,a ,,',, ,,, ,: 
nomic situation of the ,farm and,,the region plays ,"' 

le here. 
':I 

The, time,, durai :ion and i+tensity of fattening- must be determined 
:, 

by the following fact 3r'8: 
:, 
:,i:::,:, ,, :l ) ,Seasonal, ,fluctuati ,onS: i,n,the prices for slaughter cattl,e and any ,:, 

,, weight-,re,lat,ed ,pric :e scales ',' : ,,, 
1:'::' :; :' ,,: '~,, ,,, 2 ):"l@e'dd fo ,~,~ :' ,, "',,,j': : ,they,, are ~;;::;i:,:,::i,::'~:, ", ', ,,' ', 

rheavycattle' ,f'or ~work 'on the farm and times at which 
!,;peqg$;red ;~ ,,:,,, ;,',~,,: 1, ,,,, ,, ,,',' :,i,, :, ,' 
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'8.' Other types of draught animals 1) 

Although current and future measures aimed at promoting animal trac- 
tion in Africa will continue to concentrate on draught cattle, the 

,,~ ,~,,):,~'::' :sg,oradically".endbuntered' uses 'of other: draught animals requi,res that 
,:, ::"',;some,:Yinformation should :be,:given ~,here" on the use of equides. ,Thi,s ,,,,, " 

,,:,;appearsadvisable since in some'areas'draught cattle 'are in competi- 
,:,:,'~,,tibn: with,, hors,es,' and donkeys/mules and,'this 'may ,'limit the intensity ,,, 

:~'~,,';:,with,which ,draught cattle dare used. Dromedaries will not be discussed 
here, since these 'are mainly used for work in the Sahara or Sahel/Sa- 
h,ara,,zone. As a result of the varying ecologically determined re- 

', gional concentrations there is little overlapping and no competition 
with draught cattle. The information given in this section is noL 
intended to be the basis for planning or assessment of projects pro- 
moting the use of horses and donkeys for draught work, but is merely 
to:be regarded as an aid for the planners and appraisers ofdraught- 

cattle ,projects, which ,will 'help them to recognize and evaluate the 
:' advantages and disadvantages of any competitive situation. In areas 
~ where horses or donkeys/mules have long been used for agricultural 

draught work; e.g. in some parts of Senegal, it will not be possible 
to replace them from one day to the next by introducing draughtcattle. 
On the contrary, the combination of draught horses, donkeys and 
cattle may bring economic benefit. 

I traditional role in North Africa, the 
,nes of West and Central Africa and the Sudan as well 

these areas the horse's main function is as an 
cgupled with its value as a social status symbol. 

port purposes is of secondary importance, while 
is called upon to perform ,agricultural work only in a few areas 

,, (e.g. Senegal, Mali). In East Africa, Southern Africa and Madagascar 
,little importance'is attached to the keeping of horses on smallhold- 
inge. Apart, from,a few animals used for 1 

',cap,ital, ,of Madagascar,, horses ,play & ,,, 
'~' ,' 'this work,or' in agricul,ture. :',, 

transport purposes in the 

jractically no role at all in 

,,j,,;:: ,,,, ~~,,',,, ': : ~: ~, ,, ,,, ,:' ,: ~' ":' ':~', ', '/ "~ 

,~ ,,~ ", ~'l),,This information is largely 
: the employment of draught animals in 

,,, 

Tssed on the FAO/CEENAT study (3.972):?Isnusl on 
agriculture" 
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rang; healthy animal 

2) Short, straight shoulders 

;:: 'i ~'~,-,3,):,,Straight;',-~trdn,g 'limbs (long' front limbs, short, strong rear limbs) 
,,, 

,', :I': 4:) ~,.jard;,;;'&&? hog"es ; : ij;;f ; 
~, ,, t,;>;;'y,' 

;;,>,>$ ,, 
::L':','S .,i:.,3 breeds andlwei'ghts : ,' ,g 

':,;',~',In North and We&Africa four main groups of breeds are found which ,::# ,;: 
i;: ': ~' are,used on occasion for draught work: 

Barb: North Africa, Maritania, Mali 
Barb with some Arab blood: North Africa 
Dongolow and crosses with barb: Niger, Northern Nigeria 
pony (with some Arab blood): Senegal, Chad 

i,,: 
:,,: :,:: ,, ~',Tabl,e 9/I/16: Sizesand weights of various breeds of horse in West Africa 

Breed Weight (kg) Height at shoulder (cm) 

Barb 300 - 450 140 - 146 
300 - 350 140 - 145 

125 - 135 

S.i.4 Types of work and working capacities 

i.,,: _, :~ In:,addit~io,n~to transportationhorses 'are used in Senegal for the 
-1 :, :following'field,'work:' 
,,:, 
':,," ~~, ,l) Seedbed prep aration (no ploughing or cultivating) 

,' ,4) Groundnut li ?:, ',,', fting 

,,:','In contrastto cattle; horses are for the mast part still used singly 
'for draught work in Africa. Onaccount of its speed the horse never- 

over draught cattle for light work, which 
retained even after the introduction 

IGOT and ANNE (1974) have compared the working 
cattle. horses and donkevs as follows: 



t cattle, horses and 
xin Senegal 

n-m hectare 
Horses Donkeys 

14, 
nut lifting 11 
3ICOT and AWE,, 1974' 

.lve 'effort of a horse is around l/7 of its body weight. 



Table B/I/10: Nutrient requirements of working horses 

(Digestible 1 Dry matter lCalciun lphospoms Mater 1 

mdi- i 2-3 per 
I I I 
130-50 oer 120-30 oer 130-501 1 

I 
source: -- "M6mento de l~Agronom&, MINISTERE DE LA COOPERATION, 1974 

,~' Asmonogastric animals horses require fodder that is readily digest- 
le,'and dry pastures are therefore unsuitable for them. Most horses 

:;: '~,: are nevertheless, properly fed, since the animal's value as a social .:; !~~f~,, ,,, ; :status,symbol ,means that it is usually given high-grade feedstuffs 
i;:,, _,;y produced on the farm itself (e.g. groundnut hay, millet). 
,, : ~~; 

;~ :: 
8.1.6 Veterinary aspects 

I', 
;:,', Prophylactic measures should involve deworming and vaccination against 

African horse-sickness. Horses are not - .?mnotolerant and therefore 

cannot be used in areas infested with tset.>e-flies. 

,,~8.2, :,Donkeys and FI~~P= ..---I 1 

'I:,, Donkeys 'are fou d throughout Africa, with the exception of areas " 
,,~, 
,,y~ 'infested with,tsf se-flies. In North Africa, Ethiopia and East Africa 

;:j: ~'y:,':thy & used, a! beasts of burden and for riding, mostly amo 'ng no- 
~;::,, ,,,, :,:madic tribes (Masai,, T ,urkana)., In North, West and Southern Africa ,, 
<y:, ~, ', :,, they 'are :~,~ also used ~occasionally for transport purposes, al .though " 

', ,',,~ on a small extent inagriculture (e.g. Tunisia, Senegal, Mali, 

lta). 

cattle I '1%177indicates, that donkeys have an advantage over 

;:;:j,;:~,:~ :::,'only, ,':as 'j f,ar as we,eding is concerned. For sowing they have the same 

::;,;&: :~:~'I;~orki,ng:,:":,,capadi't;~',,,'~6:,.:c'~ttle ,~ ,,,whi:l,e ,~: seedbed, ,preparation is already ~, ,: 
,,, :':',',,,,' ,": ,,zi&:'he'ayy ,",a, job :fo'c, ~~ +$$e i,i~ght',',&&mals , 

:j,~:,, ,, ;' :, ; ,:: :', 
:_:,, ,,,, ,, " ,,; " ,,, 
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1. Introduction 

The productivity of agricultural holdings in developing countries 

can be increased to a substantial extent through the use of draught 
animals. However, this requires careful planning: in addition to 

selection of suitable implements, which must be geared not only to 
the crop requirements but also to the capacity of the animals, an 
appropriate method of harnessing is also of major importance. 

The first section deals with the traction capacity of various teams 
of animals. Every draught animal will have a different capacity and 
the figures given are therefore only approximate. 

The second section is devoted to the various types of harness. Suit- 
able harnesses should be designed such that they restrict the animals' 
movements as little as possible and do not impose unnecessary loads 
on them. Badly designed harnesses or incorrect harnessing lead to 
premature fat.igue. The harnesses used in Africa are often still 
simple and incomplete. 

The major element of this part of the handbook is formed by the 
fourth section, which is intended to give an idea of the working 
methods to be used with draught animals under tropical or subtropical 
conditions, together with the appropriate implements. The descriptions 
are not confined to implements which are already in common use, but 
also extend to those which could be used in the future, possibly 
in a modified form. A number of machines are described, e.g. the 
mowers formerly used on a widespread basis in Europe, in order to 
give the reader a few suggestions. 

A further section gives some of the data necessary for estimating 
working time requirements. 

In conclusion, some aspects of the maintenance and supply of animal- 
drawn implements are discussed. 

This part of the handbook does not claim to deal with all technical 
aspects of the use of draught animals. The diverse structure of the 
topics discussed permits only relatively general assertions which 
do not necessarily apply to each individual case, Precise analysis 
of the initial situation during the planning of a development project, 
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together with weighing-up of requirements and alternative solutions 

to problems, are essential and this part of the handbook can act 
as a basis for this work. 

2. Traction capacity of draught teams 

Optimlim selection of implements and draught animals, together with 
optimum composition of draught teams, calls for highly detailed know- 
.ledge of the traction Capacity of the various types of teams and 
the factors influencing it. 

The traction capacity of teams of animals cannot be given in as 
simple a form as the "engine power in kW $$lhf tractors. Instead, in 
addition to tractive effort and working speed, it is also necessary 
to specify the duration of the work since draught animals, unlike 
tractors, become tired. Moreover, draught animals cannot produce 
a specific amount of traction power in such a variety of different 
tractive effort/speed combinations as is ;~i,;ssible with tractors by 
virtue of the transmission. 

2.1 Sustained traction capacity 

The possibilities for using dra:ight animals on farms a'pe often limited 
by the heavy work involved in tilling the soil. This requires as 
great a tractive effort as possible over a lengthy period, with the 
animals working for several hours a day at a moderate speed. Table 
B/II/l gives approximate values for the sustained traction capacity 
(determined by sustained tractive effort, working speed and hours 
of work per day) of various teams common in Africa. The figures given 
are only reference values; they are influenced by the physical and 
mental characteristics of the animals, the working conditions and 
the type of work and are therefore subject to considerable variation. 

The capacity of draught animals in many parts of Africa is often 

smaller than given in the table because it is precisely at the time 
when the heavy tillage must be carried out tha.t the animals are in 

a relatively poor condition. Tillage usually takes place at the start 

1) 1 kW = 1 kilowatt = 0.736 HP 



,‘, 

of the rainy season, when the animals are for the most part weakened 
as a result of poor feeding during the dry season which has just 
ended and are, moreover, no longer used to working. 

Table B/II/l: Sustained traction capacity for various teams 
common in Africa when performing heavy work 

Team 

1 donkey 
2 donkeys 
1 horse 
1 ox 
2 oxen 
4 oxen 

Live 
#eight 
<g 
125 
250 
3cQ 
350 
7cxl 

1400 

Sustaine 
3) Relativ 

20 
18 
12 
14 
12 
10 

ractive effort Wcrking Working hours 

p!$oo;t21 speed Per day 
Ian/h h 

25 2 3-3.5 
45 2 3-3.5 
35 2.7 5-6 
50 2.4 
85 2.3 I ;:; 

140 2.2 4-6 
1 

1) Zelated to live weights 
2) 1 dsN = 1 decsnewtcn = lkp (kilopond), physical unit of force 

Source: Various authors 

The following factors influence the traction capacity of teams of 
animals: 

- Animal-related factors: 
Species, breed, sex, age, character, training, habit, weight 
state .of nutrition, health, fatigue etc. 

- Work-related factors: 
Tractive effort, working speed, hours of work per day, type 
of work (peak tractive efforts), number of animals in the 
team, breaks, gradients, weather etc. 

Some of these factors can be influenced by the farmers, e.g. weight, 
state of nutrition, duration of work, breaks. 

The three parameters constituting sustained traction capacity, 
- i.e. working speed, sustained tractive effort, and hours of work 
per day - will now be discussed in greater detail. These factors 
are interrelated because, depending on the type of draught animal, 
there are different optimum values for each one which, if observed, 
will guarantee maximum daily capacity. In practice it is usually 
impossible to keep to the optimum values, with the result that the 
theoretically possible daily capacity is seldom reached. 
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a) Sustained tractive effort 
This factor is of particular importance because it determines 
which types of work a team can perform. A pair of oxen tilling 
a medium-heavy soil with a single-share plough, for example, can- 
not usually plough deeper than 15 cm because their sustained trac- 
tive effort is not sufficient. 
One major factor influencing an animal's sustained tractive effort 
is its live weight. Many animals can deliver a tractive effort 
corresponding to as much as 20% of their body weight for a sus- 
tained period, while African draught oxen cannot as a rule exceed 
lo-15% of their live weight. This figure is governed 
by a number of factors, some of which have already been discussed 
in Section B/I. 

Large relative tractive efforts can be expected if the animals 
are well-fed and watered, healthy, well-trained and used to work- 
ing. The sustained tractive effort can be improved by measures 
in the areas of feeding, general care and health care; better 
training and regular use of the animals, preferably throughout 
the year, 'vi11 also help, 

The relative tractive effort is reduced if the figures fluctuate 
substantially around their mean value, a state of affairs which 
occurs particularly if the animals are tilling incompletely 
cleared areas which are cultivated irregularly. It was found, 
for example, that a specific team of oxen produced a sustained 
tractive effort of 100 daN (kp), if the peak values ranged between 
150 and 200 daN (kp), while with peak values between 250 and 275 
daN (kp) the sustained tractive effort was reduced to 80 daN (kp) 
(SSHERBER, 1966). 

The type of harness used has little effect on the sustained trac- 
tive effort if the most important requirements placed on tne har- 
ness are met (see Section 3). 

Experiments have proved that the tractive effort of an individual 
animal decreases as the number of animals in the team increases; 
the drop is around 7-10% for every additional animal, as is indi- 
cated by Table B/II/l. This can be attributed to the fact that 
the animals hinder one another and means tk,at the total tractive 
effort produced by a team does not increase in direct proportion 
to the number of animals; instead, it approaches a peak and then 
drops again. In some parts of Africa, particularly in the south, 
teams are nevertheless formed using relatively large numbers of 
Oxen (up to eight or more)(DUSEK, 1963). 

b) Working speed 
The average working speed of the various types of draught animal 
does not exhibit any major differences in the case of large trac- 
tive efforts (see Table B/II/l). It must be borne in mind, however, 
that depending on the tractive effort required, every animal en- 
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deavours to keep to a certain speed which varies according to 

species, breed, sex and individual characteristics, and this fact 

must be taken into account when combining different types of ani- 
mals to form a team (e.g. donkey and horse). 

cows, for example, move somewhat faster than oxen, even when large 
tractive efforts are required. However, they need to rest more 
often, so that this advantage cannot be fully exploited for heavy 
work CMONNIER, 1975). 

As the necessary tractive effort decreases the speed of various 
types of animals or breeds may increase to varying extents. When 
performing light work such as sowing, for example, cows and horses 
have a significantly higher working speed than oxen, a fact which 
makes them very popular for such work. 

The influence of breed on the working speed during light work 
can be illustrated by the figures obtained for various breeds 
of cattle: when pulling a cart Peul zebus attained an average 
speed of 3 km/h, Ankol& cattle a speed of 3.5 km/h and Sahel zebus 
5-6 km/h (FAO/CEEMAT, 1972). 

c) Working hours per day 
When considering sustained traction capacity the daily working 
hours of humans - which vary from region to region - should be 
taken as a basis when deciding upon the working period for draught 
animals. Oxen and horses can work for relatively long periods, 
whereas donkeys cannot (cf. Table B/II/l). 

The potential period of time for which an animal can work is de- 
pendent on a number of factors: strain on the animals, working 
speed, breaks for rest and feeding (as well as for rumination 
in the case of cattle), weather and condition of animals. 

Working hours should be kept short if the work is heavy, the tem- 
perature and humidity high, or the animals young or in poor condi- 
tion. The daily working hours can be increased if the above-men- 
tioned conditions are improved and in particular if the animals 
are given a long midday break or if a day of work is followed 
by a rest day. 

A pair of oxen, for example, can work for 4-6 hours per day when 
used for tillage. The daily working time can also be increased 
for a brief period provided that the animals are in good condition 
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and subsequently have the opportunity to recover from their ex- 
ertion and compensate for weight losses. If a day of work is fol- 
lowed by a rest day a pair of oxen can be used for as long as 8 
hours per day. 

It is reported from Senegal that N'Dama oxen are used for 7 hours 
a day for both light and heavy work. If they are required to work 
in the muddy rice fields, however, the figure is reduced to around 
3.5 hours/day (CASSE, DUMAS and GARIN, 1965). 

2.2 Determination of sustained traction capacity 

On account of the influencing factors described in more detail in 
Section 2.1 determination of the traction capacity of teams of ani- 
mals is not only a lengthy process but also somewhat problematic. 
The figures for sustained tractive effort, working speed and daily 
working hours determined for specific teams are not universally ap- 
plicable and will not necessarily even be valid for the same team 
again when it is used at some other time. A large range of fluctua- 
tion i!ust therefore always be expected. 

It is therefore not advisable to run trials to determine the sus- 
tained traction capacity for a specific case. It is sufficient to 
make estimates which are based on the nature and weight of the team 
used and take into account the animals' living and working conditions. 

If trials of this type are nevertheless carried out, the directions 
given by CEEMAT (1968) should be observed. KRUGER (1947) describes 
in detail a variety of investigation methods. In addition to tractive 
effort, speed and working period, such studies should also record 
the various incidental times (e.g. setting-up and turning times), 
the area covered and the quality of the work, since no values of 
this type have yet been given for African conditions. The measuring 
equipment should be as simple as possible, since excessive accuracy 
is uncalled for on account of the large range of fluctuation of the 
results. 

2.3 Maximum traction capacity 

In addition to sustained traction capacity, the maximum traction 
capacity of the various teams is also of significance. The animals' 
maximum tractive efforts may be ten times as great as their sustained 
effort ,and are very important if moments requiring peak effort are ,, 
to be successfully overcome. The maximum tractive effort also deter- 
mines the necessary strength of the implements, 

The corresponding values are determined by abruptly stopping the 
team. The animals are brought to a sudden standstill while moving 



rapidly (approx. 4 km/h) with the aid of a securely anchored rope, 
thereby simulating impacting of the implement against an obstacle 
in the soil. Table B/II/2 gives the maximum tractive efforts of vari- 
ous African teams; it can be assumed that relatively heavy animals 
(donkey 150 kg, horse 350 kg, ox 450 kg) were used to obtain these 
figures (CEEMAT, 1968). 

Table B/11/2: Maximum tractive efforts of various African teams 

Team Maximum tractive TeSlTl Maximum tractive 

g"$J ) 
effort 
dSN=kp 

1 donkey 300 1 ox 450 
2 donkeys 450 2 oxen 800 
1 horse 450 4 oxen 1700 

lj 1 dsN = 1 decsnetion = k kp (kilopondj, physical unit of force 
Source: CEEMAT, 1968 

Donkeys and horses produce -: very large maximum tractive effort in 
relation to their live weight, whereas for cattle the tractive effort 
is no greater than the animal's live weight. 

za 

i 

kN 

Ei 

$5 
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L 

3 
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$ 

6 ' Fl 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 m/s 1.5 

E INSTANTANEOUS SPEED 

Fig. B/II/I: Instsntaneous maximum tractive efforts of a 600 kg pair of 
oxen as a func~tion of instantaneous speed (according to 
experiments by SCHERRER, 1966). 

Experiments have shown that the instantaneous maximum tractive effort 
is determined not only by the live weight of the team but also by 
the instantaneous speed of the team when it is stopped. Fig. B/II/l 
shows this relationship for a pair of oxen weighing 600 kg. The maxi- 
mum tractive effort at 4 km/h is not 800 kg as given in Table B/II/l, 
but only around 500 kg or 83% of the live weight. If the animals 
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are brought to a standstill from their working speed (approximately 
2.5 km/h) the maximum tractive effort is only 300 kg, representing 
only 50% of the live weight. 

The figures for maxi.mum tractive efforts given in Table B/II/2 occur 
only, if the team is stopped abruptly while moving relatively fast. 
This is the case if the team is being driven inexpertly or if ob- 
stacles are to be overcome on land which is not fully cleared by 
increasing the impact of the team through acceleration. The poii,~t 
at issue here is whether the implements must always be strong enough 
to meet these requirements. Under good conditions it should be ad- 
equate to take the maximum tractive efforts of draught cattle as 
corresponding to around half of the weight of the team. 

3. Harnesses for draught animals 

The harness serves to transfer the animals' tractive effort to the 
implement being drawn. A distinction is made between the yoke (Fig. 

B/11/2), which links two draught animals to each other more or less 
rigidly and the individual harness, or single harness, (Fig. B/11/3), 
which also permitsharnessing of each animal separately. 

There are various types of yokes and individual harnesses and their 
regional distribution in Africa appears to be more a matter of chance. 
There are few differences between the harnesses as regards their 
efficiency in transmitting power. 

When assessing the quality of a harness the following points are 
importart. A harness should: 

- not hinder the animals' natural movements, breathing and blood 
circulation, this being of particular importance for efficient 
power transmission; 

- permit reliable control and directing of the animals. This require- 
ment is of major importance in the case of poorly trained teams. 
However, harnesses providing particularly good control over the 
animals restrict their freedom of movement; 

- not injure the animals. The injury risk is low if large areas of 
the harness rest on well-developed parts of the body and if the 
harness fits well and does not chafe: 
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- be as simple as possible to fit and remove; 

- be easily adjustable to fit the animals (perhaps by means of appro- 
priate adjustment devices) to compensate for bodily changes re- 
sulting from growth and changing states of nutrition and in order 
to permit one harness to be used for a variety of animals; 

- permit "braking", i.e. stopping of carts and trailers by the 
draught animals, and facilitate reversing of vehicles and imple- 
ments; 

- be of simple design and permit local manufacture; 

- be inexpensive. The importance of price should not be overestimated, 
because it is low in comparison to the price of the animals and 
implements. The price of the harness may become more important 
if, for example, several yokes of different lengths are required 
for one team for various types of work. 

If the harnesses already in existence are unsatisfactory it is usu- 
ally easier to introduce practical improvements rather than bring 
about a radical changeover to unfamiliar types of harness. 

3.1 Harnesses for cattle 

The following physical features of cattle are of importance where 
harnessing is concerned: 

- the coarse, relatively insensitive hide; if the animals are used 
regularly callouses will form; 

- the powerful, freely movable shoulders; 

- the strong withers and relatively weak chest; 

- the long, weak neck (ar;d the hump in the case of zebus in contrast 
to the taurines). 

Harnesses for cattle may rest on the head, neck, withers or shoulders 
of the animals. A distinction is accordingly made between forehead 
harnesses, neck harnesses, withers harnesses and shoulder harnesses 
(collars). 

a) Forehead harnesses 
Forehead yokes are uncommon in Africa and will not be discussed 
in detail since they have no special advantages. 
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The individual forehead harness (Fig. B/11/2) must always be 
heavily padded SO that it is a good fit on different animals. 
For this reason it was widely used in Europe for harnessing cows 
since there were frequent changes of animalsduring work. 
It has not yet been determined whether the maximum tractive effort 
can be produced by animals wearing this harness or whether the 
opposite is the case because performance is reduced by unnecessary 
strain on the neck muscles (DRAWER, 1959). Cattle with a short, 
strong neck and horns which are not too low, i.e. taurines rather 
than zebus, are in all events suited to the individual forehead 
harness. 

Fig. B/II/Z: Cows wearing individual forehead harnesses pulling - 
a mower. (Photo: FAHR company archives) 

One disadvantage of the individual forehead harness is that the 
freedom of movement of the neck and head is restricted so that 
the animal has difficulty in warding off flies and its natural 

movements are hindered. Furthermore, the small contact area of 

the harness may result in chafing and pressure sores during heavy 
draught work ar.d can even lead to vascular congestion in the brain 
and to dizziness (DRAWER, 1959). Animals wearing individual fore- 

head harnesses are unable to stop or reverse the equipment being 
drawn, although this is important only if the animals are used 
for pulling carts. 

The individual forehead harness is usually made of wood, but some- 
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times also of metal. Particular care must be devoted to the 
padding. 

b) Neck harnesses 

$ck yokes (Fig. B/11/3) are extremely important in many African 
countries. They permit reliable control of the team and it is 
said to be particularly easy to train the animals if they are 
wearing this yoke. Another advantage is that it permits reliable 
stopping and reversing of implements (e.g. carts) if the latter 
are rigidly connected by means of a towbar. 

Simple neck yokes are inexpensive and easy to manufacture, but 
the production of good-quality yokes is not easy. Particular care 
should be paid to ensuring that the yoke fits properly on the 
neck, which is frequently not the case with traditional harnesses. 
The yoke crossbeam must have sufficiently large notches, projec- 
tions, hooks or holes to permit securing of the yoke to the horns 
or on the forehead by means of ropes or straps. The parts of the 
brow-band resting on the forehead should be padded to prevent 
chafing. Neck padding is recommended in some cases but not in 
others; well-fitting neck yokes are probably better without pad- 
ding. The individual neck harnesses should be securely fitted 
in order to avoid chafing as far as possible. It should be borne 
in mind that if a team is to work on crops where the distance 
between the rows varies the yoke must be correspondingly wide; 
several yokes of different lengths are often required. 

When fitting a harness rigidly, as is the case with the neck har- 
ness, it must be remembered that this restricts the animals' free- 
dom of movement. The head and neck are forced backwards and the 
neck is also twisted to the side. The weight of the yoke - up 
to I.0 kg - places an additional burden on the animals. Chafing 
and, more rarely, broken horns or even skull fractures may result, 
particularly if the yoke is inadequately secured. 

Despite these disadvantages the neck yoke is repeatedly recom- 
mended for harnessing taurines. It should not be used for zebus, 
since these are more suited to the withers yoke (Fig. B/11/5). 
If the neck yoke is used the animals should always be harnessed 
on the same side so that they become adjusted to.work on "their" 
side through training and corresponding muscular development. 
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Fig. B/Ii/3: Djakoril cattle bred by the C.N.R.A. in Bambey, Senegal 
wearing a bcally manufactured neck yoke for transport 
work. (Photo: Reh) 

The stronger animal should be harnessed on the right because 

during ploughing it has to walk in the furrow or on the land al- 
ready ploughed and thus has to work harder. 

Fig. B/11/4: Individual neck harnesses for cattle 
(HOPFEN, 1969; DRAWER, 1959) 
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The individual neck harness (Fig. B/II/d> has similar advantages 
and disadvantages to the neck yoke (setting aside the considera- 
tions relating to rigid linking of tw) animals). Individual neck 
harnesses are mostly to be recommended for harnessing single ani- 
mals wherever neck yokes are the usual method of harnessing pairs. 
The curved designs which have a low pulling attachment and fit 
closely on the neck are probably the best types of individual 
neck harness. 

c) Withers harnesses 1) 

The withers yoke (Fig. B/II/S) is the most widespread type of 
cattle harness in Afzrica. I'n contrast to the neck yoke, the withers 
rrnke permits free movement of the 'nimals' head and neck, The * ---- 
traction points are also located in a better place, i.e. lower, 
so that the animals' traction capacity is better utilized. 

Fig. B/II/S: Team of cattle in Tanzania wearing a withers yoke and 
Pulling the Wananchi ox-cart produced by TAMTU. The 
iron wheels are a help on bad roads. 
(Photo: GTZ Archives) 

Craftsmenand farmers become accustomed rel,atively quickly to manu- 
facturing and using the withers yoke (CASSE et.al., 1965). 

The disadvantage of the withers yoke is that it makes it relative- 
ly difficult to train the animals and drive the team. Braking 

1) Also called %houlder harnesses" 
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and reversing of implements by animals wsaring the withers yoke 
also uresent considerable oroblems. 

Fig. B/II/G: Various types of African 
withers yokes (CASSE et.ai.,i965) 

In its simplest design (type A) the yoke is held in place solely 
by its own weight, which is sometimes increased by fixing a stone 
on the yoke, and forced against the withers by the pull of the 
implement. In most cases, however, the yoke cross-beam is secured 
on the animal. A simple method is to use ropes or chains (types 
B and C) but these are highly constricting. The more rigid the 
yoke design, the more the animals' freedom of movement is re- 
stricted and the risk of chafing increases. 

Use of narrow iron bars (type I) entails particular risks. U- 
shaped bars (type H) not only make the yoke difficult to fit but 
also mean that the animals cannot be released from the yoke quick- 
ly enough in an emergency. The size of frame-type withers yokes 
(type K) must be well-matched to the animal or adjustable. 

With the withers yoke it should again be ensured that the contact 
surfaces fit properly on the body. VAUGH (1945) found contact 
surfaces of between approx. 180 and 390 cm2 on Indian withers 
yokes; considerable variations are thus possible. 



Individual withers harnesses (Figs. B/11/7, 8 and 54) give the 
animals still greater freedom of movement than withers yokes. 
To date they have been used for harnessing water buffaloes, which 
in Africa are found only in Egypt and Madagascar. 

Fig. B/11/7: Various individual withers 
harnesses (FAO/CEEMAT,1972) 

Use of individual withers harnesses should be promoted to a greater 
extent in the future for cattle as well. 



d) Shoulder harnesses (collars) 

Cattle collars are extremely rare in Africa. 
The advantagesof the collar, particularly the three-pad collar 

(Fig. B/II/S), are generally regarded as being its large contact 
surface and its essentially somewhat rigid construction. This 

ensures that the animals can brace themselves properly against 
the harness and thereby still have adequate freedom of movement 
as a result of the individual flexibility of the various parts 
of the harness. The pulling attachment is located low down in 
a good position. 

Fig. B/II/S: Three-pad-collar for cattle 
(HOPFEN, 1969) 

However, in view of the fact that the collar must be individually 
geared to each animal and since a variety of materials (wood, 
leather or fabric, hair) are used in its manufacture, this narness 
is not only difficult to produce but also expensive. 

The collar is more suitable for harnessing horses than cattle, 
since the shoulder blades of cattle are more loosely connected 
to the barrel and thus require greater freedom of movement. 

e) Bridles 

In Africa the reins used to control and guide the cattle are often 
secured to nose ropes or (oven better) nose rings (Fig. B/11/10). 

This provides an effective means of controlling the animals; the 
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disadvantage is that the insertion of nose rings or nose ropes 

involves a certain amount of expenditure, since the farmer cannot 
usually carry out the work himself and disinfectants are required. 

Fig. B/11/10: Even poorly trained draught cattle can be guided by means ____ 
of reins which pass through nose rings. If a frame-type 
withers yoke is used - as shown here in Ghana - the reins 
can be additionally routed through the frame. 
(Photo: Wessolowski) 

If nose ropes are used they should be short, similar to nose rings 
and preferably made of nylon or other synthetic fibres. The reins 
should also be supported by floating straps, eyes on the harness 
or similar so that the animal's nose is not continuously irritated. 
If the team is led from the front the reins must not be kept too 
taut, since otherwise the animals will not carry their heads pro- 
perly and nose injuries are often an additional result (Fig. 
B/II/ll). 

The "ear bridle" has a less sharp effect on the animal than the 
nose bridle. As shown in Fig. B/11/12, the rein secured to one 
horn on the animal acts on the ear on the other side. The advan- 
tage of this system is that nose rings are unnecessary and the 
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injury risk low. In Europe halters like those commonly used for 
draught horses and donkeys were formerly used in most cases for 
draught cattle as well. 

- - -- 

Fig. B/11/11: Correct and incorrect methods of leading an animal using a simple 
“088 rein (FAO/CEEMAT. 1972) 

Poorly trained teams must be driven by at least two people, one 
to operate the implement being drawn and the other to guide the 
animals. This practice can be frequently observed in Africa. 
A third person is often required in addition to drive on the ani- 
mals. If the animals are not well-trained proper work is possible 
only if the harress and bridle provide excellent direct control. 
A well-trained team, on the other hand, can be directed by means 
of verbal commands 2nd no bridle is necessary. 

Fig. B/11/12: Bridle secured to horn and acting 
cn the ear. (CEEMAT) 



f) Accessories 

Traces 
These may be made of chains, leather or ropes. Although chains 
are more expensive than ropes they are nevertheless more durable, 
while leather is frequently unavailable and requires a great deal 
of care. In a humid climate the life of ropes can be improved 
by tarring them. The traces must be long enough to ensure that 
there is sufficient opportunity for adjustment in conjunction with 
the adjusting devices on the implement. The necessary length of 
the traces depends on the animal, the harness and the implement. 

Crossbeams and swingletrees (Fig. G/II/13) 
If individual harnesses are used it is necessary to have swingle- 
trees, to which the traces are fixed. When animals are harnessed 
singly it is also essential to have a broad crossbeam, also called 
evener. The fittings on the crossbeam and swingletree should be 
such that their cross-sections and thus their load-bearing capa- 
city are not reduced. 

Fig. B/11/13: Crossbeam with swingletrees. (Source: FAHR) 

3.2 Harnesses for horses and donkeys 

Only collars or breast harnesses can be used for horses and donkey?. - 
Yokes are unsuitable for these animals since they cause permanent 
damage to the sensitive withers. Fig. B/II/14 shows a collar harness 
for horses. The advantages of the collar already alluded to in the 
section on cattle collars are particularly valuable for heavy draught 
work. However, the collar must fit well; in view of the fact that 
there is little or no possibility of adjusting a collar it is usually 
a proper fit only on the animal for which it was made. 
Breast harnesses (Fig. B/11/15) are relatively simple to manufacture 
and can be easily adjusted. The harness does not therefore have to 
be tailored precisely to fit one animal and can be used for several. 
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Fig. B/11/14: Team of horses wearing a collar harness and pulling 
a binder. (Source: FAHR archives) 

Fig. B/11/15: Team of horses wearing a breast harness. 
(Source: FAHR archives) 
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During heavy draught work the disadvantage of the breast harness 
is that it tends to cut into the animal, restricts its breathing 

and circulation and compresses the chest and shoulder blades. 

Both collars and breast harnesses must be held in place by a back/ 
belly band and a terret. If carts are to be used breeching (harness 
around the hindquarters) or the like will permit stopping and re- 
versing. 

3.3 Manufacture of harnesses 

Harnesses can usually be manufactured by local craftsmen. Possible 
materials include wood, leather, fabric, straw, grass and hair, to- 
gether with metal in some cases. 

The framework of the harness is usually made of wood. Metal is less 
satisfactory since it is difficult to achieve a good fit. It is a 
good idea, however, to use a metal element in individual forehead 
harnesses.The wood used in harnesses should in general be light but 
at the same time strong and supple. It should not first be shaped 

into boards or beams; it is better to obtain the unshaped pieces 
by chopping the wood so that the grain runs in the direction of the 
components, which can then resist greater stresses. In addition, 
they should not be weakened by notches or holes. 

Breast harnesses and covers for padding should be designed such that 
no seams chafe against the animals' skin. Leather and strong, not 

too coarse fabrics are the most suitable materials. Jute sacks are 
too rough to be used as padding covers. 
The best filling for pads is hair from a variety of animals. Leaves, 
grass and straw are not very resilient and quickly become worn to 
shreds. 

3.4 Excursion: The mechanics of draught work 

Knowledge of the interplay of forces within the draught team can 
both increase understanding of the necessary adjustments to the har- 
ness and implement and be of assistance in the evaluation of imple- 
ments. 
Fig. B/II/16 shows the most important forces and dimensions in an 
ox/swing plough combination. The heel force (FB), the hand force 

(FZ ), and the tractive force (FB) can be influenced by adjusting 
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the plough and harness. The plough will attain the desired working 
depth provided that the length of the traces (1,) and the coupling 
height (hE) are correct. All forces are generated in accordance with 
the resistance force of the soil (Fk) such that the implement is 
in a state of equilibrium without the need for hand force (FH). The 
burden on the person operating the implement can therefore be largely 
reduced if the implement is adjusted correctly. 

The angle of traction dbetween traces and soil is derived from the 
height at which the traces are fixed to the yoke (hAI, the length 
of the traces (1,) and the coupling height (hS), and should be be- 
tween 15O and 25O. Smaller angles mean long traces and restrict the 
manoeuvrability of the team. A large angle is achieved with short 
traces; if they are too short there is a risk that the animals will 
hit the implement or swingletree with their hind legs and injure 
themselves. 

Fig. B/11/16: Diagram of forces for an 
ox/swing plough combination 

In Table B/II/3 the most important forces are listed and described 
in terms of cause, direction and magnitude. In the example shown 
the fairly large hand force (FH) could be avoided by means of longer 
traces (12) or a grater coupling hook height (hE 1, provided that 
the soil resistance (Fk) and tractive force (Fz ) remain constant. 



Table B/11/3: The most important forcesocoXring in a ccmbinaticn during ploughing 
(cf. Fig. B/11/16) 

AbbreVi- 
ation 

Soil 
resistance FR 

tieeight 

Heel force FS 

Hand forze FR 

Tractive 
resistance 

Fw 

Tractive 
force FZ 

Description Dependent on 

Acts on mould- Soil, working 
boardandshare 

Frictional end 
compressive 
forces at heel 

Gee. total of 
F 

FR, F6, FS, FR. 
I-' FG, FS, FH. 

Equal to Fw but 
acting in 

FR, FS, ES, FH. 

opposite 
direction 

Vertical 350 

Determined 120 
by ratio of 
frictional 
force to 
compressive 
force (0.4) 
Vertical 110 

(25’) 650 

(25’) 650 

1) N = Newton (physical unit Of meSSU~mnt) 

In practice, however, continually changing soil resistance and the 

uneven gait of the animals cause the plough to move up and down, 
something which the person operating the implement tries to suppress. 
Despite considerable effort he is usually only partially SuCCeSSful, 

which is why the working depth of the swing plnilgh varies continu- 
ously. 

This is largely avoided on the ploughs used most commonly in Africa 
by means of a depth control runner or wheel. 

The adjustments are made such that the depth control runner is alWaYS 

pressing lightly on the ground. This can be achieved by using longer 
traces (1E) or a greater coupling height (hE) than is necessary for 

the desired working depth. In the example shown in Fig. B/II/17 only 
extremely great soil resistance will make application of hand force 
necessary. 



Changing 
influence 

Fig. 0/1X/17: Diagram of forces for a Belgian plough/ 
ox combination with varying soil resistance. 

the position of the coupling in the vertical plane will 
the working depth, while changirg it in the horizontal 

plane affects the working width (Fig. B/11/18). The person operating 

the implement instinctively compensates for incorrect settings by 
tilt~ing the plough or, to a lesser extent, by pressing down or pul- 
ling up the plough handle. 

Fig. B/11/18: Device for adjusting 
the working width 
and working depth of 
a plough (as per 
DI?lEUR and MORRIERES 
1976 ) 
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Incorrect settings will impair the quality of the work. Fig. B/II 
illustrates some of the hints on plough adjustment listed be 

(cf. NATTHEWS and PULLEN, 1976): 

wrong right wrong 

a b 

wrong right wrong 

c d 

Fig. B/11/19: Diagram showing incorrect settings for ploughing. 
(Source: MATTHEWS and PULLEN, 1976) 

Symptoms 

Plough not upright, tilted 
towards.unploughed land 
(Fig. B/II/19 (a)) 

Remedy 

Lower coupling hook or shorten 
traces 

Plough not upright, tilted 
towards ploughed land (b) 

Excessive furrow bottom 
formation, depth control 
runner is lifted (c) 

Raise coupling hook lengthen 
traces 

Raise coupling hook, shorten 
traces 

Heel does not touch furrow 
bottom, operator has to 
press down on the handle (d) 

Lower coupling hook, 

Insufficient working depth Raise coupling hook, lengthen 
traces, raise depth control 
runner 

Excessive working depth Lower coupling hook, shorten 
traces, lower depth control 
runner 

Insufficient working width 

Excessive working width 

Move coupling hook towards 
ploughed land 
Move coupling hook towards 
unploughed land 



4. Implements to be used with draught an: ,,s 

Experience in Europe has shown that a,'~ i traction can be used to 
mechanize nearly all types of work in c' ;I production, from tillage, 

crop tending and plant protection to harvesting and processing of 
the various crops. 

On African smallholdings, however, opportunities for mechanization 

(using either draught animals or tractors) are severely limited. 
"The small size of the holdings, the acute shortage of capital, the 
farmers' low standard of training, the lack of the necessary infra- 
structural features (maintenance facilities, repair shops, spare- 
part supply etc.) and thl? :,w level of market production", which, 
according to TSCHIERSCH ,75), are prominent features of small- 
holdings in developing jl ,:-Itries, mean that nowhere near all the 
work which can theoretic- 'j be mechanized can actually be performed 
using draught animals :~ ~-,fforts must be limi~ted to overcoming the 
major peaks in the work' 

Top priority is giy '. 1~ tillage which, if performed solely by way 
of manual labour. sirally is the greatest direct restricting factor 
on the extent ii'~ intensity of production. Expansion of the area 
under cultivatioii, which is both facilitated and necessitated by 
the use of animal teams for soil tillage, also makes it necessary 
to use drawn implements to speed up tending of the crops and - par- 
ticularly in areas with a,short vegetation period - sowing operations. 
Draught animals can, however, perform little of the work associated 

with harvesting. 

Draught animals are of great importance for transport work. 

Some of the work occurring in irrigated farming - and only there - 

can be handled using simple drawn implements. 

As a whole, it has been possible to successfully introduce animal 
traction in Africa to mechanize those types of work which consti- 
tuted the greater bottle-necks and could, at the same time be mech- 
anized by the use of eitremely simple means. 

4.1 Assessment criteria for the selection of implements 

The structure of African smallholdings, their limited financial po- 
tential and the usually inadequate training of the farmers impose 
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numerous restrictions on the choice of implements. However, the cli- 
matic conditions, location and soil properties, together with the 

crops to be cultivated, also impose requirements which must be borne 
in mind when selecting suitable implements. 

The first step in selecting implements is to establish which jobs 
must be mechanized in order to increase production. Consideration 
should then be given to the methods to be used for this work. In 
addition to the desired effect of the work, particular attention 
must be paid to ensuring that the implement is suitable in technical 
terms for the natural conditions determined by soil, climate and 
topography. It must be guaranteed that the traction power required 
for the chosen method does not exceed that which can be supplied 
by the available animals and that the method has the necessary impact. 
The implements chosen for the various jobs should form a practical 
equipment sequence. 

Poor land clearance hinders the use of implements. Although light 
implements are easier to handle and transport (on poorly cleared 
land), they must nevertheless be sturdy enough to withstand the in- 
creased stress imposed on them by obstacles in the soil. 

The implements should be chosen such that their adjustment,mainte- 
nance and handling are geared to the knowledge and technical skills 
of the farmers. Their design and con?;truction should permit repair 
and maintenance work to be performed to a large extent by local 
craftsmen. 

Economic aspects play a not inconsiderable part. A high initial out- 
lay represents a substantial risk for the farmer who may find it 
almost impossible to bear it on his own. 

Psychological factors must also be considered when selecting cultiva- 
tion methods and suitable implements: traditional methods and imple- 
ments or those which have already been introduced are more likely 
to be accepted than those which constitute innovations and/or ne- 

cessitate changes in the land use system. 

The increasing diversity of the machines and implements intensifies 
the problems involved in guaranteeing proper repairs and a supply 
of spare parts. 
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As high a degree of familiarity with the market as possible is re- 
quired before a selection - particularly the selection of a specific 

make - can be made. In addition to the various implement types and 
models, reports of actual experiences describing the advantages and 
disadvantages of an implement are also of great value. In addition, 
it must be established whether the manufacturer can guarantee to 
supply spare parts throughout the projected life of the machine. 
A list of manufacturers in African countries is given in Part A of 
this handbook. Further information is provided by BOYD (1976). 

4.2 Methods and implements for rain-fed farming - 

The term "rain-fed farming" refers to a cultivation system which 
is solely dependent on natural precipitation for i~ts water supply. 
One crucial function of soil tillage here is to influence the soil's 
water absorption and water retention capacity such that the water 
remains available to the crops in large quantities for as long as 
possible. 

This results in a number of requirements as regards tillage which 
must be observed when selecting both the tillage method and the im- 
plements. Fundamental aspects of this topic, seen from the point of 
view of the crop farmer and the ecologist, are discussed in more 
detail in Section B/III. For further information in greater detail 
also refer to KRAUSE and LORENZ, 1979. 

4.2.1 Soil tillage and seedbed preparation 

Ards and mouldboard ploughs 
Ards (Fig. B/11/20) are found in Africa only in places where the 
use of draught animals has a long tradition, i.e. in the countries 
north of the Sahara and in Ethiopia. The lengthy history of these 
implements has resulted in a variety of designs; originally they 
were made solely of wood, but later models had iron or steel shares 
and some are today made totally of metal. 

In their method of operation they most closely resemble the cultiva- 
tor and farmers used to ards are therefore most likely to accept 
the cultivator as its "modern" successor. Ards are simple to manufac- 
ture, use and repair, but their capacity in terms of area covered 
is small. It is usually necessary to till an area several times in 
order to produce a satisfactory seedbed. 
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Fig. B/11/20: Example of an ard from Ethiopia (HOPFEN, 
19693, (see also Fig. A/3 for method of 
operation) 

The mouldboard plough is now also used in many parts of Africa. Its 
main feature is its method of operation, which involves loosefiing, 
turning, crumbling and mixing the soil and it is for this reason 
that it is still the standard- implement for.basi?~ tillage in ~the 
humid climatic zones of Europe. The mouldboard plough is somewhat 
less suitable for use in arid and semi-arid climates since the way 
in which is loosens and simultaneously turns the soil may lead to 
high evaporation rates and accelerated numus decomposition (see 
Section B/III). 

Turning the soil, however, guarantees that harvest residues, manure 
and weeds are properly worked in. Ploughing is in many cases the 
only way of coping with a heavy growth of weeds and also makes seed- 
bed preparation and sowing easier. These advantages are frequently 
offset by detrimental effects on the nutrient and water balance, 
and not least the risk of erosion by the wind. 

The mouldboard plough exhibits a relatively high degree of tractive 
resistance, which precludes large working widths when draught animals 
are used, and the area capacity is accordingly low. 

Semi-digger plough bodies and cylindrical continental or general- 
purpose bodies are suitable for drawn ploughs under African condi- 
tions. 

Semi-digger bodies are suited to heavy cohesive soils. They break 
up the soil into coarse clods and turn it over well, but do not mix 
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it as thoroughly as the general-purpose bodies and leave a ridged 
surface which reduces the risk of erosion. They require 20% more 

I 

tractive effort than the other two types of body, which should be 
given preference for lighter soils. 

Pie. ~/x/21: Plough bodies (vENTzKI) 
Top left: continental body 
Top right: general-purpose body 
Bottom: semi-digger body 

Particular attention should be paid to the shares. Ploughshares are 
subject to severe wear, determined to a large extent by the nature 

~ of the soil. 

Razor-blade shares, which do not have to be sharpened and are re- 
placed when they become worn, are not suitable for African small- 
holdings on account of the problems involved in procuring them. Slip 
shares and plain winged shares should be used instead: they are 
thicker at the cutting edge and can be sharpened by being hammered 
down. 

TYPE OF SHARE TYPE OF SOIL 

Slip share light/medium/heavy 

LX 

____ 

Plain winged share medium/heavy. not 

m 

excessively stoney 

Fig. ~/n/22: pl0eghshare.e (vENTZKI) Razor-blade share light to medium-heavy 
and with no stones 

light to medium-heavy. 
even if hard and 
S.tO"ey 

The decision for or against reusable shares must be seen in terms 
of the cost of procuring and sharpening them. Proper hammering-out 
and hardening of the shares requires a certain amount of practice 
on the part of the blacksmith. Badly straightened or distorted shares 



can easily impair the alignment of the plough, which cannot always 
be corrected by adjusting the body. Particular problems arise in 
this respect with multi-furrow ploughs. Skilful hardening of the 
shares is also necessary because excessively soft shares rapidly 
become worn and on excessively hard or brittle shares the tips can 
easily break off. 

Additional tools such as manure skimmers or various coulters have 
been little used to date on drawn ploughs in Africa. Both knife and 
disc coulters effectively improve ploughing; they cut the furrow 
wall more cleanly than the edges of the share and mouldboard. The 
coulter also gives the plough a better grip in the soil since it 
operates somewhat closer to the unploughed land than this edge does. 
Coulters are often rejected in Africa because they are believed to 
substantially increase the amount of tractive effort required. How- 
ever, this applies only to poorly cleared or irregularly tilled areas, 
where the use of knife coulters frequently causes the plough to be- 
come obstructed. Disc coulters require a smaller tractive effort, 
are self-sharpening and exhibit less tendency to become clogged up. 

Swing ploughs (Fig. B/11/23) are seldom found in Africa. These imple- 
ments have no depth control wheel and it is therefore difficult to 
maintain a working depth. The continually changing soil resistance 
and the uneven, step-by-step tractive force exerted by the animals 
cause the plough to move up and down and under favourable conditions 
this can cause the working depth to vary by more than SC:/ of the 
desired depth. A considerable strain is placed on the operator by 
his continuous efforts to compensate for these fluctuations. Swing 

ploughs are, however, very light and are therefore easy totransport. 

Fig. B/11/23: Swing plough (VENTZKI) 

Belgian ploughs (Fig. B/11/24) are clearly the most common type of 
drawn plough used in Africa. By setting the coupling hook somewhat 
higher than required for the desired working depth the depth control 
device is pressed gently against the soil, thereby making it easier 
to maintain the working depth and reducing the burden on the operator. 
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Under favourable conditions a depth control wheel has a slightly 
smaller tractive resistance than a depth control runner. Wheels will 
not run smoothly on stoney or wet soils and in these cases a runner 
should be preferred. Runners are, moreover, less expensive and better 
able to withstand substantial quantities of dust and dirt. 

Fig. B/11/24: Belgian plough (VENTZKI) 

Wheeled ploughs (Fig. B/11/25) make things a lot easier for the oper- 
ator. The beam of these ploughs is supported on a two-wheeled fore- 
carriage and is connected to it by means of one or more chains, which 
cause the plough to be self-steering. The vertical movements caused 

Fig. B/11/25: Wheeled plough: On the left with -chain, on the right self- 
steering model with two chains. (VENTZKI) - 
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b$~ !:he changing soil resistance are suppressed as in the case of 
the Belgian plough, while the various lateral forces are transmitted 
to the forecarriage and absorbed at the furrow wall via the furrow 
wheel. 

Frame ploughs are designed as single-furrow or multi-furrow models. 
Common to all of them is the frame made of flat steel, which is 
supported by two wheels at the front and to which the bodies are 
bolted. The working depth is adjusted via the wheels. 

Fig. B/II/%: Two-furrow frame plough. The third wheel behind the second 
body is required only for transporting the plough. 
(TAMTU. Tanzania) 

one-way ploughs are necessary for contour ploughing, a measure aimed 
at restricting erosion on slopes. These ploughs make work on level 
ground easier, particularly on irregularly shaped plots. 

In addition to the half-turn ploughs familiar from mechanized agri- 
culture (Fig. B/11/27) there are also turnwrest ploughs (Fig. B/11/28) 
which can be used with draught animals and which are lighter and 
simpler than half-turn ploughs. Both types are used in Africa in 
the form of Belgian and wheeled ploughs and are in some cases avail- 
able for use with multi-purpose implements. 
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9. B/11/27: Half-turn plough 
(VENTZKI) 

Fig. B/11/28: Turnwrest ploughs 
(VENTZW) 



,, ,,,,, ,, ,, ,, 

-Asian mouldboard ploughs 
The mouldboard ploughs used in Asia (Fig. B/11/29) operate in a 

manner which lies somewhere between that of the ordinary mouldboard 
plough and that of the ard: the soil is churned up and partially 
turned. 

These ploughs, which have a symmetrical, roughly triangular share, 
1) require no landsi;!e , since there are almost no lateral forces. 

They are simple 0, manufacture and are relatively light-weight; they 
require little tractive effort and are therefore particularly suit- 
able for smallholdings (CEEMAT, 1968). A model with a multiple-ele- 
ment mouldboard requires less tractive effort on damp, heavg, soils. 
HOWeVer, these Asian ploughs have been little used to date in Africa. 

Fig. B/11/29: Common Asian ploughs 
a) with one-piece mouldboard 
b) with multiple-element mouldboard 
(HOPFEN, 1969) 

Ridgers - 

These ploughs leave ridges in the surface of the soil which, when 
located along the contour lines, provide some protection against 
erosion by water on slopes. The larger working width (up to over 
90 cm) means that the area capacity is around twice as large as that 

1) Landside = extended iron element which is trailed along the bottcm of the 
throws and absorbs lateral forces. 
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which is possible during ordinary ploughing. However, if special 
additional tools are used to create tie-ridges as well in order to 
counteract uncontrolled water runoff along the furrows the area capac- 
ity is substantially reduced. An extremely large tractive effort 
is necessary, particularly during primary tillage, on account of 
the large working width; the creation of tie-ridges increases the 
strain on the draught animals and also makes the work very difficult 
for the operator. 

During primary tillage with the ridger, part of the soil (beneath 
the ridges.) remains untouched. In these areas hard layers can form 
that hinder the development of plant roots, particularly if the 
ridges are never destroyed as is usual, for example, in parts of 
Nigeria. In view of the fact that the compacted layers hinder the 

growth of the crops and occasion a large tractive resistance during 
ridging it is common practice in various countries to plough the 
land before ridging. The amount of time required is then increased 
accordingly. 

Ridgers are often the only animal-drawn implements used by African 
bullock farmers. They can be employed for primary tillage, earthing- 

up (e.g. for cotton) and weed control. The ridger does not turn the 
soil over completely and it is therefore less effective in weed con- 
trol during primary tillage than the mouldboard plough. When used 
during tending of the crops it does not totally destroy the weeds, 

particularly if the earth thrown up is washed back into the furrows 
by subsequent rainfall, thereby unearthing the weeds again. 

Moreover, in view of the fact that it is difficult to use hoes on 
ridge-grown crops and, if they are used, the work must be followed 

by reridging, the time gained during tillage may be offset as a whole 
by increased work on tending the crops. Among young crops heavily 
infested with weeds, ridgers make work easier in that the rows of 
plants can he readily located (CEEMAT, 1968). 

Ridgers can take the form of swing ploughs or Belgian ploughs (Fig. 
B/11/30). If the mouldboards are adjustable it is possible to create 
ridges of varying shape. 
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b) 

Fig. B/11/30: Types of ridgers (VENTZKI) 
a) swing plough b) Belgian plough 

For crop tending and earthing-up many multi-purpose implements can 
be equipped with standard ridger bodies or with disc ridger bodies, 
both of which operate in a similar manner to the ridger itself. How- 
ever, the ridger's method of operation can also be simulated using 
a mouldboard plough by ploughing two furrows together every time. 

Cultivators 
Cultivators are used for tillage and seedbed preparation, and in 
some cases also for weed control. Hoes, which are really intended 
for weed control, are sometimes also used to till the soil in the 
same manner as a cultivator but in this case it is seldom possible 
to do anything more than scratch up the surface of the soil. 

.&ltivator tines 
The tines on animal-drawn cultivators can be subdivided into spring 
tines, semi-rigid tines and rigid tines (Fig. B/11/31). The trip 
bottoms frequently encountered in motorized agriculture are not usu- 
ally found on animal-drawn cultivators. 
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Rigid tines are used in particular on cultivators designed for greater 

working depths and for this reason are less common on animal-drawn 
cultivators than spring tines. 

Fig. B/11/31: Types of cultivator tines 

Spring tines bend to the rear and side according to the soil resist- 
ance and are thereby made to vibrate. One disadvantage is that the 
working depth continuously varies, whereas one advantage of spring- 
loaded tines is that they rebound from obstacles in the soil, thereby 
sparing the draught animals and reducing the risk of damage to the 
implement. The vibration of the tines in the soil increases the 
crumbling effect and brings more weed roots to the surface, where 
they dry up more quickly. However, spring tines cannot attack com- 
pacted soil as well as rigid tines, since the distance between the 
lines traced and the working depth do not remain constant. 

Tine points 

The various types of tine points exhibit considerable variations 
in width and cutting angle. 

Sharp point Chisel point Duckfoot point S!Wt?P 

Fig. B/11/32: Various types of cultivator tine points 

Narrow, sharply angled ripper points are required in particular for 
shallow secondary tillage and for breaking up encrusted top soil; 
broader points of the same type are also used for primary tillage. 
The characteristic feature of ripper points is their relatively in- 
tensive crumbling and mixing effect. The opposite result is achieved 
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by sweeps, which can be more than 50 cm wide and have a very small 
cutting angle. These slice off the topmost layer of the soil and 
the roots in it and leave the remnants of the plants on the surface. 
Sweeps are only effective in weed control if used in dry soils and 
the depth control of sweeps presents problems. Sweeps are always 
fitted on rigid tines. In terms of width, cutting angle and method 
of operation the "half-way house" between ripper points and sweeps 
is formed by the versatile duckfoot points. 

Duckfoot points are fitted to cultivators for mostly shallow tillage 
(up to 10 cm with a maximum of 15 cm) and seedbed preparation: in 
both cases the soil must be sufficiently moist. 

Subsoil looseners are sometimes used for more thorough loosening 
of dry soils but have not become established because the tractive 
effort of the animals is inadequate for this heavy work. Moreover, 
at the snd of the dry season - the right time for this type of til- 
lage - the draught animals are unavailable or are in poor condition. 
It should be pointed out, however, that even shallow tillage of en- 
crusted soils can be beneficial at the end of the dry season, since 
this improves the soil's ability to absorb the first rainfall. Actual 
tillage and cultivation of the soil can then sometimes take place 
a little earlier. 

Designs 

Among animal-drawn cultivators it is possible to find models with 
and without depth control wheels, together with models which run 
on support wheels which can be used to adjust the working depth 
(Fig. B/11/33). All multi-purpose implements to be pulled by draught 
animals can be equipped as cultivators. 

The working width may be between 30 cm and more than 2 m depending 
upon method of operation, team and implement. With a pair of oxen, 
primary tillage. of soils which are not too heavy can be performed 
with a working width of around 50 cm. 

Harrows 

Harrows are used to crush clods and level the seedbed, particularly 
after ploughing. They can also be employed to cover broadcast seed 
and work in mineral fertilizers. Harrows can additionally play a 
part in mechanical weed control before the crops sprout and while 
they are very young (even if they are not sown in rows.) 

Harrow tines which are pointed or curved at one end penetrate the 
soil more deeply if the tips point in the direction of movement and 
less deeply if they point in the opposite direction. The working 
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Fig. B/11/33: Various types of animal-drawn cultivators -.___ 
(Source: TAMTU, Tanzania) 
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Fig. B/11/33: Various types of animal-drawn cultivators -___ 
(Source: TAMTU, Tanzania) 
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depth of the tines is governed not only by their shape but also toy 
their weight and the overall weight of the harrow, as well as by 
the nature and condition of the soil. The distance between the lines 
traced varies between 3 cm (shallow working in a light soil) and 
6 cm (deeper working in a heavy soil). If a tractive resistance of 
lo-60 N !l-6 kp) per tine is assumed (CEEMAT, 1968), the possible 
working width for a pair of oxen is between around 1 and 2 m. The 
tines must be sharpened from time to time. 

The varying flexibility of the frames necessitates varying degrees 
of adaptation of the harrow to the contours of the surface of the 
soil. In addition to the rigid single-section harrows, whose wooden 
frames can be manufactured locally (but are then not particularly 
sturdy), animals, can also be used to pull multiple-section harrows 
(with up to only two sections in the case of pairs of oxen), par- 
ticularly zig-zag, flexible and chain-link harrows. 

Fig. B/11/34: Harrow manufactured in a local workshop with steel 
and a wooden frame. (TAMTU, Tanzania) 

Rigid tine harrows are primarily used for seedbed preparation; Only 
the very light seed harrows are employed for covering the seed and 
- to a limited extent - for weed control. 

Flexible harrows are extremely suitable for controlling weeds growing 
amongst young crops. They are very light alid, thanks to their special 
design, can easily adjust to uneven terrain. They are so flexible 
that they can also be used without problems for ridge-grown crops. 
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A) light seed harrow 
B) heavy seed harrow 
C) chisel-tined harrow and flexible chain-link harrow 



fig. B/11/36: The spring-tine harrows occupy a special position by virtue of their 
design and have sprung tines mounted on a frame similar to that of a 
cultivator. An adjusting mechanism makes it possible to change the 
angle of the points and thus the intensity of the cultivation. 

Disc and roller harrows, rollers 

The& implements are very rarely cased with draught animals in Africa. 

Oisc harrows (Fig. B/11/37) are heavy implements requiring a large 

tractive effort and, like the various rollers (Fig. B/11/38), they 

are mostly too expensive for African smallholders. Rolier harrows 

(Fig. B/11/39) tend to pulverize rather than mix the soil. 

Fig. B/11/37: Disc harrow (TAMTu, Tanzania) 



Fig. B/11/38: Rollers - left: flat roller, right: Cambridge roller 

Fig. B/11/39: Roller harrow 
(CEEMAT, 1968) 

4.2.2 Sowing and planting 

The essential tasks in sowing are to distribute the individual seeds 
such that each has roughly the same amount of space for growth and 
to place them at an optimum depth in the soil. The amount of space 
required for each plant and the optimum sowing depth vary depending 
on the crop and the type of soil and reliable means of adjusting 
the sowing equipment are therefore important. If draught animals 
are ilsed the seed can be broadcast or sown in rows (drilling), sown 
at equal intervals or sown in small groups (dibbling). Whereas the 
last-mentioned method is still performed by hand, the others are 
already being carried out using drawn implements in some cases. In 
addition to reliable operation and quality of work, these implements 
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Fig. B/11/40: Multi-purpose implement equipped as a 
"marker" to prepare for row seeding. 
(Source: ARCOMA) 
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must offer a high area capacity and be extremely versatile, since 
they are otherwise unprofitable on account of their relatively high 

cost. Mechanization of sowing is an attractive prospect for farms 
using draught animals, particularly on account of the fact that it 
permits a far greater capacity in terms of area covered than manual 
labour. The yield is determined to a great extent by whether or not 
the area is tilled in time. 

Seed broadcasting 
Broadcast seed is not distributed evenly over the field nor is it 
possible to keep a specific sowing depth when subsequently covering 
the seed with loose earth. Fairly large quaI.'.ities of seed are usu- 
ally required in order to ensure an adequate crop. Mechanical weed 
control using animal-drawn implements can only be perfoi:,-d while 
the crops are young (e.g. using the flexible harrow). 

In addition to cereals such as rice or wheat, various fodder crops 
are also suitable for seed broadcasting. The work is usually per- 
formed by hand; machines have been designed for this purpose but 
they have not yet been introduced in Africa and are often unprofit- 
able from the economic viewpoint in comparison with other sowing 
equipment. 

Row seeding 
This method involves making parallel furrows at a specific depth 
in which the seeds are placed and then covered with earth. Prepara- 
tions for the actual sowing can be made using "markers" pulled by 
hand or by animals (Fig. B/11/40). Here again, the seeds are covered 
over using harrows. 



Fig. B/11/42: Animal-drawn seed spacing planters can speed up work considerably. 
They have already acquired a cer=in degree of importance in Africa 
since they are suitable for sowing some of the major crops (e.g. 
cotton, groundnuts, maize, beans). 

Animal-drawn seed drills are highly uncommon in Africa, since on 

account of their high cost they are only worthwhile if used for cul- 
tivating relatively large areas. 
Seed spacing 
The purpose of seed spacing drills is not only to keep the space 
between the rows equal but also to sow the seeds at equal intervals 

,&thin the rows. Animal-drawn markers can make the work easier if 
the seed is to be sown by hand. 



The accuracy of seed spacing planters, i.e. the evenness of the 
intervals between the seeds in a row, depends on the distance which 
the seeds have to fall between the cell wheel and the furrow. 
Fig. B/II/43 shows two sowing mechanisms for seed spacing planters. 
The inclined cell disc is suitable for types of seed of varying shape 
and size but the design means that the seeds have a long way to fall. 
This distance can be reduced using horizontal feed discs. Tne disc 
must match the size of the seeds and several feed discs are therefore 
necessary for varying types of seed. 

b 

Fig. B/11/43: Sowing mechanisms for seed spacing planters. (CEEMAT, 1968) 
a) Inclined cell disc; seed size unimportant but seeds 

have a long way to fall. 
b) tlorizontal feed disc; seeds do not have far to fall; 

different discs necessary depending on seed size. 

Many seed spacing planters have attachments 'co permit simultaneous 
application of mineral fertilizers. There are also drills which can 
be mounted on multi-purpose implements. The tractive effort required 
for single-row sowing is comparatively small; only one animal should 
be used so that rows which have already been sown are not trodden 
down. 

Two rows can be sown simultaneously if a pair of oxen are used and 
three in the case of certain polycultivators. 

It should be borne in mind that the seed must have a sufficient ger- 
mination capacity since otherwise there will be too many gaps. 
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Direct sowing and single-pass working 

Under certain conditions it is practical to use direct-sowing equip- 
ment or combined ploughing and sowing units in order to make optimum 
use of the time available for tillage. 

Direct-sowing equipment can be used to place the seed in the untilled 
field. The furrow is created by 3 disc coulters and covered over 
by special rollers. The equipment must be heavy so that the disc 
coulters can penetrate the soil. Use of direct-sowing equipment 
necessitates special weed control measures, usually of a chemical 
nature, otherwise considerable time must be expended on mechanicai 
weed control. 

Another way of speeding up cultivation at the start of the rainy 
season is to combine tillage by means of cultivator or plough with 
sowing (Fig. 3/11/44). It must be borne in mind here that such combi- 
nations of tillage implements ,,nd simple seed drills may have con- 
si,derable 'cost advantages: on the other hand, however, the quality 
of work is also an important factor. 

Fig. B/11/44: Two-furrow animal-drawn plough with top-mounted 
seed drill attachment. (TAMTU, Tanzania) 
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4.2.3 Crop tending 

Mechanizing tillage with the aid of animals usually results in expan- 
sion of the area under cultivation and this very soon leads to a 
labour bottleneck in the tending of the crops, thereby necessitating 
mechanization in this area as well. 
Mechanical crop tending often pursues two objectives simultaneously; 
on the'one hand it is necessary to combat the growth of weeds, while 
on the other hand the surface of the ground is to be kept exposed 
so that the rainfall - which may be scanty - can be absorbed as far 
as possible and a minimal amount of rainwater runs off on the sur- 

face and erodes the soil. 

A variety of implements pulled by draught animals can be used for 
mechanical crop tending. Harrows and ridgers have already been dis- 
cussed in preceding sections. Weeders are unsuitable for use with 
draught animals, since in order to work properly they require a high 
working speed which the animals cannot maintain. 

Of particular importance are cultivators and hoes as well as appro- 
priately equipped multi-purpose implements. 1) 

In addition to the tine points already discussed in the section on 
cultivators, so-called "weeding shares" and "wing sweeps" are used 
on cultivators and hoes for crop tending. 

In many animal-drawn hoes the working width is adjusted tu the dif- 
ferent row spacing of various crops by moving the tines on the tine 
carriers (Fig. B/11/45). This also applies to multi-purpose imple- 
ments. On other hoes the working width can be adjusted ,using spindles 
or levers by swivelling the tine carriers (Fig. B/11/46). 

This can be done relatively quickly, even while work is in progress. 
Following major adjustments the tines should subsequently be re- 
aligned with respect to the direction of travel, a procedure which 
takes some time. If this is not done - which is frequently the case 
in practice - the quality of the work will suffer. Adjusting mecha- 
nisms accordingly make the machines more complicated and expensive. 

When tending the crops a shallow working depth (a maximum of 5 cm) 
must always be used. In the case of many crops large working widths 

1) The crops must be sown in parallel rows if these implements are to be used. 
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are not possible - except when the crops are young - despite the 

small tractive resistance, since the work cannot cover more than 
one row at a time on acc0ur.t of the height of the plants. Most animal- 
drawn hoes and multicultivators are therefore designed for single- 
row working. Careful coordination is necessary when selecting imple- 
ments and establishing the distance between the rows for the various 
crops. If yokes are used to harness the animals the width of the 
yoke must be matched +o the distance between the rows among the crops 
to be tended. 

Fig. B/Ili46: Cultivator with working- 
width adjustment by 
means of swivelling tine 
carriers. (VENTZKI) 





Fig. B/11/48: Full-width fertilizer distributor, once 
commonly used in Europe. !AMAZONEl 

Fig. B/11/49: Seed spacing planter with mineral-fertilizer placement 
attochmcnt. The fertilizer is accurately placed near 
the seed, e.g. as. deep fertilizing for maize. 
(TAMVJ, Tanzania) 
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4.2.5 Harvesting 

The amount of harvesting work increases as cultivation is intensified 
and expanded, procedures which usually accompany the transition from 
manual labour to using draught animals. In order to retrieve the 
increased quantities of crops without loss it is frequently necessary 
to mechanize some of the work. 

However, the fact must not be overlooked that under the conditions 
found on smallholdings in Africa comparatively little use has been 
made of draught animals to date for harvest work, apart from trans- 
porting the harvested crops. 

Groundnut lifters 

Groundnut lifting with the aid of draught animals has in particular 
achieved a substantial degree of importance in some parts of Africa. 
There are two major reasons for this. On the one hand, mechanization 
of this work requires only simple implements, while on the other 
hand the time available for harvesting is relatively limited. If 
the crop is harvested too early the yield can be reduced by around 
l-.2% per day (CEEMAT, 1966) and there may also be losses as a result 
of fungal diseases. If the harvest takes place too late the soil 
dries out very quickly and it is almost impossible to lift the ground- 
nuts. 

The actual work is performed using 'various lifters mounted on frames 
similar to those of swing and Belgian ploughs or on multi-purpose 
implement frames. The lifters cut off the roots below the crops and 
loosen the soil, working at a depth of around 5-10 cm. Whether or 
not the lifter can be used depends not only on the nature and con- 
dicion of the soil (particularly the water content at harvesting 
time), but also on the extent of weed infestation, the type of ground- 
nut grown and the cultivation system (crop grown in flat field or 
on ridges!. 

The sweep lifters (Fig. B/11/50), for instance, have a relatively 
good tractive resistance, are usually between 20 and 50 cm wide and 
can cope with even difficult conditions. Broad sweeps are particu- 
larly suitable for lifting the creeping varieties and for working 
on light soils, while narrow ones are better for lifting upright 
varieties. Sweep lifters are not recommended for use on ridge-grown 
crops, being very difficult to handle in this case. The cutting angle 
of the sweeps should have a broad range of adjustment in order to 
guarantee satisfactory results with different and changing soil con- 
ditions. 

Straight, flat share lifters, on the other hand, are simple and 
sturdy implements and in the course of trials in Gambia proved to 
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be highly suitable for use with ridge-grown crops (MATTHEWS and 
PULLEN, 1975). It was impossible to achieve satisfactory results 
with them in dry, hard soils and in weed-infested fields (LABROUSSE 
and GODRON, 1965). 
As a makeshift measure groundnuts can also be lifted with ards, 
mouldboard ploughs or ridgers. 

According to LABROUSSE and GODRON, losses during lifting amount to 
less than 10% provided that suitable shares are used, while figures 
of between 2 and 23% were recorded in Gambia (MATTHEWS and PULLEN, 
1.975). 

Fig. B/11/50: Muiti-purpose implement equipped with -__- 
a sweep for lifting groundnuts. 
(Source : ARCOMA , Upper Vol t;i 1 

Other harvesting implements and machines 

Apart from groundnut lifters, there will be little scope in the fore- 
seeable future for introducing o'ther harvesting implements into 
draught-animal based farming in Africa. 

I There are various reasons for this: 

1) In the case of tuber and root crops (yams, cassava) the tractive 
1 resistance is usually greater than the traction power of the 

animals. 

I 2) The condition of the natural pastureland (uneven and covered with 
bushes) has to date made it largely impossible to use machines 

I 
for recovering feedstuffs. Even in improved fodder areas grass 
grows in thick clumps and this makes it extremely difficult to 
use animal-drawn mowers. 

~ 
3) Grain-harvesting machines such as the binder formerly used in 

Europe and North America (see Fig. R/II/141 are designed for har- 



vesting cereals (wheat, barley, rye, oats) which are relativei,y 

unimportant in Africa, and can be used to only a limited extent 

for sorghum and millet. The heavy machines would soon get bogged 

down in irrigated rice fields. The use of binders would be theo- 

retically possible only for upland rice. 

4) Machines and implements for the grain and fodder ha,rvest: are com- 

plicated and expelnsiw; al; prf?sent their use would be profitable 

at best above single-farm level in cases where fairly large areas 

can ne harvested duriq the crop season. 

Fig. B/11/51: Beet lifter: t,he topped beet are lifted out: of 
the ground by the two tines. (HAREWERK) 

n The a.ttention of interested readers should be drawn to old brochunz fmm Euro- 
pean and Ameri.can agricultural machinery manufacturers, which are to be found 
in archives; particularly at university institutes of agricultural engineering. 
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Fig. S/11/52: Potato spinner: the potatoes are lifted and 
thrown to the side by the rotor. These imple- 
ments may become increasingly important in 
future for potato-growing in Africa and pos- 
Siblyfot- other root ct~ps as well. 
(Source: SCHMOTZER) 

Fig. B/11/53: Mower to be drawn by two horses. The sectional 
wt?$els drive the cutter bar via a gear mechanism. 
Mowers have been manufactured with working widths 
of between lm and 2.4m, three horses being re- 
quired for the larger widths. (FAHR) 



Fig. B/11/54: Rake lo be drawn by one or more animals: the direction of 
rotation of I.he swath cylinder can be reversed, making the 
imFilement suitable for turning and windrawing harvested 
crops. Note the precise harnessing using a halter and an 
individual with& harness. (Source: FARR) 

4.2.6 Multi-purpose implements 1) 

Multi-purpose implements are based on the idea of a linked sequence 

of operations. If possible all jobs to be done on the farm are to 

he accomplished using one single frame to which various tools are 

attached. This can su bstantially reduce the financial burden on the 

farm. 

The multi-purpose implements used in Africa differ from those which 

were widespread during the last phase of draught-animal based farming 

in Europe in that they are designed not simply for cultivation and 

crop-tending work, but also for soil tillage. 

A basic distincticn can be made between multicultivators and poly- 

cultivators. Whereas the former are used solely for field work, the 

latter can also be fitted out as carts for transport work since their 

base frame is equipped with a two-wheel axle and a towbar. 

1) Detailed information on mulE-purpose implements can be obtained from the 
African manufacturers of animal-drawn implements listed in Part A. 
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Multi-purpose implements are expensive and can therefore be us?3 
only on farms with a sufficiently high degree of productivity. PUP 
chase of a poiycultivator in particular calls for detailed considera- 
tion of profitability aspects, since this implement's more elaborate 
design may make it more expensive than a multicultivator or currz- 
spending individual implements with a separate cart. 

If various jobs are to be performed in rapid succession using multi- 
purpose implements this requires tine-consuming and sometimes diffi- 
cult conversion wor.k. This disadvantage is particularly serious in 
the case of polycultivators, especially if transport work (e.g. waterj 
frequently also has to be performed during the season when the crops 
are grown. 

The frequent conversions and adjustments on multi-purpose impIemer~;ts 
should be able to be made rapidly, easily and using no 01% few touls. 
The risk of injury or of losing parts (such as nuts or wastlers) 
should 'be a> s~~iaii tib pussil>i+. 

Similar demands must be imposed on unions on single-purpose imple- 
ments which have to be loosened ar,d tightened again by the farmer 
himself in order to adjust the implement. Out of all the possible 
types of unions, the nut-and-bolt connection is the least favourable. 
It must be borne in mi~nd, however, that even elegantly designed multi- 
purpose implemen,Ls -all for greater technical understanding on the 
part of the operator ~than do single-purpose implements. 

The aim sometimes pursued with multi-purpose implsmznti; of familiar- 
izing the farmers with adjustme"t operations and the correct way 
of handling complex implenlents may be defeated by the farmers in 
that they do not carry out i-he adjtistments (cf. e.g. CASSiE: et.al., 
1965). 

Multicultivators 

Multicultivators can usually be e~luipped with plough bodies. ridger 

bodies, various cultivator tines. seed spacing planters and various 

groundnut lifting implements. 

Fig. B/11/55: Example of a multi- 
cultivator (How Sine/ 
SISCOMA): can be used 
in both heavy and light 
versions to be drawn by 
horses 01‘ oxer.. Two 
seed spacing planters, 
among other things, can 
be mounted on the 
T-shaped frame. 
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Fig. B/I=: The "Arara" has a straight frame made of wooden 
sections. In contrast to the implement described 
above, on which the quick-action locking devices 
have eye bolts, a spanner is required for adjust- 
ment and conversion work on this implement, which 
is suitable for use with draught cattle. (SISCOMA) 

Fig. B/II/W: The Wnibar" was originally designed for use on 
ridge-grown crops and was therefore equipped with 
two depth control wheels instead of the single 
wheel found on the implements described above. Its 
Y-shaped frame is made of tiectional steel. The 
"Unibar" comes in both light and heavy versions, 
both of which have adjustable handles and can be 
equipped with a single-row seed spacing planter. 
A simplified version has runners. 
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B/11/58: "Ariana" multicultivator (SISCOMA) 

This implement, which weighs between 58 and 92 kg, has a rectangular frame with a 
V-shaped front sxtion. The 60 cm wide frame necessitates appropriate distances 
between the POW if work is to be performed among older (taller) crops. The working 
width can be increased to 1.50 m by fitting a rail on the frame; the maximum 
working width of other multicultivators is usually around 90 cm. If the "Ariana" 
is fitted with one depth control wheel it is used for work between two lows which 
are fairly close together. Two depth control wheels are used for most work and 
give the frame additional stability, while a third wheel at the rear makes it 
easier to transport the implement and guarantees more even depth control during 
multiple-row sowing. The "Ariana" is relatively heavy and is recommended for heavy 
soils and rice growing. Two oxen are required on account .L +he large working width 
and the implement's weight makes it difficult to handle. As a result of its working 
width and weight the "Ariana" can only be used to r,ractical advantage on flat, 
completely cleared land. 

Polycultivators 

The land on which polycultivators are to be used must be flat and 
properly cleared On account of the weight and large working widths 
of these implements. Their relatively complex design also calls for 
corresponding skill on the part of the farmer (MONNIER, 1965). 
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It is a good idea to use polycultivators if transport and field war!< 
frequently overlap. Roads and fields in poor condition will often 
cause the pneumatic tyres fitted on many polycultivators to be punc- 
tured. 

While some polycultivators have a single straight axle and cannot 
be used among ridge-grown crops on account of the resultant small 
ground clearance, others have a sectional axle with adjustable ground 
clearance, facilitating work among ridge-grown crops and tending 
of taller crops. It must be remembered, however, that a maximum 
ground clearance of 70-90 cm necessitates correspondingly long tools, 
which are highly subject to vibration, thereby possibly impairing 
the quality of the work. Once crops such as maize have attained a 
height greater than the maximum ground clearance it is also imposs- 
ible to use these implements for work covering more than one row. 

Even among crops with wide row spacing polycultivators cannot be 
used to work between the rows. The possibility of altering the track 
width of the implements by moving the half-axle inwards or using 
telescopic half-axles (Fig. B/II/59j serves to adapt the polyculti- 
vator to the differing row spacing of various crops. Ploughs should 
be mounted on polycultivators on the right-hand side so that the 
right-hand wheel can run in the furrow during ploughing. In order 
to prevent lateral pull various methods have been developed for ad- 
ditional shiftingofthecoupling point of the drawbar on the yoke to 
the right. 

Promotion of these implements is advisable only in special cases 
following detailed examination of the conditions under which they 
are to be used. In some cases it has been discovered that the tech- 
nically attractive but also elaborate and expensive polycultivators 
are simply used as carts after a while. 

Fig. B/11/59: Chassis of a polycultivator with track adjusting device 
and a draw bar adjustable in accordance with the direc- 
tion of pull. (MONNIER, 1973) 
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Fig. B/II/59 shows a polycultivator on which the drawbar is continu- 
ally adjusted via a tension lever in accordance with the direction 
of pull. Other implements are designed such that the entire drawbar 
can be moved to the side. However, it is not always possible to com- 
pletely suppress the lateral pull. 

Many polycuitivators make things easier for the person driving the 
team in that he can ride on the implemerrt. Experience has shown that 
with the driver seated greater speeds are attained than if he walks 
alongside or behind the implement, with the tractive resistance re- 
maining the same. If heavy work is to be performed, however, the 
driver should not ride on the implement. 

The stable support given to the polycultivator by its two wheels 
and the drawbar results in precise depth control for the attached 
tools in suitable ground and thus guarantees high-quality work. 

IUsing polyc~jltivntor.~ it is possihlr to perform numerous .iobs with 
a smaller tractive resistance than is the case with single-purpose 
implements or multicultivators, 
the smooth-running frame. 

since the tools are supported by 
Large working widths and thus large are;~ 

capacities are possible, particularly for work where the tractive 
resistance generated by, the tools is small. This must be regarded 
as the major advantage of polycultivators; it is certainly possible 
to use three-row seed spacing drills and hoes with a working width 
of up to two metres. 

4.3 Special implements for irrigated farming 

Numerous animal-drawn implements can be used in both rain-fed and 
irrigated farming. The latter area, however, involves a few special 
jobs for which particular implements are required. 
It must be pointed out that mechanization based on small tractors 
may be more economical on irrigated land than in rain-fed farming 
on account of the greater yield potential; the situation becomes 
still more favourable if this form of mechanization makes it possible 
to obtain more harvests per year (cf. FAO, 1977). 

Primary tillage can be carried out "sing the same implements as in 
rain-fed farming. The tractive resistance is often very great in 
"typical rice soils" and "technical" irrigation is often necessary 
to soften the soil. When ploughing it is advisable to use one-way 
ploughs which result in less unevenness than conventional ploughs. 
Belgian ploughs must be fitted with runners. If ards are used the 
land must be tilled up to seven times (STOUT, 1966). Particular atten- 
tion must be drawn to the ploughs from East Asia, particularly the 
one-way ploughs with a multiple-element mouldboard, since these re- 
present a compromise between the desired turning of the soil and 
the limited tractive effort of the team. 

Sledges are suitable for transport work on wet land. 
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4.3.1 Levelling implements 

Careful levelling is essential to ensure even distribution of the 
water. The creation of irrigated farmland means that large areas 
must first be levelled. Large quantities of earth must be moved in 
some cases, which means that a great deal of time is required if 
the work is performed using draught animals. In addition to carts 
earth scoops can be used; these have a capacity of around 50 to 150 
litres and are suitable for transportation over short distances. 

Fig. B/II/GO: Earth scoop for moving earth over 
short distances. (HOPFEN, 1969) 

The unevenness created during tillage must be eliminated before 
sowing takes place. Apart from harrows, which exhibit very high 
tractive resistances (cf. MATTHEWS and PULLEN, 19751, various types 
of levelling boards or beams are used for this work which involves 
only small areas (cf. Fig. C/III/3 in Part C of the handbook). 

4.3.2 Creation of ridges and ditches 

Animai-drawn implements can also be used to create small ridges 
marking the boundaries of irrigated areas. Most of these implements 
are suitable only for making small water ditches; however, ridges 
must have a strong bond with the subsoil in order to make them as 
stable and leakproof as possible. Simple implements (Fig. B/11/61), 
as well as mouldboard ploughs and ridgers, are suitable for creating 
ridges and ditches (e.g. by combining or splitting two furrows). 
Ridges and ditches which have been preshaped using animal-drawn imple- 
ments must subsequently be finished off by hand using shovels or 
the like. 
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Fig. B/11/61: Simple implement for 
creating ridges. 
(HOPFEN. 1969) 

4.3.3 Puddling 

In rice growing the land is tilled to a depth of 10-15 cm and then 

subjected to special treatment known as "puddling" to prepare it 

for transplantation of the seedling. 'The object of this work is to 

create, above a compact layer, a layer of mud which is as uniform 

as possible and to work in all the organic substances. The anirnal- 

drawn implements used for this purpose can be subdivided into those 

with rigid tools and those with rotating tools. The implements with 

rigid tools are for the most part single-row harrows with thick 

wooden tines CT various harrow boards (Fig. B/11/62). 

Fig. B/11/62: Wooden harrows for "puddling" in irrigated agriculture. 
(CEEMAT, 1968) 
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The single-row harrows can also be used for levelling if the tines 
are removed or a beam fixed across their points. 

The implements with rotating tools (Fig. B/11/63) are special roller 
harrows or rollers; rigid tools are often additionally fitted behind 
the rotating ones. 
If sufficient time and animals are available draught animals can 
also be used for puddling without implements. Levelling boards are 
also used in Asia for this purpose. 

Fig. B/11/63: Roller harrows 
for "puddling" 
(HOPFEN. 1969) 

4.4 Implements for powering machines and conveying water 

4.4.1 Capstans 

Capstans are used to convert the forward movement of the draught 
animals into a rotary movement. 
A capstan is a gear mechanism. A beam,app.roximately 3 metres in 
length can be secured to the vertical input shaft and the draught _. 
animal is then attached to its other end. The animal moves in a 
circle and the slow rotation of the input shaft is converted into 
a more rapid rotary motion by the multi-step gear mechanism of the 
capstan. The output speed, which is determined by the number of gear 
pairs and the number of teeth per gear, is transmitted to the ma- 
chines to be powered by means of the horizontal output shaft. 

Wooden capstans (Fig. B/11/64) are cheap but difficult to manufacture 
and somewhat inefficient, particulatily if fairly high speeds are 
to be attained. 

The advantages of capstans over motors and engines are that they 
require no external energy supply and the animals can be used for 
much of the year. Furthermore, maintenance and use of a capstan do 
not place any particular demands on the operator. 
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Capstans can be used to mechanize various jobs involved in the )J~'o- 

cessing of harvested crops. It may, however, be very difficult to 
obtain suitable machines whose power consumption is matched to the 
low capacity of the animals. 

It must be remembered that when a grinding mill - to give ji;st one 
example - is being purchased it is necessary to procure one with 
a capacity roughly similar to that of a domestic machine rather than 
one designed for power take-off drive by a tractor. 

When operating a capstan a donkey can deliver around 0.12 kW (O.l6HPj, 
a horse or a light ox around 0.18 kW (0.25 HP) and a 400 kg ox ap- 
proximately 0.24 kW (0.3'2 HP), (CEEMAT, 1968). The efficiency of 
the capstan must also be taken into account. Provided that suitable 
gear mechanisms are used it may undoubtedly be possible to operate 
itiac;iliilrs *.ic*igiird iv ide J,"YICL cd by trac: iL,L.S 11, vlhtil uctz~i~ali~ai 
energy sources but it is probably only in rare cases that thjs wiil 
be economical. 

It is obvious, therefore, that capstans should be used above all 
in places where there is no electricity supply and stationary iw 
ternal-combustion engines cannot be used on account of maintenance 
problems. In Europe, for example, but also in Asia to some extent, 
these two energy sources have replaced the capstan !CEEMAT, 1968). 
The capstan will nevertheless regain importance in the future, par- 
ticularly iin Africa, as a result of the energy shortage. 

4.4.2 Equipment for conveying water 

Draught animals can be used in two different ways to convey water: 

- Continuous delivery: This calls for a pump or? a bucket wheel with 
capstan drive. The production costs are higher but the system has 
a greater capacity (Fig. B/11/66). 

- Intermittent delivery: The animals pull a large vessel (e.g. hose 
or bucket) out of a well or river by means of a rope guided around 
a pulley. In this way fairly large delivery heads are possible. 
The method is simple, but also laborious and slow. 
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4.5 Use of draught animals for transpcrt, purposes 

TransporLzition often constitutes a maJoi, problem in Africa; :~dr:q’li!t.e 

means of transport, are frequently unavailable arid even large loads 

:\rc rrwst1y still moved by hand or on foot,. It therefore comes as 

llo surpr.ise that frequent arld popular use is made of draught; animals 

1’:1r transport purp’oses, both in agriculture and elsewhere. 

‘The USC of draught animal~s for tranport work is a particularly im- 

portant factor when they are introduced. for this form of use is 

in most cases adopted relatively quickly. 

‘This can be attributed to tht? followi.ng factors, among others: 

- The more intensive cultivation methods result in more transporta- 

tion work. Besides additUona1 crops it may be necessary to trans- 

port organic or mineral fertilizers. 

- An additional i~ncome outside farming can often be earned by trans- 

porting firewood, water and commodities. 
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- It is more economical to use the animals for a longer period, 
possibly throughout the year, and this also helps them to remain 

in training. 

The most common animal-drawn means of transport in Africa is the 
two-wheeled cart. Simpler and thus cheaper means such as sledges 
(Fig. B/W/5) can often be used as well, particularly when draught 
animals are first introduced. 

Lastly, it is important in many places that other animals (particu- 

larly donkeys) which are too light for heavy field work should be 
used for transport purposes, alongside draught oxen (cf. e.g. KLINE, 
1965). 

4.5.1 Pack-saddles and sledges 

Pack animals have been common for centuries, particularly in North 
Africa, and are still frequently found today. Donkeys and dromedaries 
are used by preference but all draught animals can in principle be 
employed to carry loads. Simple pack-saddles are the only equipment 
required (Fig. B/11/68). 

Sledges which slide along ofi runners are simple and inexpensive. 
They are particularly suitable for USE on wet ground (e.g. during 

the rice harvest) where carts quickly become bogged down, but can 
also be employed on dry ground. 

Fig. B/11/66: Various types of pack-saddle. (HOPFEN. 1969) 
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4.5.2 Carts 

Two-wheeled carts in a wide variety of designs (e.g. Fig. A/7; B/I/9; 
B/W/3) are today found everywhere in Africa where it has been poss- 
ible to introduce animal traction on a permanent basis. 

In addition to their limited load capacity, the major disadvantage 
of two-wheeled carts is that they easily become unbalanced when being 
pulled up or down a hill and therefore pull or press on the animals' 
harness. 

Carts with large iron-rimmed wooden or with all-metal wheels have 
a large ground clearance and on account of the large wheel diameter 
they can cover uneven terrain relatively smoothly. Such uarLs a~ 
therefore more suitable for bad roads than carts with small wheel 
diameters. HOWeVer, small-wheeled carts are often less expensive; 
the loading areas, by being extended over the wheels, can also be 
substantially wider without making the cart unstable. 

On carts with rigid metal wheels it is possible to fit oil-impreg- 
nated wooden sliding bearings or metal sliding bearings. 

These bearings are subject to heavy wear since the necessary lubrica- 
tion is usually not performed properly. 

The axles and pneumatic tyres from old vehicles are often used for 
carts. In addition to the reduced tractive resistance of these carts, 
particularly on a loose or soft surface, another advantage is that 
the springing effect permits a light-weight design and thus a better 
payload/unladen weight ratio, while at the same time the carts have 
a longer life. These carts are relatively expensive and there is 
a high risk of tyre punctur:s, particularly on poor roads. In view 
of the fact, however, that pneumatic-tyred wheels cause less damage 
than metal wheels on good roads, the type of wheel should be selected 
according to the prevailing conditions on the roads to be covered. 

It is best to fit pneumatic-tyred wheels with maintenance-free 
rolling bearings. 

Both wooden and metal wheels as well as pneumatic-tyred wheels can 
be fitted with block brakes which, 
forces, 

on account of the high actuating 
should be applied via spindles. On the pneumatic-tyred carts, 

however, it is also possible to find ,the drum brakes common in auto- 
motive engineering, particularly if old car axles have been used 
in manufacturing the carts. 

The carts are usually equipped with simple platforms, which should 
have removable sideboards. High-sided bodies for transporting har- 
vested crops as well as special equipment for carrying passengers 
are also occasionally found. The higher and wider the body, the 
greater the tendency of the cart to tilt on a slope. Carts with high 
loading areas make loading difficult, although unloading can be made 
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easier by tipping over a wider space. The load must be well-balanced, 
particularly in the longitudinal direction, so that the animals are 
not subjected to excessive strain. 

Provided that good-quality carts are used, singly harnessed donkeys 
can pul~l a payload of up to 500 kg, while single horses can pull 
up to 1000 kg and pairs of oxen up to around 1500 kg. The possible 
payload is determined to a great extent by the quality of the road 
surface and the gradients to be overcome. The unladen weight of carts 
to be pulled by donkeys and horses should not be much more than 200 
kg, the ground clearance should be at least 0.25 m and the loading 
area should measure a minimum of 2 m2. The shafts should be 50 cm 
apart and project 1.40 m beyond the loading area. For singly har- 
nessed cattle these values should be 0.65 TII and 2 m. 

Carts to be drawn by pairs of oxen should be able to take a payload 
of at least 1000 kg; the unladen weight should not be much greater 
than that of a donkey cart.The loading areas should measure between 
2.5 and 4 m* and should not be wider than 1.50 m (CEEMAT, 1971; 
LE MOIGNE, 1971). 

The quality of the carts varies depending on whether they were manu- 
factured industrially or by local craftsmen. Locally manufactured 
carts frequently have a high unladen weight in relation to the pay- 
load, have weak bodies and are often poorly balanced (cf. CASSE et.al. 
1965; KLINE, 1969; CEEMAT, 1971). It may be possible to compensate 
for the difference in the level of qualifications by supplying the 
'local craftsmen with industrially manufactured chassis which they 
simply have to complete. 

Fig. B/11/69: Two-wheeled pneumatic-tyred cart 
pulled via the two drawbars. 
(Photo: Ktitho) 
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1~11 add i t;,iorl to the f i f‘t.h-wheel steering (wi, Lh cor~t inuous axle) which 
is n::unl in modern trailer construction and which above all improves 
mobility, trni1crs can also be fit,ixd with Ackermnnn steering, which 
has the advantage of permitting a low loading area. The most impor-t- 
ant components can be derived from old motor vehicles. 
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Table B/11/4: Average tractive effort required for various Jobs 

Type of work Implement Tractive effort 
(daN = kp) 

Loosening subsoil 1) Single share,15 cm deep 210 
Ploughi.ng, 8-20~ deep 50-150 

70 

Ploughing,S-11 cm deep, 

66 cm wide 3, Ridger loo-140 

, max. 15 cm 

appmx. 59 cm wide 
approx. 80 cm wide 

Harrowing 2) 

sowing, double-mw I) 
light soil 
heavy soil 

Crop tending' ) 

1 90 cm row 
2 6Ocmrows 
2 90 cm rows 

3) Earthiru+s cotton 
90 cm wide, 4-5 cm deep) 

Groundnut lifting 1) 

-upright variety, 
single pow 

double row 

- creeping varieties, 
single row 

JYransport 2, 
Art + 5M) kg + driver 

Multicultivator 

with 3 tines 
with 5 tines 

1 zig-zag element 

Seed 
spacing 
drills 

Multicultivator 
Polycultivator 
Polycultivator 

Various ridgers 

Multicultivator with 
20 or 35 cm sweep 
Polycultivator with 2 2Ocm sweeps 

Multicultivator with 50 cm sweep 

cart 

40-125 
75-110 

70-110 

30 
40-80 

70 
60 
80 

80-110 

40 

75 

80 

30-65 

3) MAmEwS and PULLEN, 1975. 
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6. Area capacity and time requirements 

The time requirement (in h/ha) is the reciprocal of the area capacity 
(in ha/h). The amount of time required is determined by a number 
of individual time components. 1) 

1) Settin -u p times for 
- Getting the animals ready; fetching the animals, feeding them, 

harnessing them etc. may take as little as a few minutes or 
as much as an hour. 

- Work on the implement: the amount of time for conversion and 
adjustment may also vary greatly depending on the farmer's 
training and the implement itself. 

2) Travelling times will be incurred depending on the distance from 
the fields, gradients, condition of roads, nature of team and 
means of transport used. 

3) Idle times: breaks, clogging up of the implements and damage will 
be of varying frequency and duration. They are influenced in par- 
ticular by the team and the person driving it, the implement and 
the condition of the fields. 

4) Incidental times: the frequency and duration of the turning proce- 
dure at the end of the field are of particular importance. The 
frequency depends on 
- the working width and the distance between the rows of crops, 

the size and shape of the plot, 
- the headland.2) 

The time required for each turn varies according to the following 
factors: 
- Type of team 
- Skill of the person driving the team 
- Type of implement 
- Nature of the land on which the implement is being turned. 

m The literature studied by the author with regard to area capacities achieved 
with animal traction in Africa does not give any detail of the size of the 
individual. time ccxnponents and the "area capacities" given are obviously just 
the area-related totals of actual working time, incidental time and idle time. 
However, the travelling and setting-up times, which are not included, may be 
Of considerable importance. Long travelling times, for example, may be one 
reason why in some cases the areas near the villages are used intensively, 
although suitable land is still available further away. Excessive setting-up 
times may be partially responsible for polycultivatore being used simply as 
carts (as already mentioned) in some cases. 

2) Headlands can be dispensed with (when ploughing so asto omit one furrow at 
each end of the field, which facilitates retraction) if the areas around the 
plot can be used for turning or if the round-and-round ploughing method is 
used. However, It is not a good idea to turn on land where there is thick vege- 
tation since this takes too much time. If the plough has to be fully turned 
on the plot a pair of oxen will require 5-6 m. 
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5) Actual working time: the time required for the actual work depends 
on the following: 
- Type of work 
- Working width, distance between rows of crops 
- Working depth, quality of work 
- Type and condition of implement 
- Nature and condition of soil 
- Capacity of team 

The number of manpower hours required is also governed by the number 
of people required to attend to the :.eams and implements and may 
be dependent on several factors: 

- 'The animals' standard of training 

- The standard of training of the per-son controlling the team 

- The size of the team and the type of harness 

- The necessary accuracy of the control of the team 

- The implement 

When producing work schedules it is advisable to calculate the amount 
of time required in team working hours per hectare. 

The compilation of time requirements by RICHARD, FALL and ATTONATY, 
1976 (Table B/11/5) was selected here because it not only gives dif- 
ferent values depending on the animals and implements used and the 
working conditions but also takes into account the time required 
for manual labour, which in some cases is substantial. On account 
of the situation-related nature of working-time requirements these 
data, established in a specific area in Senegal, must be regarded 
only as reference values. 
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Table B/11/5: Average time requirements for various types of work 

Shallowcultiv~ 
tion,(&y season) 
Shallow cultiva- 
tion (start of 
rainy season 1 

Ploughing(end of 
dry season) 
Ploughing (start 
of rainy season) 
Ploughing (end 
of rainy season, 
maize) 
Ploughing (end 
;;&ygy season, 

Secondary till- 
age (dry se-n) 
Secondary till- 
age (start of 
rainy season) 
Crosswise 
marking (millet) 
Marking (cotton) 
Secondary till- 
age (ridge-grown 
crops) 
Fertilizing (dry 
season; 50-150- 
200 kg/I-d 
Fertilizing (NW, 
startofrsiny 
season ) 
Applying urea 
Sowing gmund- 
nuts (60cm rows) 
Sowing cotton 
Transplanting 
tobacco 
Sowing millet 
Sowing upland 
rice 

214 

- I - 

- I - 

-I- 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

8 1 6 

6 I- 

- I - 

312 

214 

213 

- I - 
0 160 

5 140 

9 I 9 

- I - 

6 I 6 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

-I- 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

IO 130 

- I - 

-I- 

- I - 

414 

- I - 

- I - 

-I- 

15 

6 

30 

4 

6 

- 

6 I 6 

!O 1 - 

j0 1 - 

IO 140 

IO 180 

8 I 8 

717 

- I - 

- I - 

!5 (25 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

.o I - 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

2 I - 

6 

50 

30 

10 

40 

a 

7 

25 

5 

6 

'air of oxen 
old 
KI1vcul1 

Y=- f 

.6 1 - 

IO 140 

IO 183 

~2 I - 

.o I - 

.6 1 - 
- I - 

w- 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

6 1 - 
- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

8 I - 

/c 

at02 
h/ha 

0 

3 

60 

3 

40 

40 

6 

5 

8 

20 

3 

4 

- 
td. 



Table B/II/5 (cc 
opxation/ 
crops 
cul-Livated 

Sowing, 9Ocm 
mws (sorghum, 
maize) 
Harrowing di- 
rectly-sown 
gmundnuts 
Hoeing (45cm 
l-mvs ) 
Hoeing (6Ocm 
mws ) 
Hoeing (Wcm 
mws 

Applying 
herbicide 
(gmundnuts) 

Handhoeing 
(gmundnuts, 
sorghm) 
Thinning, hoeing 
(maize) 
Thinning, hoeing 
(cotton,sorghLml, 
nillet) 
rhinning out 
tobacco,weeding 
Thinning out 
tobacco 
land hoeing 
(tobacco) 
iidging 
@plying insec- 
:icide (cotton) 
jarvesting 
smundnuts 
,lifting, 
)lacing on ricks) 
larvesting cotter 
,Lmploughed) 
larvesting cotter 
Ploughed) 
farvesting 
;obacco (picking, 
wing UP) 

inued) 
MaIWAlabacr 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

3 I - 

40 14 

40 140 

40 160 

60 140 

20 I - 

80 140 

- I - 

2 I - 

- I - 

-m 

- 1600 

lorse and 
'Houe Sine" 

m/ha m/hs 
ml f 

6 1 6 

6 1 6 

8 I 8 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

3 142 

3 

6 

8 

h 

a 

12 

'air Of oxen 
md %risna" 

Ml-l/ha m/a 
ml f 

6 I - 

616 6 

_I_ - 

_I- - 

-I_ - 

..I_ - 

_I_ - 

_I_ - 

_I_ - 

318 8 

_I_ - 

3 142 12 

I- - 

I- - 

.I_ - 

-1 
I 

Pair of oxen 
and 
polvcul 

* 

cl- 

61- 

6 I - 

6 I - 

6 I - 

-I- 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

- I - 

6 1 - 

- I - 

0 130 
ouble-row 
ifting 

&g 
CL!.! 
- 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

a 
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Table B/II/5 (0x1 
operation/ 
crops 
cultivated 

Harvesting up- 
land rice 
Harvesting millet 
placing on ricks 
Harvesting maize: 
dried on stems 
for drying in 
sheds 
bringing into 
sheds 
Harvesting 
sorghum 
Harvesting ssnio 
Harvesting hay 
onfallowlsnd 
Collecting 
harvest residues 
e.g. straw 
Loading sndun- 
loading 
(per tonne) 
Pulling up and 
burning cotton 
stems 
Clearing tobacco 
fields 
Taking down and 
packing tobacco 
Pulling up, wind- 
rowing and 
burning millet 
roots 
Pulling up, winri- 
rowing and 
burning sorghwn 

inued) 
Msnusllsbour 

Mea 
ml f 

160 1100 

40 1130 

45 170 

45 170 

- 120 

L40 (125 
80 140 

60 140 

- I - 

- I - 

30 124 

WI- 

so 1150 

- I - 

Horse and Pair of oxen 
"Houe Sine" and "'Arisna" 

+ transporting 
I 

+ transporting 4.5 tonne 
, I 

+ transporting 5.2 tonne 

I 
+ transporting 1.8-2.2 tonnes 

+ transporting 2 tonnes of hay 

34 134 

12 1 - 

24 

3 

40 (40 

14 ( - 

30 

5 1, 

,f 1 transporting 2 tonnes c 

- I - 

- I - 

40 150 

stems 

- I - 

- I - 

24 

24 - 
3w SC 35 cultivator 60cm, double-n 

30 30 140 

J 
30 30 140 - 
3111 rows 
-9Ocm rows) 2) Working width as cultivator 90-120cm, doublerow sowing (45. 

3) Working width as cultivator 180cm, double or triple-row sowing 
4) Mb/ha = Msnpower hours per hectare; Th/ha = Team working hours per hectare 
5) m = male, F = female 

'sir of oxen 

6 

& 

ml 

- I - 

0 / .- 

4l- 

i 
2 

Source: Compiled by RICHARD, FALL and ATTONATY, 1976, based on various authors 
- (see bibliography and country-by-country table) 
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7. Provision, maintenance and repair of implements 

Provision, maintenance and repair of implements often present major 
problems wherever animal traction is used in Africa. 
The reasons for this may include the following: 

- No craft enterprises or industries 
- Financial strength of craft enterprises and industries is low 
- Inadequate tools and machines 
- The pooriy developed infrastructure (road system, communication, 

trade) creates problems in procuring ra*r materials and distributing 
products 

- The market for animal-drawn implements is srr~ill and undergoing 
uncertain development 

- The farmers have little understanding of technic, :: matters 

Provision 
When animal traction is introduced the implements are initially pro- 
cured by the project executing organization in many cases and then 
sold to the farmers. In the course of subsequent development it then 
becomes necessary to find or establish independent, efficient pro- 
curement and marketing organizations for implements and spare parts. 
In addition to local craft industries, potential assistance can be 
given here by governmental agencies as well as self-help organiza- 
tions and projects sponsored by private or church bodies. 

It is often difficult to meet the growing need for ani~mal-drawn im- 
plements. Even in regions where the use of draught animals has long 
been a common feature it may become necessary to improve or reorgan- 
ize the implement supply system, e.g. if previous suppliers cease 
to be involved. 

There are various ways of meeting the need for implements and these 
are shown in Table B/11/6; the possibility of su!:jective assessment 
cannot be precluded. 

Imports of animal-drawn implements from industri ized nations have 
declined. This source of equipment has been replan:, : by manufacturers 
from the developing countries who supply both th,:ir national market 
and those outside it (TSCHIERSCH, 1975 and. Section A/3.6). 

It is impossible to give a general answer to the question of whether 
implements should be solely imported or manufactured within the 
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country; the situation must be judged on the basis of conditions 
in the country in question. 
In principle, the target should be a high degree of domestic produc- 
tion. 

Decentralized production at local level can be aimed for if the 
qualification standard of the craftsmenand the available workshop 
equipment so permit. If these requirements are not fulfilled the 
more complex parts of an implement can be manufactured separately 
on a centralized basis in special workshops. The local craftsmen 
at-e then simply required to finish off the implement. Importing of 
suitable implements should only be considered if this alternative 
or a similar one is also ruled out. However, importing would seem 
to be particularly advisable if the markets to be supplied are small. 

Table B/II/G: Advantages and disadva - 
the need for animal-dr,... 

r 7 
Meeting of 'Price 

demand -- I T 

1. Importing 
from indust- 
rialized 
nations 
2. Importing 
from develop- 
ing nations 

3. Central- 
ized national 

4. Decentral- 

@ali- 
tative 

Good 

Good 

%od 

Lf?SS 
good 

@anti- 
tative 
- 
Good, High 
large 
batches 
necessary 
Scme- Lower 
times than 
un- for 1. 
certain 

Good Lower 
than 
for 1. 
and 2. 

Un- Very 
certain, low 
often 
custom 
produc- 
tion 
Utl- very 
certain, 1OW 
often 
custom 
produc- 
tion 

:ages of various ways of meeting 
un implements 

,-3 
Flexi- Raw 
bility/ material 
develop- supPlY 
rent of 
implements 

Better 
than 
for 1. 

Good II%&:, INecesswIYes 1 

Iganized ) I I 
FlfX- Highly Not Sub- 
ible but prob- sppli- stantial 
li~ttle lematic cable 
innova- 
tion 

Flex- Not Not Doubt- 
ible, appli- appli- ful 
little cable cable 
innova- 
tion 



Repair and maintenance -- 

The service life of even relatively simple animal-drawn implements 
is in practice often far shorter than that which could be achieved. 
If this state of affairs is to be changed, farmers and local crafts- 
men must be thoroughly trained and properly equipped so that they 
can repair and maintain the implements. 
In the course of training and extension work the farmers should be 
given appropriate instruction and encouraged to 

- handle the implements correctly in order to prevent unnecessary 
damage. The sale of implements which are new to the farmers should 
be accompanied by at least a brief introduction to the implement 
and how to use it; 

- recognize damage and signs of wear which will necessitate repair, 
adjustment or replacement of parts. It is all too often the case 
that repairs aredelayed until the implements have become totally 
unusable or can only be repaired at great expense; 

- carry out the necessary maintenance, for which they must often 
first learn how to handle tools correctly: 

- dismantle the implement after use (insofar as this is possible 
on the farm), clean the parts, check them and if necessary replace 
them and protect bolts and parts with a hardened surface against 
corrosion by greasing them. This guarantees that defects making 
it impossible to use the implement at the desired time are not 
discovered at the start of the next period of use or that corroded 
adjusting screws, for example, do not prevent correct adjustment 
of the implements and thereby impair the quality of the work: 

- not simpl~y leave implements which are not required lying around 
in the fields or in some corner of the farmyard, but to store them 
so that they are protected against moisture. 

The reason for implements being in a poor condition may be the lack 
of even the simplest tools. The result of a shortage of means of 
transport may often also be that heavy implements are dragged along 
the ground and damaged during transportation. 

The farmers are often incapable of performing even simple repairs 
and it is usually just as impossible for the supplier of the animal- 
drawn implements to set up an adequate marketing and repair organiz- 
ation as it is for government agencies to do so. It is therefore 
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necessary to make sure that local craftsmen can repair and service 
the implement. 

Although there are of course regional variations, the situation as 

!' regards local rural craft industries can in general be characterized 

~, as follows: 

- The craftsmen often work sitting out of doors or in low huts. 

- The tool complement is often highly incomplete. 

- Raw materials are often brought by the cnstomer or have ~to be ob- 
tained from scrap parts (e.g. from old trucks etc.), which means 
that the desired quality is not always available. Many craftsmen 
have no stocks of materials. 

- The craftsmen are unfamiliar with procedures of importance in 
repair and maintenance; inany of them, for example, cannot sharpen 

ploughshares correctly. 

- The craftsmen often work only to order, so that in case of need 
the farmer has to wait a long time for his spare part, e.g. a 
ploughshare. 

These points clearly indicate that local craft industries are in 
need of strong support. The craftsmen should be placed in a position 
to perform a wide variety of jobs using simple aids since they cannot 
make a living simply by repairing and servicing animal-drawn imple- 
ments. 

In addition to the manufacture of simple implements (yokes, harrows, 
sledges, carts) and hand tools (such as wheelbarrows, hoes and knives) 
additional sources of income can be provided by the production of 
simple workmen's tools (pliers, screwdrivers, hammers) and household 
articles (e.g. furniture). 

Moreover, the craftsmen should be able to repair and service not 
just animal-drawn implements but also bicycles, mopeds, pumps, locks 
etc. 

in order to ensure that this work is carried out properly workshops 
must be set up and the craftsmen given appropriate training. 

The craftsmen must work standing up, something which in many places 
is not a usual feature of traditional craft industries. The basic 
workshop equipment should comprise at least a smith's hearth with 
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water tank, a bench with a heavy-duty vice, a heavy anvil and shelves 
for materials and finished parts. Each craftsman additionally re- 
quires a certain amount of basic equipment including, among other 
things, hammers of varying weights, files, pliers and saws etc., 
while other tools such as blowtorches or welding equipment are re- 
quired only by a few specialized craftsmen. 

Some of the tools can be manufactured by the craftsmenthemselves, 
while others must be purchased. The finances of the craftsmen are 
often just as inadequate for this purpose as they are for setting 
up the workshop and credits must therefore be made available. 

Besides purely craft-based abilities the craftsmen must acquire a 
number of commercial skills in the areas of purchasing and selling, 
pricing, bookkeeping and stockkeeping. 

The number of craftsmen and dealers required for selling, repairing 
and servicing animal-drawn implements is determined, SJll0tlg other 
factors, by the number and type of implements in the region and the 
skills of the craftsmen and the farmers. As a guideline, JANAUD and 
KELLERMANN (1967) state that one craftsman is required for every 
1000 members of the population. CEEMAT (1968) maintains that a dealer 
should have an operating radius of 20 km; he must therefore have 
suitable means of transport at his disposal. Another decisi~ce factory 
is the population density. 

Fig. B/11/72: Complete production of animal-drawn implements from old or scrap 
material - as shown here in an example from Mali - calls for con- 
siderable craft skills and a basic set of forging tools. 
(Photo: Munzinger/near Bamako, Mali) 
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1. Preliminary remarks 

Given suitable conditions the use of animal traction in Africa may 
permit more intensive use of larger areas than is possible using 
man>Jal labour and thus make a decisive contribution towards increas- 
ing production. In contrast to the sub-tropical arable areas of North 
Africa, where some of the fieldwork has always been performed with 
the aid of draught animals, the areas south of the Sahara have only 
recently experienced the introduction of animal traction, a process 
which has been slow and has achieved varying degrees of success. 

Some of the reasons for this are to be found in the unfavourable 
environmental conditigns, the majority, however, is related to 
African civilization. 'The introduction of draught animals represents 
an enormous innovation. Experience has shown that it can be success- 
ful only if the crop-growing and farming systems are entirely matched 
to it and the technique is used in a correct and logical manner. 

This section is intended to supplement the other parts of this hand- 
book and will discuss only the framework CO-~“'~' rrurL1On~ relating to eco- 
logy and crop growing which play a part in the use of draught animals 
in the tropics and sub-tropics, the major emphasis being focused 
on the use of draught oxen. Given the size and varied character of 
the areas under discussion, however, it is impossible to avoid a 
high degree of simplification; in an actual project situation it 
should nevertheless be possible to draw conclusions as to local con- 
ditions. 
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2. Ecological conditions 

Even in the tropics and sub-tropics arable and crop farming are 
geared as far as possible to the natural environmental conditions, 
which are mainly characterized by climate and weather. These regions 
can be appropriately divided up into ecologi.cal zones on the basis 
of the length of the humid and arid seasons 1). 

1. Rain forest 3 - 2 l/2 ar,id months (humid) 
2. Humid savannahs 2 l/2 - 6 112 ” I8 (semi-humid) 
3. Dry Savannah 6 - 8 i/2 ” ‘I (semi-arid) 
4. Thornbush Savannah 8 l/2 - 10 ” ” (arid) 
5. Semi-deserts more than 10 ” I’ (arid) 
6. Tropical highlands 

It is impossible to draw precise geographical boundaries between 
these zones, which are also certainly not uniform within themselves. 
Of particular importance on a local basis is the natural amount of 
precipitation, whether it is distributed over one or two rainy 
seasons and whether they occur durirlg the warmer ur cooler part of 
the year. Tropical and sub-tropical highlands exhibit special fea- 
tures on account of their exposed location and geographical latitude. 

The type of ecological zone into which an area falls has a decisive 
influence on: 

- the type of vegetation, 
- the soil formation, 
- the advisability of growing various field crops and 
- the type of farming in the region, 

and thus also influences the possibilities for keeping and using 
draught animals. 

The crops grown in the rain forest zone are mostly perennial crops 
which generally require little tillage. Although good use can be 
made of animals for transport work, it is difficult to keep heavy 

livestock in these usually somewhat hot and humid areas and the effi- 
ciency of the animals is low, so that there is little chance that 
the practice will spread. 

1) Based on: Manshard, E., 1968: EinfUhrung in die Agrargeographie der Tmpen, 
Bibliographisches Institut Mannheim. 
Franke, G., Pgtzold, H., 1978: Nutzpflanzen der Tropen und Subtropen. Band 
III: S. Hirzel Verlag Leipzig. 
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It is in the svannah regions, where the cultivation of annual crops, 
mostly cereals, predominates, that there are the best conditions 
and the greatest need for the use of draught animals. 

The humid savannahs, with annual precipitation between 1200 and 
1700 mm, are used intensively for arable farming. Provided that due 
care is taken it is certainly possible to keep heavy livestock but 
problems arise to varying degrees in many parts of Africa on accoiint 
of the tsetse-fly. 

The dry savannahs, with rainfall of between 500 and 1200 mm, have 
always been livestock-keeping areas and arable farming is not so 
wiedespread. Shifting cultivation is still practised where the annual 
rainfall is around 500 mm. About 750 mm is regarded as the limit 
for effective use of draught animals with conventional implements, 
since it is usually impossible to till the soil until the rainy season 
has started and the vegetation period may then easily become too 
short. The possibility of minimum tillage using draught animals, 
a topic which is undoubtedly of particular interest for these areas, 
is being investigated (e.g. in Botswana). 

In the sub-tropics (see map, Fig. B/III/l) cereal growing is predomi- 
nant only in places with precipitation exceeding 500 mm. In the drier 
areas with annual precipitation between 200 and 400 mm it is possible 
to practice so called "dry farming" with annual alternation between 
cultivation and tilled fallow. Draught animals are commonly kept 
and used in this climatic zone tilt there may be problems as regards 
regular provision of adequate feedstuffs and water. 

In the tropical highlands the opportunities for using draught animals 
are governed by the topography, while the conditions for keeping 
them are good on account of the low temperatures. Animal traction 
has long been traditional in the Ethiopian highlands, whereas on the 
plateaus of East Africa it has only ri?cently started to become more 
widespread. 

The in,troduction of draught animals in the tropical and sub-tropical 
zones oi' Africa represents an extensive departure from traditional 
shifting cultivation and a changeover to permanent farming. This 
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results in widely varying conditions as regards 

- preparation of the arable land (clearance etc. 

- possibilites for tillage 

- maintaining of soil fertility 

- cultivation techniques 

- selection of crops 

- guaranteeing of the fodder supply. 



Sub- 

Sub- 

-tropical climate 

Tropi .cal climate 

.--I-- 
-4). 

,tropical climate 
b-e---- 

Dry months 

Fig. B/III/~: Map depicting the tropical and sub-tropical 
climatic zones of our planet (as per Walter, 1973). 
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3. Land clearance 

In traditional shifting cultivation it is neither necessary nor de- 
sirable to strip the land of all its existing vegetation. In view 
of the fact that the plot will cease to be used after a few years, 
the tree stumps which are left will speed up the regeneration of 
the land by putting out shoots again. The only implements used for 
clearance are bush knives, axes and hoes and with this simple equip- 
ment complete clearance, including removal of tree stumps, would 
involve too much work. It is therefore only the undergrowth and 
smailer trees which are removed, while large trees are killed by 
means of so called "ringing" (removing pieces of bark of a specific 
width) and in some cases subsequently felled, usually leaving tall 
stumps in the field. These cause no problems if the land is tilled 
in the conventional manner using a hoe. The wood is burned in order 
to dispose of it: the ash fertilizes t :he soil to a certain extent 
provided that it remains in the ground and is not washed away by 
the first: rain. Rapid and complete incineration also helps to create 
a seedbed that is free of weeds. 

In savannahs where there are few trees the grass and bushes are 
trea,ted in the same manner, the advantage of this type of clearance 
being that the topsoil, which has a high humus content, is scarcely 
disturbed. 

If it is planned to use draught animals, however, the land must be 
stripped of all its original vegetation so that trouble-free plough- 
ing is guaranteed. The vegetation below the surface must therefore 
also be removed. 

Useful aids in this work are hand-operated winches with steel cables 
for felling the trees with simultaneous removal of the root balls. 
The winch is anchored to a neighbouring tree and the steel cable 
secured some way up on the tree to be felled; it is advisable to 
remove the undergrowth beforehand. Very wet soil is a help, since 
if the ground is dry the trees will easily snap and the stumps must 
then be removed by hand. Trees with a diameter of up to 20 cm, to- 
gether with their larger roots, can be removed without difficulty. 
However, this equipment cannot be used for thicker trunks and it 
is therefore probably best to employ it primarily for clearing 
secondary bush. 

Only limited use can be made of draught animals in land clearance 
work, for example for assisting in the removal of tree stumps, col- 
lecting the wood to form rows or piles (for subsequent burning) and 
taking away timber. Fully mechanized clearance using special heavy- 
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duty equipment is preferable if large areas are to be opened up. 
The disadvantage of fully mechanized clearance is the disturbance 
of the soil which it causes, i.e. possible structural changes and 
compaction, shifting of the topsoil with corresponding exposure of 
the inferti.le subsoil etc. This may cause considerable problems for 
subsequent tillage using oxen; however, if the work is performed 
carefully and at the right time it should be possible to avoid such 
damage to a large extent. 

4. Soil tillage 

The purpose of every type of tillage is to create and maintain opti- 
mum growth conditi~ons for the crops. Thrccz main tasks must be accom- 
plished: 

- Lcosening the :;oj, 1 
- Working in organic substances 
- Suppressing weeds 

Ln comparison to manual labour, the use of animal-drawn implements 
not only permits more intense tillage but also improves the area 
capacity. Factors which may hinder or prevent the use of these imple- 
ments include 

- excessively shallow soils, 
- excessively stoney soils, 
- poorly cleared land, 
- heavily weed-infested soils and 
- very heavy soils 

on which the animals’ tractive effort is insufficient (this can be 
countered to a limited extent by making shallower furrows or in- 
creasing the number of animals). The desired result of the tillage 
canonly be achieved if the implements used and the time at which 
the work is performed are geared to the soil and weather conditions 
as well as to the needs of the crop to be grown. Every form of till- 

age 7 from preparation of the field onwards, will have an effect on 
all the subsequent steps (including the possibilities for using 
various implements) right up until the harvest. The number of oper- 
ations must be kept as small as possible in order to avoid damaging 
the soil. The varying ecological conditions in the different climatic 

zones are of course also of importance as far as tillage is concerned. 
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4.1 Forms of tillage 

Primary tillage is usually performed with the plough in order to 
loosen and simultaneously aerate the soil. This guarantees that pre- 
cipitation can be better absorbed and improves the conditions for 
development of the plants' roots. 

In North Africa and Ethiopia the primitive hook plough is still wide- 
spread, a "universal implement" for primary tillage, seedbed pre- 
paration and making furrows and channels for sowing, drainage and 
irrigation (see also Fig. A/3). The hook plough breaks up the soil 
in coarse clods and plant residues are not worked in completely, 
an advantage in areas where there is a risk of erosion. Preparation 
of a seedbed necessitates working a field - usually crosswise - 4 
or 5 times, sometimes more. Organic fertilizer is applied - if at 
all - after initial ploughing so that it becomes mixed with the soil 
during subsequent working. The seed is broadcast and then worked 
in during the last ploughing operation; the depth of the grains in 
the soil varies greatly and sprouting is therefore also very uneven. 
Another disadvantage is that in damp soil the growth of root-pro- 
pagated weeds is promoted. 

The mouldboard plough (illustrations in Section B/II; for method 
of operation see Fig. S/111/5) loosens the soil to a greater extent 
and simultaneously turns it, so that more of the soil is exposed 
to the elements. Through the choice of various types of share and 
mouldboard the work can be geared to the various types of soil so 
that the ground is turned bver more or less completely. The mould- 
board plough is a typical tillage implement in areas with a cool 
and humid climate, making it less suitable for the arid tropics and 
only partially suitable for more humid regions. 

A field tilled using the mouldboard plough has no protection against 
erosion by wind and water. The considerable aeration and warming 
of the soil accelerates the decomposition of organic substances and 
a large amount of water is lost through evaporation. In damp, heavy 
soils ,there is the risk of plough pan formation and large, heavy 
clods may develop which require intensive subsequent working. 
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In the humid tropics the use of the mouldboard plough can be jus- 

tified by the necessity Of weed control and the opportunity for 

deeper tillage. Used in conjunction with other measures it can help 
to increase yields, provided that the additional organic substance 
produced remains in the ground and counteracts humus decomposition. 

The land is tilled either by ploughing to create beds or by tilling 
the entire field on one level. The beds may be 20 - 30 m wide, or 
substantially narrower on the heavy soils if the furrows must occa- 
sionally absorb surplus water. The disadvantage of "arrow beds is 
that thefinished furrows are fairly infertile. If the beds are too 
wide time is wasted pulling the plough from one furrow to the next 
on the headland, which runs at right-angles to the beds. A field 
must therefore be divided up so that the furrows are as long as poss- 
ible, there are as few finished furrows as possible and not too much 
time is wasted turning on the headland. The headland a,t each end 
of the field is ploughed last. 

In bed ploughing (Fig. B/III/2) the start of ploughing is followed 
by gathering of furrows A and B and casting of C. During the subse- 
quent crop season furrow C is gathered and A and B cast. 
The furrow is opened and finished as shown in Fig. B/111/3. 

Level tillage - round-and-round or‘ figure ploughing - is suitable 
only for larger areas (Fig. B/111/4). This involves ploughing paral- 
lel to the field boundaries, working from the outside to the inside 
or vice versa, the starting points alternating from year to year. 
Level ploughing is achieved by using the one-way plough which, how- 
ever, is heavier than a normal plough (see Section B/II). 

The possible depth of tillage is highly dependent on the weather- 
related condition of the soil and on the animals' tractive effort. 
It is also determined to a certain extent by the depth of the topsoil. 
It is usually inadvisable to suddenly increase the depth of the top- 
soil layer substantially - supposing that the soil permits this - 
since this procedure requires quite a lot of work and causes too 
much dead soil, i.e. soil which is lifeless and contains little humus, 
to be mixed with the topsoil all at once, thereby reducing the qual- 
ity of the latter. 

A furrow wi,th a depth of 15 cm - measured in the furrow on the still 
solid ground - is regarded as a shallow ploughing and sowing furrow, 
while around 20 cm is considered to be standard and up to 25 cm de- 
signated as deep. Deep ploughing down to 25 cm or more is usually 
impossible with draught animals. 

If i,t appears necessary to increase the topsoil layer it must be 
done gradually according to the loam or clay content of the soil. 
A deep topsoil layer is generally favourable, since the ground can 
then absorb more moisture, the crops suffer less as a result of dry- 
ness or dampness and their roots can develop more strongly and down 
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to a greater depth. In order to maintain a healthy topsoil layer 
it is advisable to plough at variousdepths for different crops. 
The width of the furrow is limited by the width of the ploughshare. 
It must not exceed the width of the share because otherwise part 
of the soil will notbe loosened. On heavy, cohesive soils a narrower 
setting can be used for the single-share plough to ensure better 
crumbling of the soil. 

Headland 

f4l 
I 
I t 

Fig. B/111/2: Division of a field for bed ploughing. 
The plough moves in the direction of 
the solid arrows. (Source: DIECKMANN) 

Schematic representation: opening up 

Fig. B/111/3: (Source: DIECKMANN) 
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Fig. B/111/4: 
Round-and-round 
ploughing of a field 
(Source: CEEMAT, 1968) 

Fig. ~__ B/III/S: Method of operat 
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,ion of a mouidboard plough. (Photo: Wessolowski) 
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The ridget, is often used for primary tillage in Africa because it 
meets the needs of traditional cultivation on ridges. There are two 

common systems: existing ridges are divided using the ridger and 
built up again over the old furrow, thereby covering the weeds with 
earth and destroying them. The same is done when the ridges are re- 
worked after heavy rainfall or if the crops have to be earthed. A 
cultivator tooth or spring tines can be fitted between the mould- 
boards in order to simultaneously aerate the soil to a considerable 
depth between the rows. For plant husbandry a multi-purpose implement 
fitted with appropriate ridger bodies is substantially more efficient. 
In view of the fact that ridgers are rarely adjustable they have 
the disadvantage that they fix a specific distance between the rows 
(often arwund 90 cm), which is too great for some crops. 

In some parts of West Africa ridges which have already been created 
are not divided but simply reworked before planting, probably because 
this requires less tractive effort and is easier to do. Reworking 
is also repeated several times during the growth per;ad. 

Cultivators are often used on their own to prepare the fields, parti- 
cularly in West Africa; their area capacity is greater than that 
of the plough but the depth of tillage is smaller. As with the hook 
plough the soil is loosened without being turned over and plant 
residues remain on or near the surface, thereby providing the necess- 
ary protection against erosion. The aeration of the soil and thus 
the humus decomposition may, however, be greater. The cultivator 
is highly suitable for tearing up a rough furrow, destroying weeds, 
aerating soil which has become muddy after heavy rainfall and working- 
in stubble. 

The disc harrow can also be used for similar purposes, for basic 
tillage and for reworking up to the seedbed preparation stage. It 
is particularly suitable for shallow working-in of long, elastic 
plant remnants as well as stubble and fertilizer, mixing them thor- 
oughly with the soil and simultaneously levelling the surface. On 
account of the slow working speed and the relatively low weight of 
the implement the field must usually be covered several times when 
an animal-drawn disc harrow is used. In addition to this disadvantage 
the spread of root-propagated weeds is also encouraged and the sur- 
face of the soil may become too fine if tillage is too intensive, 
which can lead to mud formation and erosion. A fairly large tractive 
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effort is required so that only relatively narrow implements can 

be drawn by a team of animals (Fig. B/11/37). 

More suitable for use with draught animals is the harrow when it 
is used for levelling the ploughed field, weed control, seedbed pre- 
paration and working-in of mineral fertilizers and seed. As is the 
case for all field work, the soil must not be too moist, while if 
it is too dry the harrow will jump and will not be particularly 
effective. 

It is advisable to harrow at an angle to the ploughed furrows (Fig. 
B/111/6), although in narrow fields it is also possible to work 
parallel to the furrows. When preparing a seedbed it is often necess- 
ary to harrow a second time. the path traced this time intersecting 
perpendicularly or at an angle with the first one. The harrow is 
still no~t very commmon in Africa. although use of it facilitates 
the mechanization of the subsequent operations. Levelling of the 
surface beforehand is essential above all if seed drills are to be 
used. Excessively frequent and intensive harrowing, however. should 
be avoided, since the soil structure is thereby destroyed and the 
excessively fine soil exposed to the risk of erosion. 

3 
2 

Al 

Fig. B/III/G: Crossover harrowing (starting at Al, the broken lines 
represent the return path:. (Source: DIECKMANN) 

The soil can also be levelled and crumbled using a simple scrubber, 
which simultaneously destroys weeds which have already sprouted. 
The condition of the soil is even more important here than in the 
case of the harrow; soil which is too damp will become very sticky. 
On the other hand, the topsoil may be pulverized so that it becomes 
too fine, thereby also increasing the risk of erosion. 

For plant husbandry after sowing - harrowing in the case of cereals, 
hoeing or ridging for other crops - the tillage depth should be as 
small as possible in order not to interfere with the development 
of the roots or encourage erosion. 
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4.2 Soil tillage in the semi-humid tropics 1) 
.- 

In this climatic zone precipitation occurs in the form of one short 
and one long rainy season during the warmer part of the year. The 
large quantities of rain and the high temperatures cause tilled soils 
to degenerate quickly. The aeration accelerates the decomposition 
of the humus and the soil can easily acidify, whereby the pH values 
drop to 4-S. 
Heavy, shallow soils are widespread; if well aerated they dry out 
to a very great extent and are then subject to erosion. Permanent 
use of these soils is difficult and can only be successful if the 
pH value is increased and humus added. The soil should if possible 
always be iuve~+cl wilil plal,Ls VI. ila, “~sL residues. 

It is maintained that tillage should be reduced to a minimum in these 
areas in order to counteract the degeneration of the soil. However, 
it is almost impossible to dispense with tillage which turns over 
the soil in view of the fact that with the high temperatures heavy 
and rapid growth of weeds starts with the first rainfall. It is pre- 
ferable, but usually irrpossible in view of the fact that the soils 
dry out and harden to a great extent, to perform tillage during the 
dry season, when there are fewer weeds and it is thus easy to sup- 
press them. This simultaneously permits early sowing, so that the 
yield potential of the crops can be fully exploited and the field 
is rapidly covered over. 

The time available for proper tillage is very short, particularly 
on’ the heavier soils which have a strong tendency to dry oui and 
easily become sticky when damp. A considerable impact foxe ‘is re- 
quired, which is undoubtedly one reason why 2-3 teams of oxen are 
often used to pull a plough in Tanzania and Madagascar. 

During the vegetation period it may sometimes be difficult to perform 
crop-tending work at the right time on account of the large amounts 
of rain, particularly if the breaks in the rain are not long enough 
and the fields cannot dry out so that teams of animals can walk on 
them and the implements used can operate properly. 

1) Tillage in the hwnid tropics will not be discussed in view of the fact that 
this is of little relevance as far as the keeping of draught animals is con- 
cerned. 
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4.3 Soil tillage in the semi-arid and arid tropics 

The water balance in these climatic zones is generally negative. 
Depending on the geographical latitude, the precipitation will fall 

during one or two rainy seasons, resulting in humid conditions for 
brief periods. The precipitation often takes the form of severe 
thunderstorms with large quantities of rain falling within a short 
time. The impact of this heavy rain destroys the crumb structure, 
particularly in the case of uncovered soil, and the surface becomes 
muddy and compacted. The soil is then no longer able to absorb the 
large amounts of rai~n and the .water flows off on the surface, fre-, 
quently resulting in erosion damage. 

The main function of tillage in this case is to loosen the soil to 
as great a depth as possible in order to ensure that it can absorb 
and store the moisture required by the crops during the breaks in 
the rainfall. Plant residues should only be mulched-in to a small 
depth below the surface since they give the soil mechanical stability, 
reduce the impact of the rain and slow down sur,faCe runoff. 

Methods of tillage which turn the soil should be used with caution 
and only very occasionally, since plant residues can easily be worked- 

in too far and this will destroy their protective effect. Turning 
the soil also aerates it to a considerable extent, a process which 
accelerates the decomposition of organic substances and can lead 
to water losses. 

It is therefore better simply to loosen the soil so thtit it forms 
large clods. This also minimizes the area open to erosion by the 
wind, a major factor in dry areas, for if the soil is loosened too 
much the valuable fine earth particles can be easily blown away and 
the water retention capacity and fertility of the soil permanently 
damaged. 

In order to permit sowing as early as possible the land should be 
ploughedbefore the start of the rainy season - if this is feasible - 
even if difficult soil conditions mean that the desired depth of 
tillage is impossible. It has been proved that yields decrease pro- 
gressively the longer the period allowed to elapse between the onset 
of the rain and sowing. If sowing takes place early the ground is 
soon covered with vegetation to the extent that the effect of the 
rain is mitigated and the growth of weeds partially suppressed. 
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Some soils, however, become so hard during the dry season that it 
is difficult or totally impossible to till them using an ox-drawn 

plough. In some cases - probably more often than is absolutely ne- 
cessary - tillage is therefore not started until after the onset 
of the rain, to be precise, when the soil has been moistened down 
to a depth of around 15 cm. This results in the loss of time and 
moisture which are valuable for the development of the crops, parti- 
cularly in areas with a short rainy season and a fairly small amount 
of precipitation. 
In a few parts of Africa at least some of the fields are ploughed 
at the end of the rainy season directly after the harvest when the 
moisture content of the soil is still adequate. One advantage of 
this is that the ground can thus properly absorb the first rainfall 
during the subsequent cultivation period, facilitating early sowing. 
Weeds are fairly well suppressed but weed control among the crops 
must be started earlier than is the case if ploughing takes place 
directly before or at the beginning of the rainy season. 

Problems may arise if the ploughed land becomes muddy as a result 
of late, heavy showers or if it is exposed unprotected to the sun 
and wind throughout a long dry season. 

The time available for permitting proper tillage of the soil is usu- 
ally very short and the farmers are faced with organizational prob- 
lems. At the end of the rainy season ploughing after the harvest 
of early-ripening crops or fallowing may be in competition with the 
harvest work, while at the beginning of the subsequent rainy season 
the same jobs compete with sowing in the previously prepared fields. 
One answer to this problem can be found by varying the intensity 
of the tillage for the various crops, i.e. using only a cultivator 
to till some of the land. 

After sowing repeated shallow tillage is necessary until the stands 
close up in order to loosen the soil, which has been compacted by 
the heavy rainfall, and make it able to absorb subsequent precipita- 
tion. Evaporation losses are simultaneously reduced and the young 

crops can therefore easily survive breaks in the rain. This tillage 
also helps to control the weeds, the growth of which is promoted 
by the high temperatures and abundant moisture. If animal-drawn im- 
plements are used for this crop-tending work the plants must be grown 

in rows. 

4.4 Soil tillage in the sub-tropics 

In these areas, some of which are already classified as arid, the 
rainfall occurs only during the cool part of the year and is less 

intensive and less abundant than in the tropics. The lower tempera- 
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tures mean that there is less evaporation but water is nevertheless 
often one factor restricting successful crop growing. 

Here too, tillage should aim to loosen the soil to a considerable 
extent so that it can absorb the precipitation and in order to do 
this a coarse-crumbed swface must be created, preferably before 
or at the start of the winter rains. The soil should not be turned 
over too much, since this will lead to water losses. Tillage can 
be relatively shallow, because the less heavy rainfall means that 
the-soil is not usually moistened down to a very great depth. Heavy 
soils which dry out to a great extent or become sticky when damp 
are difficult to till because the most suitable period for performing 
this work is often limited. 
Tillage at the end of the rainy season encourages erosion by the 
wind during the dry season and the soil should therefore remain 
covered with harvest residues. 
The dry farming practised in parts of these regions involves repeated 
coarse tillage of the soil during a periodic fallow season; this 
not only improves water storage and reduces evaporation but also 
combats water-consuming weeds. 

4.5 Soil tillage in irrigated farming 

In irrigated farming all soil tillage measures must be considered 
i n conjunction with the optimization of rational water use, i.e. 
the crops must be supplied with water at the correct time and in 
adequate quantities. 

Primary tillage aims to create a deep, loose topsoil layer in order 

to guarantee a high water absorption capacity. This can be backed 
up by working humus 01‘ green manure into the soil. Following deep 
tillage the water can quickly penetrate the soil, the surface of 
which then rapidly dries out, so that subsequent work can be per- 
formed sooner. In the course of this work the nutrients and clay 
minerals washed into the soil as a result of irrigation are brought 
to the surface again; a mouldboard plough is highly suitable for 
doing this. However, the formation of compacted layers must be 

avoided, since otherwise the internal drainage of the soil is not 
maintained and the development of the crops can be hindered as a 
result of waterlogging or salination. 

In order to ensure even water distribution with surface irrigation 
attention must be paid to guaranteeing level tillage as early as 
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the ploughing stage and creating a slight slope wh,2* the plots are 
levelled. Only in this way can rational use be made of the water, 
i.e. ,there is no excess in small depressions or a shortage on eleva- 
tions. 
Primary tillage should not be performed until just before cultivation 
since in a warm climate and a veryroist soil mineralization and humus 
decomposition are very rapid processes and leaching losses are also 
likely. It is important that the soil should be tilled while it has 
the right degree of moisture, since it is almost impossible to 
correct mistakes. 

After every application of water a loose layer of soil must be cre- 
ated as soon as possible by means of shallow tillage in order to 
reduce evaporation. Ttlis eliminates crusts which form as a result 
of the ground becoming muddy or through the introduction of suspended 
matter. In soils with a high clay content this surface tillage must 
under no circumstances be carried out too early in order to prevent 
the soil from becoming sticky, something which would result in damage 
to its structure. 

The choice of implements for loosening the soil is governed by the 
type of soil, the crop, the cultivation methods, the age of the crops 
and the tractive effort of the animals (see also Section B/IL). In 
the case of plants with many leaves tillage can be dispensed with 
altogether so that the plants form a solid block and the leaves can 
provide protection against evaporation. 
Special tillage measures in irrigated farming for which animal-drawn 
implements can be used to good effect are the following: 

- Creation of ridges parallel to the direction of water movement 
(to form the side limits of strips and basins or to distribute 
the water as evenly as possible). 

- Ridging of furrows parallel to the direction of water movement 
in furrow irrigation. 

The tillage of flooded swamp rice fields occupies something of a 

special position. Primary tillage must aerate the soil for a brief 
period but also maintain its structure as far as possible. The soil 
can either be turned or simply loosened using the cultivator or disc 
harrow. 
An important feature is careful levelling of the fields during seed- 
bed preparation. The target should be a fine-grained surface with 
a slight slope in order to guarantee even distribution and economical 
consumption of water. In permeable soils the subsoil should prefer- 

ably be compacted to some extent at a depth of around 15 cm. If this 
does not occur in the course of normal tillage special implements 
must be employed separately for this purpose (see Section B/II). 
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Fig. B/III/R: The use of draught animals in irrigated farming in 
Madagascar has a long tradition and the techniques 
used for harnessing the animals have already been 
developed to a fairly advanced stage. (Photo: Esche) 
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5. Soil erosion and soil conservation -- 

5.1 Soil erosion by wind and water 

Soil erosion is the shifting of parts of the topsoil layer or of 
the soil as a whole by wind or water. These processes take place 
continuously even under natural conditions but may be accelerated 
by inappropriate cultivation and in particular by incorrect use of 
tillage implements. 
In both the humid and arid tropics there is a serious risk of erosion, 
usually as a result of the high intensity arid unfavourable distribu- 
tion of the precipitation. 

In sandy soils heavy thunder showers can cause more Lhan 2Oi1 i urultls 
of soil per hectare to be thrown up and moved downhill. in heavy 
soils with a high clay or silt content the rai~r.drops hit the ground 
with a heavy impact and destroy the soil aggregates, which dissolve 
and are washed away by the water. 
The potential extent of the erosion is determined by the inclination 
'and length of the area concerned. An incline of only l-2% can result 
in the removal of fine soil particles with a high nutrient content. 
On straight slopes the entire surface is often affected to an equal 
degree by sheet erosion, while on an irregular surface gullies will 
form. 

Erosion losses always affect the topsoil iayer with its high nutrient 
content and result in decreased soil fertility. Once erosion has 
reached an advanced stage it is usually difficult to recultivate 
the more or less exposed subsoil. Further use of the land may be 
impossible if the layers exposed are already hardened or if they 
become hard when they come into contact with the air. 

Apart from direct soil losses, damage is also caused by deposition 
at the foot of the slope, where existing crops or arable land may 
be covered so heavily that further use of the affected land is out 
of the question, particularly if the material deposited is extremely 
coarse. 

Wind erosion damage occurs in arid and semi-arid regions with high 
wind speeds. The minimum speed required to cause soil drifting is 
given as 15-16 km/h, measured at a height of 30 cm. 

Depending on the particle size, the displacement may take the form 
of suspension, surface creep or saltation. The wind can displace 
the entire mass of soil or erode it on a selective basis, whereby 
the particles determining the soil's fertility are affected first. 

The main cause of this process is the removal of the protective veg- 
etation cover. In addition to direct soil losses, damage can also 
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be caused to crops by dust and sand storms as well as by drifting 
and dune formation on cultivated land. 

5.2 Soil conservation 

Good farming land is so valuable, even in the tropics and sub-tropics, 
that it should not be allowed to fall victim to erosion by wind or 
water. Erosion often occurs in densely populated areas, where it 
is accelerated by unsuitable permanent land use and continuous culti- 
vcition of one staple crop. The way in which the land is used must 
be geared to the natural conditions so as to preclude the risk of 
erosion altogether. 

?‘cry ctnon gnp.=s -“i-r (gradients of ov'r 30°) are unsuitable for agri- 
culture and must be left as woodland; they can be il:,kd at best as 
permanent pasture. 
Less steep slopes (20-ZOO) can - depending on the amount of pre- 
cipitation - be planted with permanent crops (e.g. cocoa) which form 
a dense "roof" of foliage and thus protect the ground against the 
direct effect of the rain. 
Less severe slopes (lo-ZOO) permit the growth of more open tree crops 
(such as coffee or citrus fruits) in combination with ground-covering 
low-level crops. 
Gentle slopes (5-lOa) can be ploughed, provided that the soil condi- 
tions are suitable, but this must be done along the contour lines. 

In order to combat erosion or counteract the risk of its occurence 
it is essential to collect data on the factors involved and represent 
them in map form. These factors include soil structure and erodibil- 
ity, slope inclination, type of slope, precipitation, distribution 
of heavy rainfall, vegetation, type of land use, crop rotation and 
extent of existing erosion. Data collection and soil conservation 
measures must cover the entire water catchment area if they are to 
be truly successful. A wide variety of measures can be implemented, 
either separately or in combination with one another, in order to 
restrict the movement of wind or water and thus prevent unintentional 
displacement of the soil. 

5.2.1 Soil conservation measures in arable farming 

Soils which have been recently tilled and exposed unprotected t,o 
the rain and wind are particularly subject to erosion. The best way 
of preventing erosion is therefore to keep the ground permanently 
covered with vegetation as is achieved almost totally with tended 
pastureland or woodland. Arable land should also if possible be kept 
permanently covered with plants or plant remnants, i.e. erosion pre- 
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vention must be considered during all phases of cultivation. Some 
of the erosion prevention measures listed below can be considerably 
simplified or facilitated through the use of draught animals: 

a) Ploughing along the contour lines or at least perpendicular to 
the slope 

If tilled at all, the soil should always be turned over against 
the line of the slope. This method of tillage alone can reduce 
water runoff by around 70% and soil erosion by some 50%. 

b) Creation of a rough ground surface 

Surface runoff is slowed down and the water can seep ir,to the 
ground. Freshly ploughed or loosened ground temporarily contains 
a large number of cavities; however, with the sudden onset ot' 
heavy rain a finer surface quickly becomes muddy and the loose 
soil is removed by the water as it flows away. The risk is not 
so great once the soil has settled again. The soil improvement 
achieved through tillage usually helps to inhibit erosion on its 
own, since soil which has been loosened down to a greater depth 
absorbs and retains more water and permits more vigorous root 
growth. A rough surface also decreases the wind speed, is there- 
fore less subject to erosion and catches fine soil particles 
carried off by the wind. 

c) Addition of farmyard dung or green manure 

Generally improves the soil structure. 

d) Creation of a mulch layer 

Only some of the harvest residues are worked in to a small depth 
or organic material is spread on the surface. The ground does 
not have to be completely covered. The impact of the raindrops 
is mitigated, the ground prevented from becoming muddy and surface 
runoff slowed down, while at the same time a certain degree of 
protection against evaporation is provided. The decomposition 
of the material improves the soil's humus content and thus the 
water retention capacity and soil structure. Application of a 
mulch layer, however, requires a considerable amount of work. 

e) Cultivation on ridges along the contour lines 

f) Creation of compartment furrows 

Suitable implements drawn by draught animals have already proved 
successful. The furrows are divided up by cross-walls at intervals 
of approx. 1.5 m and these prevent water runoff. Considerable 
increases in yield are achieved by storing the water in the com- 
partment furrows, mainly in areas where there is only one rainy 
season; however, the erosion-inhibiting effect of the furrows 
has also brought success in damper regions. An advantage is that 
these furrows do not have to follow the contour lines exactly. 
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g) Sowing and planting along the contour lines 

The crops should be as close together as possible and at the same 
time regularly spaced so that no large gaps which could be eroded 
by wind and water are produced. 

h) Selection of crops to be cultivated 

The crops themselves constitute an effective means of protection, 
depending on their ability to cover the ground and develop strong 
roots , Provided that there is sufficient moisture and the ground 
can remain under a permanent vegetation cover,which is somewhat 
problematic in the case of annual crops. The opportunities for 
mixed cultivation, which is widespread in traditional African 
farming systems, should not be disregarded, since various plants, 
grown simultaneously or in succession, 
in their protective effect. 

complement one another 

i) Creation of strips 

These can take the form of "contour strips", following the contour 
lines, or "field strips" which simply follow the general line 
of the gradient if there are only small changes in the terrain. 
Their width is determined by the gradient, the soil, the frequency 
of heavy rain and the protective effect of the crops grown. The 
greater the incline, the narrower the strips must be; thenormal 
width is between 20 and 50 m. Given good local conditions, a low 
degree of erodibility, favourable distribution of the precipita- 
tion and infrequent heavy rain, however, they can be extended 
to 80-100 m. 
If erosion by the wind is likely the strips must be perpendicular 
to the main wind direction, irrespective of the incline, so as 
to reduce the wind speed. The width of the strips is then governed 
by the type of soil. On sandy soils it is advisable to keep to 
narrow strips between 6 and 8 m wide.The heavierthe soil,the wider 
the strips can be; on silty/clayey loam they can be up to 130 
m wide. 

j) Creation of permanent grass strips 

Natural or planted grass strips between the crops are necessary 
on soils which are at great risk from erosion. The strips are 
seldom wider than l-3 m, but if necessary can also consist simply 
of one row of plants. Water flowing off on the surface penetrates 
the strips and, if these are closely planted and well tended, 
most of the eroded soil is retained. Gradual formation of terraces 
may result. Suitable plants for providing this type of protection 
are elephant grass (Pennesetum purpureum), Vetveria zizanoides, 
Cymopogon sp. and Panicum maximum, as well as other plants such 
as agaves, Sanseveria, bamboo, Tephrosia, Crotalaria and many 
others. If the incline is relatively steep and irregular the width 
of such protective strips inevitably varies, since tillage using 
animal-drawn implements is facilitated if the cultivated strips 
of field following the contour lines are of an even width. The 
protective strips can at the same time also help to provide food 
for the draught animals, which is of major importance in areas 
where there is a shortage of land. 
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k) Creation of windbreak hedges 

Plants which provide protection against the wind are necessary 
mainly in dry areas, but it is difficult to maintain them without 
additional irrigation. Such means of protection not only inhibit 
the drifting of soil particles but also have a favourable effect 
on the climate in the vicinity of the ground as well as on the 
water and thermal balances. On the windward side the hedge can 
protect an area extending for a distance corresponding to roughly 
two to five times the height of the hedge, while on the leeward 
side the protection will cover an area extending over roughly 
ten to twenty times the height. Hedges comprising several rows 
or a combination of bushed and fast-growing fairly tall trees 
provide the best protection but must allow the wind to pass 
through them, since otherwise damage will be caused to the crops 
by strong eddies. The amount of shadow falling on the crops can 
be reduced to the unavoidable minimum through appropriate selec- 
tion of plants to form the hedges. A certain amount of competition 
between the roots is inevitable. 

Fig. B/111/9: A wide variety of materials can be used for constructing walls 
to prevent erosion, These walls often simultaneously ~"orm the 
field boundaries. 
Terraces like those which can be seen in the background are 
usually the result of centuries of efforts to preserve the soil 
and require continuous care and attention. 
(Photo: GTZ Archives) 
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5.2.2 Soil conservation measures by terracing 

The oldest method used to prevent erosion is undoubtedly the creation 
of terraces perpendicular to the slope along the contour lines. This 
divides long slopes into numerous smaller ones with the result that 
water running off on the surface cannot attain the high speed it 
requires to erode the soil. The width of the terraces depends on 
the gradient and the type of soil. It is possible to use steep slopes 
(up to approx. 40%) but it is difficult to till narrow terraces when 
using draught animals. The terraces must have a certain minimum 
width, which is determined by the size of the animals and implements 
used. 

The creation of terraces always means that a certain amount of land 
is lost, since terraced slopes can be used to only a limited extent 
or not at all. If no masonry is constructed the terraces are stabil.- 
ized by planting them with grasses which in turn can be used as fod- 
der. 
The construction of terraces usually entails the creation of a system 
of ditches so that surplus water can be drained off without risk. 
Some of these ditches are often planted with grasses which can be 
put to good use. 

The road construction necessary in conjunction with the use of 
draught animals may have an effect on erosion. Badly constructed 
roads often cause the water to be channelled into one stream, the 
increased force of which then results in incipient cracks or removal 
of lime. 

6. Cultivation techniques 

6.1 Cultivation on a level surface or on ridges 

Most annual (i.e. seasonal) tropical crops are grown in soil which 
has been loosened down to a small depth, this being favourable for 
tillage, sowing, tending and harvesting using animal-drawn implements. 
Even levelling guarantees that the successive jobs can be performed 
without difficulty. 

Root crops are generally grown on hiils or ridges; under certain 
conditions this method can also be applied to other crops. 

It is possible to create ridges using animal-drawn implements - 
the rldgers or multi-purpose implements - and this method has proved 
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', ',highly successful. Problems arise when it comesto mechanizing sowing 
,, 
: on the ridges and the use of harvesting machinery may also be diffi- 

cult. 

4nder certain conditions the use of ridges has a number of advantages: 

,, - The roots 'of the,plants can spread out more easily in the loosened 
and fairly large root area. 
As has been established in the dry regions of Botswana, the roots 

,of cereal ,cropsscarcely extend below the tillage depth into the 
subsoil,, even if the depth is a small one of only 10 cm. 

,- Harvesting is made easier if animal-drawnlifting implements (e.g. 
for groundnuts) are used. 

- In soils which drain badly, where excess water may accumulate at 
times, the risk of dam-ige to the plants as a result of waterlogging 
is reduced. 
In some parts of West Africa where there is a short but intensive 
rainy season all the crops - mainly cereals, since the vegetation 

" period is too short for tubers - are grown on ridges to protect 
them against an excess of water. 

- Better use of precipitation 
If ridges are created along the contour lines the rain-water is 
retained and can seep into the soil, which means that it is avail- 

gable to the crops for longer. 

- Effective weed control 
In some parts of Tanzania and Malawi the ridges are divided before 
the cultivation season and built up again over the furrow, whereby 
harvest residues, grass and weeds are worked into the soil. This 
intensive soil-turning tillage, which can be performed with the 
ridger, results in effective weed control and achieves a certain 
green-manuring effect. 

The success of ridge-based cultivation is dependent upon a number 
of factors: soil, topography, quantity and distribution of precipita- 
tion, crops grown and planting or sowing time. If, for example, 
sowing~is followed by a lengthy dry period there is a risk that the 
soil will dry out on account of the sizeable surface on the ridges 
and this impairs the germination and sprouting of the crops. On flat 
land, on the other hand, this is not so marked. If the soil becomes 
extremely moist after sowing germination may be better than in a 
flat field as a result of the drainage effect of the ridges. 

:,,, '6.2 Mixed cropping and single cropping 
,,,, 

In traditional African cultivation systems mixed cropping is prac-. 
tised for almost all field 'crops; sometimes one field will contain 

,,, : ,:, :: 

,, 

,,',' 
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more than five different and irregularly distributed crops. Under 
the given climatic and economic conditions the system has a number 

of advantages: 

- Sowing spread over a lengthy period, resulting in reduction of 
peak labour times: 
The various crops are seldom all sown simultaneously, but rather 
at varying intervals depending on the plants' requirements. In 
areas with a short but abundant rainy season the next crops are 
often sown or planted among the old ones weeks before the harvest 
(relay cropping) in order to utilize the remaining moisture in 
the soil. 

- Improved utilization of moisture and nutrients: 
Plants with different requirements in terms of moisture and nutri- 
ents grow side by side and their varying absorption caoacities 
result in better utilization of nutrients. (Soya, for example, 
has roots which reach down further than those of maize and can 
therefore take up nutrients which would be lost through leaching 
if maize were grown on its own). 

- Erosion prevention and maintaining of soil fertility: 
The more or less even distribution of different crops corresponds 
roughly to natural vegetation cover and thus provides effective 
protection against erosion. 
The prevention of erosion and the mixed cultivation of legumes 
with other crops makes it possible to use a field for many years 
without any form of crop rotation. 

The disadvantages of mixed cropping are: 

- Relatively low yields 
- Weed control difficult if animal-drawn implements are used 
- Harvest losses 

On account of the differing ripening times of the crops harvesting 
can be performed only gradually and extends over several weeks. 
Although there are consequently no extreme peak labour periods 
during the harvest repeated harvesting of the fields by hand often 
results in heavy losses. 

In traditional agriculture, however, mixed cropping is an important 
means of reducing risks, :ince even in the event of unfavourable 
weather conditions, particularly irreaular rainfall distribution, 
it is seldom the case that all the crops fail totally. 

Single crops are easier to cultivate using draught animals than mixed 
crops, provided that they are grown in rows and the correct distance 
between the rows is observed. The disadvantages of this system - 
greater risk of erosion and poorer utilization of nutrients - can 
be offset to some extent by establishing a specific form of rotation 
for the various crops. 
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In order to continue to utilize the advantages of mixed cropping 
numerous attempts are being made in Africa to adapt the system for 
mechanization. "Organized mixed cropping" entails growing the crops 
in rows with a suitable number of plants per field. There are several 
possible methods: 

- Various crops in the same row 
- Alternating rows of different crops 
- Alternating strips each comprising a few rows of different crops 

Mechanized sowing is only partially possible in thiscase since sowing 
must take place at several different times. Tending the crops is 
also difficult on account of the varying development of the plants 
and the changed row spacing if the strip system is used. In order 
to mechanize hoeing at least in part the individual rows rrlust be 
geared to the availableimplements when sowing is performed. 

Mechanical harvesting of such crops is almost impossible. 

6.3 Suitability of crops 

If draught animals are used they should preferably be employed for 
all field work. Attention must therefore be paid to ensuring that 
the crops are suitable for this mechanization level, above all in 
order to guarantee that work can proceed smoothly. 

All cereals and pulse crops can easily be broadcast or sown in rows 
using machines. Local varieties often grow very quickly if the 
weather conditions are good and become very tall. This may mean that 
only limited use can be made of animal-drawn hoes for weed control 
and subsequent weed infestation may occur which can only be elimin- 
ated using hand hoes. The long balms of these varieties hamper mech- 
anical harvesting and suitable varieties must therefore be selected. 

Creeping plants in an advanced stage of growth cause problems during 
crop-tending work, since it is almost impossible to prevent the 
draught animals and implements from damaging the crops. Mechanica~l 
harvesting of such varieties is usually out of the question.(Creepin,g 
beans and the creeping groundnuts sometimes found in Africa, fcr 
example, would have to be replaced by upright, bushy varieties). 

Among tuber crops cassava (Manihot esculenta), tar0 (Colocasia escu- 
lenta), cocoyam (Xanthosoma ssp.), sweet potatoes (Ipomoea batatas) 

and Irish potatoes (Solanum tuberosum) have been successfully culti- 
vated using draught oxen. In the case of yarns (Dioscorea ssp.), how- 
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ever, it is almost impossible to use animal-drawn implements to tend 
the crops, since the plants have a strong tendency to climb and are 
usually secured to supports. 

6.4 Weed control 

Poor weed control is often the main cause of low yields. In the 
tropics,weeds develop exceptionally vigorously and compete with the 
crops for nutrients, water and light. In rain-fed ,farming their 
growth is usually promoted by: 

- Insufficient soil preparation: 
Many soils cannot be ploughed during the dry season and are then 
rapidly tilled at the start of the rainy season without the necess- 
ary care. The desire to make full use of the available moisture 
means that there is no time to work the fields again, particularly 
to combat the weeds before sowing. Ploughing after the harvest 
is frequently impossible due to a lack of time. 

- Insufficient crop density: 
When sowing by hand African farmers tend to space out their crops 
too much. If it is not the use of low-grade seed which leads to 
poor field cover, other possible reasons may be shortage of seed 
and the experience that infection is reduced with lower plant 
densities. The individual plants - particularly in the case of 
sqtton, maize, groundnuts and various types of vegetables - exhibit 
vigorous growth and give the impression that thes'ands are densely 
packed. However, the gaps between the plants offer excellent condi- 
tions for the growth of weeds. 

- Weed control carried out too late: 
In view of the fact that tillage is often performed too late and 
sowing extends over a lengthy period it is impossible to start 
weed control early on: initial weeding may then be combined with 
singling. 

Some crops such as maize, cotton and groundnuts are highly suscept- 
ible to weed infestation and it is generally important that young 
crops should be kept free of weeds, since later weeding cannot corn- 
pensate for the inhibition of growth while the plants are young. 
Yields in the tropics can be increased by 100% if weed control is 
carried out in good time. Opinions on the detrimental effect of late 
weed infestation vary, but its effect is at any rate not so severe. 

Using draught animals it should be possible to carry out all the 
field work on time, particularly the essential repeated weed control, 
and this fact alone makes it possible to achieve substantial in- 
creases in yield. A prerequisite for successful mechanical weed con- 
trol is careful preparation of the soil before sowing, otherwise 
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the weeds have a substantial head start over the crops and may over- 
run them. 

Soon after the crops have sprouted harrows can be used to tear up 
the weeds or at least disrupt their growth process. 

:, 'Among cereal crops where the seed has been broadcast this is the 
only possible means of mechanized weed control, since the harrow 
is not restricted to a specific operating direction. However, it 
can only be used while the plants are not too tall. 

Repeated hoeing is usually necessary, at least until thestands close 
up and the weeds are choked. Mechanical hoes should till the soil 
between the rows to a depth of only 2-3cm. This ensures that the 
roots of the weeds are caught, for simply cutting off the weeds on 
the surface, which is what happens if the soil to too dry, has no 
lasting effect and is more likely to help the weeds to propagate 

because with many types of weeds the roots and pieces which have 
been cut off will sprout again once it has rained. Loosening the 
topmost layer of the soil helps the rainwater to penetrate and pro- 
motes the growth of the crop roots. 

The crops must be sown in rows with a fixed interval between the 
rows if subsequent weed control using various mechanical hoes is 
to be possible. 

From the point of view of the work involved it would undoubtedly 
be a good idea to have the same distance between the rows for all 
crops.The distance would then be determined by the plant requiring 
the greatest amount of space and it would then be impossible to 
achieve the optimum density in the case of other crops. This situa- 
tion can be remedied to a certain extent by creating double rows. 

gxcessively deep or frequent hoeing causes a drop in yield. The aera- 
tion of the soil accelerates the decomposition of the organic sub- 
stances too much, thereby destroying the soil structure and leading 
in the long term to a loss of fertility. Loosening the soil too much 

will also encourage erosion by water. Surface tillage helps to save 

water by destroying the soil capillaries but excessive tillage will 
lead to erosion by the wind in dry areas. 

Effective weed suppression can be achieved by ridging, either by 

reworking existing ridges or earthing the plants during the Vegeta- 
tion period. In this way the weeds are partially uprooted or Covered 

with earth; the work often fails to be totally satisfactory, particu- 
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ment, but the l.atter must nevertheless be combatted relatively quick- 

ly. If the rice is carefull~y transplanted i.n sqmre groups animal - 
drawn implements can be used to work in two dixcti~on:;, thereby 
avoiding a considerable amount of manual l&our. 

7. Maintaining of soil fertility 

The majority of farmers in the tropics are aware of the importance 
of soil conservation and maintaining the fertility of the soil, and 
every farming system ori.ginating in such areas ir1 actual fact cc’,,- 
tains appropriate special measures for this purpose. Such mea.sures 
are often geared Lo shifli.rng cul Li.vation a.rld resu1 t: to some extent. 
in lengtheni.ng of the period for which the i,,and is used; they cannoT 
be automatically integrated into a system invol.ging porni:lnent: land 
use. 
In traditional agriculture the increasing weed infestation which 
accompanies a longer period of cultivation and the growing pressure 
imposed by infection resulting from pests and diseases also make 
it necessary to change fields; the relatively rapid drop in yiel~d, 
however, is a widespread feature of tropical soils. It is true that 
there are exceptional cases where land has been used for 10 years 
with no decrease in the yield, but yields sometimes drop considerably, 
in some cases by more than SO%, as early as the second year of culti- 
vation. The reasons for thins are as follow:;: 

a) Increased humus decomposition as a result of tilla= 
In loosened and well aerated soi,l the organic substances will 
decompose rapidly provided that the ground is sufficiently moist. 
The plants’ nutrient supply is improved since the entire nitrogen 
reserves and a large proportion of the phosphorus are contained 
in the organic components of the soil. 

h) Damage to the soil structure - 
In tilled soils the increased humils decomposition and the direct 
effect of the weather will cause the soil structure to disinte- 
grate. The porosity and thus the soil’s root-bearing capacity 
are substantially impaired. 

c) Nutrient losses through leaching 
A large proportion of the nitrogen released at the start of the 
rainy season is washed into the subsoil by the heavy rainfall 
and is usually lost for plant nutrition. 

In most tropical soils it is difficult for ,the farmers to maintain 
the fertility of the soil if they enRage in permanent cultivat,ion 
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d) Incl.usion of fallow peri,ods ----.-__-. 
In traditional African agriculture f&lowing was previous1.y the 
on1.y available means of restoring soil fertlity after a period 
of use of any length. In the humid forest regions the origirlal 
fertility can be restored by means of correspondingly long fallow 
periodsaccompanied by reafforestation. The trees bring back to 
the surface nutrients from deeper layers in the soil and have 
a favourable effect on the physical condition of the ground. In 
drier areas land which has been abandoned first becomes covered 
with grass, followed subsequently by only a few bushes and trees. 
The fallow periods must therefore be extremely long if complete 
regeneration of the land is to be achieved. 
Under a permanent-cultivation system the fallow period is usually 
reduced to l-3 years and takes the form more of a” element in 
the crop rotation. It certaj.nly helps to regenerate the soil to 
a certain extent, but more important are the possibili~ties offered 
for fodder production or green manuring. Natural or sown grass 
has “o greater effect on the regeneration of the soil structure 
than a cereal crop but does maintain the tillage horizon, since 
there is a close interrelationship between tillage and root/plant 
growth. The preceding-crop effect, like the fodder value, is im- 
proved if a mixture of grass and legumes or legumes alone are 
grow” on the fallow land. 
In the dry areas of the sub-tropics the fallow period preceding 
the cultivation year is being increasingiy used to grow grain 
legumes (such as Cicer, Lens and Pisum) which not only require 
little water but also enrich the soil with nitrogen and choke 
the weeds. 

e) Addition of organic substances 
Plants to ‘oe used for green manuring ‘IIu.st be sow” close together, 
for the irtention is to produce a maximum amount of organic sub- 
stance but only a thin stem which rots easily. Although working 
in the vegetable matter cannot produce a lasting rise in the humus 
level in tropical soils, i,t undoubtedly does have a beneficia.1 
effect. Green manure must be ploughed in at the end of the rainy 
~eascm to prevent losses as a result of its drying out. The COr- 
tact between the soil and the vegetable matter produces a porous 
structure with stable aggregates. The development of this struc- 

of annual field crops using the rain-fed system. Appropriate measures 
in the areas of arable and crop farming are necessary, e.g.: 

a) Avoidance of erosion darn- (see Item 5) 

b) Careful. tillage isee Item 43 

c) 0bserv;lnce of a specific crop rotation 
A balanced system of crop rotatiorl will a(; least slow down the 
rate at which the land is exhausted. A” important part is played 
here by the varying preceding-crop values of the individual crops. 
Regular rotation of various types of crops in one field also Vlas 
a considerable phytosanitary effect, since it prevents the devel- 
opment of specific pest populations and one-si~ded weed infestation 
which is difficult to combat. The form taken by the crop rotation 
is largely governed by the type of soil; in many cases field-spe- 
cific crop rotat,i.o”s are to be recommended. 



ture and thus the maintaining of the tilled soil profile are di- 
rectly dependent on the amount of matter added (little effect 
can be detected if less than 10 tonnes/hectare of dry matter are 
applied). The improvement in structure resulting from green ma- 
nuring is retained for several years and disintegrates only slowly. 

The application of farmyard dung is equally conducive to the main- 
taining of the soil structure. The quality of the dung varies 
greatly depending on the conditions under which the animals are 
kcp:c and the way in which the dung is stored. It should be kept 
under a protective roof, since the direct action of sun, wind 
and rain inevitably leads to nutrient losses. The nutrient con- 
tents of the dry matter vary between around 1% and 2.2% for N, 
between 0.5% and 1.3% for P205 and between 2.3% and 5.5% for K20. 
The moisture content is also dependent upon the type of storage 
and exhibits wide variation,ranging between 24% and 70%. 

Numerous experiments in the tropics have demonstrated that good 
yields can be achieved with most annual crops given appropriate 
application of farmyard dung and that the fertility of the soil 
can be maintained for a lengthy period if an appropriate crop 
rotation system is also used. The necessary quantities of dung 
and the intervals at which it should be applied vary depending 
on climate, soil, 
to date, however, 

crops and quality of dung. Experience gained 
indicates that it is unimportant whether small 

quantities are applied each year or correspondingly larger quan- 
tities every few years, since it has frequently been observed 
that a single large application has an amazingly long aftereffect. 

Well rotted farmyard dung should if possible be spread and ploughed 
in shortly before sowing so that it is thoroughly mixed with the 
soil. Earlier application during the dry sea&n-can lead to nu- 
trient losses if the dung is not worked in properly. Farmyard 
dung containing a large amount of straw can impair crop develop- 
ment as a result of bacterial nitrogen fixation and should there- 
fore preferably be ploughed in at the end of the rainy season. 

Dung is still of minor importance in Africa since the animals 
are seldom kept indoors. If the animals are kept in stalls at 
night with 2-3 kg of litter 3.3 tonnes of dung per animal per 
year can be ex.pected, the figure rising to 10 tonnes if the ani- 
mals remain in the stalls all day. 

If the animals are not kept in stalls they can instead be kept 
in pens at night. In order to provide 50 tonnes of manure per 
hectare 16m' must be produced in the pens per animal per month, 
which during the dry season covers only a comparatively small 
area. Fairly large areas, however, are manured in this way with 
smaller quantities in the stock-breeding areas of Senegal, Mada- 
gascar and Ethiopia. Nutrient losses occur in view of the fact 
that the penned-in areas are exposed 
periods. 

to the weather for long 

It is better to collect the dung and combine it with other organic 
material to produce compost. The nutrient contents are usually 
lower than those of farmyard dung (0.93% N, 0.52% P205) and vary 
depending on the basic materials used. Although compost-making 
involves a considerable amount of work it has the advantage that 
material which has already partially decomposed can be added to 
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the soil at an appropriate time, thereby ensuring that the nutri- 
ents are released sooner and directly aiding the growth of the 
plants. 

f) Mineral fertilizing 
The use of mineral fertilizer to replace the nutrients which have 
been removed or lost through leaching is one of the most important 
measures for long-term maintaining of fertility and increasing 
the productivity of tropical soils. It is uncertain whether min- 
eral fertilizer alone can maintain productivity over a lengthy 
period or whether addition of a certain amount of organic ferti- 
lizer is necessary in order to maintain the soil structure. 

Fertilizing has often had little effect even in places with a 
nutrient shortage because the water supply was inadequate or 
severe leaching losses occured as a result of heavy rainfall after 
application. 

The amount of fertilizer required depends on the amount of nutri- 
ents removed by the crops grown and on the growth conditions 
created by the soil, ciimatic influences and cultivation. It is 
really only ,I ,.;sible to determine the necessary amolunt by means 
of field trialt on the spot; the results of soil and crop analyses, 
which can be obtained more quickly, can provide valuable hints 
as to the soil's fertilizer requirements. 

8. Pasture farming and fodder growing 

8.1 use and improvement of natural pasture 

Today, draught animals derive their fodder almost exclusively from 
natural pasture and direct use is made of grasses, herbs and the 
leaves and fruits of bushes and trees. 
One advantage of natural pastureland is that its plant community 
is optimally geared to the local ecological conditions, while one 
disadvantage is that the amount of fodder produced varies greatly 
depending on the time of year. At the end of the dry season it is 
usually impossible for the animals to obtain sufficient fodder from 
the land within easy reach of the settlements. In order to assess 
a natural pasture it is necessary both to carry out a botanical 
"inventory" and to be familiar with the local ecological conditions. 
The composition and capacity of natural pastures vary exceptionally 
widely depending on soil conditions, amount of rainfall and type 
of use. 

In the humid savannahs yields vary between extremes of 1 and 20 
tonnes of dry matter per hectareo; a standard figure is between 3 

1) See Section B/I/3 for more precise definition. 
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and 8 tonnes. Each draught animal requires on average around 3 he,:- 
tares of pasture, the figures ranging between 1 and 8 hectares de- 
pending on local conditions. 
The yield level of the natural pastureland in the dry savannahs is 
still lower, with an average of 1.4 - 2.3 tonnes of dry matter per 
hectare on a yearly average, around 1 - 1.5 tonnes/hectare being 
produced during the rainy season and 0.4 - 0.8 tonnes/hectare during 
the dry season; only in depressions and on fresh soils has it been 
possible to achieve higher yields of up to 7.4 tonnes of dry matter 
per hectare. The amount of yr‘azing area required per animal varies 
accordingly from around 2 hectares during the rainy season to at 
least 4 hectares during the dry season, whereby the availability 
of fodder during the latter period is the more decisive criterion. 

Optimum use of natural pastureland is possi ble only if the stocking 
of the pasture is geared to the varying vegetation. This calls for 
effective checks which are fnci'litated by fencing. For riiasons of 
cost, therefore, an advisable system is common grazing - neat- the 
village - of the draught animals owned by several different peopl~e 
or by the village community. 

Overgrazing leads to the suppression or even the destruction of 
palatable and valuable plants and to excessive spreading of the un- 
desirable vegetation which the animals will not eat. The aim of 
systematic pasture management must be to restrict this detrimental 
selective effect and to develop and maintain the growth of plants 
which are beneficial as far as both pasture util~ization and soil 
conservation are concerned. The target must be to -achieve a balance -- 
between plant growth and plant utilization by means of suitable _- 
grazingso that - depending on the vegetation conditions - only around 
40 to 60% of the pasture plants of value for ~1 particular location 
are eaten. This ensures that perennial grasses are able to survive 
and annual varieties are able to reach ripeness. Flexible pasture 
management is imperative, particularly in areas where the amount of 
precipitation varies and the growth of the fodder plants is accord- 
ingly irregular. Even the use of simple pasture rotation systems 
will have a certain influence on the vegetation and will reduce the 
growth of undesirable plants. This effect could be reinforced by 
means of regular mowing, bu,t this has so far been uncommon in Africa. 

The fact that is is difficult to maintain a balance between growth 
and utilization means that it is often impossible in the long term 
to prevent the spread of unwanted plants (which may even turn the 
area into bushland?. Controlled use of fire is regarded as one Of 
the most important and inexpensive means of combatting this growth. 
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I" very dry areas, however, fire ,tends to accelerate the process 
and ,tco frequent burning also has a detrimental effect on the sward. 

If the sward is damaged as a result of overgrazing or radical hush 
cont,rol the only way of quickly creating a productive pasture is 
direct sowing of grasses and legumes. Elephant grass (Pennisetum 
purpureum) and Stylosanthes gracilis from the legume family are par- 
ticularly suitable. Although legumes yield only half as much fodder 
substance as grasses they have a higher fodder value during most 
stages of their development and are more easily digestible. However, 
it is difficult to obtain good-quality seed in Africa. The germina- 
tion capacity of grass seeds if of,ten low and in the tropics many 
er~?sn~ ;lrr propagnter! hy plantin!: cuttings. 

'The productivity of pastureland can he substantially improved by 
applying fertilizer. Nitrogen and phosphorus are the main nutrients 
of which there may be a deficiency, particularly in dry regions. 
In the final analysis, however, it is economic aspects which deter- 
mine whether fertilizer should be applied to pastureland or not. 

8.2 Use of harvest residues - 

Plant remnants which are not suitable for human consumption (or 
sale), such as straw, stems and leaves and industrial wastes (press- 
cake), are important in feeding draught animals during the dr>: season 
when little fodder is available. 

The straw from all types of cereals is regarded as low-quality fodder 
and in some cases it could he better used as mulch. However, in view 
of the fact that the free grazing rights usually existing mean that 
it is nevertheless eaten by roaming livestock it is better to collect 
it so that it can be put to controlled use as fodder or litter. 

The -terns and leaves of legumes, on the other hand, provide valuable 
fodder. Groundnut foliage is comparable to lucerne hay and will even 
dry properly under conditions unfavourahle for haymaking using other 
plants. Only small leaf losses are incurred during harvesting and 
drying. 

Similar valuable fodder is provided by the foliage of the cow-pea 
(Vigna sinensis). It must, however, he stored in an airy place as 
it can otherwise he easily spoiled by mould formation. 

It is net a good idea to recover the foliage of the soya bean, since 
such heavy leaf losses occur during threshing that only a relatively 
small amount of roughage is produced, the value of which is, moreover, 
lower than that of maize straw. 

Processing-industry residues provide valuable fodder concentrate 
in the form of presscake (e.g. from sunflowers, groundnuts and cotton) 
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which is usually only readily available in the immediate vicinity 
of the processing plants. 
The waste from other tropical crops such as sweet potatoes, sugar 
cane,bananas and citrus fruits should preferably be used in a direct 
form as livestock fodder. 

The quantity of harvest residues produced depends on the productivity 
of the location, and processing and recovery of them frequently in- 
volves a considerable amount of labour. They must be stored in a 

dry, airy place to ensure that the value of the fodder is maintained. 
Careful useof such fodder reserves can help to ensure that the ani- 
mals are adequately fed at the end of the dry season so that they 
can cope with the subsequent heavy field work. 

Fig. B/111/11: Transporting groundnut straw in Ghana. 
Harvest residues often form an important fodder 
basis for keeping draught animals. (Photo: Wessolowski) 

8.3 Fodder-crop growing 

African farmers have to date attached little - if any - importance 
to fodder crops since priority is given to the production of subsis- 
tence and market crops. There is therefore a certain aversion to 
selec-kive fodder production, because i.t is often difficult to draw 
a dividing line, e.g. between cereals and fodder crops. 
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Fodder crops grown under an intensive system not only provide high- 
quality fodder but also permit an optimum crop rotation and improved 

use of fallow. The majority of plants suitable for use as fodder 
are grasses (including the usual cereal varieties). 

Grasses should be planted or sown in a well-prepared seedbed contain- 
ing as few weeds as possible and should preferably form rows in order 
to facilitate weed control while the plants are young. The optimum 
gap between the plants varies depending on type of plant, soil and 
climatic conditions, irrigation possibilities and cultivation system. 
Apart from weed control no inter-row tillage is necessary; deep 
tillage will damage the plants and reduce the yi~rlds. 

Tropical grasses must be cut several times since young grass tends 
to constitute the best fodder. However, the intervals between the 
individual cutting times must be determi~ned on the basis of the 
amount of y~~+itJ arid I.t1e quai i Ly "l" IIre fodder si.iice a zuffl ci cnt 
quantity must also be harvested. It is impo:jsiblc to fix :;rt inter- 
vals because the growth capacity of the various grasse!; di~t‘f‘ers and 
is subject to substantial fluctuation dcpendi~ng on the q)Jantity and 
distribution of the precipitation. Cutting the plants down too frr- 
quently will weaken them and may even kill them off. and will in 
any case reduce the yield. Depending on the type of crop and time 
of year, experience has shown that the cutting interval is be~.ween 
six and ten weeks. Many varieties must not be cut too short, a joint 
which must be particularly borne in mind i: harvesting ins mechanized. 

Given favourable cultivation conditions and adequate fertilizing 
tropical grasses will produce exceptionally high yields. Nutrients 
should be supplied on the basis of the same considerations as fo: 
other crops, but grasses can make better use of substantially larger 
quantities of mineral fertilizer (particularly nitrogen). 

,Legumes are normally higher-grade fodder than grasses but produce 
i smaller yields. When grown on their own they can yield valuable green 
: fodder or hay but are only suitable for silage making if they are 

i 
grown together with grasses. It is, however, somewhat difficult to 
find suitable combinations since the tall grasses easily cover the 
legumes and thus hinder their growth. In Australia white clover 
(Trifolium repehs), for example, has been successfully grown with 
Kikuyu grass (Pennisetum clandestinum), and Rhodes grass (Chloris 
gayana) with lucerne (Medicago sativa) or Phaseolus beans. in general, 
however, adequately fertilized grasses will produce higher yields, 
in terms of protein content as well. 
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1. Introduction 

The introduction of a new technology, whether it be animal traction 
or some other form of agricultural mechanization, has far-reaching 
effects for the developing country involved, the region to be promo- 
ted and the individual farms. These effects should be analysed in 
as much detail as possible as early as the planning stage of corre- 
sponding development projects. 

The aims of this part of the handbook relate on the on hand to the 
need to explain the economic aspects of the use of draught animals 
- largely in order to supplement the other secti&s in Part B - and 
on the other hand to the idea of facilitating and improving the plan- 
ning of project measures aimed at introducing or promoting the use 
of draught animals. This involves the following individual points: 

'a) Increasing the reader's awareness of the reievant economic aspects 
of the use of draught animals. 

b) Discussion of the most important micro- and macroeconomic effects 
of using animal traction, taking into account important social 
effects. 

c) Presentation of empirical findings as regards the profitability 
of animal traction in comparison with other levels of mechaniza- 
tion. 

d) Demonstration of an assessment system, using economic evaluation 
methods and criteria in order to permit micro- and macroeconomic 
evaluation of animal traction in general and in comparison with 
other levels of mechanization. 

This is not simply an attempt to discuss in general and in as bal- 
anced a manner as possible the economic advantages and disadvantages 
of animal traction. The aim is rather to present an instrument which 
makes it possible to determine these advantages and disadvantages 
and evaluate them accordingly. 

The complexity of the overall scope covered by the economic aspects 
of animal traction results in a number of essential restrictions: 

a) Discussion centred on the use of draught animals in comparison 
with manual labour, since under African conditions "promotion 
of the use of draught animals" is often synoilymous with "introduc- 
tion of the use of draught animals". 
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b) Comparatively brief description of macroeconomic aspects, because 
here is the assessment from the point of view of farm management 
(= microeconomical level) that is regarded as the crucial element 
in the planning and evaluation of development projects involving 
the promotion of animal traction. 

c) Shortened description of farm-management evaluation methods, i.e. 
only the most important methods and steps are discussed, albeit 
with corresponding references to further literature. 

d) Framework conditions favouring or restricting the use of draught 
animals which are necessary for achieving micro- and macroeconomic 
targets and which must accordingly be borne in mind during plan- 
ning are summarized in Part A and are also referred to in other 
~ee~~i~~sreo,',a~a~~e~..l)For -the most part, therefore, there is no 

The way in which this section is divided up is determined above all 
by the areas to which the individual aspects belong and B distinction 
is made between microeconomic and macroeconomic fields. A discussion 
of the aims of the farmers and of the overall economy is used to 
illustrate in each case the relatively broad-based effects of the 
use of draught animals. Available empirical findings on the profit- 
ability of animal traction are either included as examples in the 
discussion of effects or considered in the subsequent explanation 
of the evaluation methods. 2) 

It is assumed that the use of draught animals as a form of mechanical 
and technical progress has a specific effect on various sectors of 
the economic production process (see Table B/IV/l). 

1) It goes without saying that statements made here must be taken only within 
the context of the respective framework conditions surrounding them and ane 
therefore limited in terms of generally applicable significance. 

2) The examples were integrated into the more theoretical consideration of the 
evaluation methods with the aim of providing information and instructions which 
are related as far as possible to actual practice. A handbook like this, how- 
ever, can in no way replace the consultations of the usual textbooks on project 
planning methods. 
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2. Microecon$mic assessment 

2.1 efinition and restrictions 

If European farm management theory is taken as a basis for agricul- 
tural planning and assessment processes in developing countries it 
is important to emphasize the major differences and special features 
of farming in developiing countries. 

In management theory the three terms "holding/enterprise", "under- 
taking" and "household" are usedto identify production dnd consump- 
tion processes. These permit - sometimes with the aid of further 
subdivisions on the basis of specific features - relatively precise 
classification and assignment of individual processes (e.g. "Tanrily 
agricultural holding" as against "hired-labour enterprise"). 

An agricultural holding or enterprise is characterized by three major 
production factors - labour land and capital, --( - which interact to 
determ' e the actual production process. Depending on its area of 
specialization, it is possible to identify individual production 
sectors for each holding (e.g. "cultivation of cereals", "breeding 
of new draught animals" etc.). 

The term "production methods" is used in management theory to des- 
cribe a relatively limited area, o- * the holding or a special produc- 
tion sector which can be clearly defined by means of its income/ex- 
penditure ratio (see also Section 2.7.1). 

The conditions prevailing in developing African countries create 
a number of problems as regards the use of the terminology and methods 
of farm analysis and assessment common in Europe: 

a) The subsistence farming en~countered on African smallholdings com- 
prises close interlinking of holding and household, which means 
that di;rided classification on the basis of production and con- 
sumption is hardly practical. 

b) Comparatively complicated land use systems (joint land ownership, 
shifting cultivation etc.), together with the traditional and 
family-based relationships (extended families, communal work etc.) 
make it difficult to give a precise definition of a holding. 

c) The fact that the rural population frequently uses and thinks 
in terms of natural units makes it difficult to evaluate a holding 
in monetary terms. 
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d) The available data are in many cases inadequate, but it is rela- 
tively time-consuming and difficult to collect and analyse the 
necessary new information. In planning situations of this type, 
therefore, it is always necessary to consider whe,ther the relia- 
bility of the data and the use of them in planning are in reason- 
able proportion to the desired result (see aiso Part A/Section 

The alms of the farmers involved must always be kept in mind in order 
to guarantee that agricultural innovations are assessed with due 

When corresponding development projects 
are being planned, therefore, it is important to carry out as exten- 
sive a target analysis as possible, since it is the farmer's own 
objectives which have a decisive influence on his actions and not 
the aims of those who plan or implement the project measures. 

It is clear from experience that the economic targets of the rural 
population - and thus the farming population - in Africa are highly 
complex and are determined by the prPl:ailing framework conditions 
and level of development. If it is assumed that the farmers' objec- 
tives are, moreover, related to the major farm problems and the 
possibilities for improving or changing the situation, knowledge 
of the problem structure (and .the ob.jectives dependent upon it) can 
be used to obtain a rough idea of the chances which an innovation 
- and draught animal utilization must be regarded as an innovation 
in much of Africa - has of being adopted. It is thus important to 
consider the potential effects of using draught animals in relation 
to the objectives of the target group in question. 

The objectives of African farmers may include the following: 

a) Economic objectives 

These generally involve maximization of benefits: 
- Increase in net cash income 
- Reduction of economic risk 
- Formation of assets 
- Guaranteeing of liquidity 1) 

- Guaranteeing of subsistence (reduction of risk via guaranteeing 
of continuous food supply). 

1) Guaranteeing (potential) liquidity is usually not so much a target set by the 
farm%? but more one set by the project executing agency, particularly in cases 
where draught animals are introduced on a credit basis. 
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b) Non-economic objectives 

These are very difficult or impossible to quantify and should 
be included in the farm planning processes as incidental condi- 
tions: 

- Improvement of social position (prestige, power interests, in- 
creased status etc.) as a major sociological target 

- Reduction of physical effort (by making work easier and/or 
saving time) 

- Improvement in the living situation pure and simple. 

In traditional African societies it is usual for the individual to 
often incur heavy expenditure and cash outlay for traditional cLliga- 
tions (funerals, dowry etc.). For the farmer this means - in addition 
to fulfilling the above-mentioned non-economic aims - not only that 
an innovation such as draught animals must bring an adequate increase 
in his yields but also that his priority economic target will be 
to increase his net cash income l)(i e . . his income which can be used _- 
for consumption purposes). The net cash income must exceed a specific 
"threshold" for the innovation to be accepted at all. Increases of 
lo%, for example, in many cases do not at all justify the expenditure 
needed to introduce the innovation in question. 

Non-economic targets (increased prestige etc.) are often given prior- 
ity over the purely economic targets among the native inhabitants. 
Although such objectives are often difficult to analyse and ;-; itify 
they should under no circumstances be ignored when corresponding 
project measures are being planned. 

As shown in Table B/IV/l the discussion of the economic effects of 
animal traction assumes that the use of draught animals is to be 
regarded as a form of mechanical and technical progress, principally 
in comparison with manual labour. 

1) On European holdings, for example, the target is to increase fsnn income or 
profit. For African farmers, on We other hand, the net cash income (operating 
profit minus all miscellaneous expenditure and outgoings) will ptibably - for 
the above mentioned reasons - be more important, since this figure includes 
additional earnings from the non-agricultural sector (e.g. use Of draught oxen 
for transport work; or fishing, weaving, pottery-making etc.). A more precise 
calculation of income is given in Section 2.7. 
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Technical progress essentially has an effect on 
- production increase, 
- cost reduction and/or 
- capacity expansion. 

The interrelationships in these three areas lend the situation a 
certain degree of complexity. In order to present these relationships 
in a more comprehensible manner, therefore, an attempt will be made 
to demonstrate the .effects of the animal traction according tothis 
influence on 
- individual productio? methods on a farm, 
- the farm as a whole. 
- the operating risk and 
- the non-agricultural sector. 
In some places hints are given to aid in the economic evaluation 
of individual aspects in profitability calculations. Some framework 
conditions limiting or favouring the introduction or promotion of 
agricultural use of dr;lught animals are also given but are discussed 
in more detail elsewhere. 

2.3 Effects on production methods -- 

The varying degree of suitability of draught animals for cultivation 
of certain crops leads to changes in the competitiveness of indivi- 
dual production methods. This can principally be explained by the 
fact that the use of draught animals 

a) leads to yield increases of varying size, whereby other parameters, 
e.g. those based on biological/technical progress, may have a 
complementary effect: 

b) results in cost changes which must be allocated directly to the 
individual production methods (= proportional special costs) 

c) reduces - to varying extents - the amount of work required for 
the various crops depending on the implements used. 

The change in the economic importance of specific crops for an indi- 
vidual farm leads to modifications in the cultivation system and/or 
the crop rotation, i.e. cultivation of the crops which are relatively 
speaking more competitive is increased. This is illustrated by the 
considerable spread of cotton and groundnut growing in West Africa, 
two types of crop cultivation which can easily be mechanized with 
the aid of animal traction. 
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2.3.1 Increased yields 

The increase in yield achieved with the aid of draught animal.5 results 
from: 
a) improved soil and seedbed preparation 
b) observation of optimum cultivation times (tillage, sowing, weeding, 

harvesting) 
c) use of organic fertilizer (e.g. dung from draught anima;::.), pos- 

sibly accompanied by better utilizaticn of mineral fertilizers ~~~~~~~ 
d) observation of optimum plant -spacing and precise sowing depths 

(by using suitable sowing implemen,Ys) 
e) possible changes in the crop rotation (e.g. through the inclusion 

of fodder growing etc). 

Furthermore. the use of animal traction often leads to general farming 
intensification, e.g. through achieving several harvests each year. 
This could be accomplished in conjunction with irrigation where 
draught animals can be of particular impcrtance. 
Only by precisely determining the specific inteilsity of the produc- ___ 
tion method involved is it possible in practice to establish v;hich 
of the above factors maices the major contribution to increasing the 
yield. The specific intensity expr-esses the ratio of production input 
(e.g. dung, ploughing work, i~rrigation water) to production volume 

(e.g. cotton or millet yield!. For‘ this purpose, however, it is ne- 
cessary to know all the coefficients of the production function on 
which the specific intensity is based. 1) Here it is sufficierlt to 
point out that the use of draught animals generally entails a change 
(increase) in specific intensity'. Attempts at precise determination 
of this intensity often throw up problem- q regarding clear-cut alloca- 

tion of the effects noted, since other factors (e.g. mineral ferti- 
lizers, new varieties etc.) usually exert a greater influence than 
the use of draught animals. 
Relatively few research findir.gs on this topic have so far become 
available for Africa. The major consideration in such studies is 
always inclusion of the climatic influences and specific locational 
factors. Distinctions must also be mad? among the crops which can 
be cultivated with the aid of draught animals. 

LE MOIGNE (1979) discussed research cirried out by the i.R..A.T. in 
Senegal, the Ivory Coast and Madagascar, where the use of animal 
traction led to the following increases in yield over purely manual 
labour (however, he does not specify the duration of the investiga- 
tion; nor is it possible to cumulate the percentages): 

1) cf.e.g.-l%PPLER, W. (1978) the literam referred to therre for questions 
concerning specific intensity and determination of same. The so-called ~torgsn- 
izational intensity" should also be considered in this context. 



- Through quicker agd more precise sowing: 50% for groundnuts and 
sorghum and up to 20% for millet varieties 

- Through (semi-) mechanical crop tending: 50% for groundnuts and 
uF. to 175% for millet varieties 

- Through better seedbed preparation (ploughing and harrowing): up 
to i12% for upland rice, up to 73% for maize and between 20 and 
30% for sorghum, cotton and millet. 

Fie stresses that these significant increases can be clearlyattributed 
to the use of animal traction. At the same time, however, he points 
?lt that these figures were achieved under trial conditions and that 
the yield increases on typical African smallholdings are usually 
nowhere near as great. 
According to CASSE et.al. (1965) use of animal-drawn aids alone has 
1-10 direct effect on the increase in the yield. Clearly positive re- 
sults have, however, been obtained wherever farmyard dung produced 
by the draught animals is used correctly, e.g. 
(IMiaG, H. and I., 1979). 

in many parts of Mali 

Irrigation makes an important contribution to improving yieids. In 
parts of North Africa it has been traditional for centuries to irri- 
gate the land using water pumped out of wells with the aid of draught 

'F~~.,B/IV/I: Availability of sufficient irrigation water is a decisive criterion 
& ,'yield' improyements ,and thus also 'for profitable use of draught animals. In; 
p&aces where the use of draught animals is traditional in irrigated farming - 
as shown here in Madagascar - the techniques employed (e.g. for harnessing) have 
been developed to an advanced stage. (Photo: Kiithe) 



animals, along water-courses or in oases. Table B/IV/2 gives a few 
performance data as a rough guideline. The contribution which such 
irrigation measures can make to improving farm income depends in 
each case on the prevailing framework condi':I~ons (water losses 
through evaporation and seepage, crops grown and their price/cost 
ratio, water distribution system etc.). 

Table B/IV/2: performance data for irrigation systems operated by 
harnessed animals 

-- -~ 
System Discharge head Average delivery Features 

m m'/h -- 
1. Water wheel 

500 cm dia. 1.8 
400 cm dia. 1.3 
300 cm ida. 0.8 
200 cm dia. 0.3 

2. Capstan 10.0 
with 20.0 pump 

36 
51 
75 

114 

2.2 
1.1 

Direct drive vi3 
capstan, 1 animal, 
2-4 revs. per 
minute 

Onerated by 
1 donk,y (approx. 
0.11 HP (DIN)) 

Source: 1. HOLTKAMP et.al., 1976 
2. MINISTERE DE LA CCKJPERATION, 1974 

In order to permit economic evaluation of yield increases it is 
essential to know how permanent they will be, for all economic model 
analyses work on the basis that the productivity of the soil will 
be maintained. This factor is particularly relevant for ex-ante farm 
planning, where calculations should be based either on long-term 
averages or changes in yield which could actually occur. A lack of 
empirical data may lead to evaluation problems (incorrect assessment 
etc.), which is why calculations should be made on the safe side. 

A number of investigations performed following the introduction of 
animal traction (e.g. REMY, 1972) exhibited an increasing drop in 
yields after the initial increases. The possible causes are discussed 
in more detail in Part B/III) 

2.3.2 Change in proportional special costs and fixed factors of pro- 
duction 

It is important for the farm planner to know the proportional (= 
variable) special costs of keeping draught animals in order to be 
able to quantify the major cost-cutting effects which use of draught 
animals have on the production process and in order to make produc- 
tion methods i:ith and without draught animals comparable at all. 



These costs comprise: 
(1) Maintenance and repair costs for implements, harnt=sses and other 

zds used 
In many places maintenance of the implements and aids introduced 
along with draught animals, and in particular the provisjon of 
necessary Spare parts, presents considerable problems, usually 
as a result of a shortnge of trained local craftsmen. In this 
area, therefore, the individual farmers incur quite consider- 
able costs which in practice fluctuate within a brca~d range, 
i.e. depending on the area cultivated and the type of implements 
used. Unless detailed information is available, however, at least 
10% of the purchase price of an implemert should in general be 
taken as representing annual expenditure on repair and mainten- 
ance (including spare parts). 

(2) Costs of additional performance feed for draught animals 
The following aspects are of significance when fodder costs are 
being determined: 

a) If the draught animals derive their feed only from the farm's 
ava.ilable fallow land 3r bushland the fodder costs will be 
relatively low (rhey -an often be disxgaxied altogether) 
and only the urazin,~ e-d posts (usually only labour costs) need 
be considered. 

b) If harvest residues (groundnut straw, rice straw etc.) form 
the major basic feedstuffs only the cost of recovering them 
(drying, transportation, storag,s etc.)s decisive. assuming 
there is no local market for these products. If there is a 
market, however, the Corresponding opportunity costsl) for 
the products (determined by 'heir relative purchase and sale 
values) must be determined and added to the recovery costs. 

c) If fodder has to be purchased (industrial residues such as 
brewer's grains, groundnut cake or palm kernel meal; oi- min- 
eral licks etc.) the market prices actually paid (plus any 
transport costs) are to be taken as the fodder costs. 

(3) Cost of tending draught animals 
The importance of the costs incurred in tending the draught ani- 
mals (usuallly only labour costs) may vary. On farm employing 
only family labour they are generally ignored in operational 
costing, while on farms employing hired labour they are one of 
the variable cost factors. On average, half an hour per animal 
per day can be regarded as necessary for looking after the ani- 
mals, i.e. around 365 working hours per year for a team of two 
animals. The level of the wages to be paid is often a decisive 
factor as regards the profitabtlity of animal traction in com- 
parison with other forms of mechanization. 
1) The priciple of calculati& opportunity __ cost is often of only theoretiwl 

si@ficsnce in economic evaluation and has its origins in the practice 
of rigidly thinking in precisely measurable quantities. opportunity Costs 
can result from the lost profit from alternative production and application 
possibilities. If, for example, a shortage of land in general forces a 
reduction in the area devoted to a particular crop so that fodder fordraught 
animals csn be grown, the farmer is deprived of a "profit" amounting to 
the yield obtainable from the crop. Only the net suns are taken as opportr 
unity costs. 
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(4) In.terest on gross working capital -- 

This is determined - if at all - by the usual interest rates 
for the respective location. 

The introduction of animal traction generally causes a rise in the 
proportional special costs of the individual production methods used 
by a farm. When evaluating these costs the internal farm vaiues (e.g. 
"relative purchase value" or "production cost value" of additional 
performance fodder etc.) should always be decisive. 

In addition to the proportional special costs, however, the fixed 
costs incurred by a farm also rise (see Section 2.4.3). The resultant 
higher overall costs are economically justifiable only as long as 
potential capacity expansion and/or corresponding increases in yield 
lead to a drop in the (long-term) average costs. 

As far as labour, land and capital requirements are concc;rxcd - these 
usually being designated in farm management terms as fixed production 
factors - the introduction of draught animals will result in the 
following changes: 

(1) Labour 

If draught animals are used all agricultural production processes 
in 'which they are involved will require less labour than if per- 
formed manually. As a result of this it becomes possible to in- 
tensify production and/or increase capacity (e.g. expansion of 
cropping area) while the farm's labour force complement remains 
the same. 

Data on the time required for working on various crops with and 
without draught animals are subject to substantial variation 
as a result of numerous parameters (e.g. soil quality and mois- 
ture, natural vegetation, capacity of draught animals, condition 

of implements and tools, production level etc.). The figures 
given in the following table and diagram are therefore only rough 
guidelines (see also Section B/11/7!. 
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Table B/W/3: Time required for various types of work with and 
without_draught animals (hours/hectare) 1) 

ype of work 

ultivating (dry soil) 
idging (with plough) 

Ridging (with ridger) 

l-m---- 
Ridging in ploughed field 
Ploughing (with light ploug&; 
Plowing (with heavy plough) 
Harrowing 
Row .,.~.~dirig (1 seed drill) 
Hoeing 
Groundnut lifting 

x-au&t X23) D animals (+2 or 3 worker 
1pairof 1 oonkey 

draught oxen 
30-35 

120 (140) 

200 (230) 

12 
12 (30) 
9 
7 

60 
25-30 (40) 
5 (15) 5 

6" 12 7-X 
160 (165) 15 12 

96 I 20 I 

25 

1) The figures in brackets apply to heavy soils 
2) Figures only for using traditional hces, no other implements. 

Source: MINISTERE DE I.4 COOPERATION (1974) 

Diagram R/N/4: Average time requirements of various forms of 
mechanization (hours/hectare) 

500 

400 

300 

zoo 

100 

Source: FAO/C.E.E.M.A.T. (1972) 
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TRAVERSE,S. (1974) states that in swamp-rice growing in Senegal 
(BasseCassamance) work performed manually takes 25 times as long 
as that carried out using draught oxen. 
Studies made by DIMA,S.A.J./AMANN,V.F. (1974) on time require- 
ments in Uganda indicate that the use of draught animals can 
reduce time~requirements by more than 50% on average. 
As observed in Northern Cameroon or Mali, the time thus gained 
is not necessarily used for agriculture but is often devoted 
to earning additional income from non-agricultural sources. 

It is generally agreed that more advanced forms of mechanization 
than animal traction are more efficient in terms of productivity 
per worker and/or per hectare. Comparative studies on the amount 
of time required when using tractors (both two- and four-wheeled 
mode:s: and draught animals prcvidc evidence of this in every 
case, no matter whether the work involved tillage, crop tending 
or transport work. 

DEOMAMPO(1967/69), for example, established that for the plough- 
ing work invoived in rice growing in the Philippines a 6 HP (DIN) 
tractor with 2 days/hectare, required only a third of the time 
needed by a water buffalo (6 days/hectare). 

Studies comparing so-called "simple tractors" (without sophisti- 
cated engineering) and draught oxen on cotton and groundnut farms 
in Mali produced similar results (see also Section 2.7.1). A 
pair of oxen took four times as long as a tractor to till one 
hectare and twice as long to sow the same area using simple 
sowing implements. 

In many parts of Africa, where sex-specific division of labour 
is common, the introduction of animal traction may create prob- 
lems. If, for example, typical men's work (e.g. tillage) is made 
easier by using draught animals and the farm area consequently 
expanded - on the basis of a decision taken by the men - a heavy s 
burden is then placed on the women during the crop-tending and 
harvest work for which they are usually responsible. Although 
transport work (often also the women's responsibility) can be 
facilitated to a certain extent by the use of suitable carts, 
it should alrays be analysed before draught animals are actually 
introduced whether this makes the extra work justifiable. Appro- 
priate measures (e.g. use of multi-purpose implements) have then 
to be considered for women. 

(2) Land 

The introduction of draught animals usually increases the demands 
placed on land as a production factor (i.e. in this case the 
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need for arable land as well as possible fallow and pasture), 
particularly if specific types of production are to be expanded 

because they are more competitive. The necessary land can be 
provided by: 

- Restricting other types of production, for example, more cotton 
- as cash crop - instead of millet 

- Shortening fallow periods 
-. Adding new crop areas (= expanding the farm's capacity). 

(3) Capital 
Among capital requirements for financing animal traction it is 
important to make a distirlction between capital needed for 

- investments such as draught animals and implements (= change 
in fixed assets) and 

- use of the draught animals, i.e. fodder etc. (= change in 
current assets). 

In general, a farm's capital requirements will increase if it 
goes over to using draught animals. This point is of relatively 
major importance for the majority of African smallholdings, since 
they mostly suffer from an acute shortage of capital, particu- 
larly in the case of farms with a high degree of subsistence 
production. Innovations such as draught animals must therefore 
be introduced with the aid of credits and/or subsidies (see also 
Section 2.5 - Excursion: Aspects of financing the use of draught 
animals). 

2.4 Effects on the farm as a whole 

All major effects which the use of draught animals has on the farm 
as a whole stem from or occasion the effects in the area of produc- 
tion methods. The following aspects are of primary importance: 

a) Expansion of the farm's capacity 
b) Change in area of farm-specialization 
c) Change in fixed costs 
d) Change in operating risk 

2.4.1 Capacity expansion 

Animal traction can essentially contribute at three levels to ex- 
panding a farm's capacity: 
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1) With a fixed labour force it becomes possible to cultivate a 

larger area and/or - if land is in short supply .- to make more 
intensive use of the existing area (e.g. by achieviflg several 
harvests in each production period). 

2) The inclusion (or expansion) of irrigation measures - e.g. using 
capstans or water wheels operated by animals - is facilitated; 
this also amounts to more intensive land use but can additionally 
lead to a change in the area of farm specializa,tion. 

3) The animals and implements available on the farm make it possible 
to perform work against payment (ploughing, transportation) for 
neighbouring farms, resulting in additional income. 

At all three levels the outcome will be increased yields or increased 
net cash income, respectively. It is generally assumed that small- 

holdings cultivating around 2-3 hectares in the traditional manr,er 
can at least double their agricultural area using at least one pair 
of draught oxen and suitable implements and retaining a family labour 
force of the same size as previously. However, this often has serious 
consequences as regards the manual labour which still has to be per- 
formed during harvesting, a point which all in all should not be 
ignored. 

Larger farms employing hired labour can often increase their agricul- 
tural area by well over 100%. 

The major framework conditions which make it possible to achieve 
a relatively large increase in the cropping area using draught ani- 
mals are the following: 

- Availability of sufficient cultivable land with light to medium- 
heavy soils 

- No problems in clearing natural vegetation 

- High degree of motivation on the part of the farmers (possibly 
because work is made much easier an-1 working-time saved) 

- Availability of relatively inexpensive draught animals and imple- 
ments 

- Good opportunities for marketing those crops which can be easily 
mechanized with the aid of animal traction 
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Such conditions are to be found throughout much of West Africa, par- 
ticularly south of the Sahel belt and north of the evergreen rain- 
forest zone, which is why it was possible to achieve considerable 
expansion of the area cultivated per farm when draught animals were 
introduced in this region. 

Table B/IV/5: Average expansion of agricultural area (in %) achieved 
by introducing draught animals on West African small- 

holdings 

A limited increase in agricultural area can be expected wherever 
the following conditions, for example, are to be found: 

- Relatively heavy soils 

- Dense natural vegetation, making clearance work difficult 

- General shortage of land 

- High degree of competitiveness on the part of those crops unsuit- 
able for cultivation using draught animals (e.g. tea, coffee, oil 
palms etc.): 

Under the above-mentioned framework conditions it is possible in 
Some cases to make it easier for the farmers to go over to using 
draught animals by means of appropriate support measures (e.g. land 
clearance and initial tillage using tractors). 

It is quite often the case that the transiticn from manual labour 
to animal traction not only increases the area cultivated but also 
results in shortening of the fallow periods due to a lack of cultiv- 
able land, leading in the long term to reduced yields. In many places 
this accompanies the transition Prom traditional shifting cultivation 
to permanent land use. The situation may be exacerbated still further 
by incorret tillage unless suitable countermeasures are taken (Use 
of organic fertilizer, catch crop growing, crop rotation etc.). 
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The possibility of using draught animals to perform work against payment 

may present certain allocation problems in an economir farm analysis, 
because under African conditions, this problem is closely related 

to general difficulties involved in defining agricultural work. Con- 
tract ploughing and transportation of harvested crops against com- 
pensation (also in kind) etc. should be included in the agricultural 
sector since this work makes a direct contribution to the farm income. 
The introduction of draught animals, as well as other forms of mech- 
anization, frequently does not lead immediately to expansion of farm 
capacity in one single step. The development is generally gradual 
and the accompanying production-increasing process continues for 
a certain amount of time. The resultant work and expenditure thus 
do not arise suddenly, remaining at the same specific level from 
then on; instead, thej~r development is linked to the general changes 
taking place on the farm. 

Fig. B/IV/Z: Urban areas and regions near to towns offer particularly good oppor- 
tunities for obtaining additional incorn?, e.g. by transporting milk 
as shown here in Kenya. (Photo: Reh) 

2.4.2 Change in area of farm-specialization 

Tk,e changes in the competitiveness of individual methods of produc- 

tion, resulting from a farm's changeover to draught animals, ,lead 
to modifications in the organization of the farm, i.e. its area of 
specialization. The first step is often only increased cultivation 
of market crops, usually resulting in higher net cash income. 
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This positive effect of the use of animal traction is in some cases 
used directly as a kind of "economic lever" to encourage the promo- 
tion and spread of the technique. In parts of West Africa the C.F.D.T. 
(1968) and its subsidiary regional organizations were relatively 
successful in their sustained efforts to combine increased cotton 
growing with the use of draught oxen. In view of the fact that this 
crop is highly suitable for oxen-based mechanization, credits for 
the purchase of draught animals, implements, seed and mineral ferti- 
lizer were granted to smallholdings growing cotton with the aid of 
animal traction. The increased proportion of production accounted 
for by cash crops gave the individual farmers sufficient incentive 
to adopt the innovation. 

The specific promotion of certain animal-drawn implements (e.g. 
groundnut lifters, seed spacing drills etc.) may foster a potential 
existing tendency to increase market-crop production. In the ground- 
nut-growing areas of Senegal, for example, it was found that the 
i~ntrodbction of animal-drawn seed drills on holdings cultivating 
up to 10 hectares not only meant that the use of draught oxen was 
adopted as a technique in itse1.f but also at the same time led to 
more than doubling of the groundnut-growing area per farm (CASSE 
et.al., 1965/60). 

In many parts of Africa arable farming is traditionally separated 
from the keeping of heavy livestock. If the general framework condi- 
tions so permit, the introduction of draught anima:~s may in the long 
term lead to significant changes in farm organiza-l;ion, for example 
if livestock husbandry is increasingly integrated into the farm 
through the beeding of new draught animals. The female animals re- 
quired for this purpose can be used both for draught work and - as 
in the case of draught cattle - for milk production. 1) 

The use of draught cows, however, is not without its problems, since 
during the last months of pregnancy they can only be used to a limited 
extent and preferably not at all as from the seventh month. 

Farms of this type - i.e. combining animal breeding and crop cultiva- 
tion - are still comparatively rare in Africa, although details are 
available on the use of draught cows and ar.imal reproduction on farms 
in Senegal, North-Cameroon and some other countries in North Africa. 2) 

The increasing shortage and rising cost of draught animals, particu- 
larly cattle, necessitate a stronger promotion of the breeding of 
additional draught animals on the farms. 

1) This was formerly traditional, for example, on many farms in Central Europe. 
See also: DRAWER, K., 1959. 

2) TRAVEBSE,S., (1974), HENRY,A., (1972), SALLE,B. (19701, M'BODJ,M. (1973); 
HOLTKAMP et.al. (197R), for example, describe the intensive use of dreught 
cows in Eeypt. 
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The following arguments favour such measures: 

1) A farm's net cash income can be increased through the continual 

sale of young animals and/or milk. 

2) Breeding of animals by the farms themselves to meet their own 
requirements, coupled with the additional proceeds from the sale 
of draught animals at the end of their working life, result in 
a type of "farm capital formation". 

3) The fertility of the soil on the farm can be increased on a long- 
'term basis by using dung. 

Under African conditions it is difficult to give an economic 
assessment of the fertilizing value of dung. It has a certain 
value in that it can maintain or improve soil fertility and prop- 
duction of dung must therefore be cl~assified under the cutput 
involved in the use of draught animals. According to FAO/CEEMAT 
(1972) one pair of oxen produce on average 6.4 tonnes of manure 
per year and the figure can be increased to around 20 tonnes pro- 
vided that the animals are kept under suitable conditions within 
the farm-yard or compound. A horse with a live weight of 300 kg 
produces around 300 kg per month and a donkey approximately 100 kg. 
These figures must, however, be evaluated with caution. 

4) The use of draught animals is accompanied by a diversification 
of agricultural production which permits 
- equalization of labour burdens, 
- improved subsistence production and food supply for the farm 

families (milk) and thus 
- a certain reduction of general risks. 

In addition tc the already-mentioned advantages of combining animal 
husbandry and crop cultivation in the above-mentioned manner, the 
costs and labour requirements accompanying a new area of farm spe- 
cialization must be considered every time. In case of farm planning 
it must always be established, for example, whether it is in fact 
economical to buy the necessary draught animals or rear them on the 
farm itself. 
The general framework conditions must not be overlooked when con- 
sidering such points, for the increased fodder requirements of a 
breeding herd will, for instance, be coupled with the need for addi- 
tional drinking water which cannot be met permanently in every part 
of Africa. Nomads and their herds are considerably more mobile and 
can move from one existing fodder area or watering place to another, 
whereas draught animals will sustain a substantial drop in perform- 
ance if forced to go a long way to find drinking water. Under certain 
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climatic conditions, therefore, it may in future be more practical 
in many cases to have the necessary draught arnmals reared by nomads. 

VALENTIN,P./SPITTL>ER,G. (1976) draw attention to the problems of 
using draught oxen within the framewori, of integrated animal hus- 
bandry on West African smallholdings. On account of the relatively 
large pasture area needed for a farm's own breeding herd, most farms 
in the region using draught oxen will continue to be dependent on 
purchased animals. 

2.4.3 Change in fixed costs 

The introduction of animal traction increases overall operating costs, 
particularly the fixed costs. It does, however, cut the average costs, 
mainly as a result of the increased efficiency of the. production 
factors used. 

The fixed costs incurred through the use of draught animals are: 1) 

1) Depreciation on draught animals 
The amount of depreciation depends on the period of use (oxen 
4-6 years, horses 7-15 years, donkeys S-10 years) and the differ- 
ence between the purchase price an< the animals' residual or 
slaughter value. The costs of training the draught animals must 
be added to the purchase value unless already-trained animals 
are bought. 

In many places, e.g. Gambia (METTRICK, 1978), the value of old 
draught oxen (aged between around 8 and 10, slaughter weight ap- 
proximately 500 kg) is considerably greater than the purchase 
price of young oxen (usually aged between 2 and 3 with a live 
weight of 250-300 kg). 

2) Depreciation on implements and equipment 
These costs also depend on the period of use and often vary from 
one implement to another. For costing purposes it is advisable 
to regard depreciation as fixed, since the periods for which the 
implements are used are generally unkown. No empirical data are 
available on the life of African animal-drawn implements and it 
would seem appropriate to take a maximum o f 10 years as a guide- 
line. 

3) Cost of basic fodder for the draught animals 
Under African conditions these costs are low and can be ignored 
if there is no actual fodder growing and existing fallow land 
and natural pastures are grazed instead or the animals fed with 
non-marketable harvest residues produced on the farm. Fixed costs 

1) The cost factors listed subsequently are considered to be fixed costs since 
a fanner keeping draught animals will incur them every year irrespective Of 
the degree to which he utilizes the capacity of his animals. 
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may occasionally be incurred if herdsmen are employed to look 
after the animals. If fodder is grown for the draught animals 
this form of production will result in separate fixed and variable 
costs which must be allocated accordingly. 

4) Cost of keeping and caring for draught animals 
This category includes depreciation on any livestock housing con- 
structed (or shade-providing roofs, silos, fences etc.) as well 
as veterinary costs and the fixed costs of keeping the animals. 
Veterinary costs are among the most important costs entailed in 
the keeping of draught animals and are incurred as a result of 
regular inoculations, castration, care of the animals and certain 
continuous prophylactic measures. FAO/CEEMAT (1972) gives a figure 
Of 8% of the purchase price of the draught a~nimals as a guideline 
for use in farm cost accounting but this figure is in most cases 
seldom achieved in practice. 

5) Cost of insuring draught animals - 
Draught-animal insurance is of immense importance to the farmer 
in that it serves to reduce his investment risk. 
Insurance companies in the relevant countries - insofar as they 
exist at all - have to date been somewhat unwilling to insure 
draught animals, since proving the loss of an animal - it is usu- 
ally necessary to submit a veterinary certificate - frequently 
involves numerous problems. The insurance premiums to be paid 
are accordingly high. 
In Senegal the annual premium 'was S% out of 80% cf the purchase 
price of draught oxen, since the hide was valued at 20%. In many 
places, such as Mali, the inflation rate to which prices for 
draught oxen are subjected has risen so fast that the sum paid 
out in the event of a claim (corresponding to the original pur- 
chase price) is not sufficient to buy a replacement animal. 

6) Interest on~,capital invested in fixed assets 
This must be related to the average asset value in the case of 
all capital assets. The level of interest must be in line with 
the usual local conditions. 
If there are opportunities for alternative use of capital - which 
is scarcely to be expected among African smallholders possessing 
little capital - the alternative interest rate should be taken 
as a basis for eventual farm-budget calculation. 

7) Taxes and similar charges 
Other fixed costs of importance for the farm as a whole ~may take 
the form of annual taxes on draught animals or carts, since this 
form of taxation is relatively easy for a state or a government 
to implement. It was frequently used in earlier times, whereas 
in Africa it has to date been largely unkown. 

In view of the fact that most African farms - particularly small- 
holdings - have insufficient funds of their own, the introduction 
or promotion of draught animals often requires state support in the 
form of credits or direct subsidies on account of the relatively 
heavy investment involved. This applies above all to the initial 
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phase of corresponding development programmes and should be given 
special attention during project planning. 

In many parts of West Africa the prices for draught oxen have risen 
tremendously during the last 20 years, an increase which can be 
attributed on the one hand to the disastrous droughts between 1973 
and 1975 and on the other hand to the growing local demand for 
draught oxen. The prices for animal-drawn implements have risen to 
the same degree almost everywhere in Africa. 

In general, it can be assumed tha,t horses (and camels) are more ex- 
pensive than draught cattle since they are more highly valued as 
animals for riding and are therefore used less for draught work in 
the countries where they are found. Donkeys, on ,the other hand, are 
less expensive in many places but on account of their smaller tract- 
ive effort are only suitable to a limited extent for draught work 
(on light soils and using suitable implements). The importance of 
mules is unfortunately declining, although they were formerly popular 
draught animals in Africa, particularly during colonial days. 
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Fig. B/N/3: Price trends for draught oxen in selected West African countries. 
(Sources: various) 

1) Mali: Does not take into account the 1974 devaluation of the Malian franc. 
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2.4.4 Change in operating risks 

The transition from manual laboilr to animal traction generally in- 
creases the operating ri'sk. This is caused by the following factors: 

1) The increased fixed costs and resultant recurring expenditure 
create a certain investment risk. 

2) An increase in the proportion of market crops leads - depending 
on possible price fluctuations - to an increased market risk (de- 
pendence on goverment decisions and possible world market prices). 

3) Expansion of the area cultivated may, coupled with simultaneous 
shortening of the fallow period and possibly in conjunction with 
climatic influences, result in yield fluctuations and consequently 
in increased production risk. 

4) Any cut in subsistence production will increase the food-supply 
risk for farming families, particularly if it is made woi-se by 
yield fluctuations. 

The readiness of African farmers to Lake risks is often insufficient 
- perhaps as a result of bad experiences - to permit direct ad--+'-- "p'I"11 
of innovations such as draught animals. There are a wide variety 
of reasons for this which cannot be discussed in detail here. 

2.5 Aspects of financing the use of draught animals 

The need for credits to aid the introduction and promotion of animal 
traction has already been brought up at various junctures. Experience 
has shown that development projects in this field must almost always 
comprise their own credit programme unless it is possible to call 
upon efficien.t existing institutions. 

The need for credits on the part of the smallholdings results from 
the acute shortage of capital, which in Africa can be attributed 
to a variety of causes such as: 

- A continued high degree of subsistence production with a low market 
volume and therefore low capital income 

- Substantial yield fluctuations, possibly resulting from changing 
climatic influences 

- Heavy traditional expenditure on non-agricultural items (e.g. 

weddings, burials, etc.) 

- Little tendency to save (resulting in insufficient asset formation). 
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The real problems involved in awarding credits often arise not in 
determining the individual farms' credit requirements but rather 
in institutional areas (unsuitable credit organization or sponsor, 
insufficient liquidity, inefficient awarding and collection methods, 
etc.). 

Terms of repayment and credit periods must be determined on a case- 
to-case basis and must be in line with the situatiqn of the individ- 
ual farms (see also Section 2.7.1). Inflationary '-ends, poor repay- 
ment rates and delays often mean that repaid credit amounts are not 
sufficient to benefit the same number of borrowers as before. This 
aspect must be given particular consideration on account of the heavy 
investments - which are sLili risirlg - for draught animals and imple- 
ments. 

The possible means of promoting animal traction via credits and sub- 

sidies comprise the following: 

1) “Direct” credits, e.g. for purchasing draught animals and imple- 
ments; these must be repaid within a specific period. The farmer 
is in most cases given not the capital but only the equipment 
(= credit in kind). 

2) "Indirect" credits, e.g. through "free" distribution of improved 
seed for crops the cultivation of which is particularly suitable 
for mechanization using draught animals. This may be combined 
with the issuing of fertilizers and plant protection agents.Credit 
repayments are usually collected upon sale of the produce if the 
credit organization and the marketing company buying up the goods 
are one and the same institution. 

3) Subsidies, e.g. by means of government grants for the purchase 
of expensive (possibly imported) animal-drawn implements and 
draught animals or for local production of implements and tools. 

2.6 Effects in the non-agricultural sector 

Many African smallholdings have only limited opportunities for in- 
creasing their agricultural income and are therefore increasingly 
dependent on additional income from non-agricultural sources. Draught 
animals can make a considerable contribution here, e.g. by performing 



Fig. B/IV/4: The use of draught aniinais ciln substantially lighten the t;urden of -__-- 
work placed on many women and children in the rival ~rei~s of Afric:,. Old pnrum;li,ic- 
tyred car axles are highly suitablr for usr in carts wherever roads and tracks arc 
already in existence. Harnessing of single anim;~Is, as is common prnct.ice in s0rne 
parts of Kenya, is an cxt:renwly suii.nblc mut.hod for lightrr i,r;insport~ work. 
(Photo: Munzinger) 

It is reported from the Ivory Cohst (FW~HENEWG.I~., lY69) that owners 
of draught animals have achieved annual subsidiary earnings of 300- 
400 DM by means of ploughing or transport work away from their farm. 
Similar findings have been produced in Mali (LAGEMANN,J., lY77) and 
Kenya.1) The additional income of the draught-animal owners in areas 
of Mali near to towns was estimated at 50 000 FM (Malian francs) 
per year. Kenyan smallholders earn around 200 Kshs (Kenyan shillings) 
per day from contract work such as ploughing, harrowing and ridging. 

1) Author's own investigation in 1980. 
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Attcntj~on has already been drawn to the importance of draught animais 

in conveying water. Further improvements will uridoubtedly be possible 

in this area in the future with the aid of more modern capstans and 

water scoops but animals will still be required to provide t!ie energy. 

'the related yield increases, production expansion Or cost savings 

must be examined systematically on a case-to-case basis and taken 

into account in farm cost accounting. For many smallholders, owner- 

ship of draught animals also involves a not inconsiderable gain in 

status, i.e. a higher socia:l standing. The sociological factor must 

be borne in mind, r)nrticularly when evaluating the improved adoption 

of animal traction. 

Fig. B/IV/S: Harnessing of several animals is common if sledges are to be used, 
the latter being more suitable for transportation in areas lacking 
good roads. In Zambia long distances to the markets are covered in 
this way. (Photo: Fernsebner) 

2.7 Methods of assessing the microeconomic effects of animal traction 

Microeconomic assessment as part of projet planning essentially 

has the following aims: 

a) Recording and evaluation of the actual situation on farms (= ex- 

post analysis): This serves to ascertain the current economic 

situation and pinpoint weak spots and bottlenecks which can be 

overcome with the aid of suitable project measures. 
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b) On a basis of d situation analysis: Farm planning (= ex-ante 

analysis) taking into account possible changes on the farm, e.g. 

higher level of mechanization, alternative production methods, 
reduced labour input, increased land use etc. 

A number of costing methods have been developed for farm assessment 
(e.g. STEINHAUSER et.al., 1978). Not all of them can be put to prac- 
tical use under the conditions prevailing in developing countries, 
chiefly as a result of the shortage of data and its unreliability. 

The most important selection criterion for an evaluation method _____ 
should therefore be the purpose for* which the information and per- 
formance data to be ascertained aye to be used. The methods set out 
and discussed here are consider*ed Lo be sufficient for microcconomic 
assessment of the use of animal traction. 

In addition to other distinguishing features, farm accounting systems 
are divided up into those calculations for specific parts of the 
farm (individual production areas or crops) and calculations for 
the farm as a whole. Valuation methods for specific parts of the 
farm are used principally to determine the profitability of individ- 
ual crop-cultivation areas or methods of production with varying 
types of equipment and degrees of expenditure. Costing systems for 
the farm as a whole serve mainly to determine a farm's overall per- 
formance over a period of time, the figures for the production 
methods used in each case being added together. Such an analysis 
forms the basis of farm planning. 

For one part of a farm the aspect under investigation may, for ex- 
ample, be the contribution to a change in yield within one area of 
a farm which can be achieved by using draught animals and/or mineral 
fertilizers. The profitability of using draught animals for a spe- 
cific method of production is determined on the basis of the ratio 
of potential yield increase to necessary expenditure. Thus, a form 
of production may, for example, be characterized by relatively low 
yields and the use of manual labour for all operations or by compara- 
tively high yields and the use of mineral fertilizer and draught 
animals. 

2.7.1 Assessment of profitability 

When assessing the profitability of a farm, a specific production 
method or a .potential innovation it is generally assumed that the 
farmers' efforts are aimed primarily at earning a siJfficient income 
and safeguarding the sources of this income. 
The determination of profitabiiity involves calculation methods for 
both individual areas of the farm and the farm as a whole. 
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2.7.1.1 Methods for individual areas of a farm 

a) COST COMPARISONS 

.A, direct cost comparison between two or more types of production 
relates the fixed and variable costs 1) of the type in question 
to the area used for production or the units of working time re- 
quired. When the various results are being described the perform- 
ance level of the production methods in r :;tion is largely ig- 
nored and cost comparisons therefore have ~iy a limited informa- 
tion value as a comparison of methods. : view of the fact that 
this procedure often requires only a I!!' 'al amount of data and 
calculation work it is most frequenti -;d when a decision is 
to bc taken for oz. against the promc" 3f a specific :cvcl of 

2) agricultural mechanization. 

Cost comparisorls are truly meanink, ~1 only if the subject at issue 
is the purchase or rental of a : ,,'ssary machine or if the deci- 
sion to be taken is of a simil:ii, and equally simple nature and 
has no particular effect on farm organization or profits, for 
example if the topic is "sowing by hand or with a seed drill" 
or "ploughing by a contractor or using the farm's own team of 
oxen". Cost comparisons are therefore unsuitable for comparing 
farms as a whole (e.g. "farm using manual Labour" versus "farm 
using draught oxen"), although they may - in the form of complete 
cost accounting - contain all the cost factors involved in the 
relevant levels of mechanization. 

The principle of cost comparison will now be illustrated by an 
example and the individual fixed and variable cost elements in- 
vclved in the use of draught animals set out in brief in the form 
of a table. 

The following table giving the overall costs involved in the use 
of draught animals (Table B/IV/6) can - in the form given here - 

1) Costs (i.e. expenditue) are divided up into fixed (constant, planning-depend- 
ent) costs and variable costs. The former are i-red by the farm irrespective 
of the expansion or limitation of a production method (e.g. cost of purchasing 
draught oxen and fodder etc.), while the latter are directly dependent on the 
extent to which a p;oduction method is used. 

2) Detailed instructions on grouping and calculation of costs and the profit- 
ability of agricultural mechanization are given by ADELHELM,R./STECK,K., 1974. 
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act as a basis for cost comparisons. A "pure" cost comparison 
is in no way sufficient if different levels of mechanization are 
to be compared; labour requirements and the respective crop-season 

capacities of the various levels of mechanization must also be 
taken into account. Different allocation of the cost components 
may also be advisable in certain cases. 

CExamplej Cost comparison between oxen and 
simple tractors (Type TE, made by Bouyeri 

The C.M.D.T. (= Companie Malienne pour le Dhveloppement 
des Textiles) tested simple tractors on selected cotton 
farms in the Koutiala region of Mali. The major criterion 
for selecting farms to be included in the study - in 
addition to a minimum size of 15 hectares - was the condi- 
tion that the farms should have sufficient experience 
in the use of teams of oxen in order to guarantee a de- 
finite possibility of comparison. In addition to the costs 
involved in using the tractor or oxen the working hours 
required per hectare for the various essential operations 
(ploughing, hoeing, ridging) were also noted since the 
total costs per hectare were to be ascertained to act 
as a basis for comparison. 

The calculation of the costs per hour of tractor use (in- 
cluding the necessary detachable implements) covered the 
individual costs specified in Table B/W/7. 



TABLE B/IV/6: ~L~~~.DETERMlNATlON OF TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS OF KEEPlN~,,,DRAlJGHT ANIMALS 

WITH VARYING ANO_u_NrS~F.~~E~S!I~~TlON IN MALI AS AN EXAMPLE) 
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MTES ON TABLE B/W/6: 

1) ALL FIGURES GIVEN IN MALIAN FRANCS (AS OF 1979), 

2) IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE HARNESSES WILL LAST FOR 20 YEARS, 

3) RESIDUAL VALUE OF DRAUGHT ANIMALS IS LOW BECAUSE LOCAL DEALERS 
FORCE DOWN THE PRICES, CAUTIOUS CALCULATION OF DEPRECIATION ALSO 
APPEARED ADVISABLE IN VIEW OF THE RISK FACTORS (LOSS RATE FOR 
DRAUGHT ANIMALS), 

4) AS YET THERE IS NO FODDER GROWING AND THEREFORE NO CORRESFONDING 
COSTS, THE AMOUNT GIVEN FOR “CONTRACT GRAZING” IS PAID DURING THE 
DRY SEASON, 

5) VETERINARY COSTS ARE HEAVILY SUBSIDIZED IN MALI. APPROX. 2 % OF 
THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE DRAUGHT ANIMALS CAN NORMALLY BE CON- 
SIDERED AS AN APPROXIMATE FIGURE FOR THE ANNUAL COSTS, 

6) HOUSING THE ANIMALS LEADS TO NO SPECIAL COSTS IN THIS CASE. 

7) THE COSTS OF INSURING ANIMALS VARIES WIDELY. IN MALI IT AMOUNTED 
TO 6000 FM PER ANIMAL INSURED (GROUP INSURANCE) IN THE FORM OF A 
SINGLE PAYMENT, RESULTING IN 2400 FM IF A TEAM IS USED FOR 
5 YEARS, 

8) 10 FM/HOUR ARE TAKEN AS A BASIS FOR THE LABOUR COSTS INVOLVED IN 
LOOKING AFTER THE ANIMALS SINCE SOME OF THESE COSTS ARE ALREADY 
INCLUDED IN THE COSTS ~FOR “CONTRACT GRAZINGv (FIXED), A TOTAL OF 
HALF AN HOUR PER ANIMAL PER DAY SHOULD BE TAKEN AS A GUIDELINE, 



Table B/W/7: Costs of machinery for motorized farming in Mali 

INDIVIDUAL COSTS 

Purchase price (FM) 
Service life (years) 
&St of use (hours) 
Repair costs as % of 
purchase price 1) 

Tractor 2-fluTow Crop-tend- 3-row 
Plow ing imple- sowing 

ment machine 

Fixed costs: 

&weciation/year 491,& 24,750 27,003 17,403 
&ornwdation,insurance 2) 

Interest 3, 73,710 7.425 8,100 5,220 

Fetal fixed costs/year 565,110 32,175 35,lco 22,620 

Potal fixed costs/hour4) 942 257 281 452 
:hours of use/year) 4) (600) (125) (125) (50) 

Iariable costs: 5) 

~ntenance and repairs 410 99 108 87 
?LEl, coolants and lubricants 318 
rotal variable costs/hour 728 99 108 87 

:otel costs/hour 1,670 356 389 539 

Source: HAIJG (1979); C.M.D.T. (1978) 

Notes: 1) The total repair costs differ substantially from the values given 
by the C.M.D.T. which took a figure of 150%. This seems to be too 
high on account of the short service life of the tractor. 

2) Accomno%tion and insurance were ignored. 
3) Interest rate: 6 % of half of original value. 

4) Fixed costs vary depending on degree to which machine capacity is 
utilized (below depreciation threshold). 

5) See C.M.D.T. report. 
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Table B/IV/B: Comparison of costs involved in performing various jobs 
using dra!aght oxen or a tractor in Mali (in FM/hectare) 

OTORIZATION TEAM OF DRAUGHT OXEN 

. Ploughing 1. Ploughing 
Tractor costs/hour 1 670 Team costs/hour 106 
Plough costs/hour 376 

2 046 Hours required/ 
hectare: 18 

Hours required/ Team costs/hectare: 
hectare: 6.2 18 x 106 = 1 908 

Plow& costs/hectare 1 011 
Total costs per hectare 12 685 Total costs/hectare 2 919 

. Weeding 2. Weediqq 

Tractor costs/hour 1 670 Team costs/hour 106 
Hoe costs/hour 389 Hours required/ 

2 059 hectare: 9 
Team costs/hectare: 

Hours required/ 9 x 106 = 954 
hectare: 2 Costs for multi-purpose 

implement/hectare 1003 
Total costs per hectare 4 118 Total costs/hectare 1 957 

.Ridging 3. Ridging 
Tractor costs/hour 1 670 Teem costs/hour 106 
Hoe costs/hour 389 Hours required/ 

2 059 hectare: 9 
'Team costs/hectare: 

Hcurs required/ 9 x 106 = 954 
hectare. 2.5 Costs for multi-purpose 

implement/hectare 1003 
.-b_tg costs per hectare 5 148 Total costsper hectare 1 957 -- ----------------------. 

)tal costs of ploughing Total cost of ploughing 
Id tending 1 hectare and tending 1 hectare 
txcluding l&our costs) 21 951 (including labour costs) 6 833 

source : Author's own calculations based on Tables B/IV/b and B/IV/7. 

Remarks: The data given above are based in part on studies performed by the 
Instibut d'Economie Rurale de Mali. The daily working period of a 
pair of oxen is estimated at 6 hours of effective work, i.e. excluding 
travelling time to and from the field. There are no utilization costs 
for the fodder areas since the animals are grazed on fallow land and 
bushland. 
The results of this ccoparative calculation simply show which form of 
mechanization is the more cost-effective for performing certain jobs 
under Mslian conditions. Profitability calculations are necessary to 
determine in more detail to what extent the increase in production 
Costs which mechanization entails is justified. 
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b) DETERMINATION OF COMPETITIVENESS 

Productivity and profitability calculation methods which, in ad- 
dition to costs, also take into account the performance (i.e. 
expenditure and earnings) of a certain area of production on a 
farm. 

1) Productivity calculation') 

This type of calculation investigates the productivity of using 
a specific production factor (partial productivity). The yield 
- expressed in kind or monetary units - produced during a spe- 
cified period is divided by the production factor input re- 
quired to obtain it. A distinction is therefore made between 
the following terms: 

Area productivity = yield measured in per ha of 
kind (or monetary agricultural 
units) area 

Labour productivity = I, per worker 

Capital productivity = I, per unit of 
capital used 

Changes in productivity can be used as indicators of the pro- 
fitability of using draught animals if the corresponding sur- 
veys and calculations are performed for methods with and with- 
out the use of animal traction. 

However, productivity changes may occur as a result of changes 
in the input ratio and their information value as indicators 
of the profitability of using tractors is therefore limited. 
Productivity is generally expressed not in terms of absolute 
figures but rather as percentage changes. 

2) Profitability calculation 

In contrast to productivity calculations, this method is used 
to determine the profitability of the means of production used. 

The fact that production andgoods in this caseare always evalu- 
ated in monetary terms means that it is relatively easy to 
apportion them provided that the market prices for the produc- 
tion inputs used and the resulting products are known. In the 

-Inch-speskmhg areas productivity calculations are often used as macroeco- '--'"- 
nomic planning calculations. 
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case of products with no market price (dung, non-marketable 
harvest residues etc.) it is necessary to use internal farm 
valuation criteria such as processing value, replacement value 
and relative sale or purchase value. 1) 

Profitability calculations are divided up into income-expendi- 
ture calculations and output-input calculations, the former 
being used chiefly for assessing the farm as a whole. Whereas 
income-expenditure calculations record the expenditure and 
income during a specific period, output-input calculations 
lead to item-specific comparison of the value of products and 
the production inputs required to obtain them. Depending on 
the way in which costs and output are covered a further dis- 
tinction is made between the following two methods: 

a) Complete costing = all costs are apportioned to a cost 
unit (i.e. a product or a production 
method) 

b) Partial costing = covers only part of the costs 
(e.g. the proportional special costs) 

Complete costing is only partially suitable for individual 
areas of a farm since single production methods cannot be con- 
sidered in total isolation from other areas of the farm. Par- 
tial costing methods, and in particular gross-margin calcula- 
tion, permit this form of analysis. 

3) Gross-margin calculation 

Gross-margin calculation is the best method for making an econ- 
omic comparison between various production methods, i.e. deter- 

mining their competitiveness. It is not only an effective means 
of evaluating the actual situation on the farm but also at 
the same time forms the basis for overall farm planning calcu- 
lations (see 2.7.2). The gross margin is formed by the market- 
able output of the production method minus the related propor- 
tional special costs. 2) 

If production methods at different levels of mechanization 
are to be assessed - e.g. "rice-growing using manual labour" 

and "rice-growing using draught animals" - the proportional 

1) For detailed calculation procedures see the relevant literature, e.g. in STEIN- 
HAUSER et.&.., 1978. 

2) In contrast to the income-expenditure calculation for the farm as a whole it 
must be remembered here that 
- byproducts (straw, fodder, dung) used on the farm are classified as output. 

If the items in question are significant they must be recorded and valued: 
- production inputs, if generated on the fatm (seed, fodder, dung), must be 

regarded as costs; 
- payable interest must be calculated for the circulating capital. 
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special costs must in each case be increased by those of the 
level of mechanization to be examined. The gross margin ascer- 

tained then serves to cover the fixed costs and contains the 
farm income (profit) on a proportional basis. 
For precise determination of competitive yardsticks the demands 
on the fixed production factors (e.g. labour, amount of arable 
land etc.) imposed by the production methods to be covered 
in the calculation must also be included, for as soon as a 
scarce production factor is being fully utilized (e.g. as a 
result of the farm's specific capacity) any further expansion 
of the production method in question will of necessity entail 
the restriction of another method. 

The example in Table B/IV/9 illustrates the situa- 
tion. When used in practice the calculation method 
should be modified to cater for requirements and 
the actual situation. 
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The example clearly shows that the gross margin is the vital cri- 

terion for the competitiveness of individual production methods 
and provides information on the advantageousness of the methods 

from the microeconomic point of view, as regards both the labour 
and land used.l) Under certain circumstances, however, incidental 
conditions such as 

- utilization of the farm's own fodder; 

- utilization of capacity of the farm's own labour force; 

- use of available implements; 

- minimization of operating risk etc., 

can also be used as yardsticks for competitiveness but cannot 
be easily quantified. 

Although comparing the gross margins of various production methods 
at different leveis of mechanization provides information on their 
profitability, the relative advantage of one production method 
over another may depend on additional factors which are net in- 
cluded in gross-margin calculation (e.g. capital expenditure on 
investment, together with the related risk). In order to carry 
out a comprehensive comparison of the profitability of various 
alternative forms of mechanization, therefore, more detailed farm 
analyses and planning ares required. Gross-margin calculation can 
form the basis for this. 

2.7.1.2 Methods for the farm as a whole 

a) PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNTING 

The output-input calculation for the farm as a whole is essen- 
tially based on "extrapolation", i.e. aggregating individual cal- 
culations from,various areas of the farm. 

The overall gross margin (= comparative gross margin) for the 
farm is established using the calculated gross margins of the 
individual production methods. Following deduction of the fixed 
operating costs (excluding interest, rent and wages) this yields 

1) If corresponding information is available the gross margin can also be related 
to other factors, e.g. the nlrber of Wean working hours" required or the 
monetary unit invested. 
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the net farm income 1) which can be used as the basis for determin- 
ing further performance data. In farm management theory these 
factors essentially differ in that they take wage expenditure, 

interest and rents etc. into account irj different ways (see Table 
B/IV/lo). 

The income-expenditure calculation is probably the most common 
method of evaluating the farm as a whole and compares all the 
farm's expenditure and income within a specific period (e.g. a 
production period or calendar year). Performance criteria are 
here again derived from the net farm income, which covers the 
cost of the production factors employed and can be individually 
related to these (net farm income per hectare or per worker). 
Extensive part-calculations are in some cases necessary to drter- 
mine expenditure and income. 

Calculation of the net farm income also has a certain degree of 
importance from the macroeconomic point of view, since it largely 
corresponds to the income in macroeconomic terms following addi- 
tion of the taxes chargeable as expenses, other charges and state 
prepayments (subsidies) which do not constitute operating expendi- 
ture. From the point of view of animal traction this means that 
the resulting change in net farm income provides a rough indica- 
tion of the overall net product derived from the use of draught 
animals (ABR~WIT, 1968). 
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1) net farm income should be given preference over 
the E inccme as a criterion for profitability, since ascertainment of the 
gross incc me is based on ,the "debt-free and rent-free farm", a term for micro- 
economic calculation methods only worthwhile under higher developed agriculture. 



Table B/IV/lo: Performance criteria for farms and how to determine them 

ine 
1 FARNINCC@lE 

derived from: a) Proceeds from the sale of products from arable 
fanning and animal husbandry 

b) Value of changes in quantity of goods produced 
on the farm (incl. livestock) 

c) Value of wages paid in kind 
d) Value of withdrawals in kind 
e) Miscellaneous (farm) inccme 

2 -FAPNEG=EMDITURE 
derived from: a) Expenditure on materials, livestock and 

maintenance of durable goods 
b) Value of changes in quantity of materials 
c) Depreciation on durable goods 
d) Expenditure on machines and services 
e) Expenditure on taxes, rents etc. 
f) Miscellaneous (farm) expenditure 

3 =NETFARMINCOME 
- Expenditure on hired lsbour 
- Expenditure on payable interest 

4 = PROFIT 
+ Non-agricultural income 
+ Miscel.laneous family income 

._ 
5 = 1wrAL INcm 

6 DOMESTIC WITHDRAWAIS 
derived from: a) Value of withdrawals in kind 

b) Cash withdrawals for household expenses 
c) Recurring traditional obligations 
d) Expenditure on education and training 
e) Private asset formation 
f) Miscellaneous withdrawals 
g) Private taxes and charges 

7 + Expenditure on payable interest 
- ALIQWANCE FOR RISES (or liquidity reserve) 

3 = CAPITAL SERVICE LIMIT (permanent) 
- Depreciation (may be available) 
- Current service of capital (for repayment, interest payable etc.) 

3 = CAPITALSERVICE LIMIT(current) 

1 TtYrAL Irtcm 
+ Depreciation (values used for calculation purposes) 
- Investments (financed by profit and depreciation) 
- Repayments 
- Personal taxes and charges 

1 cONSlJM4BLE YINCOME (= net cash income) 

m: Based on STR&EL,H./PFEIF'FER,J.: Unpublished manuscript for DSE (German 
Foundation for Developing Countries) seminar "Agrarkredit und Betriebspla- 
nUng" (Agricultural credits and farm planning); FELDAFING, August 1979. 
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b) LIQUIDITY CALCULATIONS 

Investigating the liquidity of a farm serves to estimate its sol- 
vency , a factor which is of particular importance if innovations 
in the area of production techniques are to be introduced with 
the aid of credits. A liquidity check on farms should therefore 
be made in particular as part of project planning (to act as a 
safeguard for the project executing agency). 
Liquidity is generally calculated by comparing inpayments and 
outpayments and the process should take the form of a cash flow- 
analysis covering several years. In many cases it is helpful to 
draw up a farm financing schedule (DOPPLER,W., 1978). 

The most important criterion for checking creditworthiness is 
the so-called capital service limit (an example of how to deter- 
mine this is given in Table B/IV/lo, lines 5-9). This expresses 
the maximum burden which can be imposed on a farm in terms of 
repayments and interest. 

A distinction is made between the permanent and current capital 
service limits. The latter is often used as a basis for decision- 
making if a farm's short-term lack of capital resources can be 
compensated for by longer-term depreciation on capital goods 
(= "stretching" of the capital service limit for calculatory pur- 
poses). 

An important factor in tht calculation is formed by the reserves, 
which cover the risk of failed harvests, loss of draught animals 
etc. (see also Section 2.7). The various domestic withdrawals 
on the farm must also be taken into account; these are of particu- 
lar importance if high traditional expenditure is anticipated 
(paying for brides, funeral costs etc.). 

The poor repayment rates encountered in projects involving credits 
indicate that liquidity is apparently not one of the farmers' 
major aims. In view of the fact that the "kind" and "cash" areas 
are often still largely separated in developing countries with 
a high degree of subsistence production the cash income is con- 
sidered more important. Calculation of consumable income (= net 
cash income) (see Table B/IV/lo) must therefore be given priority 
in farm analysis and planning. 
Withdrawals in kind are frequently difficult to record and value 
and it is often necessary to use estimates, which should be as 
accurate as possible. 
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2.7.2 Farm planning 

The farm evaluation methods described so far are used primarily for 
analysing the actual situation on farms; in part, however, they also 
form the basis for farm planning (= calculation of optimum situation). 
The objective of this planning is to determine the type of farm or- 
ganization which, with the given production capacities, results in 
the largest profit. 
The most familiar types of planning calculations are budgeting, pro- - 
gramme planning and linear programming. 

2.7.2.1 Budgeting 1) 

Budgeting is regarded as the simplest method and frequently involves 
only a rough estimate of data, situations and changes concexirg 
the farm. This method is therefore used only if few data are avail- 
able or rapid results required. 

The basic concept of budgeting involves the following stages in draw- 
ing up a farm plan: 

- Determination of the farm's capacities (land, labour, machines, 
buildings, rights etc.) 

- Investigation and establishment of alternatives for land-based 
and animal-based production (i.e. how many hectares of land, how 
many animals etc.), taking into account future developments rele- 
vant to the farm (market sector, technical standard etc.) 

- Production of the farm plan using various individual operating 
plans (part-budgets) for the relevant areas of the farm. Actual 
formulation of the farm plan (which in the long run will be near 
enough optimum) takes the form of a continuous "trial and error" 
process and calls for quite a iot of experience and intuition on 
the part of the planner. 

1) Nunerous work sheets and sets of forms are available for drawing up budgets 
and have been modified according to the situation and its requirements. Those 
given in the ~~M6mento de 1~Agronome" (MinistBre de la Coop&ation, France, 
1974) are considered particularly suitable for West Africa. 
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2.7.2.2 Programme planning 

As in the case of budgeting, the aim of using programme pianning 
methods is to establish the optimum type of farm organization under 
given conditions and with methods still to be introduced (e.g. "in- 
crease in production capacitites" or "use of draught animals"). The 
calculations are more extensive than those involved in budgeting 
and entail the following steps: 1) 

a) Ascertainment and preparation of data base, together with analysis 
of the actual situation on the farm. 

b) Ascertainment of the farm's capacities (land, labour, machines 
etc . ) TuI~, l.he planning period. 

c) Establishment of the potential production methods and estimation 
of their gross margins and requirements in terms of labour, land, 
machines etc. 

d) Aggregation of production methods (e.g."fodder growing" and"keeping 
of draught animals"). 

e) Formulation of farm plans according to the criterion "utilization 
of the scarcest production factor". 

Additional profitability criteria can be derived (on a model basis) 
using the gross margins of production methods already in use or still 
to be introduced. In developing countries programme planning is a 
more suitablefarmplanning method than linear programming since it 

- does not require electronic data processing systems; 

- is easier for the planner to understand, allows him a certain scope 
for discretion and makesitpossible to follow and reconstruct the 
calculation procedure; 

1) Based on DOPPLER,W. (1978), who illustrates the individual 'steps with the aid 
of a simple example of the use of draught animals, and no further examples 
will therefore be given here. In this connection DOPPLER also refers to further 
literature. The only investigations and farm planning concerning the use of 
animal traction which employ the programs planning method and which were avail- 
able to the author are those by GROSSER,E./PFEIFFER,J. (1977/78) which deal 
with the Central African Republic. Following a detailed survey of selected 
farms in the PAOUA region they compared the profitability of farms using manual 
labour and farms using draught oxen. On the basis of the farms' capacities 
in terms of agricultural land, labour and capital (need for credit) they de- 
termined, at various levels of intensity, the types of farm to be regarded 
as near enough optimum and at the same time performed profitability calcula- 
tions. 
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- permits the correction of errors during calculation; 

- on the whole requires relatively little expenditure. 

The linear programming method represents the f,wrn as a series of __. 
linear equation systems, giving the opportunity for simultaneous 
planning approaches. In contrast to programme plarning the production 
methods are not competing consecutively but rather simultaneously 
for scarce production factors, i.e. all intra-farm relationships 
are included simultaneously in the calculation. Linear programming 
will not be discussed in detail 1P ere ; the reader is referred to 
further literature on the subject. 

2.7.2.3 Consideration of risk and uncertainty aspects 

The related operating risks and uncertainty factors must be taken 
irlio account when farms are being planned and innovations introduced. 
Increased risks may, for example, result from the following factors: 

- Yield fluctuation as a result of climate 
- Major changes in the price of the goods produced and production 

inputs used 
- Comparatively heavy investment in production inputs and/or capital 

assets (including the purchase of draught animals, implements etc.) 
- Other causes attributable to framework conditions (e.g. high mor- 

tality rate among working animals, insufficient fodder basis etc.). 

Farm planning methods can take risk factors into account in a variety 
of ways: 

a) One extremely pragmatic method provides for comprehensive addi- 
tions or deductions (cf. Table B/IV/lo). 

b) Provided that sufficient data are available a substantially more 
accurate method involves calculations containing yield and/or 
price variations; either the mean of the actual variations is 
included in the calculation or several calculations are performed 
using a range of different prices and yields. The effect of the 
variations on the competitiveness of the production methods should 
be determined in the case of both procedures. 

c) If the risks are already reduced by means of corresponding insur- 
ance (e.g. covering the death of draught animals) the related 
costs should be directly included in the planning. 2) 

1) e.g. STEIIWAUSER et.al., 1972, and theliterature referred to there. 
2) The risk of premature loss of draught animals can allso be included under de- 

preciation in farm costing if no insurance policy has been taken out. 
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d) Linear programming can take price and yield variations into account 
within the model and special formulations have been developed 
for this purpose but wst be practically disregarded since it. 
is almost impossible to apply them under African conditions. 

2.8. Conclusions derived from the microeconomic effects 

From the micreoeconomic point of view there are essentially two 
problem areas involved in the introduction or promotion of animal 
traction: 

a) What form of technical progress - biological or mechanical -. 
should be given priority in development measures? 

b) What level of mechanization, i.e. manual labour, animal traction 
or tractors (up to full motorization), is economical and appropri- 
ate to the situation on hand? With what degree of intensity is 
this mechanization to be employed, i.e. only for individual opera- 
tions/production methods or for the entire farm? 

The examples given and the discussion of the productive capacity 
of animal traction under African conditions permit only a few overall 
conclusions. Actual planning requires more detailed analyses and 
it is important to make distinctions on the basis of the following 
factors (see also checklist in Part A/Section 4.4): 

- Production factors (labour, land and capital) available on the 
farms 

- Size of farms (large, medium-sized or small) 

- Production geared to subsistence or market crops 

- Labour structure of farms (family labour or predominantly hired 
labour) 

- Availability of credits, agricultural extension services etc. 

- Natural (i.e. particularly climatic and ecological) framework con- 
ditions. 

AS regards the general possibilities for using animal traction in 
Africa the effects discussed - above all in comparison iyith other 
levels of mechanization - permit the following conclusion.?: 
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1) In regions where relatively cheap labour, sufficient arable land 

and suitable animals for draught work are available simultaneously 
animal traction is often more economical in the long term than 
!',r,irI~.e ad"anced" forms of mechanization. in most cases the main 
interest is expansion of a farm's capacity rather than intensifi- 
cation of production. Comparatively high labour costs (resulting 
from the scarcity of labour), financially sound farms with a pro- 
nounced degree of market production, a good supply of agricultural 
production inputs and sufficiently large farms, on the other hand, 
favour tractor-based mechanization since under such conditions 
this is often more economical and has a greater impact. 

The advantage of tractors over draught animals is often founded 
only in the opportunity which they offer for more rapid tillage 
of the soil and is less marked in the case of crop tending and 
harvesting. An increase in agricultural production by means of 
measures aimed primarily at improving yields (irrigation, improved 
varieties, suitable cultivation tszhniques, use of fertilizers, 
several harvests per year etc.) should be encouraged above all 
in areas where land is scarce but labour in abundant supply. The 
keeping of draught animals can only become significant if fodder 
areas which cannot be used for any other purpose are available 
or if sufficient quantities of harvest residues are produced which 
can be used to feed draught animals. 

2) In general, animal traction is primarily suitable for smallhold- 
ings, since on medium-scale and large farms - even under African 
conditions - efficiency criteria often point to tractor-based 
mechanization, provided that the necessary framework conditions 
(spare part supply, repair workshops etc.) are met. If these con- 
ditions are not fulfilled draught animals may also become an 
attractive prospect for medium-scale farms (around 5-50 hectares) 
depending on the competitiveness of the crops grown. 

3) Pure subsistence production is in most cases economically reason- 
able only at the manual-labour level. Aspects of mszilanization 
become increasingly important if there is a changeover to in- 

creased cultivation of market crops unless permanent crops pro- 
viding a high income and requiring considerable manual labour 
are more competitive and thereby stabilize the manual-labour level. 

Experience in West Africa has proved that given selective promo- 
tion of market-crop cultivation, animal traction is the best form 
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Fig. B/W/6: Use of draught animals above single-farm level - 3s practised in some 
parts of Kenya - can become important wherever the holding structure 
is characterized by smallholdings with a high proportion of permanent 
crops (e.g. coffee, tea. bananasj. The animals in a tram are in most 
cases privately owned. (Photo: Munzingerl 

of mechanization on smallholdings and it was quickly adopted be- 
cause the increase in the farms' market income justified the out- 
lay. 
Similar promotional approaches are also economically practical 
for other parts of Africa. 

4) The use of draught animals is relatively independent of the labour 
structure of a farm. Its labour-saving advantages - over manual 
labour - are smaller than those of tractor-based mechanization. 
A variety of additional jobs concerned with looking after the 
animals must be carried out and on smallholdings these are usually 
performed by members of the family labour force. As a whole, there- 
fore, the use of draught animals tends more to reduce the need 
for outside or hired labour. Another reason why animal traction 
should be promoted is the fact that the cut in labour requirements 
means that the women can be relieved of the burden of having to 
perform the heavy work and that child labour can be reduced (e.g. 
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in transport work etc.), although this is not possible everywhere 
to the same extent, experience having shown that the increase 
in farm capacity accompanying the introduction of draught animals 
results in additional burdens for the women who often have to 
carry out harvest work. Tillage, however, is frequently the re- 
sponsibility of the men, which is why draught animals are used 
only for this purpose. 

If possible, therefore, draught animals should be used for all 
agricultural work and not just for parts of the farmwork. 

5) For most African farmers easy access to adequate credits provided 
on favourable terms is a prerequisite for the adoption of innova- 
tions such as animal traction. 'This should also involve an agri- 
cultural extension service, which should be as efficient and com- 
prehensive as possible, for only then will the farmers be able 
to make profitable use of new techniques. 

6) One important microeconomic advantage of animal traction which 
should under no circumstances be ignored is that it provides the 
opportunity to earn additional non-agricultural income relatively 
easily and for many draught-animal owners it is only this which 
makes animal traction profitable at all. 

7) As far as the natural framework conditions are concerned, experi- 
ence to date has revealed that 

- it has been considerably easier to introduce draught animals 
in semi-arid regions, where land clearance is less problematic 
on account of the natural vegetation and fairly light soils 
are often found, than in rain forest areas with lush vegetation; 

- although the problems of infectious diseases affecting both 
man and animals (e.g. trypanosomiasis) have an inhibiting effect 
on the use of draught animals, they can be solved through appro- 
priate and specifically directed development measures; 

- it is only under extreme ecological conditions that animal trac- 
tion cannot be introduced in any form. 

8) In some parts of Africa today the local prices of animal-drawn 
implements and draught animals - in comparison with tractors and 
tractor-drawn machines as well as with regard to follbw-up costs- 
suggest, from the microeconomic point of view, that animal trac- 
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3.1 Macroeconomic targets concerning agricultural mechanization 

It is well known that despite a high degree of correspondence, the 
national economic targets of the developing countries and the develop- 
ment policy objectives of the so-called "donor countries" exhibit 
a number of differences which repeatedly arise on account of the 
rigid attitudes adopted by political decision-makers on both sides. 
As far as agricultural mechanization is concerned these differences 
have a substantial influence on the decisions taken by local politi- 
cians and help to explain certain misdirected developments in the 
mechanization field. The private economic interestsof the industrial- 
ized nations are a factor which should not be ignored in this context. 

tion should be used to a greater extent. As a result of the rising 
energy prices this applies in particular to those African coun- 
tries possessing few suitable raw materials or none at all. The 
need to obtain more natural fertilizer - an area where the keeping 
of draught animals can make a major contribution through the pro- 
duction of dung - additionally confirms these facts. 

3. Macroeconomic assessment 

In contrast to the assessment from the point of view of individual 
farm management, the macroeconomic aspects of animal traction will 
be discussed only in brief. Attention will be focused on the dis- 
cussion of the potential macroeconomic effects of the use of draught 
animals and these will be assessed from the point of view of the 
contribution they can make to achieving the national economic targets 
of developing African countries and the nature of the macroeconomic 
expenditure they cause (see also Diagram B/IV/l). 

The most important macroeconomic assessment methods will be discussed 
only briefly with regard to their applicability for agricultural 
mechanization projects. 

The following list gives a number of macroeconomic targets specific 
to developing countries and related to agricultural mechanization. 
No distinction is made between economic and social targets or direct 
and indirect ones: 
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a) Paramount aims 

- Independence in matters of foreign policy, i.e. largely in the 
economic field (e.g. no dependence on machine imports) 

- Continuous economic growth accompanied by social adjustment 
and an increase in self-sufficiency 

b) Subsidiary aims 
- Increase in the income of the farming population (e.g. with 

the aid of efficient and appropriate agricultural mechanization) 
- Increase in net value added (i.e. national income) 
- Production increase in the agricultural sector to improve self- 

sufficiency (possibly import substitution and/or expansion of 
exports) 

- Maintaining of employment opportunities and creation of new 
.iobs in rural areas 

.- Squaring the balance of payments 
- Improvement of income distribution among individuals and regions 

as well as capital accumulation 

These objectives listed by way of example may be opposed by the in- 
tentions of the donor countries (or private investors), such as 

- opening-up and maintaining of markets for (agricultural) machines 
and implements or 

- general expansion of export possibilities etc. 

which may cause or reinforce the abcve-mentioned differences in ob- 
jectives. 

The essential task for planners of agricultural mechanization pro- 
jects is therefore to carry out a situation analysis and determine 
to what extent the national economic aims of the developing country 
in question are identical with 

a) the interest of the donor countries (or private organizations) 
in terms of development policy and private economic concerns 

b) the aims of the rural population or other target groups (interest 
groups), in which case regional distinctions must be drawn. 

Only when fairly clear and unambiguous result?. are available on this 
area which support one or more forms of agricultural mechanization, 
on the basis of the identified framework conditions,is it practical 
to plan suitable (and necessary) project measures. 
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3.2 Macroeconomic effects of the use of draught animals 

In the course of actual project planning a study of macroeconomic 
effects of a form of agricultural mechanization is often possible 
Only as a comparison with other mechanization levels, i.e. the "with/ 
without principle" must be used. This involves analysing the macro- 
economic effects which will occur with the form of mechanization 
under investigation and which effects will not occur without this 
mechanization. 

This often involves highly complex and interdependent relationships. 
In order to make the situation clearer the effects of animal traction 
will therefore be discussed in terms of the degree to which they 
achieve macroeconomic targets, as given above. 

In some places the effects of arlimal traction and those of tractor- 
based technology will be compared. 

3.2.1 National product (net value added) 

The most important contributions made by agricultural mechanization 
to the national product results from the increases in individual 
farm incomes which themselves stem from increased yields, expansion 
of farm capacity (including land reclamation) and additional off- 
farm income etc. The value is reduced above all by costs which must 
be paid in advance (see Section 3.2.3) by the state (or the project 
executing agency)to permit the introduction of this technology. 

Methods for determining the contribution to the national product 
(net value added) are described in Section 3.3. It is important that 
when using the "extrapolation" method described there for microecon- 
omit cost and income data, items such as interest, subsidies, com- 
pensation payments and taxes are deducted from the total farm income 
as "adjustment items". 

A distinction can be made between net value added and gross value 
added depending on the way in which prepayments, depreciation, in- 
direct taxes and subsidies are treated. 

Numerous local parameters determine the position occupied by animal 
traction - on the basis of the national-product criterion - as re- 
gards achievement of macroeconomic targets.l) Experience gained to 
date in this area has indicated that under the smallholding-based 

1) See also Part A: "Framework conditions concerning the introduction and promotim 
of the use of draught animals". On the basis of the "national-product criterion 
the most advisable mechanization level from the economic point of view is that 
which - in absolute terms - makes the greatest contribution to increasing the 
national income. 
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conditions in Africa animal traction often 

- clearly results in a higher national income (e.g. in Senegal, Mali, 
Upper Volta) than is the case with manual labour unless the major- 
ity of the crops grown require a great deal of manual labour and 
simultaneously have a high degree of competitiveness (= high oppor- 
tunity costs, e.g. in parts of Kenya) 

- also has advantages over tractors since the introduction of tractor- 
based technology causes substantially higher overall economic costs, 
particularly long-term follow-up costs. 

If, however, certain resources (e.g. arable land, labour in rural 
areas, suitable animals for draught work) are in relatively short 

suPPlY, the situation is considerably less favourable for animal 
traction. Other agricultural technologies (e.g. use of small or two- 
wheeled tractors) then often provide better opportunities for in- 
creasing the national income on account of their advantages for the 
individual farms. 

Taking into account the sometimes very strained financial situation 
of many African countries, therefore, it must be determined whether 
income growth rates like those achieved through the use of animal 
traction could be attained by means of other project measures in 
a way which is better for the overall economy, for as far as in- 
creases in agricultural production are concerned "biological/tech- 
nical progress" (based on improved seed, use of mineral fertilizer 
etc.) is known to be more effective than "mechanical/technical pro- 
gress" . The necessary expenditure on extension and training services 
(time, costs etc.) for draught animal owners is, in relation to the 
desired increase in income, in part substantially greater than that 
required for comparable extension servicesdealing with more effi- 

cient use of biological/technical innovations for farmers not owning 
draught animals. 

It must therefore be examined whether, from the macroeconomic point 
of view, the use of animal traction represents the most economical 
way of increasing the national product, and in particular whether 
it guarantees optimum use of resources which may be in short supply. 
It is impossible to give a generally valid answer to this question 
and the topic must always be covered in the course of project assess- 
ment. 

3.2.2 Balance of payments 

Macroeconomic assessment of a development project or promotion measure 
must involve the examination of its short-, medium- and long-term 
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effects on a country's balance of payments. This applies in particu- 

lar if the country's b&lance of payments has been in the red for 
some time. 

If the effects of animal traction in this sphere are compared with 
those of other levels of mechanization the related foreign-exchange 
expenditure must be ascertained and set against the potential (or 
anticipated) foreign-exchange earnings. The former are caused for 
the most part by the import of necessary machines, implements, spare 
F.arts, fuel, coolants and lubricants etc., while the latter may re- 
sult either from 
- !ncrea;e in exports of appropriate crops (minus any transport or 

utilisation costs) or from 

- import substitution (3 foreign-exchange savings: if there is farily 
intense use of draught animals this applies in particular to 
tractors and the related implements). 

It can generally be assumed that in the medium and long term animal 
traction will be less of a burden on a country's balance of payments 
than tractor-based technology. The latter has the largest foreign- 
exchange requirements of all levels of agricultural mechanization 
and not only causes high import costs at the time of investment but 
also leads to relatively high follow-up costs and a high degree of 
dependence as a result of the continuous need for spare parts, fuel, 
coolants and lubricants, advanced technical knowledge and so on. 
The countries which will be particularly hit in the future are those 
whichdo not have the necessary resources at their disposal. 

Whether the form of mechanization chosen or to be introduced in an 
actual case can ease the balance of payments depends in the long 
term not only on the necessary foreign-exchange expenditure but above 
all on the increases in the yields of export crops which can be 
achieved with its introduction. As long as the country has sufficient 
foreign exchange to import tractors and the related technology or 
if it can obtain foreign exchange by menas of corresponding exports 
(or possibly by borrowing) the utilization and spread of animal trac- 
tion may be regarded as uneconomical. In view of the fact, however, 
that roost African countries are not in this happy position, draught 
animals may become still more impor.tant for them in future. Agricul- 
tural mechanization based on animal traction also considerably re- 
duces dependence in matters of foreign policy. 
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the examination and quantitive recording of the effects of mechaniza- 
tion on a country’s balance of payments frequently involv-s problems 
which mily stem from a voriet.y of calliies and the information value 
of s,>sh an asses.-,men. t is therct‘ore of-ten somewhat, 1 imited. 

When different levels of mechanization are being compared the net 
foreign-exchange balances determined can be related either to the 
individual farm (e.g. in US$ per cotton farm) or, in aggregated form, 
to the project. region or the entire country. 
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Fig. E/W/8: If draught anilnals are used for commercial transport work - as shown 
here in the case of cotton marketing - it may certainly be practical 
to impose a tax on the animals in order to provide the state with 
additional revenue. (Photo: GTZ Archives) 

off from the increased product earnings in the sectors preceding 

and following agriculture. This aspect must not be overestimated, 

however, since the effects cannot always be clearly attributed to 
the use of draught animals. 

Far more important than the benefits for the national budget in this 
context are the strains imposed on it, i.e. costs resulting from 
measures to promote the use of draught animals. These comprise in 
particular the additional back-up or framework measures which are 
necessary in order to realize the projects and can often be financed 
only with government (or external) aid. 
Examples of such framework or pr;eliminary contributions are given 
below?)When a project is actually being planned they must be examined 
and evaluated separately: 

1) Establishment or expansion of an agricultural extension service 
The additional training and permanent support of the extension 
personnel (who may already be available) in matters concerning 
the keeping and use of draught animals result in substantial costs 
(salaries, accommodation, means of transport, teaching materials 
etc.). 

1) The points mentioned do not claim to be exhaustive and are not given in order 
of importance. 
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2) Credits and/or subsidy programmes 
This type of financial burden, usually intended to provide draught 
animals and implements for the farmers to be assisted, frequently 
exceeds the available government finances. Moreover, credit repay- 
ments are often incomplete and - in many cases as a result of 
inflationary trends - do not cover the new requirements. Additional 
subsidies from government agencies are then necessary to compen- 
sate for unfavourable price/cost ratios. 

3) Expansion or establishment of veterinary services 
In conjunction with any necessary epidemic control or inoculation 
measures this area results in heavy expenditure for the state, 
which may be increased still further by the need for special 
schemes (e.g. to repel the tsetse-fly). 

4) Promotion of local craft industries 
Particuiar importance must in gefleral be attacired to Li'lis area. 
Extensive financial assistance from the state is also necessary 
in conjunction with the development of small-scale local indus- 
tries for producing animal-drawn implements (and the relevant 
spare parts). 

5) Training centres 
The necessary training centres require government support, whether 
they are intended for the target group of the farmers themselves 
or for extension workers and the like. It must be examined in 
each case whether the training is to take place on a centralized 
basis at one or more permanent training institutions or whether 
"mobile training centres" should be set up. 

Support of the local marketing and procurement system 
This measure is particularly necessary if sale of the additional 
produce is to be guaranteed in order to provide the farmers with 
a sufficient income and give them an incentive. Closely linked 
to this is the opportunity for on-schedule credit repayments. 
This also applies to the provision of agricultural production in- 
pllts (fertilizers, chemicals, implements, spare parts etc.). 

Improvement of the infrastructure 

Animal traction in general does not place such heavy demands on 
the infrastructure as tractor-based technology. In some cases 
government support provides an incentive for self-help through 
the construction of roads by the local labour force. 

Special infrastructure measures necessary for promoting animal 
traction - in addition to those already described above - may 
include the following: 
- Sinking of wells to provide drinking water 
- Drainage or irrigation measures 
- Mech.!nical land clearance using .tractors, followed by develop- 

ment of a system of roads and paths 
- Erosion control measures. 
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In order to keep the national-budget expenditure entailed in the 
use of draught animals at a comparatively low level it has proved 
advisable during promotion work to date to make animal traction one 
element of an overall extension programme for the farmers. It is 
thereby possible at the same time to instruct them on improved culti- 
vation techniques, the use of mineral fertilizers and plant protec- 

1) tion agents and other subjects. The measures which agricultural ex- 
tension theory refers to as "package programmes" appear to be the 
best and least expensive way of convincing African smaliholders of 
the advantages of draught animals. 

When planning an actual project it is of course also necessary to 
weigh up all the above-mentioned preliminary and framework measures 
from the point of view of cost and returns in comparison with other 
potentially alternative forms of agricultural mechanization, for 
from the macroeconomic angle, and particularly as regards burdening 
or easing of the national budget, it is only rarely practical to 
give one single level of mechanization priority for every possible 
size of farm or system of farm organization. 

3.2.4 Employment 2) 

A comparative assessment of the employment effects of agricultural 
mechanization projects at various levels must consider the climatic 
framework conditions and the existing population density as the most 
important basic factors and these two elements are in most cases 
closely interrelated. 

If the employment effect of animal traction and that of tractor-based 
technology is analysed - in comparison with manual labour each time- 
with relatively little differentiation, it simply becomes apparent 
that tractor-based technology usually releases far more labour than 
the use of draught animals. However, this is not always the case 
and when an actual project is being considered its indirect effects 
on the job situation should be given particular consideration along- 

side its effects on the preceding and subsequent sectors. 
_-.~~ ~_ 

1) As is done, for example, in Tanzania as part of the National Oxenisation Pm- 
grsnme or in Senegal, Mali, Cameroon and the Central African Republic, where 
the C.F.D.T. (a French cotton production agency) in particular has developed 
and promoted this type of extension work (cf. also the country-by-country 
tables in Part A). 

2) In a macmsconomic assessment the "employment criterion" relates to the pro- 
ject's effect in tenr,s of the creation (or reduction) of jobs. The total number 
Of sdditlonal jobs created or the amount of investment per job can thereby 
beused as competition criteria in a ccmparison with other projects. 
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YUDELMANN et.al. (1971) use a number of case studies to demonstrate 
that the introduction of tractor-based technology has led to a dra- 
matic reduction of. labour requirements in agriculture in some de- 
veloping countries. However, they do not reject this type of mech- 
anization on a general basis but instead propose "selective mechaniz- 
ation", which in parti-ular can overcome seasonal labour peaks with- 
out releasing workers. "Selective mechanization" is regarded as being 
the "optimum" form which fully takes into account the economic, tech- 
nical, climatic and social framework conditions. 

CARILLON/LE MOIGNE (1975) report that in Senegal, Mali, Cameroon 
and Madagascar the use of draught oxen creates a relatively large 
number of jobs, and not just in the agricultural sector. In these 
countries the factor preventing still more marked employment effects 
was usually the lack of suitable draught animals. 

According to CLAYTON (1972) the use of draught oxen can also have 
considerable detrimental effects on the employment situation as was 
the case, for example, in Uganda, where animal traction was for a 
time promoted as a form of mechanization requiring particularly 
little capital. In the same article he cites examples of the success- 
ful promotion of tractor-based technology which created additional 
jobs, mostly in the non-agricultural sector. 

The numerous factors influencing the employment effects of agricul- 
tural mechanization make it impossible to select individual aspects 
and consider them in isolation. A usable analysis must therefore 
always include the related areas as well (cf. also e.g. FAO, 1975). 

In relatively arid regions, which on account of their climate gener- 
ally have a low population density and can often be used only for 
extensive Crazing (permanent arable farming being in most cases im- 
possible), agricultural mechanization is of little importance. In 
cases of need, however, tractor-based technology has advantages over 
draught animals in such areas on account of its greater impact and 
efficiency in so-called "dryland farming". The employment effects 
are nevertheless marginal in both cases. 

If any irrigation measures are implement<>a animal traction may 
achieve a certain degree of importance, particularly for smallholders 
(operating water wheels, tillage etc.), although this applies orrly 
if irrigated land already in short supply is not required for fodder 
production. Motorization (i.e. in this case the use of motor-driven 

pumps, small tractors etc.), which under these conditions is often 

the only way of permitting agriculture at all, has more positive 
employment effects than the use of draught animals. 
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In semi-arid regions of Africa, on the other hand, animal traction 
can become still more important, particularly if in addition to good 

arable land (with fairly light soils) sufficient pastureland is 
available together with a supply of drinking water throughout the 
year. Factors other than climate and population density, such as 
shortage of capital, lack of technical knowledge and an inadequate 
infrastructure, have a far moreinhibiting effect on animal traction 
in these areas. 

Experience in semi-arid regions of West Africa has demonstrated ,that 
the use of draught animals clearly has a positive effect on the de- 
gree of employment of the rural population. The need to look after 
the animals (feeding, care etc.) and maintain the implements (work 
for the local craft industries) not only safeguards jobs but in some 
cases also creates new ones. This effect is reinforced by tne oppor- 
tunities for earning income outside agriculture. 

In the more humid grass and tree Savannah regions the population 
density in relation to the available arable land (including potential 
arable land) - and thus the possible competition between man and 
draught animals - is a more important criterion in agricultural mech- 
anization strategies. As long as sufficient arable land is available 
to cope with the expansion of agricultural area which results from 
mechanization all levels of mechanizaiion above the manual-labour 
stage will to a certain extent have positive employment effects. 
Differences arise primarily as a result of the economic and political 
framework conditions. 

In tropical rain forest areas motorization has clear-cut advantages 
over animal traction in terms of the safeguarding or creation of 
jobs. In many cases animal traction is not sufficient for performing 
the necessary land clearance work or tilling the predominantly heavy 
soils found in such areas. 

However, the two forms of mechanization can complement each other 
in a practical manner if land clearance and initial tillage are per- 
formed using tractors and sowing, crop tending and harvesting with 
the aid of draught animals. 

The relative wage level and the general wage trend are usually taken 
as pointers for increased use of labour-saving agricultural tech- 
nologies. This means that wherever wages are relatively high or are 
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rising, hired labour is being replaced (in societies organized on 
a private-enterprise basis) by capital, i.e. for the most part 
machines and implements. This has only limited significance for the 
mechanization level constituted by animal traction, since it is used 
above all on family farms and in many cases employs labour which 
could still be replaced by "higher" levels of mechanization. 

When a project is actually being planned the anticipated employment 
effects of alternative forms of mechanization must be subjected to 
an "ex-ante" examination in as much detail as possible. Consideration 
of the individual farms, on the basis of the labour peaks acts Lly 
occurring, may often be an additional aid. In most cases, however, 
it is extremely difficult to quantify employment effects, particular- 
ly in the sectors preceding and following agriculture. 

3.2.5 Other macroeconomic effects of animal tracti~on 

In addition to those already discussed other important macroeconomic 
effects may result from the use of draught animals. These, however, 
are of a marginal nature and it may be a long time before they 
materialize. For the mqst part they can only be roughly estimated 
rather than quantified: 

1) Improvement of regional and sector.4 income distribution 
Changes in regional and sectoral income distribution result from 
the effects in preceding and subsequent sectors, already referred 
to several times (causes: increase in range of products, market 
intensification, involvement of local craft industries etc.). 
Certain problems may arise as regards income distribution, since 
often it is only a few farmers who will benefit from this at the 
start of a promotion scheme. These are mostly the wealthier or 
better trained farmers, which means that there may be substantial 
income variations to start with. 
The greater the number of farmers assisted, the more positive 
the effects on general income distribution which can be expected. 

2) Increase in capital accumulation by the rural and farming 
population 
The contribution to capital and asset formation on assisted farms 
chiefly takes the form of acquisition of draught animals and im- 
plements. Although in most cases this effect can be achieved only 
by means of appropriate support (credit, subsidies etc.) it should 
under no circumstances be ignored since it forms the basis for 
independent further development of the work started by the promo- 
tion scheme. 
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3) Improvement of the level of education 

Specific training and advising of farmers on matters concerning 
the keeping and use of draught animals, possibly combined with 
general extension work, produces a certain improvement in the 
general level of education. 

4) Improvement of the food situation 
Improved nutrition (and thus health improvement as well) is based 
on the higher yield level which can be attained using animal trac- 
tion and on the potential for diversifying farm production (vari- 
ous crops, integration of livestock husbandry etc.). 

3.3 Methods of assessing the macroeconomic effects of a project 

The methods available for assessment of project approaches and effects 
- in terms of the overall or regional economy - essentially comprise 
three procedures which are also suitable for evaluating development 
projects aimed at promoting agricultural mechanization (see also 
RUTHENBERG,H., 1976 and GITTINGER, 1973). 

1) The "cost-effectiveness analysis" is mostly used wherever only 
the costs of a project (or measure) are to be ascertained in mone- 
tary terms with little or no consideration of output or benefits. 
This is often the case when dealing with effects in the social 
sphere, e.g. if the employment effects of a project measure and/or 
indirect effects of extension work are to be set against the costs 
which they cause. In "ex-ante" project planning using possible 
project alte.Watives the "degree of target achievement" is used 
as an assessment criterion. The alternative which entails the 
lowest macroeconomic costs in achieving the desired targets is 
regarded as the best. 
This method is only partially suitable for planning and evaluating 
projects to promote animal traction: it can often be used only 
for certain aspects of an overall scheme. 

2) In a macroeconomic "cost-benefit analysis" the results achieved 
on individual farms and the project's planning data (cost and 
benefits) are determined - or in some cases estimated - over a 
period of time ,and taken as a basis for the assessment. The dif- 
ference between the payment flows, i.e. the macroeconomic costs 
and benefits determined, yields the project's contribution to the 

national income (net value added) as the most important yardstick 
of success. 
The evaluation criteria used in the cost-benefit analysis in the 



narrower sense are the internalrate ofreturn- (on the funds used), 

the capital value and/or the cost-benefit ratio. In addition to 
the internal effects of the project external ones can also be 
considered depending on the extent of the evaluation (RUTHENBERG, 
1976). 

The internal effects of a project are based on the impact of the 
actual project measures, e.g. the desired improvement of farm 
incomes with the aid of appropriate mechanization and/or the 
establishment and operation of project institutions. -External 
effects, on the other hand, are to be found outside the project, 
e.g. in the sectors preceding and following agriculture. It may 
be relatively difficult to make this distinction. 

Working on the basis of profitability calculations for individual 
farms, this evaluation method is used to determine macroeconomic 
costs and benefits through "extrapolation" of the figures from 
the microeconomic sector (see Table B/IV/ll).l'Problems may, how- 
ever, arise through the need to include 

- several production periods (or years) or 
- various mechanization and yield levels, as well as in 
- pricing. 

Extensive preliminary calculations are usually necessary in prac- 
tice, i.e. they must be substantially more differentiated and 
comprehensive than those in the example given here. 

In order to permit ascertainment of all cost: entaile,J in setting 
up and implementing the project these costs must be systematically 
assigned to the areas of the project giving rise to them. Only 
when this has been done in as much detail as possible can they 
be set against the macroeconomic benefits resulting from the "ex- 
trapolation" and the external effects of the project. 

A value can be placed on the costs and benefits involved in the 
following ways: 

- According to LITTLE,I.M.D. and MIRRLEES,J.A., on the basis of 
world market prices. 

- Using the UNIDO method,based on current domestic prices. 
- Using the WORLD BANK method, on a combined basis of world market 

prices and domestic prices. 

1) This area cannot be discussed here in greater detail. Descriptive instnxtions 
on use of this method are given, for example, by DOPPLEX,E., (1978) and the 
authors to whom he refers. 
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The opportunities for using a macroeconomic cost-benefit analysis 
are largely limited to the examination of the economic effects 

Of a project. This type of analysis makes it possible - depending 

on the quantifiability of the criteria for determining relative 
advantages - to evaluate alternative forms of a project: if agri- 
cultural mechanization is to be promoted, therefore, this means 
examining which form of mechanization is the best in economic 
terms under the given conditions from the national point of view. 

Despite the large amount of calculation work involved, based on 
as broad a range of data as possible, the cost-benefit analysis 
IS the most suitable and informative method for macroeconomic 
assessment. 

3) A "utilwvalue analysis" -- - ---.-- - ..--- -.-.- - also investigates the degree to which 
the targets of planned and/or realized projects are achieved. 
An attempt is made to include and evaluate (weight) all possible 
targets and a utility-value matrix is formulated for this purpose. 

This method is suitable for assessing agricul~tural mechanization 
projects, particularly if the task is to investigate which form 
of agricultural technology best achieves a wide variety of macro- 
economic, regional and target group-specific objectives. The im- 
portance of the utility-value analysis is increased by the oppor- 
tunities it offers for including targets in the social sphere 
and those which cannot be quantified in monetary terms. 1) 

I)gicsl description see GITTINGER, DOPPLER and 
RIJ'JJWBERG. 
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4. Conclusions 

Smallholdings will in the long term continue to be the predominant 
type of farm in the majority of developing Afrj,can nations. The pro- 
blems - which have already been repeatedly referred to - of providing 
sufficient energy sources for tractor-based agricultural mechaniza- 
tion, coupled with the related logistic problems, mean that there 
is a certain need to give increased promotion to animal traction 
as the more appropriate form of mechanization. The examples given 
show that the use of draught animals is a suitable means for in- 
creasing agricultural production from both the microeconomic and 
macroeconomic points of view. Besides this contribution to the over- 
all economic objectives of most African countries it can provide 
substantial help in achieving other macroeconomic targets, as has 
been briefly described under the individual assessment criteria. 

However, the current shortage of empirical data (research findings, 
studies etc.), particularly on the macroeconomic classification of 
animal traction in comparison with other forms of mechanization - 

may as a result of the latest energy price developments, lead to 
certain incorrect estimations. The majority of the findings available 
so far are a1ready outdated as a result of the changed situation; 
new research in this area - if possible of a highly empirical nature- 
is therefore necessary and will undoubtedly call for different 
asseaament criteria from those ilsed previously. 

Appropriate forms of agricultural mechanization - and animal traction 
must be placed in this category for much of Africa - must take into 
account all the technical, economic and social conditions of the 
situation in which they are to be used. When the opportunities for 
using draught animals are being investigated, therefore, all im- 
portant parameters and framework conditions (see Part A) should be 
analysed and considered during project planning, despite the highly 
complex and interdependent relationships among them. 1) 

Appropriate promotion measures should not be initiated until this 
work is largely completed and the results obtained permit decisions 
to be taken in favour of one form of mechanization or another. 

1) The %hecklistqq given in Part A, Section 4.4 of this handbook can be used as 
a basis. 
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The introduction or promotion of animal traction should be started 

omy in regions where 

- the specific framework conditions favour this; 

- competitive advantages over other forms of mechanization can be 
determined at individual-farm level and it is likely that the 
farmers will be prepared to adopt the technique on account of the 
social and economic conditions; 

-.the macroeconomic assessment criteria speak more strongly in favour 
of animal traction than other forms of mechanization. 

With regard to the last-mentioned aspect it is essential above all 
that there should be complete agreement among aii the political de-. 
cision-makers involved in the country in question. In this connection 
it would be desirable if all the donor countries' activities in the 
area of agricultural mechanization could be coordinated to a very 
large extent in order to permit the introduction of a mechanization 
strategy which is as uniform and appropriate as possible. 
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1. Preliminary remarks 

The aim of this section is to supplement the technical aspects of 
animal traction described in Part B and give a survey of the most 
important sociological factors involved in the promotion of animal 
traction on African smallholdings. 
This intention is confronted with the basic problem that there are 
very few systematically collected and examined empirical data on 
the numerous social aspects of the use of draught animals in an 
African context. This can be attributed to the fact that animal-trac- 
tion projects have frequently been dominated by factual knowledge 
in the fields of agricultural engineering and agricultural economics, 
with the result that under these circumstances systematic recoraing 
of social factors and analysis of their influence on animal-traction 
projects was possible only in rudimentary form. In feasibility 
studies, project evaluations and the like, therefore, sociological 
data on the use of draught animals often only take the form of mar- 
ginai notes and in most cases cannot be generalized beyond their 
immediate local or regional context. 
Moreover, it is noticeable that even in the academic field of social 
research there has to date been little interest in agricultural mech- 
anization schemes in general and animal-traction projects in particu- 
lar, so that these circles have also failed so far to make much 
effort to remedy the existing shortage of information. 
In view of the lack of data the following approach was chosen for 
this section: 

The first part describes the essential sociological features of 
African smallholders in terms of their relevance to the use of 
draught animals. This will be illustrated by examples as far as the 
available data permit. 

Following this description of the general characteristics of the 
social environment in which animal-traction projects are required 
to operate, the second part of this section formulates criteria for 
the implementation of projects aimed at promoting the use of draught 
animals. It is implied that the greater the extent to which these 
criteria can be met in the course of project implementation, the 
more likely it is that the innovation will be adopted by target 
groups to which the features described in the first part apply. 

The most important findings of this section were finally compiled 
to form the "checklist" set out and briefly discussed in Part A of 
this handbook (see Section A/4.4). 
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2. Social characteristics of African smallholders 

2.1 Social division of labour and cultural identity -l-l.---- 

One of the most prominent features of traditional African agriculture 
is its often very rigid separation of arable farming and livestock 
husbandry. Mixed farming of the type familiar in Europe is only wide- 
spread in places where it was introduced or forced onto the African 
continent from outside as a result of European colonialism. The tra,l- 
itional form of social division of labour between the subsistence> 
farmers earning a living from crop growing and the nomads with a 
livelihood based on stock breeding must be regarded as an optimum 
method - developed over the course of time - for using available 
resources under given ecological conditions. It is therefore deter- 
mined to only a small extent by market conditions, being influenced 
more by natural factors such as climatic conditions, particularly 
amount of rainfall and guarantee of precipitation, together with 
the amount of family labour available and - for the nomads - the 
fertility of the herds. 

The fact that the two types of production are seldom or never found 
in an integrated form can be initially ascribed to environmental 
conditions such as climate, vegetation and amount of rainfall, which 
often mean that only one of the two forms is practicable at all in 
the long run. In parts of Africa where both forms would be possible 
from the point of view of ecological conditions, the separation can 
be explained by the fact that, on the one hand, clearly defined rainy 
and dry seasons, together with the plants' correlated growth and 
stagnation period, mean that stock breeding is possible only on an 
extensive nomadic basis. On the other hand, the seasonal nature of 
crop growth leads to marked seasonal labour peaks inarable farming 
which, given the predominantly low standard of agricultural means 
of production, require the entire family labour capacity, so that 
there is not enough time left for the keeping of heavy livestock 
and the resulting lengthy treks to pastures and waterholes. The owner- 
ship of livestock, particularly cattle, is therefore limited for 
the most part to farmers possessing a high status who have at their 
disposal a potential labour supply greater than that required for 
direct reproduction. 

Under certain conditions, therefore, it is above all the limited 
nature of the "labour" factor which forces the population living 
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under traditional conditions to devote more or less exclusive atten- 
tion to one of the two sectors of production. The remarkable rigid 
form taken by traditional social division of labour is thus attribu- 
table in the long run to the fact that it represents a reaction to 
natural production conditions which are almost impossible to influ- 
ence using conventional means. 

The rigidity of the social division of labour resulting from the 
dependence of agricultural production on natural conditions is in- 
creased still further by the fact that in the African context differ- 
ent basic forms of production usually correspond to ethnic differ- 
ences and thus to varying languages, myths, rituals, ideologies and 
lifcstylcs: 

"L'agriculture etl'elevage des bovins ne sent pas deux profess- 
ions agricoles, mais deux [nodes de vie de l'homme africain." 
(CASSE et.al., 1965) 

The different types of production and lifestyles correspond at the 
psychological level to different sociocultural identities. The change- 
over from one area of production to the other is therefore not only 
determined by access to specific resources (land, livestock etc.) 
but also simultaneously necessitates giving up a specific sociocul- 
tural identity in favour of a different one. 

HAALAND (1972) has described this phenomenon, taking as his example 
the interaction in the western Sudan between the crop-growing Fur 
and the nomadic Baggara. 

Like most African smallholders the Fur use any surplus agricultural 
income to invest in livestock, particularly cattle. Due to environ- 
mental conditions, the cattle must be entrusted to the Baggara nomads 
during the dry season, who take them on their treks together with 
their own herds. The specific contract conditions, however, result 
in reducing the utility value of the animals for the Fur, while in- 
creasing the risk of loss at the same time, since the Baggara keep 
the milk produced by the cows as a kind of wage for looking after 
the animals but assume no responsibility for losses. One way of 
solving this dilemma would be for the Fur farmers to migrate them- 
selves once their herds reach a certain size (around 7-10 cows), 
initially only during the dry season, and, after the herd increased, 
to change over completely to the nomadic mode of production and life- 
style. 

This occurs once the herd comprises around 20-25 cows and the change- 
over simultaneously involves a change of itientity: 

"The style of life associated with cultivation is categorized 
as Fur, the pastoral way of life as Baggara. By practising 
nomadism, persons perform an activity that identifies them as 
Baggara. A Fur is thus categorized as a Baggara the day he 
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leaves the village and migrates with his cattle. (...I In other 
words, he is ascribed Baggara identity the day he goes to camp." 
(HAALAND, 1972:164) 

The important feature here is that the change of identity is not 

simply an individual psychological process but rather that the Fur 
farmer is ascribed a different identity as soon as he adopts a dif- 
ferent production strategy; or, in other words, he maintains his 
old sociocultural identity precisely because he does not adopt cer- 
tain production strategies, no matter how practical these might seem 
from the technical or economic angle. This can be illustrated by 
two of HAALAND'S examples: 

The Fur regard milking cows as women's work and it is considered 
shameful for men to perform it. Once Fur start to migrate, however, 
the cows are milked by both men and women, as is the case with the 
Baggara, without this being regarded as a disgrace. 

"A Fur from the village does not consider it shameful for a 
nomadized Fur to milk because the nomad is considered to be 
in a category to which Fur standards are not applied." (HAALAND, 
1972:164) 

Once a Fur returns and resettles in the village, however, his ident- 
ity changes again: Fur men no longer milk the cows, for this would 
be regarded as shameful and would be sanctioned accordingly. 

The second example directly concerns the subject of this study. The 
Baggara, as one of the nomadic cattle-owning tribes in Africa, use 
oxen for riding and for transport purposes. The possibility of using 
oxen as beasts of burden and for riding, together with the resulting 
advantages in the form of facilitation of work and time savings on 
necessary transportation jobs, is also familiar to many other ethnic 
groups far beyond the direct migration area of the Baggara. This 
method is nevertheless employed only by the Baggara since the use 
of oxen for transport purposes is a major feature of the Baggara 
identity. A Fur will therefore use oxen for transport work only when 
he starts to migrate with his herd and is thus ascribed Baggara 
identity. Once he returns to tne village and resumes arable farming 
he will no longer use his oxen as beasts of burden, even though he 
did so previously and thereby experienced at first hand the practical 
benefits of this method. 

These examples demonstrate that in the African context production 
methods - or, in more general terms, technologies - are not neutral 
with respect to existing cultures and values, but are perceived as 
features of a specific ethnic or sociocultural identity. Adoption 
of such "new" methods, as it were, therefore requires not only a 
decision motivated by considerations relating to economics or produc- 
tion strategy but also a change of identity which often entails a 
change in social relations and lifestyle. It also becomes apparent 
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that the system described can have a substantial inhibiting effect 
on the flow of innovations between various ethnic groups. HAALAND 
assumes that the mechanisms described do not just represent a local 
phenomenon in the western Sudan but that his observations are also 
valid for other parts of Africa with similar ecological conditions. 

I observed a similar phenomenon in a Zigua village in Handeni 
district, Tanzania, in early 1980. During our visit a number of Zigua 
farmers complained that the village's only watering place was several 
kilometres away and that substantial time and effort were required 
to fetch water each day. This village is located on the edge of the 
Masai Steppe and there is therefore frequent contact with the Masai. 
The Masai use donkeys for transport work such as fetching water and 
everyone in the village is familiar with the advantages of this 
method from first-hand observation. Although the majority of the 
Zigua farmers would certainly be able to keep a donkey, all those 
questioned replied that they could not use donkeys to fetch water 
since only the Masai did this. Use of donkeys for transport purposes 
is indeed an important and well-known feature of the Masai identity 
and the only solution to the dilemma which the Zigua farmers could 
visualize was that the government should lay a water pipe to the 
village or sink a well there (LINK/KALB, 1980). 

This example shows that the above-mentioned association of apparently 
neutral production methods with a specific ethnic or cultural ident- 
ity can also relate to animal traction, because the use of draught 
animals is not just an innovation in the sense of the introduction 
of more productive agricultural implements, but also involves a 
change in the use of traditional resources in the form of livestock. 
It is therefore likely that certain aspects concerning the animals, 
such as the above-mentioned use for transport purposes, or specific 
forms of livestock-keeping (kraals), care, feeding etc. are simulta- 
neously identity features of a specific ethnic group. There is always 
a risk that this will hinder adoption of the technique if the group 
in question is not identical with the target group. 
The possibility of this constraint to adoption of thetechniques mustbe 
investigated during the planning phase of a project aimed at pro- 
moting or introducing the use of draught animals, and this is often 
time-consuming and expensive. The most prominent identity features 

can often be established by means of simple surveys, since they are 
known far beyond the immediate area populated by an ethnic group. 

In the Sudan, for example, I discovered .that the "oxen used for tram- 
port = Baggara" identity link is made even by North Sudanese tribes, 
some of whom live over a thousand kilometres away. The same applies 
to the above-mentioned identity link "donkeys used for transport 
= Masai" in Tanzania. 

This rough clarification of the situation can never preclude the 
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possibility, however, that a constraint to adoption of technique 
- as described above - may occur during specific phases of project 
implementation. A more detailed sociological and/or ethnological 
analysis will become necessary then at the very latest. 

2.2 Social stratification 

Originally, social stratification in the traditional isolated sub- 
sistence sector was not very marked, the predominance of subsistence 
farming permitting only a limited agricultural surplus. The differ- 
ences in the amount of surplus production available per production 
unit are attributed chiefly to the varying effects of natural factors 
in individual cases, e.g. g:luwLtl of the family, disease, failed or 
particularly good harvests. Moreover, differences in terms of access 
to land were for the most part evened out by shifting cultivation 
and the effects of ecological factors (e.g. soil fertility) thus 
ironed out in the course of time for the individual producers. Social 
redistribution mechanisms were also still in existence which, for 
instance, imposed on thewealthier members of a society the obligation 
to be particularly hospitable, to look after the poor, 'to organize 
festivities etc. All these factors counteracted the development of 
marked social stratification under traditional production conditions. 

During colonial days, however, the traditional system was integrated 
into a new market-oriented economic system. The increase in market 
production and the creation of earning opportunities outside the 
farm sector (colonial administration, commerce, crafts etc.) gave 
rise to previously unknown possibilities for increasing individual 
accumulation potential. In many cases the colonial governments also 
created differences in terms of access to these new resources - and 
often to traditional ones as well - by making this access conditional 
upon certain requirements such as education, religion or political 
beliefs. The social distinctions in the subsistence sector therefore 
increased as the sector was integrated into the colonial system. 
This trend continued even after decolonization, often as a result 
of both national and international economic and development policy. 
Nowadays, therefore, even in the subsistence sector with its appar- 
ently uniform social structure, one is likely to find more or less 
marked social stratification, except perhaps in extremely remote 
areas where the original form of shifting cultivation is still prac- 
tised. 
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Differences in socioeconomic status in the African smallholuing sec- 
tor are largely characterized by the uneven distribution of the fol- 
lowing factors: 

1) Ownership of livestock, particularly cattle: - Under traditional 
conditions livestock and above all cattle are one of the main 
targets for the investment of surpluses. Possession of a number 
of cattle therefore always indicates tha,t a farmer produces regu- 
lar surpluses. The fact that ownership of cattle is often unevenly 
distributed, i.e. often only a minority in a village will own 
cattle, means that this is usually a good indicator of socioecon- 
omic status. 

2) Ahove-avernen lahotlr sllpply per production cell: This means that 
the production unit with higher status (e.g. the family) has a 
larger labour force available than the average. This advantage 
stems from two causes. Firstly, there may be more family labour 
available because the farmer has two or more wives. In view of 
the fact that in Africa a price must be paid for a wife, e.g. 
in the form of cattle, every marriage requires the accumulation 
of surplus beforehand. 

Another way of increasing the potential labour force is to employ 
hired labourers, usually on a seasonal basis. This also calls 
for surplus production on the part of the employer and today this 
must be available - at least in part - in the form of cash. On 
smallholdings, therefore, continuous hiring of labour is also 
an effective indicator of a high socioeconomic status. 

3) Cultivation of more land than the average: With the given standard 
of the production inputs (and even with partial mechanization) 
cultivation of a larger area than the average always requires 
that a larger labour force than the average should also be avail- 
able, be it in the form of increased family labour, hired labour 
or a combination of the two. 

4) pccess to non-agricultural sources of income: Access to additional 
non-agricultural sources of income (e.g. trade, crafts, paid ad- 
ministrative functions etc.) leads to a regular cash income which 
can be wholly or partially invested in agriculture, e.g. for 
hiring labourers or purchasing additional cattle. Access to such 
sources of income is also subject to certain prerequisites: trade 
requires prior accumulation of a certain minimum amount of capital: 
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craft calls for special qualifications and surplus income for 
the purchase of tools, raw materials and so on; execution of paid 
administrative work necessitates a certain standard of education 
and often also the right contacts. 

The four types of resources described here are mutually transformable, 
i.e. having one of them available facilitates access to another, 
thereby speeding up the accumulation process. A farmer possessing 
a high socioeconomic status in the sense of having one or more of 
these resources at his disposal is therefore in a better position 
than the average, from the point of view of production strategy, 
and this has a particular effect in times of crisis. SUMRA (1975:152) 
illustrates this by taking the ownership of cattle as an example: 

“People with fewer cattle may find themselves with no cattle 
after food shortages, but people with more cattle may even 
be in a position to buy more cattle. The process continues 
whereby a person with more cattle grows richer while at the 
same time a peasant with no other source of income but his 
land finds he has no alternative but to sell his labour.” 

Social stratification thus occurs as the result of a process during 
which one group of individuals within a social unit succeeds in accu- 
mulating the strategical advantages of the use of a variety of re- 
sources, while the majority of individuals are not permitted access 
to these resources. 

Analysis of the degree of social stratification in a specific social 
unit and identification of the various status groups are important 
when agricultural innovations are to be introduced because the econ- 
omic gap between high and low status groups also takes the form of 
a social gap which, according to SCHCNHERR (1975:246 ff.), prevents . 
the spread of innovations if these are introduced via the higher 
status group. 

A social gap expresses itself in the form of a lack of communication 
between wealthier farmers and those with an average or low status. 
So-called “elite” farmers are seldom motivated to tell average 
farmers about new techniques, while the latter are seldom able to 
overcome this gap through their own initiative. The fact that agri- 
cultural innovations like the animal traction under discussion here 
are usually complex means that they cannot simply be adopted on the 
basis of observation. The existence of a communication gap may thus 
hamper the spread of a technique if the innovation is introduced 
via ‘Velitel’ farmers. 
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A social gap also means that the average farmer has considerable 
difficulty in identifying with the "elite" farmers. Average farmers 
usually know that their wealthier colleagues have a sound financial 
basis and can therefore experiment. Moreover, better-off farmers 
mostly have the contacts necessary to enable them to obtain inputs, 
credits and advice, while the situation of the average farmers is 
precisely the opposite. 

"The activities of the elite in the area of agriculture are 
often of no interest to the non-progressive i‘armers, who find 
it impossible to identify with this elite". (SCHCNHERR, 1975:247) 

Experience with draught-oxen projects in Africa has proved that such 
projects do indeed have little broad-based effect if they are initi- 
ated via the high-status group. 1) The likelihood of achieving optimum 
spreading of an innovation therefore increases if it is introduced 
via the average farmers. The conditions for this type of approach 
in animal-traction projects are described elsewhere in this section 
of the handbook. 

2.3 Family division of labour 

In African subsistence farming the family forms the direct unit of 
production and reproduction. The main criteria used to distribute 
the necessary work among the members of the production cell are age 
and sex. In a large family a third criterion may be specialization 
on the basis of individual skills. The actual way in which family 
labour is distributed among the various productive and reproductive 
processes varies considerably according to ethnic, cultural, ecologi- 
cal and geographical factors. For the majority of African countries, 
however, particularly south of the Sahara, the following model is 
probably valid: 2) 

1) cf. in particular MET'l'BICK,1977, for Gambia and GROSSEk/'PFEIFFEB et.al., 1977/ 
78, for the then Central African Empire. 

2) This does not apply, for example, to a number of societies in North and Esst 
Africa like that in the Sudan. Here, married wcmen do not work in the fields 
but simply do housework as well as handicrafts producing goods for sale (em- 
broidery, basket-weaving etc.), The field work is solely the concern of the 
men. In the case of northern Sudan this situation is based on the Islamic norm 
that marriageable wcmen must remain excluded from public life, i.e. frYxn ProdUO 
tion as well insofar as it has to take place outside the boundaries of the 
home (for details cf. O'BRIEN,1978). However, the Islamic religion is not a 
sufficient criterion for explaining this rigid sex-specific division of domestic 
production and other types, for there are numerous Islamic societies, particu- 
larly in the Sahel zone, where such a system is unknown. 
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All the housework is done by the woman or women and the girls from 
a certain age upwards. This covers jobs such as preparing food, 
fetching water, collecting wood etc. The women are also directly 
involved in arable farming, being particularly responsible for the 
field crops which are to be directly consumed by the family. Wherever 
this is ecologically possible this always includes the cultivation 
of vegetables and spices and in many cases a large proportion of 
the family's staple foodstuffs. 

The men and boys, on the other hand, normally do no housework, con- 
centrating on the field work. In addition to growing basic foodstuffs 
this includes cultivation of one or more cash crops which are ne- 
cessary in order to meet the family's consumer-goods requirements 
(salt, fabrics, working implements, domestic appliances etc.) and 
earn surplus income to cover special occurrences such as marriages, 
illness, deaths etc. A characteristic feature of many societies, 
therefore, is the division into "men's crops" and "women's crops". 
This distinction refers primarily to use of the product, the labour 
expended to create it being of only secondary importance. This is 
attributable to the fact that the men frequently call upon the women 
to help cultivate cash crops, while the women can only expect the 
men to help them with certain jobs such as land clearance which usu- 
ally require heavy physical work. At the same time it is often only 
the men who can then make use of the product and the resulting cash 
income. 

It can be generally assumed that African women play a more productive 
role in agriculture than men, particularly if the necessary housework 
is added on to the field work. Even in the area of pure crop-growing, 
women often work more than men. According to a study by the Economic 
Commission for Africa (ECA), the West Lake Region in Tanzania is typi- 
cal of this situation: on average men perform 1800 hours of field 
work per year and women 2600 hours (quoted according to LELE 1976:16). 

JICGINS (1976:13) is therefore justified in his criticism that the 
productive role of African women has frequently been ignored or un- 
derestimated by development planners: 

0 . . . mechanization programmes have been directed almost always 
towards men, often leaving women with a greater physical burden 
in the maintenance of the family, and the benefits of labour- 
saving accruing only to the men". 

The effects of this type of mechanization scheme, geared solely to 
the male producers, are still more negative if an agricultural exten- 
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s-ion service - as is the case in Gambia, for example - iS Closely 
linked to a mechanization project. METTRICK regards this as One 
reason explaining why a draught-oxen project achieved Only small 
increases in productivity: 

"Because extension has been so closely geared to the OxeniSa- 
tion programme, women have been largely left out. Half the 
agricultural labour force responsibl~e for a large part of the 
food Supply is ignored by the extension service". (MEETRICK 
1977:35). 

The examples given and experience gained in other African countries 1) 

make it clear that as a result of the traditional form of family 
division of labour it cannot be expected that an animal-traction 
project introduced via the male producers in the target group will 
also affect the women and thus the entire agricultural production 
sector. In order to prevent the unnecessary productivity drop re- 
sulting from this type of bad planning it- is first. of all ncceS= - 
to analyse the family division of labour and thus determine the pro- - 
ductive role of the woman under the given conditiz Should this 
analysis confirm the above description of the women’s productive 
role it is essential that the women be directly included in the pro- 
ject. This rela~tes both to training in controlling draught animals 
and using implements as well as to more detailed extension work, 
for example on plant protection and fertilizing. 

2.4 Land law 

Despite variations in detail between ethnic groups, e.g. as regards 
the law of inheritance the following four features are common to 
traditional African land law: 

1) All land is the joint property of a social unit, which is bound 
together by kinship and which, in addition to the living, also 
includes ancestors and unborn generations. There is no individual 
or private land ownership. The land is a tool but not a marketable 
commodity. It has no exchange value and therefore cannot be sold 
either. 

2) An individual's right to arable land or pastureland in an area 
claimed and settled by a community is a result of his position 
as a member of this community. This does not preclude the possi- 
bility that under certain conditions outsiders may also be allo- 

1) cf. in particular GROSSER/PFEIFFER et.al., 1977/78 and the literature referred 
to there. 
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cated land: this however, usually accompanies assimilation into 
the community, e.g. through marriage or adoption. The right of 
a member of the community to have land nevertheless does not imply 
a direct right to a specific piece of land, but initially only 
to the amount of land which he requires for reproduction purposes. 

3) The right enjoyed by an individual as regards community land is 
therefore merely a right of utilization taking the form of culti- 
vation of the land assigned to him. This right lapses as soon 
as the land is no longer cultivated or used for other productive 
purposes. The land then automatically reverts to the community 
and can be reallocated. 

4) Each community contains one person or group of persons bearing 
responsibility for distributing and taking back land and thereby 
representing the rights of the community against the individual. 
The person or group of persons is at the same time responsible 
to the ancestors for ensuring that traditional laws are upheld. 
The person in question, usually the eldest - in the case of a 
family group there may be more than one - is often directly re- 
lated to the ancestor who first settled on the community land 
and made it cultivable. 

However, this form of traditional land law no longer provides an 
adequate description of the current land-right situation in present- 
day Africa. In colonial days Edropean systems of private and state 
land ownership alien to African tradition were introduced, frequently 
entailing the use of military force. Private land ownership is there- 
by simultaneously the legal expression of a modified farming system 
which was also imported (market production) and an accompanying 
change in the economic function of the land. 

In many countries decolonization was followed by another change in 
land law. The independent territorial state now became the nominal 
owner of all the land and the individual relationships among the 
landowners or between the landowners and the state were regularized 
by national law. The individual national land law systems vary be- 
tween large-scale modern-style private ownership (e.g. Kenya) and 
the restoration of traditional communal ownership accompanied by 
the mere right of use (e.g. Tanzania). These examples, however, tend 
rather to represent extreme cases in present-day Africa; in most 
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cases both modern forms of land ownership and traditional rights 
will be found in a country. The varied nature of the ownership and 

legal situations is a reflection of the varying production conditions 
on which they are based; these conditions are characterized on the 
one hand by capitalistic agricultural production on the basis of 
hired labour and the beginnings of mechanization and on the other 
hand by traditional subsistence farming, with a variety of intermedi- 
ate forms and transitional levels between the two extremes. 

The higherthe degreeof commercialization of agricultural production 
in a specific region, the more private land ownership there will 
be. It is often concluded from this phenomenon that commercializa- 
tion - i.c. the opt-cad of "commodity-cash relationships" - breaks 
down traditional production conditions and legal relationships. Com- 
mercialization on its own, however, is not a sufficient explanation 
of the increasing changes in the traditional situation. The fact 
that in subsistence farming most of the produce is directly consumed 
'and only a few needs have to be met via the market means that such 
societies are largely immune to commercialization. 

Under such conditions private land ownership and its economic basis 
- land as a commodity - can only result through the additional in- 
fluence of non-economic factors, the most important of which are: 

- state intervention 
- population growth 
- ecological changes. 

These factors are often in reciprocal relation to one another, i.e. 
they reinforce their common effect, an increasing scarcity of land. 
During colonial days the best land in the most favourable zones, 
ecologically speaking, in the majority of African countries was gen- 
erally concentrated - supported by direct intervention of safeguard- 
ing by the colonial governments - in the hands of a few ,settlers, 
often Europeans. In many cases this situation did not change after 
independence; on the contrary, the structure of concentration was 
perpetuated in that the farms formerly owned by the whites were taken 
over by a native elite or run as state farms. The concentration 
movement continued after decolonization in a governmental or private 
form, frequently promoted and safeguarded by national or interna- 
tional agricul,Lural development programmes. 
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Population growth also leads to a relative scarcity of land, the 
effect being all the greater the more ecological and legal obstacles 
hinder the natural migration of the population groups involved. Eco- 
logical changes such as decreasing soil fertility or adisastrous 
increase in desertification also reduce the availability of land. 

The interrelationship between different factors, e.g. population 
growth plus ecologically unsuitable forms of land use resulting from 
misguided agricultural policy, becomes particularly clear in the 
case of the desertification problem. The effect of the factors de- 
scribed only in brief here, i.e. an absolute and relative scarcity 
of land, often places the people living in traditional circumstances 
in a marginal situation and makes these circumstances themselves 
more unstable. 

However, projects promoting the use of draught animals which aim 
to improve the situation of the target groups presuppose that the 
direct producers will have steady and guaranteed access to the land 
_which they require for reproduction, including land for planned ex- 
pansion. The type of land law is of only secondary importance as 
far as this prerogative is concerned, insofar as traditional land 
law also guarantees lasting access to land. This is not pxvided 
via the institution of private land ownership hut rather via the 
traditional recognition of an individual's ownership of the products 
cf his own work which, in addition to harvested produce,include 
working aids and domestic articles, livestock, houses, kraals etc. 
Although modern land ownership cannot therefore be regarded as a 
prerequisite for animal-traction projects it is often advisable, 
in view of the specific national land law systems, to obtain formal 
land ownership titles for target groups living under primarily tra- 
ditional circumstances. 

More decisive elements in guaranteeing long-term access to land, 
however, are factors such as population trends, land concentration, 
private and state economic programmes and ecological trends in the 
region concerned. Analysis of these points is of major importance 
in the planning phase. 



2.5 Features of production strategies on smallholdings 

The production situation of African subsistence farmers is character- 
ized on the one hand by limited resources and on the other hand by 
imponderable natural factors which cannot be influenced. Existing 
under conditions of which the main features are scarcity and uncer- 
tainty, the smallholder is forced to adopt productiori strategies 
which permit him to reach his paramount produc,tion ta:,;ret, namely 
guaranteeing a basic food supply for his family, wi? a minimum 
amount of risk. The rationality underlying the producti-:~ strategies 
and forms of land use found on smallholdings is therefor+ aimed not 
so much at maximizing yields but rather at reducing risks. 

"Within that objective, various strategies are adopted to 
spread risk and safeguard the food supply, such as (i) frag- 
mentation of holdings and rotating cultivation rights; (ii) 
intercropping, staggered planting, saving of famine crops which 
can be stored unharvested; (iii) adju stment in management as 
the season progresses, e.g. by maintaining a smaller area than 
originally sown, concentrating on moisture-tolerant CrOpS; 
(iv) reciprocal arrangements between households." ( JIGGINS 
197S:ll) 

These safeguarding strategies are often outstandingly suited to the 
ecological production conditions and have frequently been used suc- 
cessfully for centuries. On the basis of traditionally reliable 
methods of reducing risks, each production unit, i.e. the members 
of a household who are able to work, cultivates a specific area, 
the size of which is determined by the household's consumption needs. 
These needs can be roughly divided up into: 

- staple foodstuffs, the need which can generall:; be met by 
growing one or two food crops, e.g. millet, maize, cas:~xa etc. 

- necessary consumer goods such as clothing, implements. salt, lamps 
etc. In view of the. fact that these needs can in gw~?ral be met 
only via the market they necessitate the additional -:ultivation 
of one or more cash crops, e.g. groundnuts, sesame, cot-~:?I? etc. 

Priority is given to safeguarding the production of basir foodstuffs 
rather than to cash crops. 

O'BRIEN has illustrated the link between consumption needs and size 
of area cultivated, taking as an example the productinn decisions 
of Sudanese smallholders: 

"For the larger majority of farmers in Urn Fila prod;~:':ion de- 
cisions are made on the basis of calculations of CC.' ?;ilmption 
needs. It is the function of the head to assess thc~:: '. needs, 
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even within certain limits to decide what they are, and then 
to organize the land and labour Dower of the unit to meet them. 
The flirst and most basic need is dura (Sorghum D.K.), the 
staple of the diet, to feed the members of the unit. (...) 
The aim of each unit head is to meet his household's dura needs 
directly from crops produced in his fields, while striving 
to meet all the various cash needs through the sale of simsim 
(Sesame D.K.). His calculations of household needs for each 
generally determine how much land is cultivated by the unit. 
Not surprisingly, heads of units have a very clear idea of 
the physical productivity of their fields. Their basic strategy 
is to plant about half again as much land as is required to 
produce enough crops to meet unit needs given a normal rainy 
season. Thus, if a head calculates that his unit needs 10 ardeb 
of dura for a year, he will want to plant for 15 ar.leb. In 
this way his yields in relatively poor years will be suf:Ticient 
to meet minimum needs. This strategy helps to cope with "normal" 
fluctuations in rainfall from year to year. No production 
strategy within the resources of the people of Urn Fila can 
prevent the drastic consequences for current production of 
a catastrophical bad rainy season, but surpluses from "normal" 
years can be stored or saved to substitute for failed current 
production in subsequent bad years". (O'BRIEN 1978:lZ) 

This example, which can be generalized beyond the scope of the case 
study, shows how the size of the area cultivated is determined by 
the household's consumption needs and a certain safety margin based 
on experience. It is important that the production decision be taken 
on the basis of a subjective evaluation of the needs to be met and 
not on criteria such as the maximum yield physically possible under 
given conditions. Subjective evaluation of expected benefit in com- 
parison with the additional work required also tends to control ex- 
pansion of the cultivated areas beyond the extent necessary for Safe- 

guarding existence: 

"The peasant producer would make an increased effort only if 
he had reasons to believe it would yield a greater output which 
could be devoted to enlarged investment or consumption, but 
he does not push the drudgery beyond the point where the poss- 
ible increase in output is outweighed by the irksomeness of 
the extra work". (KERBLAY 1971:153) 

Projects aimed at spreading the use of draught animals essentially 
derive their economic justification from the possibilities they offer 
for expanding farm area in comparison with the area which can be 
cultivated using traditional production technologies (see also SeC- 
tion B/IV). They are therefore often confronted with the StruCtural 
problem that the criteria used by advisors and target group for 
e,valuating the benefit of such a measure may differ considerably. 
Whereas project planners often aim for the maximum increase possible 
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from the objective point of view (which under the given conditions 
is considered to be limited mainly by the physical capacity of the 
draught animals) when calculating desirable expansions of area, the 
farmers frequently apply different criteria and may be satisfied 
with an increase which is only small in comparison with that which 
is technically possible because, for example, they rate the innova- 
tion's ability to facilitate work and save time higher than full 
exploitation of economic potential. Experience gained with animal- 
traction projectsin Africa proves that actual increases in the size 
of farms are therefore often far smaller than those projected by 
the planners. 

REMY, for cxamplc, rcfcrs to 31 animal-traction project in 'Jppcr 
Volta where increases in area of 60% in the first year and 100% in 
the second year were planned. In actual fact, however, the farmers 
expanded their farms by only 33% on average over four years. Acccrd- 
ing to REMY these only small increases prove that the Mossi farmers 
favoured a strategy which guaranteed the food supply rather than 
a production strategy aiming for maximum yields: 

"Prudents, les exploitants ont hbsit& & adopter d'emblke la 
houe SW la totalit& des surfaces cultiv&s, & "jouer" avec 
leur rt‘colte. Et surtout ils ont r&serv& en priorit& l'usage 
de la houe a la production vivrisre, le surplus de Gcolte 
kventuellement obtenue r?!tant consacrh en premier lieu i mieux 
manger et $ faire des r&ser~es.'~ (REMY, 1972:515) 

METTRICK (1977:27) also mentions an animal-traction project in Gambia 
where farms were expanded by only 20-25% on average. 

The problem involved in realistic planning of farm expansion is that 
the subjective evaluation criteria used by the farmers in the target 
group are very difficult to assess a priori. In actual practice they 
also vary greatly from group to group and do not usually become ob- 
vious until the project is being implemen,ted. It is probably possible 
in general to give the planning a more realistic foundation if the 
basis used for calculating farm expansion is not the maximum increase 
which is technically or physically possible but the average number 
of hours worked by the farmer before introduction of the innovation. 
This of course requires that the figure be determined beforehand. 

Another aspect which should be considered during planning is the 
overriding importance - for the farmer - of the minimization of pro- 
duction risks as against the realization of increased yields. Here 
again the assessment criteria used by experts and smallholders may 
differ substantially, e.g. as regards mixed cropping versus single 
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cropping or parcelled-out, scattered fields versus land consolidation. 

Animal-traction projects should therefore in general be designed 

and implemented such that they identify, reinforce and optimize the 

characteristic rationality of the production strategies used by 

smallholders instead of trying to "transplant" farm models developed 
on the basis of European-oriented economic rationality into a socio- 
economic system operating according to different structural criteria. 

2.6 Taboos -- 

Taboos can generally be regarded as means of regulating social ex- 
istence a*... which are provided by society in order to protect intcr- 
personal relationships against dangerous, aggressive, fear-arousing 
or libidinous tensions". (PARIN et.a.l., 1978:103). According to a 

classification sc~~xeme devised by FREUD (1956:30f.), the prohibitions 
imposed by taboos may - permanently oi- temporarily - cover the fol- 
lowing: 

- Humans (forbidden to touch the chief, to work on specific days, 
to have sexual intercourse with menstruating women; incest taboo, 
etc.) 

- Animals (forbidden to keep, kill or eat certain animals) 

- Miscellaneous objec,ts such as plants, trees, specific localities 
etc. 

In terms of function the prohibi,tions imposed by taboos are similar 
to norms laid down by law. However, the difference is that infringe- 
ment of a legal norm initially results in a trial and subsequently 
in sanctions imposed and implemented by humans, while breaking a 
taboo automatically brings its own punishment, so to speak. The 

method by which taboos operate therefore presupposes a certain mental 
attitude which FREUD referred to in his classic work as "taboo 
anxiety". This is based on the belief that conscious or unconscious 
infringement of a taboo would disturb the rest of ancestors, spirits 
or demons who would then take their revenge by bringing misfortune 
and death upon the offender or the entire community. The ancestors, 
spirits and demons incensed by the breaking of a taboo can and must 
be appeased by means of propitiation ceremonies. 

In psychological terms the observance of taboo rules is founded in 
the mechanism for avoiding socially defined situations triggering 
extreme fear. The fear aroused by the breaking of a taboo in some 
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cases cmbe so great that it automatically leads to the death of the 
person involved. 

"There are reliable reports that unknowing violation of such 
a prohibition does in fact automatically produce its own 
punishment. The innocent offender who has, for example, eaten 
an animal forbidden to him, becomes severely depressed, antici- 
pates his death and then actually does die." (FREUD, 1956:29) 

In addition to regulating social relationships, e.g. protecting 
chiefs or other' local dignitaries from the envy of their subjects, 
protecting women and children against interference, maintaining Lhe 
exogamy rule through the incest taboo ok providing protection against 
dangers connected with touching corpses or eating certain foods, 
the observance of taboo rules also has the important function of 
identity formation. 

"There is almost no better way of feeling solidarity with a 
group of people and distinguishing oneself from other groups 
than by sharing the same objects of avoidance. The individual's 
feeling of identity is dependent on social features, i.e. easi- 
ly perceptible signs of affiliation on the part of the other 
members of the group. (...) It is not just any traditional 
taboos which are observed but precisely those which impart 
the uniting feeling of identity wherever it is wanting." (PARIN 
et.a1., 1978:105f.) 

The function of identity formation through the division from other 
groups by means of submission to certain common prohibitions is par- 
ticularly evident in totemism, a special form of taboo. The essential 
feature of totemism is that it is forbidden to kill and eat the totem 
animal of one's own clan; sometimes sexual intercourse with members 
of the opposite sex subject to the same totem is also forbidden. 

I shall now use the above-mentioned classification system devised 
by FREUD to describe in simpler form the potential effects of taboos 
on the spread of animal traction. 

a) Animai taboos 
The most serious problem would probably be a case where the 
draught animal was the subject of a taboo or was the totem animal 
of the target group; this would represent an obstacle toacceptance 
which would be practically impossible to influence. This, however, 
would probably be a rare occurence. For obvious reasons anima 
taboos do not usually relate to domestic or productive animals 
and totem animals are usually wild creatures. This possibility 
should nevertheless be considered. 
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Moreover, there are cases, particularly among tribes or races 

engaging in traditional cattle-keeping, where it is forbidden 
to kill and eat cattle even though they are not totem animals 
in the stricter sense. Certain Dinka tribes in the southern Sudan, 
for example, refuse to slaughter their animals for anything other 
than ceremonial purposes because they believe that the other 

cattle in the herd could take offence and fall sick, die or run 
away out qf revenge. 

Lastly, it may be forbidden to keep certain animals or allow them 
to remain within a village. In this case it should be determined 

whether this is ,a genuine taboo based on taboo anxiety or whether 
it ic, simply an agreement among the village people, for example 
in order to protect the crops. In the latter case it might be 
possible to change the situation, whereas a genuine taboo can 
almost never be modified in. the course of a development project. 

b) Taboos relatin .$ to humans or human behaviour 
Within this category it is probably only work taboos which are 
of direct significance. Suc'h taboos forbid work, for example, 
on specific days of the week or on the occasion of certain events 
such as births and deaths. The taboo forbidding women to work 
during menstruation is widespread in Africa. In view of the fact 
that a certain minimum working period is required for reproduction, 
work taboos are always of a limited duration and it therefore 
should not be assumed that they represent a serious obstacle 
to the introduction of draught animals. 

c) Object taboos 
Taboos in this category concern objects such as plants, houses, 
trees and implements or‘ specific locations. It can be assumed 

that most crop plants are not the subject of taboos. Object taboos 
may be attached permanently ai- temporarily to specific localities 
or areas: burial plac,es, places where serious crimes were com- 
mitted or weas where "spirits" who could threaten anyone entering 

the place reside permanently or temporarily. PARIN et.al. (1978: 

104), for example, refer to a taboo observed by the Agni in the 
Ivory Coast prohibiting them from going into the forest on Thurs- 

days, because on this day the forest is the domain of the spirits 
who would kill any trespasser. However, areas or locations to 
which taboos are attached are generally limited in size or subject 
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to the taboo for a specified period only, sothat they do not 
represent a serious obstacle to the introduction of draught ani- 
mals. 

Lastly, reference should be made to an object taboo widespread 
in certain parts of Ethiopia which forbids women to touch ox-drawn 
ploughs. However, the use of draught oxen has been traditional 
for centuries in Ethiopia, from which it must be concluded that 
this taboo was probably not created until after the technique 
had been introduced and spread and therefore did not seriously 
hinder it. 

3. Sociological aspects of the implementation of animal-traction 
projects 

3:1 General criteria concerning the process of innovation adoption 

In the first part of this section it has been repeatedly pointed 
out that the ideas held by the expert advisors and the target group 
as regards the usefulness of an innovation or project measure may 
differ considerably. Although technical and economic suitability 
of an innovation for achieving a given target are necessary prerequi- 
sites,they are not sufficient to ensure that the innovation is ac- 
cepted and becomes widespread. Insteau, the ~degree of suitability 
(feasibility) of an innovation as determined by experts must be re- 
garded as such by the target group as well. In the long run, there- 
fore, it is not just the objective economic and technical features 
of an innovation which decide whether it will be accepted,but also 
the perception of these attributes by the target group. 

"It is the attributes of a new project, not as seen by experts, 
but as perceived by the potential adopters, that really 
matters." (ROGERS/SHOEMAKER, 1971:137) 

ROGERS and SHOEMAKER have developed a classification system compris- 
ing five criteria which describe in universally applicable terms 
the perceived attributes of innovations. They thereby hold the view 
that the more the following criteria are fulfilled (or, in one case, 
not fulfilled) the likelier it is that an innovation will be accepted 
and the higher its adoption rate will be. The five criteria consti- 
tuted by observability, trialability, complexity, relative advantage 
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and compatibility will now therefore be described in brief in the 

light of their relevance to animal traction as an innovation. 

3.1.1 Observability 

This criterion is fulfilled if the results of an innovation are 
visible to the members of the target group, this being all the more 

important if the innovation is totally new to them. particularly 
in places where animal traction is totally unknown, therefore. pro- 
jects promoting it should attach paramount importance to correct, 

continuous demonstration of the technique in order to illustrate 

clearly its benefit, i.e. tillage of a given area in less time and 
with less labour than is possible under conventional conditions. 
It is important that "se of the technique be demonstrated under cir- 
cumstances typical of the production conditions for the target group 
apd it may therefore be insufficient simply to set up a central de- 
monstration farm. 

The link between observability and adoption rate is substantiated 
by the results of o,,~ma:- traction projects in Africa. For example, 
METTRICK (1977:6) points out with reg,ard to Gambia that the proximity 
of the project area to Senegal and the resulting contacts between 
the target-group farmers and Senegalese ox-farmers had a positive 
effect on adoption of the innovation by the Gambian target group. 
GROSSER/PFEIFF"R et.al. (1977/78:196) report similar findings in 

the Central African Republic. 
LINK/KALB (1980:43f.) pinpointed insufficient observability for the 
actual target group as one factor contributing to the failure of 
$ draught-oxen programme in Tanzania. 

3.1.2 Trialability 

This criterion is fulfilled if the members of the target group can 
try out the innovation on a small scale and can experiment with it. 
Whereas one function of observability is to arouse the target group's 
interest in the innovation, trialability should enable the farmers 
to gain practical experience in using it. It is often vital for a 

smallholder to examine in detail the effects of an innovation in 
comparison with the techniques used previously, since in view of 
his limited resources uncritical and untested adoption of an inappro- 
priate innovation would directly endanger the basis of his existence. 
The frequently observed cautious approach to the "se of draught 
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animals adopted by smallholders - with only small increases in area 

during the initial period - can without a doubt also be ascribed 
to the fact that many farmers, adopting a strategy founded on ex- 
perience and aiming to safeguard their livelihood, prefer first to 
try out the innovation and gain practical experience with it on a 
limited scale before using it for their production as a whole. 

Trialability, like observability, is thus more important for "early 
innovators" than for those coming after them, provided that the pro- 
duction conditions for both groups are similar and that there is 
little or no social distance between them. It is these conditions 
which will make the experience of the "early innovators" of use to 
thssc fcllowing them in that thiz rcdtices the risk entailed in adopt,. 
ing an innovation. 

3.1.3 Complexity 

This criterion relates to the perception of an innovation as being 
difficult to understand and use. Complexibility has a negative effect 
on the adoption rate, i.e. the more complex an innovation is regarded 
as being, the less likely it is that it will be adopted and will 
spread. Use of draught animals is more complex than hoe agriculture 
insofar as the farmer is required to nlaster not only the use of a 
new tool, e.g. an ox-drawn plough, but also the method of controlling 
the draught animals. Moreover, the use of draught animals normally 
requires cooperation between two people, which may increase the im- 
pression of complexity for farmers previously used to working solely 
on their own. 

From the point of view of the project complexity of an innovation 
always necessitates intensive training, followed by continuous ex- 
tension work. it is extremely important that the instructor and ex- 
tension workers themselves are fully conversant with the technique 
and can skilfully impart it to others. On some well-known animal- 
traction projects, e.g. in Tanzania, this has not been the case, 
with the result that the target group regarded the innovatidn as 
over-complex (cf. LINK/KALB, 1980:45). 

The complexity angle should also be borne in mind when selecting 
implements. A simple design should always be given preference over 
a more complex one; this applies in the initial phase particularly 

for multi-purpose implements. 



In this connection METTRICK (1977:9) points out that one reason why 
introduction of a multiple tool frame in Gambia was a failure was 
tnat a spanner was required to fit the attachments. 

Lastly, the complexity angle should also be discussed with regard 
to so-called "innovation packages", i.e. several coordinated individ- 
ual innovations (e.g. draught oxen plus inorganic fertilizer plus 

hybrid maize). The danger here is always that only the simpler ele- 
ments of the package will be adopted and the more complex ones dis- 
carded. This was obviously the case in Upper Volta, where the use 
of draught donkeys was offered as a package together with inorganic 
fertilizers and row seeding but only the two last-mentioned - and 
less complex - innovations were adopted by the farmers (REMY, 1972: 
516). In general i,t is advisable not to design animal-traction pro- 
jects as packages but rather to refrain from offering relevant addi- 
tional or complementary innovations until animal traction has really 
become established among the target group. 

3.1.4 Relative advantage 

Relative advantage refers to the perception of an inno.<ation as being 
better, more useful or more advantageous than the traditional tech- 
niques which it is to supersede. Whether an innovation is perceived 
as advantageous or disadvantageous thus depends on the dimension 

used to evaluate it. However, the relative advantage of an innovation 
can be assessed on the basis of a number of dimensions, e.g. economic 
profitability, reduction of risks, facilitation of work and so on. 
It is sociocultural factors which determine to a large extent which 
of these dimensions will be used by a target group to assess the 
relative advantage of an innovation. The likelihood of varying as- 
sessments is great if they are made by groups with differing socio- 
cultural environments. In practical terms this means that development 
planners and experts tend to assess the benefit of an innovation 
ir. primarily technical and economic terms, while for the target group 
constituted by the smallholders other aspects are often more import- 
ant. ROGERS and SHOEMAKER (1971:142) make the following comments: 

"Economic profitabiiity might be expected to be less crucial 
in explaining the rate of adoption of innovations among respon- 
dents who are peasants oriented largely to subsistence living. 
For them, other non-economic dimensions of relative advantage, 
such as social prestige and social approval, are expected to 
explain rate of adoption as would such other attributes of 
innovations as compatability with socio-cultural values." 
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With regard to animal traction as an innovation there are also numer- 
ous indications that for smallholders the economic dimension is of 
secondary importance in comparison with the innovation's ability 
to facilitate work and save time. BAESSEM, for example, made the 
fol1owir.g observation concerning farmers in the then Central African 
Empire: 

I'.. . c'est plus l'&onomie de peine physique que la volontk 
d'augmentation de rendement qui a conduit les paysans~ au dB- 
veloppement de la culture attelee". (quoted according to 
GROSSER/PFEIFFER et.al., 1977/78:197) 

A French study on animal-traction projects in seven West African 
countries (cASSE et.al., 1965:56) comes to the conclusion that econ- 
omic motives played only a minor role in adoption of the innovation, 
except in areas where commercialization had reached an advanced level 
and the farmers were heavily in debt. 

The hypothesis that the economic dimension is of only secondary 
importance in assessing the relative advantage of animal traction 
as an innovation is also confirmed by RUTHENRERG (1964:24) for small- 
holders in Tanzania. 

It must be concluded from the above that in animal-traction projects 
the rate of adoption is clearly i-elated closely to perception of 
the innovation's ability to facilitate work. This point should be 
kept in mind during project planning for two reasons: 

a) Firstly, the rate of adoption can probably be influenced in the 
positive sense if the innovation's ability to facilitate work 
is particularly stressed and promoted in the course of the project, 
e.g. through the selection of appropriate implements. 

b) Secondly, the high value which the target group attaches to the 
innovation's ability to facilitate work may run contrary to the 
project's target of optimum exploitation of the innovation's econ- 
omic potential, i.e. higher yields through an increase in area, 
particularly if this aim involves an increase in working hours. 

3.1.5 Compatibility 

An innovation is regarded as compatible if the target group considers 
it to be consistent with its socio-cultural values, past experience 
and existing needs. 

It has already been pointed out in the section on socio-cultural 
identity that innovations are likely to be rejected if they are in- 
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consistent with the essential features of a social system. In this 
context it can be predicted, for example, that an attempt to intro- 
duce the use of oxeil for transport purposes among the Fur would en- 
counter considerable resistance (cf. 2.1). 

ROGERS and SHOEMAKER (1971:146) mention a case in which an innovation 
was incompatible with the target group's previous habits. In an Asian 
country steel ploughs were distributed to a target group who had 
previously used wooden hook ploughs. 

"The peasants accepted the new implements with polite gratitude 
but used them for ornaments rather than ploughing. Why? Because 
the steel ploughs require two hands to use; the peasants were 
accustomed to using only one hand (and driving their bullocks 
with the other)." 

An innovation must not only be compatible with the socio-cultural 
values and previous experience of the target group but must also 
meet the felt needs of this group. Correct assessment of these needs 
by outsiders and persons unfamiliar with the culture involved is 
difficult and calls for a high degree of intuition on the part of 
project planners and experts, which means that the risk of mistakes 
is high. 

As far as projects aiming to promote animal traction are concerned, 
however, it can be anticipated that an innovation's capacity tc fa- 
cilitate work will in most cases meet the direct needs of the target 
group. 

3.2 Extension services 

The fact that the use of draught animals is more complex than hoe 
agriculture necessitates the existence of an extension service, par- 
ticularly in regions where innovations of this type or similar were 
previously unknown. It is the task of the extension service to create 

good preconditions for the adopticn and spread of the innovation, 
particularly in the following fields: 
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,, 

- advising the target group i.e. imparting knowlege on how to ac- 
tually use the innovation 

- procurement and distribution of necessary production inputs 

- marketing of surpluses and market produce 

,, - arranging credits if no other institution exists. 

However, few of the existing extension services in Africa have so 
,far been able to meet these responsibilities in an adequate fashion, 
since they are usually faced with one or more of the following ob- 
stacles: 

- Lack of finances 
- Lack of personnel 
- Inadequately qualified personnel 
- Unsuitable form of organization 
- Inadequate transport facilities and infrastructure 
z Social gap between extension service and target group 

Most development projects which aim to promote animal traction are 
therefore faced with the need to either set up an extension and 
training system themselves or reorganize any existing service to 
meet the needs of the project. This firstly makes it necessary to 
train or upgrade instructors, who should subsequently be able to 
initiate and support the spread of the innovation by imparting know- 
ledge on how to use it. In most cases the appropriate forms of organ- 
ization also have to be created at the same time. 

Two aspects are of paramount importance as regards the efficiency 
of an extension service: 

1) It has already been pointed out that an efficient extension ser- 
vice can increase the rate and speed at which innovations are 
adopted if it succeeds in introducing them via “average” farmers. 
This does not mean, however, that farmers with a high status 
should be excluded from the service’s activities: on the contrary, 
the inclusion of individuals with a high status and traditional 
authority is often necessary in order to give the innovation a 
degree of traditional legitimation in the eyes of the whole target 
group. Introducing innovations via “average” farmers therefore 
means primarily that the activities of the extension service are 
designed to match the production conditions and lifestyle of these 
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farmers and not those of an elite. This of course requires prior 

ascertainment of average production conditions, a process which 
is often costly and time-consuming, particularly if it is carried 
out in the form of a basic socioeconomic study. 

A simpler method of selecting "average" farmers has been developed, 
for example, by the Institute for Development Studies in Nairobi~ 
(cf. SCHCNHERR, 1975:250f.). This involves having the village 
people themselves select groups of neighbouring farmers who are 
then approached via the group method. This procedure not only 
guarantees relatively reliable selection of "average" farmers, 
but also permits a simplified - and thus less personnel- and 
cost-intensive - form ofassistanceby means of the group method. 

21 Another aspect involves the need to guarantee continuous extension 
work even after the actual project activities have ended. There 
is often a risk here that once the project is over the adoption 
process may slow down or come to a complete standstill, parti- 
cularly if the project has provided considerable services in terms 
of organization, finance and personnel, which cannot be adequately 
replaced afterwards by services provided by the country itself. 
Animal-traction projects should therefore be designed from the 
outset such that they can be continued using local resources even - 
after withdrawal of external specialists and the cessation of 
external services in terms of finance and equipment. 
The most reliable way of ensuring that the diffusion process is 
Self-Supporting iS to guarantee active participation by the target 
group as early as possible. Examples from the Sukuma regions in 
Tanzania show that this is possible above all as regardstraining 
the animals and imparting knowledge on how to use the innovation 
(Cf. LINK/KALB, 1980:Annex 2). Farmers using draught animals 
should therefore be enabled from the very start not only to use 
the innovation correctly themselves but also pass it on to other 
interested smallholders. 

Another prerequisite for ensuring that an innovation can spread 
of its own accord is the creation of a local craft industry struc- 
ture, i.e. training and/or equipping of craftsmen who are able 
to repair implements and manufacture simple animal-drawn equipment 
(e.g. harrows). The development and testing of a technology geared 
to local conditions as well as the creation of the prerequisites 
- in terms of infrastructure and qualifications - for its continu- 
ous production must not be underestimated as regards their import- 
ance in ensuring the sustained spread of an innovation. 
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3.3 Credits 

Wherever subsistence farming predominates it must be assumed that 
an average farm lacks sufficient capital to permit the acquisition 
of draught animals and the most necessary implements. 
If the spread of an innovation is thus not to remain limited from 
the outset to high-status groups, it is in most cases essential to 
arrange credits for the acquisition of production inputs. The initial 
problem here is that most African countries have only the rudiments 
of an efficient agricultural credit system accessible for all inter- 
ested parties. This applies in particular to smallholder credits 
(cf. LELE, 1976:Elf.j. Moreover, traditional credit institutions 
are designed only for granting consumer credits, e.g. to tide over 
the borrower in an emergency or in a special situation such as 
getting married. In addition, a "modern" credit, i.e. a specific 
sum of money at a specific interest rate, repayable within a fixed 
period, would be too great a burden for most subsistence farmers, 
since this would involve a changeover from the previous type of pro- 
duction planning, based on the meeting of food requirements, to 
market production. The likely result would be problems in repaying 
the credit which are often incorrectly interpreted as unreliability. 

One approach which makes it largely possible to avoid the problems 
outlined here is the practice, used in northern Cameroon, for example, 
of linking an equipment credit to the limited cultivation of a cash 
crop and purchase of the latter by the lender (cf. NEUNHAUSER et.&., 
1977:192f.). 

Here, the project provides the credit. The farmers are given draught 
animals and implements - no interest being charged - and undertake 
to grow a specific quantity of a cash crop which is then bought by 
the project and offset against the borrower's obligations. The advan- 
tage of this approach is that it is not only easy to understand (the 
credit takes the form of a simple exchange of products with a certain 
time lag) but also helps to avoid potential problems on the part 
of the farmers as regards storage, transportation and marketing. 

When such an approach is being planned, however, it must be ensured 
that the farmers can meet their obligations without having to change 
their existing production priorities. The quantity of cash crops 
to be grown in order to repay a credit must therefore be calculated 
such that a farmer needs to expend little or no additional labour 
to grow his usual amount of foodstuffs and the cash crops necessary 
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for meeting additional needs. Planning of such an approach therefore 
makes it necessary to obtain reliable data on the production system 
used previously (see also Part B/IV, section on aspects of the grant- 
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1. Conditions for the use of draught oxen 

1.1 Natural locational conditions 

The project region is located in north-west Cameroon and covers an 
area of 4 424 km'. The topography is characterized by mountain chains 
rising to a height of 2 000 m and by the deep river valleys running 
between them. The centre of the project region is formed by an 
approximately 1 000 m high hilly plateau. 

The soils are of volcanic origin and vary in colour from deep black 
in the river plains to red and light yellow on the mountainsides. 

The climate is characterized by a long rainy season with substantial 
precipitation and a relatively short dry season. The rainy season 
generally begins with light rain in March and lasts until the end 
of October. 

The meteorological data for the past 10 years produce the following 
average figures: 

Temperature Relative humidity Rainfall [Sunshine 
CC") (%) mm Days i Hours 

Max. Min. Max. Min. 
26.5 15.1 ; 81.2 47.2 i 3016 196 i 1825 

The ecology of the region includes rain forests in the lower-lying 
areas along the river courses, changes to hilly tree-covered and 
bush savannahs and finally to grass savannahs. The greater part of 
the region is characterized by the thick grass on the mountain and 
hill chains and the region as a whole is therefore also described 
as "grassland" in cultural and historical terms. 

1.2 Socio-economic and historical framework conditions 

The population density in the region is approx. 17/km2 with an aver- 
age growth rate of 2.3%. Around 96% of the female population and 
29% of the male population are involved in the agricultural sector: 
the proportion of the total population engaged in agriculture amounts 
to 80%. 



The ethnic structure is of a heterogeneous nature and two main groups 

can be distinguished: 

a) The resident farming population (Bantu groups) 
b) The seminomadic Fulbe herdsmen (Fulani) 

The local farming population is of varying ethnic origin but essen- 
tially exhibits few variations. The population contains various 
linguistic groups and exhibits a degree of tribal division which 
is gradually being reduced as a result of modern means of communica- 
tion, marketing and trade. Pidgin English is used as the language 
of communication between the various ethnic groups. The traditional 
land utilization system in the region is extensive shifting hoe-based 
agriculture and is typical for the entire project region beyond 
ethnic boundaries. Small areas (0.3-0.5 of a hectare) are cultiva,ted 
for around 4 years and then allowed to lie fallow for up to 14 yeam. 

The pressure of an increasing population led to shortening of the 
fallow periods and thus to a change in the land utiiization system. 
However, the exceptionally high degree of migration stabilizes the 
traditional system to some extent so that it has not yet collapsed. 
Land law is to a large extent still on a traditional basis i.e. in- 
volving the right to use communally owned land. The widespread di- 
vision of labour allocates to the women the subsistence farming, 
which accounts for the major proportion of agricultural production. 
The work of the men is confined to small-scale cultivation of a few 
perennial cash crops, in particular - and to an increasing extent - 
coffee. 

The seminomadic Fulbe herdsmen, the Bororo and the Aku -~ (the two 
groups form the nomadic branch of the Fulbe and are known as the 
Fulani or Peulh) are to date the only cattle-keepers, since the local 
farming population have not so far owned cattle. However, cattle- 
keeping on a contract basis is increasing. This is purely a capital 
investment on the part of wealthy people and cannot be regarded as 
an agricultural activity in the true sense of the term since the 
animals are kept by Fulani herdsmen.entrusted to carry out this work. 

The Bororos have in the meantime become settled but still engage 
in extensive pasture farming. The breed of cattle which they keep 
is named after them; it is a very large, powerful and broad-framed 
type of zebu, coloured black to reddish-brown. 
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The Aku have been immigrating from the Bauchi Plateau (Northern 
Nigeria) for around 20 years and are continuing to do so. 
The extensive pasture utilization of the Fulani and the hoe agricul- 
ture of i.he local farming population form the basis for an ethnic 
balance which is becomj~ng unstable as the amount of available land 
decreases. 1~" common with all rural development regions in the 
country the project region is therefore already exhibiting a high 
d%ree of migration. Around 41% of the local male population is now 
'ln other parts of the country. The migration pattern is characterized 
by a high degree of migration to the plantations in the coastal re- 
gions. The age group between 21 and 30 is most affected: 64% of this 
group have already migrated to the plantation zones. 

Lnfrastructure 

The infrastructure of the Mechum Division is marginal. The major 

traffic artery is a laterite track which forms a ring road, starting 
and ending in the provincial capital, Bamenda. This road connects 
the indivj~dual Divisions and links them '1.0 the other provinces. 
Throughout the year it is passable only in one direction and only 
with great difficulty, There are also connecting roads to all towns 
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and villages of any size which are passable for vehicles for at least 

the major part of the year. 

The local markets - held daily in the larger towns and villages - 
usually offer a limited range of the most common imported consumer 

goods and none of them sells local agricultural products to any 
great extent. 

There are no traditional craft industries of any importance. The 
larger towns and villages usually have very simple vehicle repair 
workshops where simple animal-drawn equipment could possibly be mnin- 
tained. 

The government administration system is based on the centralistic 
French model and is present in full at divisional level (pr&fecture). 
There are usually considerable bottlenecks in the supply of materials 
and equipment (vehicles, petrol etc.). This has aparticularly detri- 
mental effect on the government veterinary service and the agricul- 
tural extension service, both of which comprise a relatively dense 
network interms of organization and personnel. 

The cooperative system in Cameroon has developed furthest in the 
two English-speaking provinces (which include the North-West Province). 
In each Division a Cooperative Union acts as an umbrella organization 
for the individual farmers' associations (primary cooperatives). 
Marketing (mainiy coffee and rice), supply of fertilizer and seeds 
as well as allocation of credits to the farmers are carried out at 
union level. The Cooperative Union responsible for the project region 
is one of the most important in the province. The major organization 

in the field of agricultural credits is the "State Agricultural De- 

velopment Fund (FONADEFi)'41) which is based in the capital, YaoundB, 
and grants individual and group credits. The latter are as a rule 
distributed and administered via the cooperatives. 

In addition to these bodies there is the Credit Union League (Ameri- 
can model) which is, however, of lesser importance for agricultural 

credits. 

The traditional credit institutionsarethe local savings societies; 

these are associations organized at village level which to date, 
however, have been of little commercial significance in the project 
region. 

1)FoNDTIONAl.E DED!ZVErxlPPEM!ZNT RUP&E 
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2. Promotional approach via the WADA 

2.1 History and development of the project 

In 1965, the German Development Organization (GAWI), started attempts 
to increase agricultural production in the project region by means 
of a training and settlement project. In the course of the project, 
the use of tractors, until then the only form of a&ricultural mech- 
anization to be promoted, was found to be comparatively uneconomical 
under given conditions (relatively poor infrastructure, inadequate 
number of workshops, small farms, enormous costs imposed by the trac- 
tors etc.). Modification of the original project approach therefore 
became necessary and eventual~ly led to establishing the Wum Area 
Development Authority in 1972. 

In addition to other non-agricultural promotion measures, the main 
emphasis of the modified project was to be placed in particular on 
the agricultural extension service. Three programmes were introduced 
one after another for this purpose: 

The Block Extension Programme initially continued to assist farmers 
by subsidizing the use of tractors. Rice, maize and coffee were grown 
on the adjacent 2.5 hectare blocks of land cultivated by the farmers 
involved in the project. Despite subsidizing tractors, however, the 
project did not prove successful in the long term. 

The Croup Farming Programme offered short-term credits and advice 
aimed at promoting rice cultivation (upland and swamp rice) to 
farmers who set up production groups. This programme proved relative- 
ly successful within a short time since comparatively little capital 
expenditure and extension work were required, and the farmers were 
able through their activities in the programme to maintain an alter- 
native source of work and income in addition to their other activ- 
ities. 

The Draught Animal Programme did not start until 1975, when a train- 
ing centre was set up. The first 10 farmers were trained and settled 
in 1976, and since 1977 20 farmers per year have attended one-year 
courses; they are subsequently settled on selected areas of land. 
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Additional short courses for a total of 60 farmers (4 courses a year, 
each for 15 farmers) have been held since 1978. Expansion of farmers' 
training would allow regions outside the immediate project area to 

be also included. 

Preparations are at present being made within a pilot project for 
further expansion of the Draught Animal Programme to the whole of 
the North-West Province, especially by increasing the number of short 
courses. 
The major project targets and measures are given in Table C/I/l. 

The structure of the training and exteiision organization is shown 
in Table C/I/Z. 

Fig. C/I/Z: The training centre near Wum where the one-year courses are held for 
young farmers. The houses for the trainees' families are on the left 
side, to the right are the stables for the draught own. The manure 
collected there is always directly applied to neighbowing fields of 
the compound. (Photo: Munzinger) 
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Table C/I/l: Targets and measures of WADA 

Development policy target Project target Programme measures 

1. Changeover from Introduction of Practical training at 
shifting cultiva- fallow periods and the training centre in 
tion to permanent crop rotation cultivation of rice, 
land utilization maize and groundnuts a 

permanent crops 

2. Increase in food Enlargement of Use of animal 
production cropping area traction 

3. Improvement of Introduction of Training and extension 
cash income cash crops services dealing with 

rice-growing 
Marke Lirlg ur small- Provision of t;quipmrriL 
holders' produce and funds for pro- 

cessing. storage and 
transportation 

4. End of the 
rural exodus 

Involvement of the Training and extension 
men in agriculture services relating to 

draught animals 

Involvement of young Creation of training 
people in the innova- and job opportunities 
tion process in the agricultural 

sector 

5. Development of Promotion of self- Support of cooperation 
self-reliance help organizations between smallholders, 

aid in setting-up and 
organization of primar! 
cooperatives 

The WADA extension service has an exceptionally dense network with 

around 1 extension worker to every 60 farmers. This advantage is 
aided still further by the fact that the participants in the Group 
Farming Programme at the same time also use draught animals and the 
land of the "group farmers" is usually near the farms using animal 
traction. 
The increasing extent of the overall programme and the necessarily 
long extension period (at least 3 years) will, however, lead to a 
change in this distribution. Integration of the government extension 
service in the project programme is therefore extremely important. 
Equally vital in this context is integration of the trained farmers 

into the existing cooperative system so that the marketing opportun- 
ities and the supply of production requisites can also be guaranteed 
in the long term independently of the project. 
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Table C/I/2: Organization Chart of WADA (rzised 1981) 

2.2 Training programmes for draught animal farmers 

Since 1978, WADA has been running two different training courses 
dealing with the use of draught animals: 

a) l-year training courses at the training centre 
b) Short courses in specific regions in the participants' villages. 

a) Long courses 
Duration: 
1 year, covering the cultivation periods for maize, groundnuts 
and rice (January to December). 

Capacity: 
20 farmers, including their families. 

Facilities and services provided: 
-Accommodation at the training centre, meals, health care 

- A garden plot of 0.16 of a hectare for growing vegetables to 
meet the farmer's own requirements 

- Training in handicrafts and child care for the women 
- Collecting from and transportation back to home 

of charge 
village free 
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Trainin= 

- Use of a pair of oxen for ploughing, harrowing, weeding and 
transportation, 

- Cultivation techniques for rice, maize and groundnuts in flat 
beds with row sowing and use of fertilizer, 

- Instruction in cattle-keeping (setting-up of a simple cattle 
shed, manure pit and maize silo), 

- Use and maintenance of agricultural appliances and equipment. 

Theoretical instruction to back up and reinforce the basic prac- 
tical skills has been prepared. 

b) Short cqurses 

The short courses generally last 2 months and provide instruction 
only in the use of oxen for ploughing and harrowing. The courses 
are held in the farmers’ horn? villages so that no costs for 
board and looging are incurred. The farmers can start maize culti- 
vation as soc~n as the course ends, so that no losses result on 
account of the training. 

The remaining necessary knowledge of production techniques in- 
volving draught animal use for maize, groundnuts and rice is ‘co 
be imparted during intensive extension work and follow-up super- 
vision after the courses. 

Before the course starts, the group offarmers communally build 
a pen for treatment of the animals. Grazing of the animals is 
also carried out on a communal basis. 

The farmers attending the short courses are granted the same 
credits at similar conditions as those attending the long courses; 
they also receive subsidies and can have their fields initially 
ploughed free of charge by tractor. 

c) Ratio of long to short courses 

As a result of comprehensive training, the participants in the 
long courses should be able to work independently and require 
relatively little extension work on the part of the project. It 
is intended that advice and support should mainly be given to 
farmers who were only able to attend a short course but who settle 
in the region, in order to gradually relieve the project of the 
burden of follow-up supervision within ‘the constantly expanding 
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This somewhat large total is reduced by a 20% subsidy, leaving 

165 000 FCFA, which can be repaid in annual instalments over a period 
of 4 years and at 7.5% interest with a l-year period of grace. 

Each draught animal owner also receives a subsidy of 20 000 FCFA 
for material needed to construct a cattle shed and pasture fence. 
Initial ploughing of the new land to be cultivated by the farmer 
is carried out free of charge using tractors from the project. 

3. Experience gained to date with-the Draught Animal Programme 

3.1 Target group - 

In contrast to similar project approaches in Cameroon the small- 
holders participating in the Wum project region had no previous ex- 
perience with draught oxen. The innovation work was thus started 
from scratch with no knowledge of the possible effects or prospects 
for success. Although some experience in the ilse of animal traction 
had been gained in other parts of Cameroon .it could be applied 
only in part to the project region. 

In accordance with the project objectives it is intended that the 
male population - the target group - should be more strongly inte- 
grated into the agricultural system, particularly in order to include 
this potential labour force in agricultural production. An analysis 
of the farmers trained to date i.n the WADA Draught Animal Programme 
shows that this criterion has been fulfilled. The farmers recruited 
to date are in the age group between 18 and 40, with an average of 
around 31 for the long-course participants and around 28.5 for the 
short-course participants. 

The aim of greater integration of younger farmers, i.e. potential 
migrants, into the programme and thus into the agricultural sector 
is being increasingly achieved. In 1979, farmers aged under 30 ac- 
counted for approximately 65% of short-course participants. 

A random sample taken from participants of a long course revealed 
that 8 out of 20 farmers had previously left the region already once 
for an average time of 1 to 7 years, and had then returned. This 
proves that reintegration into the agricultural sector is possible 
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even in the peripheral regions. The general structure of the innova,- 
tive group can be described as "modernized". This means that this 

group is characterized less by traditional values and attitudes and 
more by the trends towards breakdown of these traditional structures, 

through: 
- a relatively high age at marriage 
- monogamy and a small number of children 
- primary education 
- migration experience 
- readiness to assist their wives in the field work. 

However, confining project activities to this innovatively-minded 
group is not without problems. For example, it is clearly not poss- 
ible to use this group as "change agents", so to speak, for trans- 
forming the traditional shifting cultivation into permanent land 
utilization since traditional agriculture (as subsistence farming) 
'is in the hands of the women. Introduction of innovations via this 
target group therefore has no effect on traditional land utilization. 
On the other hand, the relative shortage of land becomes worse as 
this new group establishes itself in agricultural production. 

3.2 Land reserves 

The region's land use system has to date been characterized to a 
certain extent by a symbiotic relationship between extensive stock- 
keeping by the Fulani and extensive arable farming by the local 

population. The population pressure on the land - which is growing 
despite migration - and the increasing overstocking of the tradi- 
tional mountain pastures are already leading to a relative shortage 
of land. 

On the basis of the criteria for the use of draught animals in terms 
of production techniques, the overwhelming majority of the areas 

cultivated in the traditional manner would be suitable for the 
Draught Animal Programme. However, the sex-based division of labour 
in the traditional land use system has so far meant that animal trac- 
tion could not be employed to utilize this land. The areas under 
traditional cultivation would only be available if the women were 
directly included in the promotion measures as a target group. 

Implementation of the Draught Animal Programme in Wum is therefore 
cldseiy linked with land development measures (= land settlement). 
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Remote, unused land reserves should be developed for the project 

activities, i.e. settlement of young trained farmers, by means of 

further infrastructural measures such as: 

- improvement of access roads 
- construction of simple bridges 
- reclamation of hitherto uncultivated land by means of clearance 

(initial ploughing by tractor) etc. 

Although such measures are extremely important for the development 
of remote rural areas, the resulting cost burden for the project 
must notbe forgotten and - not least as a result of this - considera- 
tion is at present being given to diversification of the target 
groups and increased influencing of the traditional cultivation 
methods. 

3.3 Experience with crop farming 

The three main crops on the farms using draught animals are maize 
(mainly as a staple food), groundnuts (in part as a cash crop) and 
rice ( as main market crop). They are grown as single crops with 
row sowing so that they can be tended using a team of oxen. Local 
varieties of maize and groundnuts are preferred on account of con- 
sumption habits, while for upland rice the imported “63433” variety 
is used. 

In vi,ew of the fact that the incidence of disease is still low there 
is no need to use plant protection products. The region’s substantial 
precipitation stimulates the growth of weeds and in great deal of 
work is needed to remove them. Weed control can therefore lead to 
labour bottlenecks in rice cultivation, particularly during the maize 
and groundnut harvest (cf. cultivation schedule). 

In addition to problems in weed control (weeding is carried out too 
late and only to an inadequate extent) various farmers do not observe 
the sowing and fer,tilising times or the exact quantities of seed 
and fertilizer. ‘In many cases there is also no correct crop rotation 
such as recommended during training and extension. 

These inadequacies can only be gradually reduced an the fapmnrc: rein 
more experience. However, it is also being considered whether partial 
adaptation to traditional production methods (ridge farming, mixed 
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Table C/I/3: Cultivation schedule for farms using draught animals 

I Maize 
I 

Groundnuts Rice Miscellaneous 
(cultivated by the wmen) 

January 

February 
March Soil preparation Soil preparation 

Ploughing/harrowing 

April 

May 

June 

July 

I 
Fertilizing 
(20:10:10) 

'Weeding (by hand) 
Top dressing 
Weed control 
(draught animals) 
Weed control 
(draught animals) 

August Harvest 

Ploughing/harrowing Yams, fertilizing, 
Sowing Setting 

Weeding (by hand) Soil preparation 

Weed control Ploughing/harrowing 
(draught animals) Seeding 
Weed control Fertilizing 
(draught animals) Weeding (by hand) 
Harvest Top dressing. Weed 

control (draught 

Plantains 
Weeding 
Silo preparation 
for maize 

Yams 
Ground preparation 
Yams, planting 

September Field clearance, Drying Weed control Beans 
Soil prepsration (beans) (draught animals) 

October Shelling Guarding fields Planting 
against birds Weeding 

November Harvest Yams 
Harvest 

December Transportation of Beans 
paddy for hulling Harvest 





animals are then tied together jn the pen. Once they have becoiiie 
used to each other they are then introduced to the yoke for several 

days. As soon as they are able to walk together in the yoke without 
problems,the actual training as draught animals can start. 

During this phase the farmers to be trained are involved in the work. 
The preceding taming of the animals must be carried out by pernanent- 
iy employed workers since the farmers themselves have little experi- 
ence in handling cattle and tend to mistreat them out of fear of 
the still wild animals. 

Training of the animals until they can pull ploughs and carts lasts 
Y total of around 4-6 weeks. Some of the animals (around one-third) 
prove to be unsuitable during training and must be separated from 
the rest for subsequent sale. The bulls are castrated before tt,e;, 
are handed over to the farmers to prevent them from following the 
cows in the Fulani herds. In general it can be said that uncastrated 
animals also appear to be suitable for draught work. 

Experience has shown that the more lively temperame.?t of cows makes 
them more difficult to handle and means that they can only be used 
as draught animals by experienced farmers. 

Feeding the animals seldom presents problems. Due to the a-month 
rainy season there is sufficient natural grass as a fodder basis. 
The grass should be cut from time to time in view of the fact that 
the nutritional value of the local grasses (mainly pennisetum pur- 
pureum) clearly decreases the older the vegetation becomes. During 
the working periods, the cattle are given rice bran in addition. 
However, cases of poor animal feeding, resulting in illness, have 
often occured among resettled bullock farmers. This could usw~lly 
be attributed to the fact that, due to mutual distrust, these farmers 
did not allow free communal grazing and kept their animals tied up 
during feeding. The state of nourishment of the animals whose owners 
allowed communal grazing was distinctly bstter. 

3.5 Z&read of cattle diseases -- 

The spread of disease is not a limiting factor- in the project region. 
Trypanosomiasis bovin occurs only in lower-lying areas outside the 
project region; the other diseases occuring (e.g. foot and mouth 



disease) can be treated by the local veterinary service and - more 
recently - by a veterinary assistant attached to the project. However, 
it is of paramount importance that diseases be recognized and treated 
in good time, and this calls for regular checks by the veterinary 
personnel since the farmers do no yet have the necessary experience 
and knowledge. It is planned, therefore, that the extension workers 
dealing with the farmers should be additionally instructed in the 
most important aspects of animal keeping and animal hygiene in order 
to guarantee better checks and advice for the farmers in this sector. 

Treatment of ticks is particularly important. The animals are af- 
fected to an especially great extent during the rainy season i.e. 
during their working period. Ticks not only transmit diseases (e.,g. 
haemoglobinuria enzootica, stretothricosis) but also cause infections 
and formation of sores. A daily check for ticks must therefore be 
carried out as a matter of course. It has become clear that use of 
chemical preparations not only involves a cost burden and problems 
as regards regular procurement and distribution to the farmers, but 
also prevents the farmer from establishing close contact with his 
animals. Removal of ticks by hand, however, promotes close contact 
with the animal which the farmers - who have no tradition of cattle 
keeping - must develop. Farmers who became used to treatment by means 
of chemical preparations stopped bothering about the conditions of 
their animals if the chemical could not be supplied at the correct 
time. 

MORTALITY RATE OF DRAUGHT ANIMALS (1978) 



Average mortality/year 

comprising: 
Normal (disease) 
Negligence 
(strangulation, no tick 
treatment etc) 

17.8 % (June-October: 35.6 %) 

8.5 % 

9.3 % 

Ratio of Bororo to Aku cattle 50 : 50. 

The overwhelming majority of deaths can be attributed to negligence 
i.e. poor care. 

This reveals deficiencies in training and in the farmers' experience 
as well as in the follow-up supervision. 

Regular checks by a newly appointed veterinary assistant have in 
the meantime improved the situation considerably. 

4. Evaluation of the use of draught animals in the Wum Region 

4.1 Profitability of using draught animals on the farms - 

It is not yet possible to carry out exact profitability calculations. 
The most recent surveys of the amount of work which must still be 
performed manually on farms using draught animals have revealed an 
exceptionally high degree of variation depending on the length of 
the farmers' experience. 

Data with any information value cannot be anticipated until around 
2 years after the farmers have been settled, since the ground must 
usually be tractor-ploughed in the first year of cultivation. More- 
over, it canno'; be assumed that the farmers will fully master the 
cultivation techniques until the third year. Initial experience has 
shown that during this year the cultivation area is expanded and 
additional tillage performed on a wage basis. 

A profitability calculation based on various .types of model farms 
has shown that it is possible ,to at least double the average agricul- 
tural income through the use of animal traction. It must be pointed 
out ( however, that economic effectiveness in the sense of a substan- 
tial increase in the mclnetary income need not necessarily be a de- 
CiSiVe criterion for the adoption of a new technique. Most of the 
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farmers do not yet have a particularly market-oriented way of think- 

ing. 

Assessment of the labour force in monetary terms - on which a prof- 
itability calculation is based - is also foreign to the farmers since 
subsistence agriculture does not produce a cash income in the nar- 
rower sense of the term. 

More important to the farmer is the credit burden since it is mainly 
this which forces him to earn a relatively high cash income. A dis- 
proportionately large credit burden can very easily lead to resigna- 
tion and cause the farmer to give up the innovation or to be slow 
in making his repayments. It is therefore advisable that the amount 
of money which a farmer owes should be kept within reasonable limits 
and that, if necessary, he should be supplied with a simpler range 
of implements and other agricultural production requisites (which 
can be supplemented as he becomes more successful). 

4.2 Animal traction versus tractors 

When decisions are being taken on the possible uses of animal traction 
the question of alternative forms of mechanization, in particular 
tractors, inevitably ?rises. In the case of WADA this is particularly 
important since tractors are used in other extension programmes and 
also in the Draught Animal Programme for initial ploughing. Compnra- 
tive cost calculations for the Wum Region have revealed that the 
use of tractors is far more expensive than tilling the soil using 
animal traction. The main reason for this is the unfavourable running- 
cost ratio. In the case of tractors high repair costs and long idle 
times on account of the poor spare part supply are set against 
utilization possibilities which are limited in terms of time (approx. 
4 months) and area. The few large cultivated areas are for the most 
part a long dis%ance away from c,ne another and necessitate long 
travelling times. 

The fact that the farms are on average very small means that tractors 
can be used only above single-farm level, which results in additional 
administration costs. 

It can therefore be stated that the use of tractors in the Wum Region 
is not a feasible alternative for the smallholders as a target group, 
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Assessment of the labour force in monetary terms - on which a prof- 
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rower sense of the term. 
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tion and cause the farmer to give up the innovation or to be slow 
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When decisions are being taken on the possible uses of animal traction 
the question of alternative forms of mechanization, in particular 
tractors, inevitably arises. In the case of WADA this is particularly 
important since tractors are used in other extension programmes and 
also in the Draught Animal Programme for initial ploughing. Compara- 
tive cost calculations for the Wum Region have revealed that the 
use of tractors is far more expensive than tilling the soil using 
animal traction. The main reason for this is the unfavourable running- 
cost ratio. In the case of tractors high repair costs and long idle 
times on account of the poor spare part supply are set against 
utilization possibilities which are limited in terms of time (approx. 
4 months) and area. The few large cultivated areas are for the most 
part a long distance away from one another and necessitate long 
travelling times. 

The fact that the farms are on average very small means that tractors 
can be used only above single-farm level, which results in additional 
administration costs. 

It can therefore be stated that the use of tractors in the Wum Region 
is not a feasible alterna,tive for the smallholders as a target group, 
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and the spread of this technique in neighbouring regions thus pro- 
vides little competition for the use of draught oxen. 

The use of large machines, however, is still a problem in peripheral 
rural areas for other reasons. The tractor's high productivity per 
unit of area means that an increasing commercialization interest 
suddenly arises in these regions with regard to the land. Subsidized 
tractor hire stations in particular provoke misuse of the traditional 
land laws. Large reserves of land are controlled by the traditional 
ruling groups who have little capital. These groups have the oppor- 
tunity to misuse their position to acquire land in order to sell 
it or use it for their own purposes with the aid of the machinery 
offered. This would then prevent a structure based on smallholdings 
from ever developing at all. 

It may, therefore, be a serious error to make cost-benefit considera- 
tions the only criterion for determining the type of mechanization. 
Macroeconomic considerations (e.g. foreign exchange budget) and de- 
velopment policy goals should be of decisive importance in this con- 
text. 

4.3 Draught animals versus traditional hoe agriculture - 

The comparison between farms engaging in traditional hoe agriculture 
and those using draught animals, as shown in Table C/I/4, is intended 
to illustrate the contrast between the use of draught animals and 
traditional agriculture by means of the major production factors 
- soil, labour and capital - and thus show the complexity of the 
innovation in the Wum Region. 

It theret'y becomes clear that animal traction already represents 
a major development step which initially can only be accomplished 
by a limited target group. 

Wider diffusion of animal traction, i.e. above all the involvement 
of the women traditionally engaged in arable farming, will not only 
call for increased orientation towards traditional techniques (ridge 
cultivation, mixed cultivation etc.) but will also require coopera- 
tion between the men and the women in accordance with the traditional 
division of labour. In this case the men, as the draughtanimal owners, 
would be responsible for soil preparation, ploughing, harrcwing and, 
if possible, weed control and use of the animals. The women, in their 
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position as traditional land users, would carry out sowing, manual 
weeding and harvesting in accordance with the prevailing division 

of labour. 

However, such a radical change in the preser.t situation can only 
,',gain acceptance in the long run. Project planning thus has the im- 

portant task of creating the conditions for long-term and long 
lasting changes by means of an appropriate innovation model. 
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5. Concluding remarks 

This case study of the WADA draught animal project is intended to 
show how extensive the introduction of animal traction can be under 
certain natural andsocio-economic conditions. 

It has become apparent that a certain amount of experience has been 
gained during the approximately 3 years the project has so far 
operated which necessitates modifications in a number of important 
areas. However, experience is not yet sufficient to permit definitive 
statements concerning, for example, the profitability of the actual 
use of draught animals. 

Nevertheless, the programme as a whole can already be considered 
a success. This is clearly substantiated by the increasing readiness 
for innovation on the part of various target groups, both within 
the project region and beyond the boundaries of the Division, as 
well as by the programme's resulting opportunities for expansion. 

Moreover, the fact that draught animals are now being used by farmers 
who previously made use of the opportunities for subsidized tractor 
work provides impressive proof of the superiority of draught animals 
over other more advanced forms of mechanization. 

The use of draught animals in the Wum Region is thus extremely im- 
portant for the development of a smallholder-based structure, which 
can prevent the creation of vast disparities within the general pro- 
cess of social change in the direction of increasing commercializa- 
tion of agriculture. 

Further diffusion of the innovation and better linkages to the 
traditional land use system may certainly result in the sustained 
spread of the innovation. However, final success in terms of develop- 
ment policy goals depends here - as it does everywhere - in the long 
run on the amount of support and encouragement provided both by the 
donor countries and the political and administrative circles in the 
country itself. 
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1. Mechanization situation 

Draught animals represent the major sources of traction power for -- 
farms in Mali. 

The largest group of draught animals is formed by the draught oxen, 
the number of which has roughly doubled over the past 10 years*), 
amounting today to around 280 000 - 300 000 animals. Donkeys and 
horses are also used to a smaller extent as draught animals, the 
latter mainly in and near the towns. 

The number of agricultural -Implements in 1976 was as follows**): 

Multicultivators: 40 555 Harrows: 10 739 
Ploughs: 100 704 Seed drills: 9 707 
Hoes: 54 700 Ox/donkey carts: 52 204 

The above-mentioned numbers of draught animals and appliances must 
be set against the total of around 450 000 farms. 1.C can be deduced 
from this that around 20-30% of farms in Mali use draught animals, 
whereby there are considerable regional variations. In the Sikasso 
and SGgou regions the proportion of farms with draught oxen is ap- 
proximately 45%, while in the Kayes i?%), Bamako (19%) and Mopti 
regions the proportion of farms using this type of mechanization 
is substantially lower. 

The sharp increases in the prices of draught animals and appliances 
in recent years are at present hindering the further spread of animal 
traction. Many farmers can only make this investment if credits on 
favourable terms are available. 

In contrast to the use of draught animals, motorization has been 
introduced on very few farms. Only the development organization 
"Compagnie Malienne pour le D&eloppement des Textiles" (C.M.D.T.) 
has since 1977 been using simplified 20 HP (DIN) small tractor's made 
by Bouyer on top-class farms in order to gain initial experience 
as regards technical and economic aspects. 

-33: 90 OW draught oxen - accorxiing to Plan Quinquennal 1973-78 
1971: 141 Ooo draught oxen - according to Plan Quinquennal 1973-78 
1974: 224 600 draught oxen - according to Rapport de l'Enqu&e Agricole 

1974-1975 dated June 1979 
1978: 288 Ooo draught oxen -. target figure according to Plan Quinquennal 

3.973-1978 
**) Plobl&xes pos& par la M&nisation dsns les Pays Membres du CILSS,@c. 

1977, p. 77. 
New figures are not yet available. 
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2. Previous history: 

The use of draught animals was introduced by the French colonial 
administration and originally became widespread mainly on the irri- 
gated farms in the interior delta of the Niger and in the tsetse- 
free area south of the Niger (the Segou and Sikasso regions). 

During World War II the French administration neglected promotion 
of draught oxen which led to a sharp drop in the number of animals 
kept. After the war animal traction was promoted again but this de- 
velopment work was interrupted several times by motorization cam- 
paigns which, however, proved unsuccessful. The failure of the motor- 
ization programmes resulted each time in major boosts for the promo- 
tion of animal traction. 
In 1x57/50, for example, so-called "Centres d'Encadrement Rural' 
(C.E.R.) and "Centres de Recherche Zootechnique" (C.R.Z.) were set 
up with the aim of gaining experience and solving problefis as regards 
the use of draught animals, crop rotation, fertilizer and silage 
preparation, green manuring, forage growing etc.*). 

After independence the Government of the Republic of Mali resolved 
to speed up agricultural modernization with the emphasis on the use 
of animal traction. The result of this policy, which has been con- 
tinued until the present day (cf. Plan Quinquennal 1973-19781, is 
that the use of draught animals in Mali is comparatively advanced. 

3. Conditions in Mali 

3.1 Natural conditions 

The climatic zones range from the Sahel zone to the Sudan and Guinea - 
zones. The natural vegetation varies accordingly from the thorn- 
covered steppes with their short grass in the north to bush savannahs 
and subsequently to tree-covered savannahs in the south. 

The rainy season in the south starts in late April/May and ends in 
October, while in the north it lasts from June to October. 

*) Bilan des Experiences de la Culture Attelee en Afrique Occidentale d'Expression 
Franfaise, Tare II, p. 1-9. 
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The long dry season lasting 5-8 months creates major problems, in 
particular as regards, feeding the animals, since the water and fodder 
supply is frequently inadequate. Keeping the animals in the Cattle 
sheds with the aim of producing manure for the most part fails due 
to a shortage of water in the villages and a lack of fodder. The 
climatic conditions are ,thus a major barrier preventing integration 
of cattle-keeping into arable farms. 

The soils in Mali are in general easy to till on account of their 
high sand content. Only the heavy clay soils in the flood plains 
and valleys (Bas-fends), which are used for rice-growing, often re- 
quire 2 teams of animals. 

The fertility of the light soils, which have a low nutrient and humus 
content, can only be maintained and improved through regular addition 
of organic substances (harvest waste, manure etc.) and mineral ferti- 
lizers. Regular manuring is widespread in regions with substantial 
experience of the use of draught oxen, whereas it is found only in 
rudimentary form in other areas. 

Green manuring as a means of enriching the humus has not yet become 
common and to date has only been carried out on a trial basis. 

3.2 Conditions on the individual farms 

The agrarian structure in Mali is based on the smallholding System'): 

23 % Of farms cultivate less than 1 hectare 
55 % of farms cultivate l- 4 hectares 
15 % of farms cultivate 5- 9 hectares 

6 % of farms cultivate over 10 hectares 

The average plot size is 0.9 of a hectare*); in almost all cases 
there are opportunities to enlarge the farm. 

The cultivation structure is still largely geared to subsistence 
farming. The main crops are millet, sorghum, groundnuts, maize and 
rice ; fonio, batate and maniac are also grown to a small extent. 
The cash crops are groundnuts in the north and north-west and Cotton 
and kenaf in the south. Rice is grown mainly in the flood plain of 
the Niger delta but is also cultivated undsr irl,igation in the south 
of the COUntry and is used both as a food and a cash crop. 

") Rapport de ~‘bIC$X% Agricole 1974-75, published in June 1979. 
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The predominance of subsistence farming coupled with a relatively 
low yield level and low, government-fixed product prices, means that 
income from agriculture is low. The available purchasing power only 
rarely permits acquisition of mechanized equipment. Provision of 

credits on reasonable ter'ms is therefore a major prerequisite for ..~ 
further mechanization of small farms. 

Two reports*) produced in 1976 and 1977 and a 1979 study**) have 
demonstrated that the use of draught oxen is economically viable. 

3.3 Technical conditions 

Hoe-based agriculture in Mali traditionally uses short-handled hand 
hoes to till the soil (Soli type) and perform hoeing and ridging 
work (Daba type). 

A relatively broad range of suitable appliances made by the S.M.E.C.MA:**) 
company (based in Bamako) is available for use with draught animals. 
6 simple plough (Bajac TM) has in the meantime also been built by 
local craftsmen, mostly using various pieces of scrap as the raw 
material. 
The village blacksmiths are as a rule able to sharpen plough shares 
and manufacture simple wearing parts (plough soles, landsides). They 
also manufacture double neck-yokes (Joug Carrot). 

The following are used in Mali as draught oxen: 

a) Zebus (mainly Pheul zebus) 
b) Taurines (Ndama) 

Ndama cattle are kept in the areas infested by tsetse-flies on account 
of their trypano-tolerance. 

Although the relatively light Ndama caLtle (weight approx. 230 kg) 
are less suitable for heavy traction work, they nevertheless gener- 
ally make very good draught animals on account of their build and 
temperament. 

* ) H.BOSUNER: Evaluationiport on the project "Supply of siwle agricultural 
production requisites (1976). 

J.LQXMANN:lWe agricultural credit situation in the project "Supply of simple 
agricultural production requisites" (1977). 

**) GEXNER-HAUG/HAUG: Th e profitability of draught oxen in comparison to the use 
of hand hoes and tractors(example: Mali). 

***) Soci&ttB Malieme d'Etudes de Constmction du Mat&e1 Agricole. 
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Zebus are characterized by their substantial traction power, which 
is a result of their high body weight, but have the disadvantage 
of being susceptible to trypanosomiasis. 

State breeding farms have crossed Pheul zebus with Ndama cattle with 
the result that improved draught oxen are now being brought onto 
the market which largely combine tne advantages of both breeds and 
can also be used in regions infested by tsetse-flies. 

The draught oxen are trained by the farmers themselves. 

3.4 Social conditions 

The traditional separation of arable farming from stockkeeping is 
still a highly noticeable feature in Mali and only 40% of farms keep 
cattle*). Animal breeding is still the domain of the nomadic herds- 
men, while arable farmers usually keep only a few small animals. 

As a result of this the farmers 

- usually have to buy draught animals, 
- have little or no experience in handling animals and 
- are almost totally unfamiliar with sedentary stockkeeping as re- 

gards obtaining manure and stockpiling fodder. 

Training programmes are therefore necessary in order to improve the 
farmers' knowledge of animal-keeping and feeding. 

Ownership of draught oxen, hoi'ever, brings great prestige and all 
sectors of the population acknowledge the advantages of animal trac- 
tion. 

The families in rural areas are for the most part extended families 
(7-12 persons/farm) with a pronounced age-based hierarchy which 
appears to be one of the reasons for the rural exodus. 

The social status of young farmers within their families can be im- 
proved through the granting of CreSiis for purchase of the much 
sought-after draught oxen. 

*) Rapport de 1'EnquGte Agricole 1474-1975 (June 1979). 
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3.5 Provision of credits 

Credits are granted via the state "Societe de Credit Agricole et 
d'Equipement Rural" (S.C.A.E.R.) which either provides agricultural 
supplies and appliances itself on a credit basis or has them distrib- 
uted to suitable farmers by the state development associations 
("Operation"), which operate over almost the entire country. 

Whereas working supplies such as seed, mineral fertilizer, plant 
protection agents etc., are provided purely as harvest credits, down- 
payments amounting to 20-30s of the equipment value must usually 
be made in the case of agricultural appliances. The remaining portion 
of the credit must be repaid in 2 or 3 instalments depending upon 
the organization. In general, draught animals have to dale been al- 
most totally excluded from the credit system. Only the "Office Niger" 
(for farmers in its own area of intervention) and the German develop- 
ment project (for farmers trained at C.A.R.) finance draught animals 
on a credit basis. 

4. Project approach 

4.1 Paramount targets of agricultural policy 

The 1973 - 1978') five-year plan gives the following paramount aims 
for the agricultural sector: 

- Meeting of the entire population's basic food requirements out 
of national production. 

- Maximizing of the economic surplus through exports of meat and 
agricultural produce. 

- Building-up of the livestock population and formulation of methods 
aimed at intensifying stockkeeping and integrating it into arable 
farming. 

The strategy recommended for achieving these objectives is intensifi- 
cation of modern production methods with a view to increasing labour 
productivity in agriculture. 

~veloppewent Econcmique et Social 1973-78. 
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A major means of implementing this strategy is formed by agricultural 
training and promotion of draught animals as an appropriate form 
of agricultural mechanization; this is the target of the project 
executing agency. 

4.2 Project executinfzagency 

The "Direction Nationale de Formation et Animation Rurale" (D.N.F.A.R.), 
which is acting as the project executing agency, is responsible to 
the "Minist$re du Developpement Rural" (cf. organization chart). 

It performs the following functions: 

a) Training of "moniteurs" at the "Centres d'Apprentissage Agricole" 
(c.A.A.). 

b) Training of young farmers at the "Centres d'Animation Rural@ (C.A.R.). 

c) Training of school students at the "Centres d'orientation Pra- 
tique" :c.o.p.j. 

Mali at present has 48 C.A.R., the main features of which are as 
follows: 

The C.A.R. are teaching farms with their own agricultural production 
and are largely self-sufficient in food thanks to the crops harvested. 
In addition to cultivation of subsistence and cash crops, crop trials 
are also carried out to a small extent. The aim is that over a 2- 
year trainit?g period each C,A.R. should familiarize 20 young farmers 
with modern agricultural production techniques and improve their 
genera, education. When they have completed their training they are 
equipped with a mechanization unit (draught oxen and appliances) 
on a credit basis as part of the German project. 

It is anticipated that the farmers trained at the C.A.R. will subse- 
quently set an example for the other farmers in their native villages 
and act as "multipliers" (animateurs), in the course of which they 
will receive follow-up supervision from C.A.R. teaching staff. 

The C.A.R. were created in 1966 as the result of a fusion between 
the "Ecoles saisonni8res" and the "Camps civiques", the former having 
been Set up following independence with the aid of the European De- 
velopment Fund and the F.A.C. Whereas the aims of the "Ecoles sai- 
sonnisres" lay solely in the area of agricultural training, the 
"Camps civiques" contained a strong paramilitary element. 
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This is the r-eason why even today, in addition to the primarily agri- 
cultural training, the initial period includes paramilitary training 
which is recognized as a substitute for military service. 

The teaching p rogramme covers: __ 

Basic reading and wri.ting skills 

Practical mathematics (e.g. field surveying, weighing 
out and calculating seed qI>antities 
etc.) 

Crop growing 

Animal keeping and nutrition (silage preparation, production of 
fodder reserves) 

Animal training 

Fertilizers (dung making, use of fertilizer) 

Simple techniques (latrine construction etc.) 

During the rainy season the field work is carried out under the super- 
vision of an experienced "moniteur" (instructor). 

5 of the 48 C.A.R. have to date been expanded so that married couples 
can be trained as well. The women are instructed in craft skills 

(dyeing, sewing etc.), nutrition, child rearing, hygiene, small- 
animal breeding and horticulture. They are also taught basic reading 
and writing skills. At the end of training all the women are given 
materials, dyes etc. (on a credit basis) so that they may continue 
to use the skills they have learned. 

The outcome of the good results obtained at the "C.A.R. mixtes" is 
that additional centres are shortly to go over to training married 
couples as part of this project. The aim is that within 3 years 
another 15 C.A.R. should be transformed into "C.A.R. mixtes". 
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ORGANISATION CHART OF THE MINISTRY FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

ELLULE ADMINISTRATIVE 
ET FINANCIERE 

DIRECTIONS NATIONALES 

Abbreviations: F.A.R. - 
ODR 
CMDT 
OMBEVI 
C.A.A. 
C.A.R. 
C.O.P. 
OTER 
IER 

Formation et Animation rurale 
Organisation du Dkeloppement Rural., e.g. Ophration Coton, Op&ration Riz 
Compagnie Malienne pour le Dkeloppement des Textiles 
Office Malien du B&tail et de la Viande 
Centre d'Apprentissage Agricole 
Cen'~re d'Animation Rurale 
Centre d'orientation Pratique 
Opkration des Travaux d'Equipement Rural 
Institut d'Economie Rurale 



4.3 Target group 

The target group of the C.A.R. is formed by young, mostly still single 
men, who subsequently wish to work in agriculture. The aim of re- 
cruiting sufficient volunteers for training has never been achieved, 
either by the C.A.R. or their forerunners. Although the proportion 
of volunteers in many centres is continuing to increase a large 
number of the students have to be recrui.tecl by the administration. 

The number of volunteers is inadequate for the following reasons: 

- Many of the young men aged around 20 are married, not in the eyes 
of the law, but according to tribal custom. Training at a C.A.R. 
would result in a 2-year separation from their wives which would 
bring family problems. 

- Within intact extended families young farmers are urgently required 
to work on their parents' farm. 

- The financial advantages of temporary migration to the conurbations 
in the neighbouring countries (Ivory Coast, Senegal etc.) are rated 
more highly than the advantages of training. 

The expansion of training to cover married couples at more C.A.R. 
constitutes an attempt to eliminate one obstacle preventing young 
men from volunteering and at the same time to improve the training 
of the female population. 

Fig. C/II/l: Students of a C.A.R. working with a Three-Teeth-Cultivator. The well- 
formed withers-yoke is more suitable for the zebu cattle than for the 
Ndamas rarely used here in Mali. (Photo: GTZ Archives) 
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Fig. C/II/Z: Stable of a C.A.R.: In order to collect manure the draught animals are 
kept here at nights and often during their noon-time rrst~. From the very 
start of their training young farmers are being taught to recognize 
the importance of organic fertilizer for plant production. 
(Photo: Munzingerj 

Fig. C/II/S: Amxopriate storage of harvest residues - here of peanuts - is not Fig. C/II/S: Amxopriate storage of harvest residues - here of peanuts - is not 
only important to feed the animals &ring the dry season but also to only important to feed the animals &ring the dry season but also to 
get more manure after beingused as bed-down to cattle. (Photo: Munzinge get more manure after beingused as bed-down to cattle. (Photo: Munzinge 
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4.4 Financing and distribution of draught oxen and appliances to 

former C.A.R. trainees 

The Federal Republic of Germany has financed 5 deliveries of equip- 
ment since the project started in 1974. 

These deliveries made it possible to equip around 4 300 former 

trainees with: 
8 576 draught ?xen 

152 donkeys 

4 200 ox/donkey carts 

3 507 universal implements (multicultivators) 
889 ploughs 

178 seed spacing drills 
220 harrows 

320 plant protection devices 

Procurement and distribution of draught animals and equipment to 

the former C.A.R. trainees takes place in close collaboration between 

the German project management, the D.N.F.A.R. and the state "Soci&t& 

de Crgdit Agricole et d'Equipement Rural " (S.~.A.E.R.)*), which 

is responsible for procuring all items required. 

The procedure is as follows: 

a) The D.N.F.A.R. and the German project management draw up a require- 
ment plan in which the former trainees' individual equipment 

wishes are taken into account. A limit is placed on the amount 

of equipment for each former trainee. The requirement plan gives 

the quantity and type of the equipment required and the delivery 
locations are specified. The S.C.A.E.R. then submits an offer. 

An order is placed by the project management once agreement has 

been reached on prices and delivery conditions. 

b) The S.C.A.E.R. obtains the equipment from the Bamako machine 
factory "Soci&t& Malienne d'Etudes de Construction du Materiel 

Agricole" (S.M.E.C.M.A.) and delivers it to the planned distribu- 
tion points. 

The S.C.A.E.R. commissions local livestock dealers to procure 
-the draught animals; they should ideally purchase them in the 

*) In 1981 the S.C.A.E.R. was changed into a Rural Development Bank. Due 
to its new nature the procedure has been modified slightly. 
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same area in which they will subsequently be distributed. Once 

the quality of the animals has been checked by S.C.A.E.R. repre- 

sentatives and by the D.N.F.A.R. or the project management they 

are inoculated and kept in quarantine for 40 days, after which 

they are driven to the distribution points. 

c) The S.C.A.E.R. takes out 3-year animal insurance policy for 
the draught oxen supplied :n the state insurance company "Caisse 

Nationale d'Assurance et s~assurance du Mali" (c.N.A.R.). 

d) The S.C.A.E.R. makes borrower's notes (in several copies) 
for the farmers grants -i‘dits, specifying the nature and size 

of the credit as WI' 'he installments and times for repayment. 
All parties involv, .:, i::', anting and repayment of credits receive 
copies of these t WEI-' notes. 

e) The equipment I ::stributed in the presence of the local author- 
ities as well as D.N.F.A.R. and S.C.A.E.R. representatives. The 

cr'edit recipients confirm receipt of the equipment by making a 

fingerprint on the borrower's note. 

f) Transportation of the equipment to the farm, wilich often involves 
long d!,::a"ces, is the responsibili~ty of the former trainee's 
family. 

4.5 Repayment and re-use of credits - 

A project implementation agreement between the Mali Ministry of Agri- 

culture and the German Agency for Technical Cooperation (GTZ) lays 

down, among other things, rules concerning granting and repayment 

of credits and re-use of the revolving fund: 

a) The equipment is issued on a credit basis on the following terms: 

- 30% of the value of the equipment is given as a subsidy 

- Following 1 repayment-free year (moratorium) the credit must 

be paid back in 3 or- 4 annual installments depending on the Pe- 

gion. 

b) The credit repayments go into a blocked account at the Mali Devel- 

opment Bank and are used as a revolving fund to provide similar 

equipment credits on favourable terms for farmers completing C.A.R. 

trainirlg at a later date. 
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Only the GeneralManager of the D.N.F.A.R. and S.C.A.E.R. have 

access to the blocked account and must sign together. This type 

of power of signature has proved to be practical. 

c) The S.C.A.E.R. is responsible for collecting credit repayments 

and administrating the repaid credits from the revolving fund. 

Past experience has shown, however, that the present structure 

of the S.C.A.E.R. does not permit it to perform this function 
without assistance from other institutions (cf. Section 5). 

Region 

I Kayes 
II Koulikoro 

III Sikasso 

IV S6gou 

V Mopti 

VI Tombouctou 

VII Gao 

Total 

Target 1978/79 Actual 1978/79 

12 524 000 1 439 000 

28 660 000 1 715 000 

24 199 000 29 423 700 

43 931 000 44 804 900 

10 726 000 4 387 635 

No credits granted in this region in the 
1st and 2nd phases 

No credits in this region 

120 040 000 81 770 000 

The following table illustrates the situation as regards repayment 
of credits: 

Table C/11/2: Credit repayments in Malien francs (FM) 

In terms of the target for 1978/79 the average credit repayment rate 

is thus 68%. It is noticeable that in the S&gou and Sikasso regions, 

for example, the 1978/79 credits have been repaid in full and repay- 

ment of the 1979/80 credits has already started. In the Kayes and 
Koulikoro regions, on the other. hand, few repayments have been made. 

In addition to the poor harvest in the Sahel areas of these regions, 
this may be attributed to: 

a) the lack of commitment to date on the part of the bodies concerned 
with credit repayment, 

b) the tendency of the population in these areas to be unreliable 
in making payments. 

There is every reason to assume that credit repayment can be encour- 

aged and substantially improved even in these regions. The provisional 
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repayment figure in the Bamako region (Koulikoro) for 1979/80 is 

already around 8 million FM and will probably increase still further. 

This is due to the committed involvement of C.A.R. personnel who 

are actively promoting credit repayment for the first time. 

5. Problems and potential solutions 

Procurement and distribution of draught animals and equipment at 

the right time is difficult. 

The major obstacles are as follows: 

a) In some cases the draught oxen presented by the livestock dealers 

are of poor quality and must be replaced, which ca&es substantial 

delays in distribution. 

b) Procurement of such a large number of draught oxen causes problems 

if they must be put in quarantine during the dry season. The 

fodder and water supplies during this period are often so poor 
that the animals must remain at watering places until the start 

of the rainy season. If the oxen are distributed at the beginning 

of the rainy season, however, there is often insufficient time 

to train them before the field work starts. 

c) Many places cannot be reached by vehicle during the rainy season. 

d) Deficiencies in the equipment delivered (missing bolts etc.) often 

delays distribution of the rest of the equipment and the animals. 

e) Once they have left the C.A.R. the envisaged credit recipients 

cannot be contacted during the dry season because they are engaged 

in extra non-agricultural work in an attempt to improve their 
income. 

Organization of credit repayment also creates a number of problems. 

As already indicated in Section 4.5 the S.C.A.E.R. has neither the 

financial resources nor the necessary personnel to be able to collect 

the credits itself. Various courses have therefore been taken in 

order to guarantee satisfactory credit repayment. 

At the start of the project it was agreed that the state development 

associations (Operations) would assist in the collection ofcredits. 

These organizations have a village-level network of extension workers 
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#ho advise the farmers and supply them with working credits. They 

are also responsible for marketing the cash crops. It was planned 

that when marketing the produce they should deduct the credit install- 

ments to be paid by the former C.A.R. trainees as well as theil‘ own 

credits. 

This approach must be considered a failure since the development 
associations were primarily concerned with their own credits. More- 

over , the reaction of the farmers was to try to bypass official 

marketing channels on account of the expected deductions and to sell 

their produce at local level or across the border. 

In view of the fact that the country has no other organizations with 

a suitable structure the local administrations were then issued with 

"repayment documents" and instructed to assist in credit repayment 

or to collect the credits themselves. 

The following procedures are at present used for credit repayment 

in the vario.us regions: 

- Collection of credits by the local administration and payment of 

the amounts to the S.C.A.E.R. 

- Collection of credits by S.C.A.E.R. or C.A.R. staff. 

- The most successful method: 
The administrative authorities ask the credit recipients to visit 

them after the produce has been marketed and S.C.A.E.R. end D.N.F.A.R. 
representatives take this opportunity to collect the payments. 
An advantage of this is that joint decisicnscan be taken by all 

parties involved in cases of hardship. 
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6. Prospects - 

On the basis of the positive experience gained to date it cari be 

-ynerted that draught oxen will continue ....rl_ to maintain their position 

in Mali's agriculture. This is all the more likely since the economic 

conditions for motorization (increasing prices for industrial pro- 

ducts and operating supplies, shortage qf foreign exchange) are con- 

tinually deteriorating and the necessary infrastructure, e.g. spare- 

part and fuel supplies as well as workshops, will not be available 
in the foreseeable future. 

The provision of credits on favourable terms for the purchase of 

draught oxen, appliances and operating equipment is an important 
contribution towards improving the income of small farms because 

this facilitates in particular an increase in labour productivity. 

It is essential, however, that these activities be backed up by 

training and information schemes for broad sectors of the population 

and that the necessary prerequisites (e.g. water supply) be created 

in order to guarantee real integration of cattle keeping into arable 

farms. 

Fig. C/11/4: In some northern parts of the country transport of drinking water with 
draught animals gains more and more importance. "Tank vehicles" able 
to hold about 500-600 litres ape still rather seldom. If they are - as 
shown here - properly protected against sunshine the contents last 
for some time reducing especially one aspect of heavy labour for women. 
(Photo: Munzinger) 
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1. Introduction 

Animal traction has been known in Madagascar for many years. During 

ihe regency of Queen Ranavalona I (1928-1861) it was introduced in 

the Mantasoa region, 60 km east of Tananarive, and around 1870 spread 

to the regions near Lake Alaotra and Tananarive and was used in par- 

ticular for preparing swamp-rice areas for cultivation. 

The use of draught animals has since spread throughout the island; 

they are used in the uplands as well as for the cultivation of swamp 
rice in the lowlands. The preconditions for the use of draught 

animals in Madagascar. are extremely favourable: 

- An extremely large number of cattle (over 10 million in 1971). 

- Local traditions favouring stockkeeping (e.g. theft of livestock 
in Madagascar is very severely punished both by law and according 

to custom). 

In contrast to other attempts to promote the use of draught animals 

in Africa. it was possible in Madagascar to start the assistance 

at a specific level and it was not necessary to first accustom the 

farmers to keeping animals. This formed the basis for the most im- 

portant measures listed below and implemented by various promotional 

organizations - mainly French institutions and the FED*) - whereby 
the paramrnt aim was in general improvement of the situation of 

the rural population: 

- Introduction of improved animal-drawn implements 

- Setting-up and development of local craft industries and local 

manufacture cf the above-mentioned egricultural implements 

- Support of the extension and veterinary services (e.g. in intro- 

ducing new tools and simple machines) 

- Breeding and the selection of improved draught animals. 

*) F.E.D.: FONDS EUROPEEN DE DEYELOPPESIFS\PP - 203, rue de la Loi - BRUSSELS (Belgian) 
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2. Available draught animals 

Almost all the existing draught animals are cattle, although donkeys 

are also used in the southern regions to transport pecple or agricul~- 
C.,..^l *"l cx* pro-'ucc. ThS intrsduition sf -*ateI: ‘buffalo irr LIIC Tdliiaiave 

region around 1955 did not prove successful since the Madagascan 
farmers were not used to these animals. 

2.1 Breeds 

Most of the cattle are of the following types: 

- Pure-bred zebus (Bos indicus) 

- Cross-breeds for milk prodxtion (crosses between zebus and various 

European dairy cows, numbering approximately 30-50 000) 

- The Renitelo breed (a Limousin/Afrikander/Zebu cross-breed, mainly 

for threefold use) 

- Brahmas and small numbers of other cross-breeds (approx. 5 300). 

a) The Madagascar zebu 

This zebu has a characteristic neck hump and is a stocky, recti- 

linear medium-sized animal with crescent-sl:aped horns. Its coat 

may be of various colours. 

The zebu is kept mainiy for m?at production but can also be used 
for agricultural work such as soil tillage or pulling carts. 

Its working life starts at the age of around 4, when it weighs 

about 300 kg. The average measurements of a 7-year-old bull are 

as follows: 

Weight: 300 - 400 kg 

Height at withers: 125 - 130 cm 

Chest: 170 cm 

b) Cross-breeds used for milk production 

These are kept mainly in the highlands or in the vicinity of large 

towns. Milk production is reasonable and amounts to between 5 

and 8 litres per day druing the lactation period (6 months). 

c) Renitelo 

This breed is used in particular as a draught animal because it 
is larger than the zebu. 
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Weight of a 7-year-old bull: over 700 kg 

Height at withers: 140 cm 

Chest: 205 cm 

d) Brahmas and cross-breeds 

The crosses between Brahms cattle (which are themselves the result 

of crossing American breeds with various breeds of Indian zebu 

e.g. Onkole or Guzirat) and the Madagascar zebu have special fea- 

tures: crescent-shaped horns, a thick neck, a marked dewlap and 

a" upright hump. 

Measurements: 
Weight: 

Height at withers: 

Chest: 

(4-year-old bull) 

450 kg 

135 cm 

175 cm 

2.2 Weight and power of draught animals 

The trials performed by the C.E.E.M.A.T.*) in Madagascar have re- 

vealed that there is a direct correlation between the animals' weight 

and their tractive effort. 'The following average values can be taken 
as a basis: 

Tractive effort: approx. l/8 of the weight of the animals harnessed, 
over a working period of 5-6 hours, on agricultural land free of 
stones and roots. 

Table C/III/l: Power of Madagascan draught animals over long periods 

Type ax-id 
"wnber of 
animals 

1pairOfMadag. 
zebu bullocks 

2 pairsofMadsg. 
zebu bullocks 

1pairofBrahna 
oxen 

I 1 pair of Renitelc 
bullocks 

Source: C.E.E.M.A. 

#eight 

kg 

630 

1300 

1060 

1 110 

%e 
Years 

6 

5.5 

Power Effect. 
workiq 

kgmls hours/ 
da 

56 4 h 45 

L 
80 5 h 45 

97 4 h 40 

120 3 h 40 

3 

2 

11 

150 1360 1 

ipeed 

m/s 

2.5 

2.4 

Xlration 
3f trial 
lays 

l ) Centre d-Etudes et d'Experimentation du Machinisra Agricole Tropical, Antony/Frsnce 



2.3 Selection 09 draught animals 

The double neck-yoke, which is suitable on acco;int of the animals' 

hump (zebu;), is generally used in Madagascar for tillin& the soil 

and pulling carts. The single neck-yoke, intended mainly for use 

with only one animal, is employed only to a limited extent, particu- 

larly for light work (sowing, plant protec,tion measures) etc.). 

The following features are of particular importance on a young 

draught animal: sturdy bone structure and joints, strong muscles 

and a broad chest. Ill-tempered or weak animals must be excluded 
from the outset. 

Young animals aged between 2 l/2 and 3 l/2 are chosen for training; 
it is preferable to use oxen since they are quieter than bulls. 

An animal's working life lasts between 4 and 9 years, following which 

it is sold for slaughtering. 

Training and working hours ~, 

Training centres are located in various regions of Madagascar and 

are either run by the Ministry of Agriculture or by various agricul- 

tural development programmes. The farmers are usua;?ly offered the 

following two choices: 

- They can purchase already trained animals or 

- they can bring their own animals to the training centre and parti- 

cipate in the training there for around one month under the super- 

vision of the instructors. 

Training is generally carried out using pairs of oxen on the basis 

of a clearly defined programme: 

- Phase 1: 

Wearing and accepting the yoke 

- Phase 2: 

Walking forwards, stopping, continuing in a straight line and 

making turns 

- Phase 3: 

Agricultural work such as ploughing, pulling carts etc. 
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The animals should subsequently work regularly on the far~ns SO that 

they remain used tc iibtzying commands. Once the field wol‘k is complete 

they should be used outside the crop seasan far pulling carts. 

It is frequcnily possible ta find outstandingly trained animals which 

obey verbal commands. In the take Alaotra region, for example,, where 
the dO&ir twe-way turtlover plough has been used for decades, teams 
cornpi-ising 3-4 pairs af oxen are driven solely by one man and an 
essi~atant. 

Working hours 

The animals work for between 5 and 6 hours each day with a break 

of 3-4 hours afler I-aund 3 t/2 hours of work, 

In the coastal Pegions it 1s better to work ewly in the morrtini: 

In order t,o avoid the afternoon heat.. 

Fig. C/III/I: Ploughing of heavy soils with cross-breeds. The soil is not turned 
completely with the plough used. (Photo: Esche) 



3. _The agricultural populatiorc 

Around 8% of the Hadagascan population, i.e. approximately 7 million 
in 11974, an? either arable farmers OP stockkeepers and thus Consti- 

tupte a decisive factor in the cauntry"s agricultural development. 

A l4adagasean farmer is involved in the utilization cf draught animals 

in various ways: 

- Use of the animals: selection. training, care, feeding. attention. 
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- Use of equipment: selection and maintenance. 

- At farm Ievel: marking out plots, observing crop rotation sequences, 

soil eonservatimn measures. fert~ilizing etc. 

Pt must be stressed. however, that traditianal habits and custc:IIs 

often hinder the introduction of new cultivation techniques or new, 
l~ore efficient equipment. This means t,hat continual advice and super- 

VfSiw? for the ramers are essent~lal. 

Hn the south of the island a farmer~‘s prestige is directly related 
to the size OF his herd, the number o,f animals being more important 

than their quality (this is also referred to as “contemplative stock 

bFeebin@” h . The Farmer wi,ll t,herefore scarcely make rational use 
OF his tivestack (setectia~n of animals. keeping of a sufficient 
rwmder (lr bulls:, F;xttariing etc.) and will not train them. Hi: ot’t.en 

@T?rek~~ W trio@ trained animate for his field work. 

Hanuevet-, Ln ~ag,tuns where animal traction has lo~rg been widespread. 

Eke Farmeex are well aware or 1 ts importance. and draught animals 

8Ptt b~~oug,ht, SpeciFically for *gricuttur*1 work. 

4. 

t&mt4err must rirstly be made in thi s mntext of the SIDEMA”), il semi- 

state-mm& eemp~any whtch has a monopoly in the manufacture of agr~i- 

euI!tu~al imgleme~nts in Madagascar. 

a.1 pute?ns,4al usm 

the gq&cu~tupal implements ~.~seil can be divided up according IO their 

puPpose: 

1. So,Pk tillage 

.a) m 
The p~lough has been used in Madagascar since around 1850. The 

FollEowing types are emplayed, starting from the most simple and 

pragressing to the more complicated appliances: 

- 2 ve~sia~rs of the simple Be1gi.z.a plough (see also Fig. B/:1/24): 

. ii&t-weight version: 

Weight 30 kg. working width 0.18 m, mean working depth 12- 

‘) S.1,D.E.W.A.: SOCIFCE IWIS”iRLELLE FVJT LE UEVELLJPPENRQ DU MACHINISME AGRICOLE - 
T-ive ISaF) m 
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15 cm. This plough is used mainly on light soils (slightly 

sandy) which are particularly widespread in the south of the 

country. 

. Normal version: 

Weight 35 kg. working width 0.22 m, working depth max. 18-20 cm, 

generally used on thehigh plateaus and the loamy coastal plains. 

- Turnwrest plough with land wheel, 45 kg (Bourguignon model, Fig. 

B/Ii/28!. 

This 60 kg reversible plough design (Ebra model: working width 

20-25 cm. working depth 18-22 cm) is particularly valued by the 

farmers on the high plateaus who must often plough on slopes. 

- Two-way plaughs [Fig. B/11/27) are used extensively on the fertile 

loamy soils, near Lake Alaotra and in the north-west region (Ant- 

SOhihY), (weight lSO-180 kg. working width 0.3 m. working deF)th 

up to 35 cm). this plough requires a great deal of traction 

power and must. therefore be drawn by 3-4 pairs of oxen. 

Recent years have seen the introduction of lighter two-way ploughs. 

weighing W-t20 kg, and requiring only 2 good pairs of oxen. 

bl Seed-bed preparation: 

In dry-farming the clods produced during ploughing are crushed 

using, toothed harrows (spike-tooth or zig-zag harrows) which 

We generally manufactured locally (wooden frame but imported 
teeth; see aiso Fig. B/II/34 and 35). 

ii10uyhing is rrsua11y carried out using reversible or two-way 

~lwughs when the ao,il is dry. Befere the rice can be ylanted 

out the field must be puddled, i.e. the top 10-12 cm of soil 

must be transformed into a watery layer of mud. The following 

equipment can be used: 

- The toothed harrow 

- The spike tooth roller (Tulear region) 

(Fig. F/III/Z) 

- The blade harrow (upland regionj 

IFig. C/III/31 
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Fig. G/III/2: 

The Madagascan spike tooth roller. 
vieh is made of 40 mm angle iron, 
and mainly used in irrigated rice 
farming. is intended to supersede 
treading-dwn of the soii by animaIs. 
Its efficiency is considerably 
greater after ploughing. 

The blade harrow is &rived 
from Spanish harrows. It 
fhnetione ia the same way 
as the spike tooth roller 
but lvith a 5 cm deep layer 
of water on the field. 
(Source: CEEMAT) 

These two implements shown above permit considerable savings on time 
and labour. 5-6 hours per hectare are required on average after 

ploughing, for puddling the fields using one pair of draught animals. 

The conventional technique, i.e. puddling the fieJ.ds by having 

animals trample down the soil, is also still widespread in Madagascar. 

This is intended to bury the weeds in the soil and puddle the surface 
Of thF rice field by ha-+ing the animal repeatedly trample it down 

with their hoo,ves. 

FQ~ this purpose a herd of 60-60 animals is dri-m around the flooded 
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field for about 4-S hours, accompanied by loud shouting and cracking 

of whips. This is tiring for both men and the animals. The herd's 

weight loss is estimated at 100 kg per hectare trampled and this 

method can only be used for 2 days a week. 

The same field must be trampled down on at least two occasions, sep- 
arated by a few days, in order to produce a sufficient watery layer 

of mud. 

Seen from the economic angle, this method is extremely expensive 

since. among other things, it requires a large number of workers 

and subjects the animals to extreme stresses. If at all possible, 

therefore, the Madagascan farmers are increasingly changing over 

from this method to the use of draught animals and the above-men- 

tioned apptiances. 

Fig. C/111/4: Levelling of irrigation areas with simple animal-drswn wooden 
leveIling-board often built by the farmers themselves. 
(Photo: Esche) 
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II. II. Sowing Sowing 

The use of seed spacing drills is not very widespread on the island, The use of seed spacing drills is not very widespread on the island, 

alt.hough they are employed to sow maize, groundnuts and beans. Two alt.hough they are employed to sow maize, groundnuts and beans. Two 

versions are found: versions are found: 

- “Ebra” seed drill: the seed dispenser is a tilted cell wheel, - “Ebra” seed drill: the seed dispenser is a tilted cell wheel, 

- “Super Eco” - “Super Eco” seed drill: the seed dispenser in this case is a hori- seed drill: the seed dispenser in this case is a hori- 
zcntal cell plate. zcntal cell plate. 

A grain drill is also manufactured locally and is used to sow rain- A grain drill is also manufactured locally and is used to sow rain- 

fed rice. Seed drills can only be used if the farmers have previously fed rice. Seed drills can only be used if the farmers have previously 
been the target of intensive extension work, i.e. have been advised been the target of intensive extension work, i.e. have been advised 
on machine on machine settings settings (number of grains per hole, distance between (number of grains per hole, distance between 

holes in the row etc.). Seed drills are therefore particularly wide- holes in the row etc.). Seed drills are therefore particularly wide- 

s,pread in areas where agricultural promotion programmes are being s,pread in areas where agricultural promotion programmes are being 

implemented, e.g. implemented, e.g. by the GOPI?‘) in the upland zones of by the ODEMO**) by the GOPI?‘) in the upland zones of by the ODEMO**) 

in the mid-west. in the mid-west. 

III. Crop-weeding III. Crop-weeding 

A trianguiar Frame with hoeing and loosening shares and angular ex- A trianguiar Frame with hoeing and loosening shares and angular ex- 

pansion Facility (Fig. pansion Facility (Fig. G/III/5) is Fairly widespread in the dry- G/III/5) is Fairly widespread in the dry- 

Fart2ir.g regions and is used for tending the maize, groundnut and Famir.g regions and is used for tending the maize, groundnut and 

maniac plantations. maniac plantations. The problem in using this tool is that it is The problem in using this tool is that it is 

essential to have well-trained animals which can walk exactly between essential to have well-trained animals which can walk exactly between 
the LOWS. the LOWS. 

@hiI ticill t:ivntor:s are @hiI ticill t:ivntor:s are also being used Co tend the crops (Fi,g. C/III/G). also being used Co tend the crops (Fi,g. C/III/G). 

) ) WR: CFtOWlWZWT F0JR LA PRODKTIVITE AGPJCOLE WR: CFtOWlWZWT F0JR LA PRODKTIVITE AGPJCOLE 
**) ODE%2 OPERATION DE DEVEIBPPEMQJT DU lWfE%OUEST **) ODE%2 OPERATION DE DEVEIBPPEMQJT DU lWfE%OUEST 



The basic frame and some 
possible attachments: 

Plough Cultivator 

Groundnut-lifter 

Fig. C/111/5: Example of a multicultivator 

Fig. C/III/B: 

Angular expansion hoe 
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IV. Harvesting 

a) Forage harvest 

Trials using draught oxen and the "PUZENAT" mowing machine to 

mow natural and artificial pastures have been carried out at the 

livestock-rearing stations. This is laborious work requiring a 

great deal of tractive effort. An alternative method which makes 
the work easier involves the use of an auxiliary petrol engine 

to power the cutter bar; traction power is thereby required only 

to transport the machine. 

b) Groundnut harvest 

Various types of groundnut lifters have been tested. Only a few 

were satisfactory, however, on account of the relatively large 

quantities of groundnuts which were left in the soil. 

To complete the picture mention must be made of a few multi-purpose 

tool carriers of the "Nouzon". “Nolle” and "Ebra" brands introduced 
in Madagascar by intervention companies. This type of appliance com- 

prises a frame on which the following attachments can be mounted: 
FLaugh. hoeing shares, ridge?. harrow teeth etc. The most expensive 
model, which has pneumatic tyres, can be used as a cart if a plank 
bottom is added. 

Despite a great deal of publicity work these multi-purpose units 

are seldom, used on account of their high purchase price. 

V. Transportation 

Use of hand-drawn of pushed carts was already widespread in Madagas- 

crzr befare draught animals were introduced. 2 main models are found 

today: 

a) Model with loading platform: 

This wdei has large wooden wheels with iron fittings. Dimensions 

of loading platform: length 2.20 m, width 0.90 m, height of tail- 

board 0.60 m. total loading apace 1.2 m’. pay load approx. ! tonne. 

The craftsmen in rural areas generally purchase the axles from the 

SIDENA and then make all the wooden parts, including the wheels, 
Wkemselves. 

Fitting of a crank-type brake was essential to enable the carts to 

be used in mountainous regions. In 1978 such an attachment already 

co& wer 80.000 Malagasy francs. 
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b) Model widespread in the Majunga region: 

This made1 is generally drawn by only one ox sine‘? it is smaller 

and has metal wheels with a broad running surface. 

In the Sakay region (mid-west) the agricultural services have 

introduced a type af cart fitted with pneumatic tyres. This 

version was quickly accepted and adopted by the local population 

on account of its numerous advantages (e.g. comfort, less traction 
effort required). Most of .the ax:les used in these carts come from 

old Cars or t,rucks discarded for scrap. 

These consist of 2 beams joined together in a V-shaped and are 

often used by the farmers for transportation in the field. 111 

1974 there were cwer 60 000 such sleds on the island. 

The organizations in the state sect,or are responsible to the Ministry 

of Agriculture and include, for example. the C.E.A.M.P. (Centrale 

d’Equipement Agricole pour la Modernisation du Paysannat) or the 

“Service des Apprwvisionnements”. which works in close collaboration 

with the general agricultural extension service (Service de la Vul- 

garisation Agrrcole). 

The C.E.A.M.,P. concludes suitable contracts with the SIDEMA or im- 

porters of agricultural machinery and implements and distributes 

the equipment via its regional or district offices. 
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1 
The farms in Madagascar are very small, wit,h an average area of ap- 

proximately 1.20 hectares, and the fields are highly fragmented 

~average plot size 0.32 of a hectare). This prevents the further 

spread of the use of draught animals. Around 5 hectares can be tilled 

using a pair of oxen, while the smallest economically feasible area 

is 3 hectares. 

Over CaS$ of the 1 326 260 farms recorded in 19’74 are therefore still 
cultivated by means of manual labaur. 

5.2 Agricultural extension services 

The pravisian df extension services for ttx? Wadagnscan farmers is 

es~entlal in carder t.o permit the spread of modern cultivution tech- 

nZques and mare suitable implements. 

‘he mast widespread method is so-called ‘*mass-approach extension 

work’” in which the farmers in the area concerned are induced to use 

the technical tnnovat,icr; within a brief, limited period. In order 

tu b,e succes,sful suc,;~ a measure must reach around 70% of‘ t,ht? farmers 

and Werefore calls for intensive supervision. 

Savernment extension services are provided by the departnrer1t.s within 

the Ministry for Rural Development and Agrarian Reform (Mitlistere 

du Dbveloppement Rural et de la Reforme Agraire. M.D.R.R.A.): 

a) sta ___I 
= Supply of draught animals 

- Atximai Ry%iene and care: inoculniion campaigns 

bl Rural Canstructicn Department: 

- Selection of the most suitable implements 
- Approval and testing of implements 

- Advice on the upkeep of agricultural implements 

c) &gricultural Extension Service: 

- Supply of seed, fertilizer and plant protection agents 

- Instruction and training in improved cultivation techniques 

New techniques are also propagated by various semi-governmental Or 

private institutions within the scope of regional development pro- 

grammes: 
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a) Upland region (121: 

The G.O.P.R. (Groupement pow la Produetivizc Rizicole = Associa- 

tion for the Increase of Rice Production) has concentrated on 

extension services dealing with the use of fertilizers, plant 

protection agents and agricultural implements (e.g. light-weight 

hoes, simple ploughs, turnover ploughs etc.). Its success has 

been the result of highly intensive extension work among the 

farmers and support from foreign personnel of the S.A.T.E.C.'). 

b) Mid-west region (11): 

The work of the O.D.E.M.O. (Development programme for the mid- 

west region) essentially involved settling people from the over- 

pcpxlated areas around Tananarive on the high plateaus of the 
mid-west. Support was given to this work by the B.D.P.A.**). 

c) Lake Alantra region (10): 

The main tasks of the S.O.M.A.L.A.C. (Madagascan Association for 

the Development of Lake Alaotra) was the settlement of farmers 
on 2-J hectare rice farms. The farmers were settled on land which 

formerly constituted estates bought back from large French land- 
awne PS . 

The land in question covers an area of around 30 000 hectares. 

dj Cotton-growing areas 

(Tul6ar. Mangoky and Majunga province): 

The C.F.D.T.***) joined forces with companies in Madagascar in 

order to promote the development of cotton-graving; this included 

to a large extent the use of draught oxen. 

The FIFATO organization in Tulkar looked after 5 500 farmers, 

each of which cultivated one hectare of cotton using draught 

animals. Their equipment comprised: the 30 kg SIDEMA plough, the 

triangular multi-purpose unit with loosening and ridging tools, 

and a knapsack sprayer. 

It should be added that centres for demonstrating the use of the 

implements have been set up within the scope of various regional 

l ) S.A.T.E.C.: SOCIETE D'AIDE TECHNIQUE ET DE CoOPFXfATION - 110, me de l'Lini- 
versit& - 75340 PARIS Cedex 07 (France) 

l *) B.D.P.A.: BUREAU FUUR LE DEVEIJ~PPEMENT DE LA PRODUCTION AGRICOLE - 202, me 
de la Croix Mivert - 75736 PARIS Cedex 15 (France) 

***) C.F.D.T.: CWPAGNLE FRAN&USE POUR LE DEVEWPPENEW DES FIBRES TEXTILES - 
13, me MonCeau - 75008 PARIS (France). 
CarpanY). 

(French Textile Fibre Developwnt 
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development programmes (e.g. in the mid-west). Their main activities 

COVeP: 

- training of draught animals 

- use of agricultural implements (according to the crops grown in 

the region). 

5.3 Organization of granting of credits for the purchase of draught 

animals and equipment 

To obtain credits, independent farmers had to apply to their nearest 
branch of the B.N.M. (Banque Nationale Malgache) which has a special 
department for the granting of agricultural credits. 

8% interest had to be paid on short-term credits (approx. 3 years). 

The B.N.M. requested the following guarantees for loans: 

- For long-term loans: title of ownership to the land cultivated 

7 For medium-term loans: examination of the application by a special 

committee. 

Short-term loans for one harvest period were also available. 

Other farmers who collaborated with a specific regional development 

programme in their area (e.g. ODEMO or SOMALAC) usually obtained 
their equipment on a credit basis via the sponsoring organization 

ar.d were obliged to sign corresponding agreements (often borrower's 

notes) laying down the arrangements for repayment, which varied de- 

pending on the organization. 

5.4 Problems encountered in the use of animal traction 

a) Animals used: 
The use of certain implements calls for several pairs of oxen 

(e.g. two-way ploughs). Trials carried out in the I.E.M.V.T.*) 

station in Kianjasoa revealed that there is a certain loss of 
power if, for example, 3 pairs of oxen are used instead of 2. 

This results in: 

- a drop of around 12% in the working speed 

- a non-proportional increase in the tractive effort: 2 pairs 

") I.E.M.V.T.: INSTITUT D'mAGE ET DE MEDICINE VETEBINAIRE DES PAYS TROPICAUX- 
10, rue Pierre Curie - 947C0 MAISONS-ALFORT (France). 
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of oxen produce 160 kg. whereas 3 pairs produce only 200 kg, 

carrespondlng to an increase of 25% instead of the SO% theoretically 

expected. 

b) Eireeds: 

cm account of their greeter body weight (between 450 and 700 kg) 
the Ren.it.eln cattle and the Brahula cross-breeds develop a greater 

tractive e,ffart than the Madagascar zebus (npprox. l/6 of their 
bady weight. dur‘ing continuous working). &xwuer, economic factors 

hm1p~t-r the spr-eed OF t,hese highly suitable breeds. 

c) Overworking and undernourishment of the animals: 

The animals are subjected to a great deal of use in the main cul- 
tivation period between September and October; they are often 

Eorced to wi7f.k for more than the recommended 6 hours. This situa- 

tion Is, nw~e still worse by the fact that the animals are under- 

llcwrl sne~d L mainly becaus,.: 

- the Farmers a.pe unaware of the animal’s requir‘ements and 

- t,here is litt~te motivation for additional expenditure on extra 

Food For the animals on account of the low salzs prices for 

agricui tur*lrl product?. 
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6. Prospects 

As a result of the continual worldwide price increases for petroleum 

products and the fact that no new petroleum deposits have been found 

despite intensive prospecting,the us@ of draught animals will still 

remain the major source of traction power for agriculture in Madagas- 

car for a long time to come. 

Various measures could contribute towards increasing the profit- 

ability of animal traction: 

- Advice on and spreading of improved breeds (Renitelo, cross-breeds, 

Brahmas) on a large scale; 

- Improvement of the veterinary services anl feeding of the animals: 

- Provision of suitable agricultural implements for the farmers; 

- Guaranteeing of an efficient maintenance service through the 

'setting-up of repair workshops and the provision of financial sup- 
port and equipment for ruralcraftsmen. 

Lastly. large-scale introduction of tractors in the country, as is 

at present taking place within the scope of the programme to increase 

rice production, will provide an opportunity to investigate promising 

combinations of the three forms of mechanization: 

- manual labour 

- animal traction 

- motorized traction power 

which, depending on the crops cultivated, would be suitable means 

of improving the farmers' incomes. 
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1. Introduction 

As early as 1934 the British attempted to introduce the use of 

draught oxen in the then Northern Territories of the Gold Coast. 

The main obstacle, the tsetse-flies, had been driven out of the 

region; moreover, sufficiently strong animals were available. Dem- 
onstration farms were set up at several agricultural stations, e.g. 

Zuarungu, Sawku, Navron@, Babile and Nyankpala/Tamale, and the use 

of draught oxen encouraged in conjunction with other innOvatiOnS, 
.while similar work was also started in schools. 

Once Ghana had attained independence in 1957 and under the then 
Prrjident Nkrumah. the use of draught oxen was regarded as backward 

(“total break with primitive methods”), inefficient and colonialistic, 

an3 priority was given to tractor-based mechanization of agriculture 

(“gigantic agricultural schemes”). The direct result of tnis policy 

was Tut::!:: t,tae 1:krl a~wuid 3 000 farmers using oxen in Northern Ghana could 

not obtain an adequate supply of ploughs and spare parts. The use 

of draught oxen was totally neglected and many farmers were forced 

to st.op us,ing this met,hod. Only in the extreme north-east. in the 

Bawku Distr-ice, did the number of farmers using oxen increase; these 

fnrmer~s probably smuggled in ploughs f’rom Niye:~ia, Upper Volta and 

TogO and WC!W subsequent iy supplied by t,he church-run agricul tu!W 

5 t:, 2‘ t i 0 n in Garu ( 1963 1. 

Following the fill of Nkrumah and once it was clear that tractor’- 
b?lsed agricultural mechanization was nevert,heless encountering tx- 

ct‘ssive probierns. attention in the seventies was once again focused 

on animal tract:ion: 

.” Practical courses in the use of draught oxen were held at the 

Nyankpala Agrietrl tural Cal leg@; 
I 

- The Christian Service Committee (in which a number Of Protestant 

churches joined forces) opened the Yendi Agriebltural Station and 

made the use of draught oxen, combined with the supply of ploughs 

and spare parts, the main elements in its ‘agricultural extenSiOn 

service ; 

- This was followed in 1974 by the $hanaian-German Agricultural De- 

velopment Project (GGADP) in the Northern and Upper Regions with 

the Gushiegu and Banile Agricultural Stations, in which the use 

of draught animals did not gain momentum until the second phase 

of the project. 



2. Condit;ons for the use of draught animals 

2.1 Natural location& conditions - 

The Northern Region is located between the 9 and IO”N lines of lati- 

tude, lovers appradccately XI QQ~O km2 and has around '730 QW inhetbit- 

ants. The populatian density is otilp app~~x. IQ Inhabitants per km’ 

and 2s relatively IOY in camparfsan with the average population 

density in Ghana of 49 inhabitan& per kn? . 

Plpere is, onIy one rainy s~eason, 1asEtng From mid-April until the 

end af October. wtth PI00 mm of precipitation on average. The tem- 
peratures oange b:etween 25, and 3ov. The major feature of the dry 

season. which Easts from mid-November until the end of March, is 
the Hacmattan. a hot wind from the Sahasa, which brings a great deal 
ai- dust wi D,h it. ‘The relative humidity is extremely Iow at approx. 
Ii576 and dayElm tem,pcratures can b,e dS hiph ae, 45QC. 

Common featwes of alI the soils are leaching during the rainy season 

and evaporation in the dry season. Leaching causes valuable minerals 

to be lo?st. while the high degree of evaporation leads to formation 

of a layer o,f laterite (deposition of phosphorus) near the tcpsoil. 
Almos,t all soils have a low humus content which may be attributed, 
among other things, to the yearly bush fires. During the dry season 

the soiIs, are rock-hard and the first rain runs off before it can 
be ab,sorbed by the sprouting vegetation. 
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,, 

Ho:weweer. Farme'rs living in villages Located directly on the main 

me& do not encounter marketing problems. A system of around 60 

main and subsidiary rural markets, with markets held every 6 and 
3 days Fes~peetirely, ensures that the agricultural produce is soid. 
Private desEers and market agents buy up the produce and have it 

transp~m-ted to the towns. Althwgh the government has introduced 
fixed prices for almost all products, these are of importance only 







Until 1974. however. the activities were concentrated solely on pro- 

moting mechanized rice-growing a,ver large areas. a tapic which at 

that time still occupied a position af priorit,y in national policy. 

The Ghanaian Government wanted to become independent of rice imports, 

which wes in fact achieved In 1975 for a brie,F period. The German 

project played a major part in achieving this target and was held 

1st Imi@f esteem in both Gh.anaian and German government circles. The 

vast majority of smallholders, however, were not involved and played 
little part in the sueeeases during, the rice boom. 

As from 1974 the project concept was gradually modified and activities 

eoncentsateci on promoting the smallholders. This change of objective 
was amepteef. part,icularly as the Ghaneian Government started a 
Similar campaign Cal led "Operation Feed Yourself". Thanks 
to the distribution of mineral fertilizers. the smallholders were 
familier with the project which could thus build upon an existitrg 

baais OF trust. The prrrequisi tes for reintroduction of draught oxen 

were thrrs Paveuaabte From both ang,les: the Ghanaian Government was 

Pet BgreemeRk Ul th the mlove and t;RC? I'LLFCir?F~ IUld a ccreain amount OP 

FaLtBn fR tae pmfeet. 

3.2 b&iHF$ert pro.jeet,gzl*n Fair pFcmotir?g the use of draugt~t oxeli ~ -__n_i;~_ .-._, ~,.__.., 

The praJect@s new ~bjeetire was to imprave the standard of living 

aF the smnlEholders. i.e. their income From, agFicUltuFe. This was 

(to be achieved primarily thraugh introduction af agpropriata tech- 

nQksJgy * eambined wftk training and extensien services for the farmers, 

a better supply BF~ ag,ricultural production requisites for the small- 

tKtkdeF5 C3Rd k3l&WOVhfd ‘St,QPa& of a@%2Ulk’~~&k ~t’W.&tX.~ PFCN,lOtiCHI QE 
the we aF &eug,ht o~xen ttm.5 accupled a pasitian nF major imyortance 

f%b t&as; '"jxwzka$,e"* SinCe this had been defined ha the “appFQ&3Fiat62 

.kesRnelagp'* &?I quos~tien. %eR a%, a Wh@le. th@ CQRditr;ORS W&'FC faVOUF- 

abEe: 

- AnimPs are ava$lable; 30-40% of all smallholdings have cattle. 

- TRe creeds of cattle in question are relatively trypaaa-tolerant. 

- A veterinary S@rviC~ exists, even at local level. 

- The grmernment programme entitled "Operatisn Feed Yaurself" in- 

rolres substai=ztiaI promotlorr of smallholders. 

- The merr are tradftionally responsible for tilling the soil. 

- Use at’ animals is traditicrnally not rejected. 
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- 'ko$' k&urJh tractors are available in view Ptf the fact that t%ey 

often emnot be repafred due to a lack of spare part.s; the private 

tm2tor services are becoming very expemiwe and are almost sut 

paF the raach of smallholders. 

'- ,Tkpz use of draught oxer~ does, not have ao be introduced as a new 

: tectmique;' in sorpe areaa the method has wsn rstafned and has even 

sgreed~ianci is b&f-m& USed with SUCC&S%. 

-, W-E shurch-ryn r~wltural station at Ykndi has already achieved 

success in reintr~ctuelng the use of draught oxen. 

The she OF the pr~$ect area with its various tribes led to a Fe- 1 

&NM3E SQQ8WXh beinlg QhML~d. The requirements of the Northern 

Regilaam were to be met on a long-term basis by arwnd 20 agricultural 
st~atians. each 0% which is responsible far the surraunding district 

owep" an BP&z% of 2lQQrwt. 30 km. The main tasks of the agricultural 

s:trtlwn% are as f%"as,Pmmt 

- AgrleuEtural extension serwlers with emphasis WI promotion af 
dmug&t OX&w. 

- pluwwidin8g: the farmers whth sgricultwal production requisites such 
as impmwec2 seed, mincrafi ferrilixet-a, pleughs and spare parts, 

tMM%9. etc. 

= Set,thn&up oP a damonstrst‘ian Farm. 

- AwsrdiQng OF cred2ts, and organization of repayment. 

The stat.Pwns, awe PW? by a Ghanaian Techtiical Officer, assist,ed by 

1 c?F 2 ~eve~o$me~g, aid volunteers. The DED (German Valunteer Service) 

qpi?@d kDt Qa~rticfpate. as did the Canadian valunteer aerviee (CUSS) 

me ct%? AmePicM Peace corps. ffl at-&r to g,ain exgerbence s 2-year 

@i~Qglt @KE%J wtbhr mly 2 sketfows preceded thS actual PFOjCGt. Fol- 

IQWl~g?whh%-f a St&W-t WBS to bzs2 made OR SBtttRg Up the Other stations. 

The aim was to, QQe-n 2 statlcms eaCh year. 

The CffiADP pro.jest management decided in favour of introducing the 

use of ani~~al tractian in this way since the existing geneFed agFi- 

CUP&US-al extension service weuId have been wertaxed if called Upon 

tc ~~~~~~ this task. A system of well-equlpwd agricultural stations 
and ~~~a~~t~~~s at the same time provides an opportunity ta involve 

Che extension ucrrkters again and gradually integrate them into an 
extension progr-e with the main emphasis on draught oxen. 

Durine, the initial phase the programme is coordinated by a coordinator 



with 8’ Ghanaian counterpart; the work is subsequently t,o be divided 

a regional basis so that one coordinator is responsible for up 
,,:, “, to around 6 stations. The responsibilities of the coordinator and 
::;:,, ~-**~+~--+~cwfer Ahe fallowing areas: 

Planninn and hvaluation of, the prog~amme. 

npt supply, of ,finance&’ and equipment for imple- 

I~ ._ mme. : 

cations and setting-up oF the agr~icultural stations. 
he work of the stations with each other and with 

th& departments of the project. 

rexuresaent of, material (in Ghana, Federal Republic of Germany, 

ifoltal )I issuing of material and settlement of accounts for 

the rdcuStural statlens. 

‘, -’ ~~~~a~orat~o~~ wLth &ureh-run stations (assistance in the form 

of naler%aP and tcanaportatian). 

- ~b~e~~~n~,oF credits POP ihe Agricultural Development Bank. 

- Holidina, af monthly and yearly staff meetings. 

Fig. C/EVA?: Transport and distribution of water. In this field draught animal 
+&iration saves a lot of labour. especially for women in rural 
areas. LPhoto: Wessc~lowski~ 



,, 
‘4. :c& 

agricultural stations as implementing institutions for the 

use of draught oxen at local level 

4.1 Background and experience to date 

~,',Agricultural stations ,aimed at promoting local agriculture had al- 

'readybeen set up ,during,,British 'colonial days, for example in Tono/ 

,' ,Navrongo, Zuartmgu, "Babile,, Bawku and 'NyankpalalTamale. Church-run 

,,development' aid, organizations 1 later set up similar stations e.g. 

,,in Caru, Langbensi, Wale Wale ,and Yen&. Use of draught oxen was 
,' and still is a ‘major, area in the extension work. In coordination 

with the Christian Service Committee (church-run development aid 

organization) the first GGADP station was built in Gushiegu, around 

50 km north of Yendi. This area had a substantial agricultural de- 

velopment potential. 12 farmers trained by the CSC station in Yendi 

were already using draught oxen,and the numerous farmers were inter- 

: ested in adopting the new technique. In Babile (Upper Region) it 

waspossible to take over an old station, where the work in practical 

terms ,involved reintroduction of draught oxen. These two stations, 
located in greatly differing regions containing various tribes, were 
selected for the pilot phase in 'order to gain as broad a range of 

experience as possible. The results achieved at these two stations 

formed the basis for the framework programme which was subsequently 

drawn up at a seminar by development aid volunteers and experts. 
This programme was binding as regards choice of location, setting- 
up and running of a station. 

The following are important criteria when selecting a location: 

- Sufficient agricultural development potential 

- Existence of infrastructure with emphasis on water supply and 

accessibility 

- Suitable tribal and social structure (i.e. adequate number of 

villages and farms) 

- Avaiiability of animals 

A Efficient trading system and good administration. 

4.2 Setting-up of an agricultural station 

The setting-up and running of the Nyankpala Agricultural Station 

will be described below as a practical example. Nyankpala is situated 
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10 miles west of Tamale in the region of the Dagomba tribe. Since 

1940 it has beep the site of the Crop Research Institute and the 

Nyankpala Agricultural College, which have promoted agriculture in 

North Ghana to a great extent. The agricultural station comprises 

a,'4-hectare demonstration farm, a local compound with 4 huts, a kraal 

for 30 oxen, 1 mineral fertilizer store with 5 external depots, 1 

tool ,shed with carpentry shop for sales and 1 farmhouse with an 
office. In cooperation with 1 or 2 development aid volunteers the 

station is run by 1 Technical officer, 1 third-year learner and 1 

field assistant. The station personnel also include 7 ploughmen, 

3 of whom are supervisors, plus 3 labourers, 1 watchman and 1 herds- 
man. 

The station's demonstration farm is intended - particularly in the 

initial phase - to serve as a practical example to help in winning- 

over farmers interested in using draught oxen. The station personnel 

are at the same time to gain experience in using new varieties (seed 

production) and employ improved cultivation methods. The labourers 

use the station's own oxen for work in the fields; good workers are 

promoted to "ploughman" after approx. 1 l/2 years and then provide 

extension services for the trained farmers. At least 4 different 

field crops (1 acre per crop) which are grown generally by the 

farmers in the area are cultivated on each station farm. In contrast 
to the traditional mixed cropping, the system used at the stations 

is single cropping with crop rotation (in Nyankpala: groundnuts - 

sorghum - maize - millet and beans) . Next to the demonstration 

fields is an enclosed 2-hectare pasture and next to this a mango 

plantation covering 0.5 of a hectare on which trials using legumes 

(Cotolaria and Stylosantes) are carried out. The farm covers a total 

area of 12.5 hectares and is surrounded by teak trees. 

The compound is used to accommodate the farmers to be trained, who 

attend 3-week training courses and live too far away to be able to 

go home each day. The large entrance hall is used for meetings and 

as a classroom. 

The oxen are kept overnight in the bullock kraal, where they are 

additionally supplied with fodder concentrate (maize, sorghum, ground- 

nut and millet straw) during the dry season. The straw serves simul- 

taneously as litter; the dung is taken to the fields at the beginning 

of the rainy season. 12 oxen are kept; 4 of them belong to the sta- 

tion, while the other 8 form the "oxen bank". These oxen are in some 
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" oxen 'too small to be used for ploughing. In this case the farmers 

must pay a corresponding additional charge. 

,,,,Toget~he,r, with, the Ministry of Agriculture the station organizes the 

" distribution of mineral fertilizers in its extension area. It has 

beenposs,ib,le ~to store,around 10 000 sacks in the 5 external depots; 
in: 197,9,,approximately 50 000 sacks of mineral fertilizer were dis- 

," tributed~,to around 7 000 smallholders. The distribution of fertilizer 

meantthat. the agricultural station immediately became known to all 
the farmers and was able to win their trust to a certain extent. 

Farmers using oxen are given preference during distribution, whereby 

mineral fertilizers constitute a powerful incentive (large-scale 
farmers must buy mineral fertilizer in Tamale). The tool sales room 

is used to store the plough-ridger combinations (ST 22 Eberhardt) 

and spare parts for the yoke sets made by local carpenters (2 yokes: 

one 5 feet wide for ploughing, one 7 feet wide for ridging, nylon 
ropes for guiding the oxen); it also contains locally-made hoes, 
sometimes sacks, plant protection agents and chemicals for improving 
the storage life of grain etc. The station farm itself is equipped 
with the following: 2 ploughs including a ridging plough, 1 ox cart, 
1 dressing drum, 1 knapsack sprayer, 2 wheelbarrows and various tools. 
The following means of transportation are available for the plough- 
men and the station management: 9 bicycles (1 per ploughman), 2 motor- 

cycles and 1 VW platform truck with double cab. 

4.3 Extension work 

Practical implementation of the draught oxen programme by the agri- 

cultural stations can be divided up into 3 phases: 

a) The setting-up and start-up phase 
b) The expansion phase 

c) The consolidation and handover phase 

a) Setting-up phase 

During the start-up phase (approx. 2 years) the station must be 
set up and the personnel selected and trained. At the same time 

the first farmers to attend the training courses during the dry 

season must be recruited. The decisive factor is the personal 
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'contact with the farmers and chiefs. The chiefs of the Dagombas, 

fcr example, are saluted by their "subjects" twice a week, namely 

on Mondays and Fridays. The draught oxen programme is introduced 

at one of thes,e,large meetings, whereupon it is essential to point 
,~, 

,out,to,,the chiefs,and farmers the advantages of draught oxen: 
,,,', 
",,': -:The use"of draught oxen,~makesfarm work easier. 

,-,,,More land,can beecultivated,if,oxen are used (one man can theor- 

,:,etioally :cultivate up to 12 acres using a pair of oxen as 

,against,,3 acres using a hoe). The "Promotion of draught oxen" 
'p,rogramme in Northern Ghana is based on the theoretical assump- 

: : tion that an individual farmer can double his crop area within 

5 ,years if he adopts the~new technique. The GGADP personnel 

,and those at the church-run oxen station are, however, sceptical 
as regards this target, since draught oxen are not used correct- 

,ly,in ,a11 respects by the trained farmers due to inadequate 
follow-up supervision of the farmers completing the courses 

,~ and problems in the input supply (6). 

- It is then decribed how a "hoe farmer" can become a "bullock 
farmer": he must own two strong bulls and buy a pair of yokes 
and a plough-ridger combination. During the dry season he then 
attends a 3-week training course at the station with his animals. 

He is given preference during distribution of scarce agricul- 

tural production requisites and during the rainy season is ad- 

vised on the cultivation of field crops and instructed in 

correct ploughing and mechanical weed control by the ploughmen 

in his own fields. The initial explanations are usually followed 

by long discussions during which questions are answered and 

problems such as procurement of oxen discussed. At the end of 

the discussion attention is dl'awn to film and slide evenings 

during which the techniques mentioned are shown in practice. 

The farmers are later invited to the station which holds several 
"Farmer Days" when the station farm is explained and ploughing 
and mechanical weed control demonstrated. The names of the 

farmers attending these "Farmer Days" are recorded and the 

farmers are then visited and advised in their villages or in 
their fields. Their draught oxen or bulls are inspected and 
problems concerning the financing of draught oxen discussed. 
During the start-up phase I+ is mainly the station management 

,(i.e.,the Technical Officer, third-year learner, field assistant 
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;, : 
:i,, 
f,F~Y~, ,: ,, 

and,development aid volunteers) who are responsible for winning- 

over the farmers for the programme. They work in close coopera- 

tion with the Information Unit, which has a mobile cinema with 

films and slide series showing the use of draught oxen. 

i: : In Nkyankpala 5' farmers were recruited and trained in the use 

,I,?) ;:, of,,draught oxen 'during the firstyear and 28 during the second. 

A ~3-week training course divides up roughly as follows: 
y:,~, 

Days:1 and 2: Leading the oxen on the rope ;;J, ~, 
;;;:; Days 3 - 5: ro:, The oxen must walk while wearing the yoke 

Days 6 -14:, The oxen walk while wearing the yoke and draw 
,,. ,.~~ weights which become heavier from day to day 

'Days 15-21: The oxen draw the plough over dry ground 

The farmers at the same time receive theoretical instruction 

supplemented by discussions. The following problems are dealt 
!,$:,: 

with: ~guiding of oxen, animal health, animal nutrition; plough- 
,, :,, ing and mechanical weed control, improved seed, use of mineral ,,~ 
; ,',, l,, ,, fertilizers, planting distances; erosion prevention, development 

of humus, green manuring, production and use of compost and 
manure. Following instruction the farmers must dismantle and 
reassemble the ploughs and maintenance (lubrication) and re- 

,' placement of worn parts are explained. 

Internal station meeting- _ are held twice a month to permit joint 

discussion of the work for the coming weeks (for both the sta- 

tion farm and the extension service). 

b) Expansion phase 
,,, During the second year the good farm workers are promoted to 
ii':, "ploughmen" and help to advise the farmers. They give particular 

assistance during the practical part of the training courses 

and during the rainy season instruct the'farmers in their own ..cJ 
fields on the use of the plough and ridger. Towards the end 
of the rainy season they learn how to castrate animals and fit 

nose rings. Good follow-up supervision of the trained farmers 

is considered highly important. The bullock farmers are given 

preference in the distribution of scarce agricultural production 

requisites such as mineral fertilizers and improved seed; they 

are visited regularly once a week by ploughmen and/or the sta- 

tion management and given further training in correct ploughing, 
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:,: :,:, 
! ,, ridging and mechanical 'weeding. Crop varieties, planting distances, 

use'of fertilizers and animal feeding are repeatedly discussed. 

A farmer informs the station if he has problems e.g. if his animals 

are ill. A member of the station management and a ploughman then 

visit, his' farm,,immediately and,treat the sick animals in cooperation 
*.:: s,,, '<with the veterinary service. The first "bullock farmers" in parti- 
,,,,,i cular are intended, to provide a good example of the successful use 

of theseeanimals since they are>observed above all by their relatives, 
i;, .)~ :i 'friendsand neighbours who then also want to participate in the pro- 
!', gramme.' An investigation, carried lout in the course of evaluation 
,, ,,, of,the oxen programme, also~established very clearly that the farmers 

using oxen act to a large extent as models in their social environ- 

ment. In this context we can say that sucessful bullock farmers 

really do have a "muliplier" effect (6, p. 84ff). 

During the expansion phase the training courses no longer take place 

simply at the station but are held more and more in the villages 

for groups of up to around 10 (old and new) bullock farmers. The 

plowghmen are given particular encouragement and are urged to carry 
out work on their own. They are allocated their own extension areas 

,and farmers (up to 14 old and new bullock farmers) for wh~ich they 
are responsible. Pairs of ploughmen are equipped with a castration 
Set !castration tongs, nose-ring inserter, nose rings); they recruit 
new farmers. and prepare their animals for training. Around 130 

farmers have .been recruited and trained in this way in Nyankpala 
over the last two years. 

Activities during the year can be summarized as follows: 

January - April: 

Training courses, sale of appliances and spare parts, fertilizers 
and seed. 

Apri,l .- June: 

visits to farms -,advice in the fields (ploughing, ridging, mechan- 
ical weed control etc.), sale of input materials, hoes and spare 
parts. 

July - August: 

Advice on treatment of weeds, organization of field- days at the 
station's own demonstration farm, animal hygiene. 

October - December: 

Recruitment of farmers for the next training courses using Super- 
8 films and slide series, assistance in the selection of animals, 
animal hygiene, sale of ploughs and spare parts. 

The normal work on ~the demonstration farm continues alongside 



Fig. C/IV/s: So-called "Ploughmen" help th- farmers when training oxen. The 
helping youngsters loose their fear of the animals and they too 
learn to handle them at an early stage. (Pt:oto: Wessolowski) 

Sub-centres belonging to the agricultural station and run by Tech- 

nical Officers were set up during the expansion phase. One sub- 
centre consists of a store, a house for the Technical Officer 
and a demonstration farm of approx. 2 hectares. The sub-centres 

are visited regularly by the station manageinent at least twice 
a month: during these visits ideas are exchanged, problems dis- 

cussed and the extension work for the coming month dealt with. 

The Technical Officers have attended training courses and are 
intended to promote the use of draught oxen in their sub-districts 
in a similar manner. 

c) Consolidation and handover phase 

Whereas the main concern in the first two phases iS to Set "2 

the station and its sub-centres, recruit as many farmers asposs- 
ible and train them to become skilled in the use of draught oxen, 
attention must be paid during the consolidation phase to ensuring 

that the programme can continue on its own after approximately 

another 4 years. The farmers already using draught animals are 
to train their own oxen themselves and, if possible, help to in- 

struct the farmers subsequently adopting the new technique and 

train their animals (possibly in return for payment). Hoe farmers 
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are to learn frcm bullock farmers. In order to lend weight to 

their justified demands to the Ministry of Agriculture as regards 

the supply of ploughs, ox carts, seed and mineral fertilizers 

e,tc., the bullock farmers should join forces in cooperatives. 

:The Nyankpala Bul,lock Farmers Association was founded in Nyankpala 

at the 'end bf,1979 for this purpose. The association's membership 

'comprises '155 bullock farmers from the extension area covered 

by the :Nyankpala Agricultural~ Station; 15 of them are district 

leaders (1 district leader is elected by 10 bullock farmers from 

his district), of whom 3 have been elected as managers of the 
cooperative and 1 as secretary. 

The ploughmen either become bullock farmers themselves and promote 
the use of draught oxen as "private age&s" or remain at the sta- 

tion and act as extension agents to promote the use of oxen in 

their areas. After 6 to 8 ye&s the station should be run by a 
Senior Technical Officer on his own, while Technical Officers 

xontinue the work at the sub-centres on their own responsibility. 

It is important that the farmers should always be able to buy 

reasonable-priced ploughs and spare parts at the stations or sub- 

centres. Other simple agricultural production requisites (such 

as mineral fertilizers, plant protectipn agents, hoes and sacks) 

should likewise always be available in sufficient quantities for 

all the farmers. 

pig. C/IV/O: Teaching the farmers the proper care of the, implements is as important 
as the good handling of the draught animal*: (Photo: Wessolowski) 
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Number oft farmers who have p articipated in an oxen training course 

lAgrid. 
Station2+3,) ” 1974 1975 1976 l! 

Tono (40) (41 .~ 
v 

377 1978 1979 19801) Total 

va3) 
Babile3) 

3) 54 60 45 - - approx. 1 ooo 
6 28 57 61 - 150 approx. 

~,4,.4 Situation as regards introduction of animal traction by the GGADP 

fin the Northern Region as at the end of 1979 

Gushiegu 15 37 65 53 45 67 approx. 300 

Wankpda 5 28 59 75 approx. 200 
Savelugu 3 25 53 68 appmx. 180 
Sswla 13 6 15 spprox. 40 
Bimbilla 3 6 12 spprox. 20 

,’ Karaga 15 appmx. 
zabzugu 7 

Notes: 1) The 1980 figures are estimates. 
2) Development aid volunteers worked at the Tono station for 4 years; courses 

had already been organized earlier by the agricultural extension service. 
3) The &bile, Tono and Wa stations &u-e situated in the Upper Region where 

the World Bank started a regional agricultural project in 1977. In the 
past 3 years the stations in this region have been handed over to the 
UR@LXP (Upper Regional Agricultural Development Project) and the GGADP 
confined its work to the Northern Region. 

Use of draught oxen may be considered as having established itself 

in the Gushiegu area, where the station will be run by the Ghanaians 
on their own as from 1980. The use of draught oxen has met with great 

interest in the areas covered by the Nyankpala and Savelugu stations 
and in the l,ong term the programme is to continue independently in 

these areas as well. The southern part of the Northern Region con- 
tains the Sawla and Bimbilla stations; the population density is 
lower in these areas, the vegetation more lush and the introduction 
Of draught oxen will take longer since there are not enough properly 

‘, “cleared,areas available. 
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,, T”e dif Yfusion of the use of draught oxen as a new technique in the 

'~,~:,Northernand Upper Regions can be said to have progressed favourably 

" to date. The target population is showing a very high degree of 

general interest in this new method and it has not been possible 
p,;; ~:~to'~pinpoint anv,~ sociocultural factors which could hinder further ,, &~, :~, :, ‘y :‘; ~ i spreading ,ofthe use, o f draught animals. 

ect,' however, deserves particular attention. 

of:the smaliholders in Northern Ghana exhibits 
,,degree of;diversity. The diffusion process for the new tech- 

que ,is at present still in its iritial stages; the total number 

,of bullock farmers in the Upper Region is estimated at 5 ,000 and 

that in the Northern Region at 1 000. Surveys have Shown that the 
t;,,:~; " 
;,;;y : 

farmers using oxen at present must probably be regarded as innovators 

i/ ,,":, or "early users”. A characteristic feature of these farmers is that 
"+;, ',~' ,,~their economic siixation - ",;;': : seen in relative terms - is better than 

that of,,the other ,smallholders. 

The 'justified conclusion appears to be that the economic situation 
~,, ,, 
P-:' of the individual farmer is the decisive factor in determining whether 
",,,; 2.:~ he goes over to the use of draught oxen. It must be assumed at pre- 
1 ,.s:,: sent that still more of these better-off smallholders will partici- 

pate in the training courses in the near future and adopt the innova- 

tion. Suitable programme measures (e.g. an efficient small credit 

i,, programmef must therefore be employed to gtiarantee that in the less 

Is;', immediate future the adoption and diffusion process does not stop 

when the better-off smallholders have a!? become involved and only 

(the majority of) the worse-off smallholders are available for 
,,',,, 
: '~ 
,,,,, 

further propagation of the technique (6, p. 64 ff and p. 70 ff). 

,, ,, ,, In order to ensure taht the bullock farmers are supplied with the 
F'. necessary equipment,the GGADP has since 1979 been setting up a plough 

and appliance factory in Tamale whichis to manufacture.2000 plough- 
,, ridger combination units per year (to date ploughs have been imported ,, ,, from the Federal Republic of Germany). This factory and its supply of 

material will be the main factors determining whether the use of 

draught oxen can become established as a whole. It should not be 
:,:' forgotten that is was a shortage of ploughs and spare parts which ,:,~, 
g:::,,; led to the failure, of the first attempts to introduce draught oxen 

: in many areas of Northern Ghana at the end of the fifties. 
j:,:,, 



,5,. Experience and results gained using the promotional approach 

5.1 -rience within the promoting organization 

The GGADP is fully integrated into the Ministry of Agriculture and 
introduction of draught oxen via agricultural stations has proved 

,: successful. These stations, .together with their sub-stations, simul- 
: taneously serve as supply centres for distributing agricultural pro- 

duction requisites to the smallholders. The following main problems 
nevertheless emerge: 

a) Supplying the smallholders with production requisites presents 
problems on account of the present poor economic situation in 
Ghana. It is doubtful whether the supply can be maintained as 
it has been to date. 

b) The personnel of the general agricultural extension service do 
not have adequate means of transport or living accomodation and 
are also underpaid so that there is little motivation for the 
extension officers to perform their work well (at the Nyankpala 
Agricultural Station all members of personnel were given l-2 hec- 
tares of land for their own use which could be cultivated using 
the station's oxen). 

cl The development aid volunteers work at a station for only around 
2 years. The turnover is too high, resulting in a lack of continu- 
ity. The volunteers require a year in order to adapt to their 
new surroundings, the farmers and the work and recognize the 
problems. 

6) The staff turnover among the experts was also too high in 1978/79. 
The entire team in Tamale has been replaced within a short period, 
which has had a detrimental effect on the continui,ty of the 
project. 
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,5.2 Xxperiences with the farmers and effects on the situetion on 
the Individual farms 

Almost ,a11 of’,the, trained farmers (SF&) changed over directly tc 
using oxen ,for plpughing. Ridging, mechanized weed control and the 
use of ox’carts fortransporttrtion, however, have to be given parti- 
cular, prominence, during the extension work. Investigations and the 
experiences of the GGADp personnel h%ve shown that only a rel%tive:y 
small number of the tr%tned bullock fermers use the new technique 
for these purposes (6, p. 66 f and p. 83 fl. 
The area cultivated by one family was previously determined by the 
number of young men in the family who could help with the work. One 
man using a hoe could cultivate only around 3 acres, in a year. If 
draught oxen are used. however, he ~a* theoretically cultivate up 
to 12 acres cf eereals and legumes and elra plaugh the fields for 
yams and eassava. Much of the weed ecntrol is carried out today 

mechanically by means of reridging. During the %hort period of 
tractor-based meehaniaetion the smallholders had at least at the 
end of the sixties bad their fields ploughed either by government 
of private tractor cornpa&@%, whersby a l%baur bottleneck then never- 
theless occured in the use of hoee for weed control %nd led to re- 
duced yields. 

Bullock farms generally extend their crop area since sufficient land 
has still been available to date. They can till their fields more 
quickly and therefore sow earlier and fn better time. The fact that 
they em carry taut all tilling end tending work at the rtght’ time 
mams that thsy %&&eve higher area yields. Once Me c@st of equip- 
ment and oxen has been deducted they are left with %R income which 
t,s on average twice as high 6s th%t achieved by comparable families 
(i.e. of the same size) engaged in hoe-based cultivation. 
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Theon 

T ~ver~rne~t~~ne~ GTZ - German Agency for Technical Cooperation - 
operates in the fietd of Technical Cooperation. 1,800 German experts are 
working together with partners from more than 80 countries of Africa, Asia 
and Latin America In projects covering practically every sector of agriculture, 
forestry. economic development, social services and insthutional and material 
~~f~%a?r~~6Mre. - The GTZ is commissioned to do this work both by the 

~war~~e~t of the Federal Republic of Germany and by other government or 
rnment authorities. 

The GTZ a&&es e~~orn~a§s~ 

t, technical planning, control and supervision Of technical oooper- 
ation projects commissioned by the Government of the Federal Republic 
of ~e~rne~~ or by other auth,orities 

- providing an advisory s,ervice to other agencies also working on develop- 
ment pmjects 

- the recr&ment, selection. briefing, assignment, administration of expert 
personnel and their welfare and technical backstopping during their period 
d assi~~m~n’t 

- prov\aion of materials and equipment for projects, planning work, selec- 
tion,, ~~r~~as~n$ and shipment to the developing countries 

- management of ah financial obligations to the partner-country. 


